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FOREWORD

Labor market studies have long been a central theme of IUI research,
covering such topics as labor mobility, education and productivity on
the one hand, and wage and salary formation on the other. This area
has become even more important during the last decade as new
legislation affecting the labor market is proposed and enacted and as
new demands for rapid structural adjustment are imposed on Swedish
industry by changing international market conditions.

Since comparative research from different countries is especially
valuable in addressing these issues, lVI organized a small conference
in July, 1979, around some of them. The papers given at the confer
ence are presented in this volume. They cover a number of important
areas, and several ofthem compare labor markets in Sweden and the
U.S. The topics are closely related to the economic policy debate of
today in both countries: youth unemployment, the determinants of
labor supply and the relationships between profits and wage change.
Both theoretical propositions as weIl as the effects of labor market
intervention policies have ~een analyzed.

The Institute wants to thank all outside participants for their con
tributions. We hope that this volume will find interested readers and
act as a stimulus to future research in labor economics.

Stockholm, November 1981

Gunnar Eliasson
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Labor Market Behavior in
Sweden and the U.S.

An Introduction

Gunnar Eliasson, Bertil Holmiund
Frank P. Stafford

The funetioning of the labor market is of central importance for the
possibility to realize several traditional objeetives for economic pol
icy. Maeroeeonomie stabilization polieies attempting to affeet in
flation and unemployment will require quantified knowledge about
how wages are formed and unemployment determined. Likewise, a
policy intended to improve resouree allocation and to foster eeon
omic growth must be based on information on how workers respond
to changes in the available compensation packages and how on-the
job training is aequired. Finally, it is obvious that the application of an
income distribution policy should be based on a firm understanding of
how the initial wage and income inequalities were generated.

The IUI-symposium on labor economics in July 1979 offered a
unique opportunity to diseuss some of the above mentioned topies in
a comparative U.S.-Swedish setting. Emphasis was on unemploy
ment and unemployment polieies, labor supply and wage determina
tion. Several papers ineluded eomparisons between Sweden and the
U.S.-two countries with supposedly very different labor markets.

Sweden vs the U.S.

Swedish employers and employees are operating in alabor market
setting that exhibits several unique features compared to the situation
in other countries and especially in the U.S. One characteristic fea
ture of the Swedish post-war economy is the extensive applieation of
various selective labor market programs. During the deep recession
1976-1978-with an unemployment rate· around 2%-these pro-
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grams employed almost 4% of the labor force. In addition to tradi
tionallabor market programs (manpower training, temporary pub'ic
jobs), several institutional changes have taken place during the 70s.
Of special importance is the employment security legislation from
1974, which tends to make employer-initiated job separations very
costly.

Other policy parameters with implications for labor market be
havior are defined by the Swedish tax system. Total tax yields, as a
percentage of GNP, have increased from 21 % to 53% during the
period 1950 to 1977; Sweden has now the highest tax rates in the
OECD-area. Of special relevance is that Swedish tax scales are highly
progressive, with marginal tax rates around 60-70% for most of
full-time working employees.

A third noteworthy feature of the Swedish labor market setting is
the role played by centralized collective bargaining. An explicit objec
tive for the Trade Union Confederation has been to enforce a more
"equitable" wage structure, in practice regularly interpreted as re
quiring a reduction of prevailing before tax wage differentials. This
wage policy has presumably been at variance with the wage structure
that a market "solution" would imply.

The policies pursued in Sweden have had substantiaI effects on
labor market behavior. The labor market programs have been able to
reduce individual welfare losses associated with high unemployment.
To illustrate, there has been a substantiai reduction in the layoff rate
subsequent to the 1974 employment security legisiation. On the other
hand, there might have been adverse allocation and growth effects.
The employment preserving measures as well as the progressive tax
system have most likely weakened the incentives for labor to move in
response to offered wage increases and obstructed productivity
augmenting structural changes in the economy. This is partly re
flecte~ by the decline in the new hire rate subsequent to the 1974
legislation and many believe the burden of the reduced new hire rate
to have been disproportionately borne by youth and other job market
entrants.

Compared to Swedish conditions, the U .S. labor market may seem
relatively free from government regulation. It is, however, important
to note that in the U .S. "market solutions" to an important extent are
also influenced by collective bargaining processes. The outcome of
coIlective bargaining in the U .S. occasionaIly displays striking simi
larities with some recent Swedish labor market legisiation. The
emphasis on tenure is a case in point here; U .S. practice as weIl as
Swedish legislation apply "last in-first out" as the basic layoff rule.

Whereas firm-specific employment security has been emphasized
in Swedish labor market policies of the 1970s, this has not been a
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universal element of what may be called the Swedish labor market
model. Most social benefits and pension schemes in Sweden are
unrelated to tenure in a particular firm, in contrast to the extensive
application of various firm-specific fringe benefit schemes in the U .S.
Seniority rules and firm-specific benefits will, of course, not neces
sarily have adverse productivity effects. The weakened mobility in
centives may be offset by other effects conducive to on-the-job learn
ing and work efficiency. Experience from the Japanese labor market
underlines the relevance of such explanations of productivity growth.
Suffice it here to say that the incentive structures facing Swedish and
U.S. workers have different content-but not necessarily different
effects. A Swedish employee contempiating job mobility will find
that the major part of his prospective income increase will' be
absorbed by taxes. The U.S. worker, in contrast, can expect to keep
the major fraction of an income increase; on the other hand, he or she
must consider the possibility of firm-specific fringe benefit losses
associated with job mobility. Simple views of institutionai and incen
tive differences between Sweden and the U.S. can be quite wrong at
places.

One might expect the revealed inclination for social innovations on
the part of Swedish authorities to have a mirror image in the form of a
substantiai ongoing program of policy evaluation and research. So~e
policy-oriented research has been undertaken, but in the area of our
chosen topic-Iabor market behavior-it is not difficult to find
numerous areas which have been analyzed only briefly so far.

For instance, practically no research has been devoted to the macro
economic effects of the system for temporary jobs (relief works),
despite its pivotal role in Swedish labor market policy; relief workers
accounted for about 1% of the labor force during the last recession of
the 1970's.

Empirical evidence on incentive effects of the Swedish income tax
system is also sparse or close to non-existent. Conventionai wisdom
suggests substantiai , negative responses on labor supply from a steep
ly progressive tax system. In the U.S. the joint income of married
couples is taxed. In Sweden married persons are taxed at rates inde
pendent of the earnings of the spouse. Hence one should expect
differences in the contribution of married women to labor supply
between the U.S. and Sweden. Numerous policy differences of this
kind shouId give rise to differences in the supply composition of the
U .S. and Swedish labor markets but predictions made have been left
more or less untested so far.

Our knowledge of how centralized negoti~tions affect the process
of wage changes is also very limited. To what extent has union policy
been able to influence the structure of wages and wage changes over
time?
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These examples represent only a few of the areas which have been
left relatively unexplored by empirical research. The first part of this
volume discusses some policy issues of importance and tests certain
fundamental hypotheses about labor market behavior. What is the
role of inflationary surprises for unemployment fluctuations and how
valid is the human capital interpretation of returns to education?

Unemployment and Unemployment Policies

The first set of studies considers the role of labor market policy in
Sweden. Stafford's introductory paper primarily reviews the major
public policies designed to influence unemployment in Sweden and
the U.S. and comments on their effects. There are many conceptual
problems associated with measuring unemployment. First, there is
the problem of deciding what it should stand for: Do we want a
measure of individual welfare costs (psychological sufferings, social
hardship), or a measure of the output losses associated with an
underutilized labor force? We need at least two, probably several,
measures to capture these two different concepts. Second, one has to
decide what existing measures in fact represent and to what extent
comparability can be obtained. Stafford's paper shows that the coun
tries are in fact very similar in terms of structural variables that
explain intercountry differences in unemployment rates. He finds
that the fraction of 18 year olds enrolled in school shows a strong
positive association with unemployment indieating that the larger the
youth eohorts entering the labor market the larger is youth unem
ployment. The basic difference between the labor markets in the U .S.
and Sweden turns out to be the much larger emphasis placed on
selective labor market policies in Sweden. This difference presum
ably explains a substantiai part of the observed unemployment rate
differentials.

Johannesson explores the composition and development of
Swedish labor market policy in detail. He shows that expenditures on
labor market policy have increased gradually during the post-war
period, with marked increases during recessions and with negligible
decreases during boom years. Policy-priorities have changed in in
teresting ways. The relative importance of supply side measures in
Sweden-heavily emphasized during the 1960's-have been reduced
in favor of demand-oriented measures during the 1970's. These de
mand-oriented measures have, furthermore, been oriented primarily
towards preventing unemployment through layoffs in the private
sector.

Holmlund's paper investigates the effects of different labor market
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policy programs in Sweden. The policies considered incIude tradi
tionai programs-such as temporary jobs and manpower training-as
weIl as recent policy innovations and the employment security legisla
tion in particular.

Holmiund uses a longitudinal data set in order to estimate how
participation in labor market programs affect future unemployment
risks. The results obtained indicate, inter alia, a marked autocorrela
tion in individual unempIoyment probabilities; workers with previous
unemployment experiences are facing much higher current unem
ployment risks even after controlling for various personalcharacteris
tics. However, these adverse effects of previous unemployment
appear to be mitigated by participation in labor market programs.

Another interesting observation is that the higher separation costs
introduced through the employment security legislation have de
creased layoffs but have also induced more careful screening proce
dures on the part of firms. The net effect so far, however, turns out to
be a substantiaI reduction in measured unemployment.

The paper by Gramlich and Ysander evaluates the role played by
Swedish relief work programs for the Iocal governments' employ
ment demand. To what extent are relief workers performing jobs
"normally" done by regular employees, thereby reducing normal
labor demand? Given the great emphasis placed on relief works in
Sweden, the possibility of such displacement effects should clearly be
taken account of and Gramlich's and Ysander's paper represents an
interesting econometric method to do so. The aggregate data used
hardIy allow any far-reaching concIusions; the resuIts do, however,
indicate considerable displacement effects in the public road work
while no such effect is observed for health and welfare reliefworkers.

Unemployment Fluctuations and Inflationary Surprises

The next theme in the volume deals with the determinants of short
run unemployment tluctuations. Burdett's study approaches this issue
from a search-theoretic viewpoint. The problem addressed is how
changes in Iabor demand affect the outeorne of a job search process.
A shift in labor demand conditions will affect the worker's job offer
probabilityas weIl as his reservation wage. The outcome depends
strongly·on the extent to which changes in conditions are fully pre
dicted by the worker.

Burdett uses ·a search model where expected discounted lifetime
income is maximized. Unpredicted improvements in labor market
conditions will decrease the expected duration of unemployment
because they do not affect reservation wages. Burdett, however, also
demonstrates that fully predicted changes in labor market conditions
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may have unambiguous implications for the outcome of the search
process. In particular, Burdett derives the sufficient restrictions that
must be placed on the wage offer distribution in order to obtain
determinate results.

The paper by Björklund and Holmiund investigates the extent to
which fluctuations in actual unemployment duration are explained by
short-run deviations between actual and expected wages, as pre
dicted by search theory, and the extent to which they are caused by
fluctuations in job offers. The paper demonstrates that unexpected
inflation can explain some of the short-term unemployment in
Sweden. But it also turns out that inflationary surprises can explain
only a small part of actual fluctuations in unemployment duration.
Changes in job availability are found to be the most important deter
minant.

In addition to these results the study by Björklund and HolmIund
offers a comparison of unemployment patterns in Sweden and the
U .S. It is interesting to see that cyclical unemployment fluctuations in
Sweden are almost exclusively due to changes in unemployment
duration whereas unemployment inflow is a significant additional
source for aggregate unemployment fluctuations in the U.S.

The Supply of Labor

A third group of studies in this volume is focused on issues related to
labor supply. Among these is the paper by Axelsson, Jacobsson and
Lö/gren , which includes estimates of neo-classicallabor supply func
tions on Swedish household data. The results are weIl in conformity
with earlier results from U .S. studies as far as males are concerned:
men's labor supply appears to be relatively insensitive to changes in
the wage rate. Male labor supply is furthermore shown to be un
affected by the presence of children in the household. The Swedish
female labor supply functions have significant negative sIopes, con
trary to most results obtained in U.S. studies. However, when local
tax rates are introduced in the labor supply equations, negative tax
elasticities are arrived at. The simultaneous prevalence of negative
(gross) wage elasticities and negative tax rate coefficients is some
what puzzling and possible to interpret only with some difficulty. As
the authors point out, measurement errors in reported hours will
imply a negative bias in the wage rate· coefficient.

The question of Iabor suppIy responses to changes in tax rates is
also in focus in the paper by Jakobsson and Normann. Their proce
dure, however, is quite different from the traditional econometric
approach pursued in the aforementioned paper. Jakobsson and Nor-
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mann start off with an explicit utility function of the individual with
(net) income and leisure as arguments. Utility maximization yields
labor supply as a function of an exogenous wage rate and exogenous
tax parameters. This "micro-model" is embedded in a simulation
model of the Swedish system for personal income taxation and the
labor supply responses to certain policy changes are investigated. The
results are also evaluated by means of an explicit social welfare
function, that takes account of individual utility leveIs as weIl as the
dispersion of individual utilities.

The simulations reveal the existence of perverse government rev
enue effeets. In other words, increases in marginal tax rates will
actually deerease government tax revenues because labor supply
diminishes as a consequence of the increased marginal tax rate. This
result is, however, not consistent with the estimated tax rate elastici
ties obtained by Axelsson, Jacobsson and Löfgren and clearly indi
cates the need for further research on labor supply effects of the
highly progressive Swedish tax system. To Jakobsson and Normann
the Swedish income tax shedules differ greatly from those that would
be prescribed by the theory of optimal taxation. They also conclude
that more lump sum transfers should increase social welfare and that
which policy to choose is quite independent of the importance
attached to a more or less even income distribution in the social utility
function.

Applications of Human Capital and Signalling Theories

The paper by Gustafsson deals with the labor supply issue from a
different viewpoint. The focus here is not ~owwage rates affect labor
supply behavior but instead how previous labor supply decisions
influence current wages. Of primary interest is the extent to which
male-female wage differentials can be explained by differences in
education and work histories between the sexes. Standardizing for
these human capital related variables, it turns out that Swedish
women earn about 20% less than Swedish men; the corresponding
U .S. earnings differential appears to be somewhat larger.

The human capital interpretation of the return to education is
challenged in Albreeht's paper. The basic objective is to develop an
econometric procedure to test the signalling model and the question
is whether employers use education for purely informational pur
poses in their hiring decisions. The role of education is decomposed
into a pure "productivity" component and a pure "information"
component. The basic idea explored is that employers will be forced
to rely more heavily on education when considering those applicants
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about whom they have the least information. The hypothesis is
tested-but not supported-by means of a data set that includes
information on hired job applicants as well as refused applicants.

The Determinants of Wage Changes

The remaining two papers in the volume are both studies on the
process of wage changes. Schager's paper focuses on wage drift in
Sweden, i.e., the difference between total wage increases and ce~

trally negotiated increases. Several earlier studies have documented a
close (Phillips-) relationship between wage drift and unemployment
for post-war years. During the 1970's, however, this relationship
seems to have vanished. Schager's theoretical framework of the wage
drift process is focusing on firms' active recruitment behavior and
suggests that the duration of vacancies should be the variable most
closely related to the tightness of the labor market. The empirical
results strongly confirm this hypothesis. Another noteworthy result
in Schager's paper is that also profits appear to be a significant factor
behind wage drift. A remarkable finding is that inflationary expecta
tions-measured by changes in consumer prices-play a negligible
role for wage drift.

The determinants of wage increases are also the topic for Jonsson's
and Klevmarken 's paper. Their approach represents an interesting
attempt to integrate the human capital wage theory with Phillips
curve oriented views of wage changes responding to market dis
equilibria. The analysis-performed on pooled cross-sectional data
for salaried employees-shows that both market changes and the
outcome of central negotiations are important to explain age
earnings profiles. The study clearly indicates that downward wage
rigidity is a characteristic feature of the labor market; salaries are
much more sensitive to excess demand situations than they are to
excess supply. Another interesting finding is that central negotiations
have a substantiai net effect on salary growth when the market is
characterized by excess supply but no significant effect when excess
demand prevails.

Conclusions

As this brief overview indicates, the conference dealt with a variety of
important issues. We believe that the volume has filled some gaps in
our knowledge of labor market behavior and that it will stimulate
further research as weIl. Unexplored and important research areas
abound.

For instance, the desirability of careful evaluation research could
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hardly be underestimated in a country like Sweden which devotes
2-3% of GNP to labor market programs. The study of displacement
effects included in this volume outlines a methodology that can be
applied to other-and hopefully richer-data sets. Evaluation of
labor market programs should also provide some information on
individual welfare effects of program participation as compared to
unemployment.

The quantitative importance of labor market programs makes it
necessary to address the displacement issues from a broad allocation
al perspective as weIl. To what extent is subsidized employment ~in

sheitered or semi-sheltered workplaces crowding out private sector
employment? Our knowledge here is extremely scarce.

Another issue that should be further analyzed concerns incentive
effects of the Swedish system for personal taxation. The somewhat
conflicting results from two studies in this volume are cases in point
here. But the tax system has, of course, implications for a broader set
of labor market phenomena, e.g., the mobility of labor between
firms, regions and labor force states.

It is also important to understand the extent to which the different
agents in the labor market are involved in active search activities.
Traditional search models emphasize job search among workers,
whereas active search on part of the firms have been largely ignored in
the literature. A bettet understanding of unemployment and mobility
patterns in the labor market will require a more careful analysis of
firms' search and recruitment behavior.

Finally, much discussion today centers around the allocation
effects and the macroeconomic consequences of alternative labor
market policies. The papers presented in this volume have dealt with
the allocation theme only in passing, but the papers still represent a
wealth of evidence on the matter. Combined with other evidence it
should eventually be possible to shed some coherent light on a num
ber of very pressing and complex policy problems of today that so far
appear to be resolved without recourse to the necessary background
knowledge.
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Unemployment and Labor Market Policy
in Sweden and the United States

Frank P. Stafford

l. INTRODUCTION*

Unemployment rates are far lower in Sweden than in

the Uni ted States . During the most recent reces

sion in Sweden the unemployment rate was 2.2 per

cent (1977-78), while during the most recent reces

sion in the United States unemployment averaged

8.5 percent (1975). These differences cannot be

explained by simple differences in methods of meas

urement since both countries rely on a household

survey with similar question sequences and defini

tions of unemployment. 1 The large difference in

measured unemployment raises the question of the

extent to which the unemployment rates differ be

cause of differences in public policy and to what

extent they differ because of structural differ

ences in the labor markets, such as proportion of

teenagers, duration of spells of older workers, or

rate of growth of the labor force.

In this paper we review the major public policies

designed to influence unemployment in Sweden and

l International Comparisons of Unemployment, U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1978, p.14.

* I would like to thank Gunnar Eliasson, Ned Gram
lich and Bertil Holmlund for helpful suggestions.
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the United States and comment on their effects ·on

unemployment. A cost-benefit analysis of the po

licies is not developed, and it is therefore possi

ble that some of the policies have costs exceeding

their benefits, even though they appear to pass

the direct test of lowering unemployment rates.

Cost-benefit analysis in this area is seldom ap

plied and one of the major difficulties is defin

ing the benefi ts realized by foregoing unemploy

ment.

If unemployment is reduced through a policy which

shows long duration spelis, the benefits could be

approximated by the reduced loss of market output

less the value (positive or negative) of unplanned

or involuntary leisure. On the other hand, some

short duration spelis may truly reflect job search

at the intensive margin, and eliminating these

spelis may represent a cost rather than a benefit.

If the policy itself had other implementation

costs, then in this latter case the analysis would

involve determining the sum of the two cost compo

nents.

This paper provides a comparison of major differ

ences in labor market policy between the two

countries and offers comment on the structural

similarities and differences in the labor markets.

Most of the differences arise from differences in

the demographic compos i tion of the workforce and

from differences in education and tax policies.

The more ambitious task of cost-benefit analysis

of the various labor market programs is not at

tempted.
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2. OVERALL DIFFERENCES IN UNEMPLOYMENT

AND LABOR MARKET POLICY

In both Sweden and the Uni ted States there has

been increased emphasis on countercyclica1 1abor

market policy in the last 10 years. Both countries

p1aced greater reliance on supp1y oriented poli

cies in the 1960 's and have come to place more

emphasis on demand oriented policies in the

1970's, though the overallievei of resources devot

ed to labor market policy, defined as expenditur

es for training, employment and cash assistance to

the unemployed by the Federal government, is

higher in Sweden than in the United States. This

can be seen in Table l. About l percent of Swedish

GNP was devoted to labor market policy in the mid

1960's but by the late 1970's (1976 and 1977)

about 3 percent . of Swedish GNP was devoted to

1abor market policy. For. the U. S. the comparable

figures are 0.5 percent in the mid 1960's and 1.25

percent during 1975-77. The share of total federal

labor market resources in the form of cash assist

ance to the unemployed is far higher in the United

States ranging from as high as 85 percent in 1965

to an (estimated) low of 47 percent in 1979. For

Sweden the largest share of labor market resources

in the form of cash assistance to the unemployed

was 13 percent during 1978.

Comparing the two countries in terms of share of

GNP devoted to training and employment measures,

the last line of Table 1 indicates that between

1965 and 1975 Sweden was spending about 8 times

more than the United States. Since 1975 the U.S.

has increased resources to training and employ-



Table 1. Expenditure and 1abor market policy measures in relation to GNP and 1abor force,
Sweden and the United States, 1963-1980

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

SWEDEN
Training and employ-

663.9 891.4 978.3 1,461.7 1,778.1 2,112.9 3,382.3ment expenditure -
Unemployment
compensationa 58.1 - 76.0 99.1 172.1 242.4 257.9 462.6
Totala 722.0 - 967.4 1,077.4 1,633.8 2,020.5 2,370.8 3,844.9
GNpa 81,765e 91,000e 98,300 105,700 109,000 116,200 136,000 151,400 159,300
Total as percentage
of GNP 0.9 - 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.7 1.6 2.4
Total per person
in labor force(Skr) 194 - 259 284 433 529 - 606 971
U-rate 1.7 1.6 1.2 1.6 2.2 2.3 1.9 1.5 2.5
Average durationg 9.0 9.6 8.3 8.4 10.3 10.8 12.4 12.0 13.5

~

Recession year(1-0) 1 O O O 1 1 O O 1 ~

UNITED STATES
Training and emp!oy-

209 299 534 989 1,236 1,587 1,560 1,602 1,952ment expenditure
Unemploymenth 2.980 2.440 2.552 2.412 2.583 3.364 6.168compensation - -
Total - - 3,514 3,429 3,788 3,999 4,143 4,966 8,120
GNph 516,300 616,200 657,100 721,100 774,400 829,900 903,700 959,000 1,019,300
Total as percentage
of GNP - - .53 .48 .49 .48 .46 .52 .80

Total per person
in labor force ($) - - 45 43 47 49 49 58 93
U-rate! 5.7 5.2 4.5 3.8 3.8 3.6 3.5 4.9 5.9

Average duration j 14.0 13.5 12.0 10.5 8.8 8.5 8.0 8.8 11.4
Recession year(l-O) O O O O O O O O 1

Percent GNP
on training - - •907 :11 2 .925=6 8 1.341=8 4 1.53°=8 O - 1.39.8 3 2.123 :11 1
and employment .081 • .137 • .1596 • .191 • .167 • .191 •
in Sweden

- - - - -- -- - -- - - - - ---



1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

SWEDEN
Training and employ-

3,802.3 3,845.7 3,831.1 4,736.3 7,316.7 9,824.1 7,025.3c dment expenditure 8,025.6
Unemploymenta 435.2 507.0 449.5 347.4 462.8 794.1 1,082.3c dcompensation 1,090.9
Totala 4,237.5 4,352.7 4,280.6 5,083.7 7,779.5 10,618.2 8,107.6c 9,1165d

GNpa 172,200 190,400 219,000 251,700 284,300 308,500 347,300f 389,OOOf
Total as percentage

2.3fof GNP 2.5 2.3 2.0 2.0 2.7 3.4 2.3

Total per person
2,145fin labor force(Skr) 1,067 1,094 1,059 1,231 1,872 2,544 1,926

U-rate 2.7 2.5 1.9 1.6 1.6 1.8 2.2 1.7
Average durationg 16.2 16.7 15.8 15.6 15.2 15.3 16.2 16.5f

Recession year(1-0) 1 O O O 1 1 1 O

UNITED STATES
Training and empAoy-

11,729f 11,002f ~

ment expenditure 2,894 3,283 2,910 4,063 6,288 6,877 10,784 (J

Unemployment
h 7,076 5,356 6,065 13,459 19,452 15,258 11,769 10,295f 12,410fcompensation

Total 9,970 8,639 8,975 17,522 25,740 22,135 23,337 22,025f 23,412f

GNph 1,110,500 1,237,500 1,359,200 1,457,300 1,621,700 1,834,400 2,043,400 2,289,400~ 2,505,700f

Total as percentage
of GNP .72 .70 .66 1.20 1.59 1.21 1.14 .96 .93

Total per person
214 f 223 fin labor force ($) 112 95 96 186 266 222 228

U-ratei 5.6 4.9 5.6 8.5 7.7 7.0 6.0 5.9
Average duration j 12.1 10.0 9.7 14.1 15.8* 14.3 11.8 10.7k

Recession year (1-0) 1 O O 1 1 O O O

Percent GNP
on training 2.203=8 5 2.02=7 6 1.749_8 2 1.88.=6 7 2.57 =6 6 3.184:7 1 2.022":3 8 2.06 =4 Of
and employment .26 • .265 • •714 - • .299 • .38 • .575 • .527 • .512 •
in Sweden



a Millions of Swedish Crowns in current prices. Source: Johannesson, Jan, "Swedish Labour Market Policy
during the 1960's and the 1970's", Stockholm, April 1979.

b From 1967 on data are for 1967-68, 1968-69, ••• ,for Sweden.

c Allocation as reported in Swedish Employment Policy, 1977/78, p.51.

d Requested for 1979/80, Swedish Employment Policy 1977/78, p.51.

e Statistiska Meddelanden, National Accounts 1963-64, Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics
1975:98, p.52 (estimated).

fEstimated.

g Statistiska Meddelanden, The Labour Force Surveys 1963-75, National Central Bureau of Statistics
1978:32, p.lOl.

h Budget of the United States, 1963-79.

i Economic Report of the President 1978.

j Employment and Earnings, ~963-79, Table A37.

k January.

Source: Handbook of Labor Statistics 1977. U.S. Pol. Res. Lab. Stat. Bulletin 1966.

t\J
0\
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ment, particularly youth programs which are esti

mated at about $ 3.5 billion of the $ 11.7 billion

for training and employment in 1979. Estimates for

1978 and 1979 indicate that Sweden now spends only

4 times more than the United States on training

and employment measures as ashare of GNP.

In this regard the U.S. is more similar to Germany

in emphasizing what Johannesson and Schmid refer

to as a compensatory policy rather than selective

demand policy. In comparison to Germany, Sweden

spends five times more for selective demand meas

ures relative to the Gross National Product. 1

Generally, Sweden has a far more active labor

market policy 2 and has placed more emphasis on a

greater diversity of demand side labor market pro

grams. The U.S. has utilized public sector employ

ment and subsidies for employrnent of welfare reci

pients (the Work Incentive Program), while Sweden

has utiliied public sector employment, in-plant

manpower training to avoid layoffs, wage subsi

dies, sheitered and semisheltered employment for

the handicapped, subsidies for inventory accumula

tian, and advance warnings of layoffs. 3 The chang-

l Johannesson, Jan and Schrnid, Gtinther, "The Deve1
opment of Labor Market Policy in Sweden and in
Germany: Competing or Convergent Models to Combat
Unemployment?", International Institute of Manage
ment, Berlin, May 1979, p.iii.

2 As distinct from aggregate monetary and fiscal
policy.

3 Swedish Emplo1ment Policy l~_?J. /7.~, National
Labor I~arket Board, 1978, pp.1-12, 33, 39, 41, 46
48.
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ing patterns in Swedish labor market policy are

weIl surnmarized by Jan Johannesson. l The public

policy in Sweden does appear to have averted a

significant rise in unemployment rates during the

1976-78 recession. As can be seen in Table l the

unemployment rate rose from 1.6 percent to a high

of 2.2 percent in 1978.

Because several new policies were operating simul

taneously along with inereased levels of previous

ly established polieies, the relative effeetive

ness and eost of the different polieies are less

elear.

The most important countercyelieal labor market

polieies would appear to be the inventory subsidy

program, government orders to firms whieh have

given notice of redueed operation or elosure, ad

vanee notifieation to workers of layoffs, the pro

gram for in-plant training to avoid layoffs, and

the temporary jobs program. Of these programs per

haps the most distinetive is the advanee notifiea

tion of layoffs. Since July 1974 there is a sta

tutory requirement that the Labor Market Admi

nistration shall be informed in advance of layoffs

and closure planned by firms. A layoff notiee is

required for ernployees who have been with the firrn

for six eonseeutive months or for a total of more

than 12 months duririg the past two years and the

duration of lead time varies from one month for

employees under 25 years of age to six months if

l Johannesson, Jan, "Swedish Labor Market Policy
in the 1960's and 1970's", Expertgruppen för utred
ningsverksamhet i arbetsmarknadsfrågor (EFA),
Stockholm, April 1979.
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the employee is over 45. 1

Firms may not lay off workers who have not been

given advance notice. Such a policy could have a

substantial impact on layoffs since a firm will

presumably bear costs if workers, disgruntled by

knowledge of impending layoffs, are less produc

tive. On the other hand there are no formal pe

nal ties for fai1ing to lay off someone previously

notified, and firms may face a net assymetric loss

function for errors of over- and underpredicting

layoffs. With smaller losses ,to overstating plan

ned layoffs, warning notices should exceed subse

quent layoffs, but the policy still may have had a

significant impact in keeping the unemployment

rate low during the recent recession.

Besides

market

a wider

policies

range of

in Sweden

countercyclica1

than in the

labor

United

States there are also more resources devoted to

policies which are not heavily countercyclical.

Perhaps the most notable difference here is be

tween the Swedish and U.S. employment services. In

Sweden 70 percent of unemployed persons and some

30 percent of employed persons wanting a change in

their employment situation use the employment serv

ice. 2 In contrast 27.5 percent of the unemployed

jobseekers in the U.S. made use of a public employ

ment agency during 1977. 3 Research evaluating com-

l Swedish Laws on Security of Employment, Status
of Shop Stewards and' Mitigation in Labour Disput
es, Ministry of Labor, Stockholm, Sweden, May
1977, pp.ll-12.

2 Att utvärdera arbetsmar,2<nadsp_o_1itik, Statens Of
fentliga Utredningar (SOU) 1974:29, p.466.

3 Employment and Training Report of the President
1978, U.S. Department of Labor, p.22l.
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pulsory notification of vacancies for jobs lasting

longer than 10 days in selected Swedish counties

(Kristianstad, Blekinge and Malmöhus) suggests

that the irnpact is favorable, particularly for

employed persons seeking new' employment. 1

Overall, Swedish labor market policy is more com

prehensive than that of the U.S. or any other

industrialized economy, and the recent policy ap

plications appear to have averted a substantial

rise in the unemployment rate during the 1976-78

recession. The questions which the different labor

market policy commitments raise are:

l. Which of the various labor market policies in

Sweden and the U. S. have been the most effec

tive in influencing unemployment rates and

other labor market outcomes, such as unemploy

ment durations or wage growth for the less

skilled? What have been the costs of the dif

ferent policies? Were some policies redundant

in the sense that their marginal payoff was

reduced by the presence of others?

2. What are the non-policy or structural differ

ences in the labor markets of Sweden and the

U.S. which give rise to the large disparity in

unemployment rates?

The purpose of this paper is to give an overview

of the sirnilarities and differences between Sweden

and the U. S. in recent trends in employment and

unemployment and the extent to which specific po

licies oriented to the labor market may (rather

l Labour Market Poli~x_in-.!ransi tion, The
Group for Labor Market Research, Stockholm,
pp.36-39.

Expert
1978,
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than overall monetary and fiscal policy) have in

fluenced the level of unemployment during both

recessionary and normal periods, assuming one can

imagine the latter as at least a hypothetical

state. Further, there have been specific policies

which have not been concerned wi th unemployment.

For example, in the U. S. there has been a rapid

growth of what is referred to as "work testing" of

welfare payments such as the Food Stamp program.

Benefi t recipients wi thout current employment are

required to establish that they were looking for

work as a condition of eligibility. This may en

courage a substantial rise in nominal unemploy

ment l: persons who would otherwise have been out

of the labor force are conditioned to report to

both the Employment Service and the interviewer

for the Current Population Survey that they are

looking for work. 2

The focus of this paper is to exp~oit major differ

ences . between the countries in labor market com-

l Kenneth W. Clarkson and R.E. Meiners estimate a
2.1 percentage point increase in 1976 arising from
food stamp and AFDC work registration require
ments. See their paper "Government Statistics as a
Guide to Economic Policy: Food Stamps and the
Spurious Increase in Unemployment Rates", Policy
Review, Summer 1979. Richard Devins, using Current
Population Survey data on AF DC and food stamp
participants registering at the public employment
service concludes that a 4 percentage point in
crease in the unemployment rate in 1976 would be a
likely upper bound on the rise in nominal unemploy
ment owing toworktesting of we1fare recipients.
See his paper" "Unemployment Among Recipients of
Food Stamps and AFDC", Monthly Labor Review, March
1979, pp.47-52.

2 This also raises a p~licy conflict for the Em
ployment Service which is asked to function as a
potential adversary to applicants who are seeking
its services for job placement.
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position and explicit and implicit 1abor market

policies. These intercountry differences will be

used to draw some inferences about the potential

ro1e of policy and 1abor force composition on

emp10yment and unemp10yment in industrialized eco

nomies. In terms of scientific method many of the

inferences will be admittedly crude, and in a

sense a goal of this paper is to identify ques

tions which may be addressed by more tradi tiona1

research methods. The belief is that international

comparisons can yield important insights despite

the potential and actual difficulties in data com

parabi1ity.l

In the next section of the paper an ana1ysis of

long run differences in unernployment in Sweden,

the Uni ted States , and other industrial countries

will be attempted. After this rather global view

of unemp10yment rate differences and possib1e ex

planations, a more detailed look at Ue S. -Swedish

differences in the structure of employment and

unernployment will be considered in Section 4.

3. INTER COUNTRY DIFFERENCES IN LONG RUN RATES

OF UNEMPLOYMENT

The demand side labor market progra~s in Sweden

are unique not on1y in terms of range and magni-

l An illustration of this point is that most ob
servers assume that labor force participation in
creases by married women are a normal pattern for
growing industrial economies. Yet data on the Japa
nese labor force 'from the Annual ReTort of the
Labor Force Survey {1974, 1970, 1965 show that
participation rates of women have declined between
1965 and 1974, with the largest declines register
ed for women under the age of 45 e/'
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tude, but in terms of the tie-in of participation

with actual or imminent unemployrnent. The study by

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics provided inter

national comparisons of unemployrnent rates using a

uniform definition of unemployment, and offered an

adjusted unemployment rate series for Sweden over

the period 1965 to 1976. In their adjusted series

(Table 2) they included in unemployment a monthly

average of persons in training for labor market

reasons, work training programs, public relief

works, archive and relief work for musicians , aqd

sheltered and semisheltered workshops.

The adjusted unemployment rate in Sweden in column

(4) is an answer to the question, "What has been

the irnpact of labor rnarket policy on the unemploy

ment rate?", but it is an answer which needs quali

fication. First, same of those in the labor market

programs in colurnn (3) may have dropped out of the

labor force in the absence of the programs, and if

so (4) is an overestimate of the unemployment rate

which would have prevailed in the absence of the

policies. Further, as pointed out by Björklund l ,

whether one wants use unemployment rates to indi

cate social hardship or labor market tightness or

reserves would influence one I s willingness to use

the adjusted unernployment rate.

For the purpose of the analysis in this section,

which is to examine the role of broad structural

differences in labor markets on long run unemploy

ment rates, it does seem appropriate to use the

l Björklund, Anders, IIThe Measurement of Unemploy
ment in Sweden ll

, International Institute of Manage
ment, Berlin 1979.
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Table 2. Alternative unemployment rates

for Sweden 1965-1978

(l )
Year Official

rate

(2)
Rate
adjusted
to u.s.
definitions

(3)
Number in
labor market
programsa

(1000)

(4)

Unemployment
rate based
on (2)
and (3)

i
i·

!

! .

1963

1965

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977b

1978b

1.2

1.2

2.2

2.3

1.9

1.5

2.5

2.7

2.S

1.9

1.6

1.6

1.8

2.2

1.2

2.1

2.2

1.9

1.5

2.6

2.7

2.5

2.0

1.6

1.6

29b

33

48

63

65

70

83

103

112

102

94

112

13Sb

lS4b

2.Sb

2.1

3.4

3.9

4.1

3.3

4.6

5.3

5.3

4.5

3. )

4.3

5.0

5.8

I:

'I
l

a See text for the programs included. Annua1 averages.

b From Johannesson, Jan, "Swedish Labor Market Policy
in the 1960's and 1970's", ~.cit., p.7.

Source: International Comparisons of Unemployment Rates,
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, D.C., 1978,
p.33.
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adjusted figure. Use of the adjusted figures has

its limitations, the major of which depends on

whether other countries, notably the United

States , should have their unemployment rates sub

ject to analogous kinds of adjustments so that

reasonable comparisons can be made. My tentative

answer to this 'question is no. The first reason is

because the U.S. and other industrial countries to

be covered in this discussion have nowhere near as

comprehensive a policy for labor markets as

Sweden. Second, in the United States, although

demand side labor market policies have grown, par

ticularly for youth, there has not been a particu

larly strong tie between an individual's unemploy

ment state and program eligibility. Although

recent program implementation has emphasized low

income, long-term unemployed individuals,l anal

ysis of the general experience in the 1970's indi

cates that much of the demand oriented policies

have resu1ted in an implicit increase in unre

stricted revenue sharing grants. In other words,

there can be fiscal substitution; that is, with

the "PSE (public service employment) approach it

is quite possible that the S and L's (State and

Local governments) will use their PSE subsidies to

pay for incumbent employees, or, more subt1y, for

workers who would have been hired even in the

absence of the program". 2 The evidence on the

extent of fiscal substitution is not unanimously

interpreted, hut most researchers agree that there

l The Budget for Fiscal Year 1979, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1979, p.171.

2 Johnson, George E. and Tomola, Tomas D., "The
Fiscal Substitution Effect of Alternative Approach
es to Public Service Employment", Journal of Human
Resources, Winter 1977, pp.3-27.
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exists a substantiai gap between nominal transfers

and effective net expendi tures on S and L employ

ment. 1 Moreover, increased employment is not neces

sarilyan indicator of reduced unemployment since

the new hires may come about through increased

labor market participation. For several reasons

then, it seems that major revisions to the U. S.

unemployment rate are unwarranted if one wishes to

compare Sweden and the United States.

What are some of the broad structural factors

which might explain intercountry differences in

unemployment rates? Here we will consider six

major factors which may account for the large

differences among industrial countries.

l. Aggregate demand pressure as indicated by

price inflation. In a simple Phil lips curve

view one might expect demand conditions, as

indexed by the rate of price inflation, to

influence short run changes in unemployment.
/

In terms of the "naturai rate theory" 2 one

would expect there to be a more modest rela

tion between decade averages of inflation and

unemployment. This is because suppliers of

labor may be unable to distinguish average

prices (overall inflation) from relative

prices (particularly their wage rate relative

l Johnson and Tomola put it at 100 percent after 5
quarters for direct employment grants with admi
nistrative restrictions, but at 56 percent for
wage subsidies. Ibid, p.17.

2 Lucas, Robert E., "Same International
on Output Inflation Tradeoffs" , American
Review, June 1973, pp.326-34~

Evidence
Economic
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to the prices of goods and services) in the

short run, but consistently large average

price increases will be adjusted for in assess

ing relative prices. As a result there will

not be erroneous acceptance of high nominal

wage rates and a corresponding reduction in

unemployment rates wi th routinely high infl~a

tion year after year. 1

For countries with high decade averages of

inflation there should still be somewhat great

er levels of unanticipated inflation than for

countries with low decade averages of infla

tion. If this is so, one would expect same

relation between unernployment and inflation

under the "natural rate hypothesis" as weIl as

under a traditional interpretation of the Phil

lips curve. Friedman has argued that in transi

tionai periods inflation can influence output

adversely because relative price shifts are

more difficult to assess in such an environ

ment. 2 If so, high rates of inflation should

be positively related to unemployrnent in a

structural sense, though not necessarily in a

single equation approach to predicting unern

ployrnent rates.

2. The share of employrnent in jobs characterized

by formal, market employrnent relations rather

than informal, family employment relations as

l Particularly if the inflation is "pure" infla
tion with all prices rising at the same rate
rather than "mixed" inflation wi th a dispersion in
rates of price increase across cornrnodities.

2 Friedman, Milton, "Nobel Lecture:
Unemployrnent" , Journal of Political
1977, pp.451-72.

Inflation and
Economy I June
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in traditional agriculture. This hypothesis

has been advanced in the previously mentioned

BLS volume. If alabor rnarket is eharacterized

by extensive division of labor and rnarket sig

nals to allocate labor among firms, one would

expect greater use of formal wage and salary

contracts. Changes in output demand among

firms will give rise to realloeation of labor

aeross firms and this may be thought of as

causing frictional unemployment even during

periods of normal aggregate demand.

3. Rate

view

of growth

that there

of output of the economy. A

are jobs created byeeonornie

growth can be given a somewhat more economic

interpretation if there is substantial on-the

job training. An unexpectedly slow rate of

eeonomie growth means that there is excess job

capital in the eurrent labor force. Firms will

therefore have less ineentives to hire and

train new workers and this reduced demand for

new hires will be borne disproportionately by

youth. Even with wage flexibility the lower

wage rates offered to young people will make

employrnent less attractive relative to non

market aetivity and will induce periods of

interrnittant employrnent, unernployrnent and non

participation.

4. The size of entering cohorts. The arguments

for the effect of changing cohort sizes are

similar to growth of output, but the lower

wage is initiated by supply side shifts. Even

if the wage structure aeross demographic

groups is not affeeted, a large influx of

young job market entrants will imply greater
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turnover direct1y and indirect1y as firms

al ter their workforces to uti1ize the new en

trants.

5. Related to 4 is the schoo1-to-work transition.

Schoo1ing of older youth (age 16-19) often

invo1ves intermittant 1abor market participa

tion and the extent to which older youth con

tinues in school varies substantia1ly aeross

industria1ized countries.

6 • Labor force participation of women. Increased

labor force participation rate by women in

creases the supply of part-time workers • This

in turn lowers the wages for youth and makes

the desirability of employment more ambiguous

for both youth and women. As a result there is

more time spent in transi tion states between

employment and non-market activity.

7. Policy measures. Various labor market policies

may influence long run unemployrnent rates.

These include both the training and employment

measures of various kinds discussed in Section

2 and unernp10yment cornpensation, which has

be'en al1eged to extend the duration of unem

ployment spells and to increase the probabil

ity of spelis.

Data on unernployment rates consistent with the

defini tions used by the Bureau of Labor Statis

tics, by decade, for 9 industrialized countries

are given in colurnn (A) of Table 3. Data on per

centage change in CPI (öCPI) by decade are given

in column (B). The share of the labor force in

wage and salary employment (PCTWGSAL) is given in
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column (C). Data were not available for the 1960's

and in subsequent regression analysis it was assum

ed that the 1974 fraction applied in the 1960' s

as well. The rates of growth of GNP were not

consistently available in the OECD statistics, and

it was decided that growth of industrial produc

tion (~INDPROD) which was consistently available

for all countries in both decades could be used

instead ( column (D»). Data on change in the com

position of the labor force (~TEEN, ~WOMEN) and

percent of 18 years olds enrolled in school

(PCTSCHOOL) were available in the BLS report (col-

umns (E ) - (G) ) •

Except for the Swedish unemployrnent rates, which

have been adjusted to include those in labor

market programs targeted to the unernployed, the

data in Table 3 do not include policy variables

since these are less readily quantifiable. For the

purpose of analysis the approach will be to exarn

ine the relation of inflation and non-policy va

riables to long run levels of unernployment.

Against this more general setting we will turn to

a discussion of major developrnents in ernployment

and unernployment in Sweden and the United States.

Turning first to the simplest Phillips curve rela

tion, in Figure,l are plotted data on decade aver

ages of unemployment and inflation. The data

points with encircled numbers indicate the 1960's,

and the data points with numbers in boxes indicate

the 1970's. The order of the nurnbers is that of

the countries listed in Table 3. The data suggest

a weak inverse relationship within decade between

price inflation and unernployment but with all

countries reporting higher levels of both infla

tion and unemployment as one rnore across decades

as indicated by the arrows.
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UnemE~~~ent rates and inflation for seleeted

industrial economies b~ decade, 1960-70 and
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Source: Unemployment rates: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis
tics~InternationalCornparisons of Unemployment Rates.
Price inflation: Economic Report .of the President, 1978,
p.378.



Table 3. Un~~pl~l.ment, inflatIon ~t:l~~1-ec!-ed~truc!-~E~~~riables

for nine indu~trial econo~ie~ 1960-69 and 1970-76

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G)

Country UnemRloyment ~CPlb Pet. labor ~Industriald Change Pet 18 yearc Change
rate (%) forcec production (%) in sharec olds in school in share

in wage and of LF of women
sal. empl. teenagers in LF

(a) (b)
(l) Sweden

1960-69 1.7 (3.2) 50 70.9 -3 +5
1970-76 2.1 (4.6) 59 91.0 21.3 O 40.7 (1972) +3

(2) United States
1960-69 4.8 30 67.8 +2 +5
1970-76 6.2 47 90.4 16.8 +1 58.1 (1970) +3

(3) Canada
1960-69 5.0 30 80.5 +1 +7
1970-76 6.1 53 88.7 28.6 +1 45.5 (1970) +3 ~

rov

(4) Australia
1960-69 1.8 28 60.0 -2 +3
1970-76 2.6 85 85.8 20.8 O 18.0 (1972) +2

(5) Japan
1960-69 1.3 76 210.2 -5 -1
1970-76 1.5 88 69.3 42.7 -2 29.5 (1970) -2

(6) France
1960-69 1.8' 48 60.6 -2 +2
1970-76 1.2 67 80.6 30.7 O 30.6 (1970) +1

(7) Germany
1960-69 0.7 30 45.5 -2 -2
1970-76 1.2 41 83.9 21.1 +1 12.9 (1969) +2

(8) Great Britain
1960-69 2.7 49 31.3 -2 +3
1970-76 4.0 111 92.0 5.2 -l 17.4 (1970) +2

(9) Italy
1960-69 3.3 47 84.2 -4 -3
1970-76 2.8 71 71.5 29.9 -1 19.7 (1966) +2



a U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, International Comparisons of Unemployment,
p.19-21.

b Economic Report of the President 1978, p.378.

c U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, International Comparisons of Unemp1oyment, p.51 (percent of employment
in wage and salary emp1oyment, 1974), p.50 (share of labor force consisting of women and teenagers,

p.64 (percent of 18 year olds in educational institutions).

d Economic Report of the President 1978, p.379 and Main ECQnomic Indicators, Historical Statistics 1960-75,

OECD, Paris 1976 and Main Economic Indicators, OECD, January 1978.

~
UJ
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Regression of decade average unernployrnent rates' on

decade average inflation rates 1 and selected struc

tural variables are given in Table 4. The relation

between unemployment and inflation is very weak

and requires disaggregation by decade before the

expected inverse relationship between inflation

and unemployment is observed. The coefficient for

6CPI is statistically significant in none of the

equations, lending support to the view that the

Phillips curve is not a long run relationship. The

point estimate of the 6CPI coefficient suggests

that a 100 percentage point increase in the decade

rate of inflation would lower unemp10yment by 3.2

percentage points in the 1960's (equation (2»),

but by 1.4 percentage points in the 1970' s (equa

tion (3»). The same information is expressed in

the interactive form in equation (4).

By far the most important structural variable ex

plaining differences in unemployment is percentage

of 18 year olds enrolled in school (PCTSCHOOL)

with a 10 percentage point increase associated

with a .9 percentage point higher unemployment

rate. As can be seen from the correlation matrix

at the bottom of Table 4, PCTSCHOOL is rather

highly correlated wi th rate of entrance of women

and teenagers into the labor market. For equation

(7) PCTSCHOOL is deleted and 6TEEN, 6WOMEN have

larger expected values,. but still have high stand

ard errors. Change in CPI exhibits a weak, nega

tive correlation with unemployment (-.3 within

decade), hut, generally, the structural varia

bles have much stronger correlations with unem

ployment and in the expected directions.

l Inflation rates for 1970-76 are adjusted to
allow for the fact that 7 years rather than 10
years are covered. The variables in columns
(D), (E) and (G) are similarly adjusted.
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Table 4. Reg~~~~!.~~~_<!.ecade--.?J~..E..?.9~~E~!!lPl:.9Y!!'~~.!

ra~~~_o_~_<!~~.~<!~_~~er~s..~.i-n_~~~_~i0I'!..-!"~tes
and seleeted structural variables

Equation

Variable

~CPI

(1) (2) (3)

.001 -.032 -.014
(.011) (.034) (.021)

(4) (5)

-.032 -.021
(.038) (.025)

(6)

.015
(.051)

(7 )

.008
( .069)

1970's
(1-0)

1970·~CPI

PCTSCHOOL

.87
(2.61)

.018
(.043)

-.59 .36
(1.70) (1.92)

.027 -.008
(.027) (.048)

.088 .081
(.019) (.026)

.93
(2.62)

-.007
(.065)

PCTWGSAL

~INDPROD

~TEEN

~WOMEN

.021 .059
(.071) (.095)

-.009 .009
(.015) (.019)

.041 .306
(.369) (.494)

.066 .127
(.186) (.255)

INTERCEPT 3.06 4.12 4.99 4.12 1.00 -1.45 -2.96

-.06 -.01 -.07 -.04 .58 .53 .108

SAMPLE ALL 1960's 1970's ALL ALL ALL ALL

Correlation among structural variables and unemp10yment

Pct School 1.00

Pet WGSAL

~INDPROD

~TEEN

~WOMEN

UNEMPL

0.33

0.10

0.46

0.50

0.76

1.00

-.55

.60

.75

.52

1.00

-.58

-.31

-.28

1.00

.68

.61

1.00

.60 1.00
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In light of the small sample and rather descrip

tive nature of our regression analysis, drawing

strong inferences about the relative importance of

the different structural factors on unemployment

seems unwarranted. Yet, the strength of the rela

tion between unemployment and share of youth in

school merits some comment. It may be that pro

tracted schooling of youth creates a pool of unmar

ried linear adults" who have an arnbiguous attach-

ment to the job market. Their intermittant expe

rience in the job market has some spillover ef

fects which may be important. As employers replace

young people wi th adul ts and vice versa there may

be an increase in adult unemployment as weIl.

Countries with early school leaving ages (Germany,

Australia, Britain) are more likely to have their

young people fully settled into the job market,

whereas in the U.S., Canada and Sweden young

people are less vocationally trained and may expe

rience job transitions as part of acquiring in

formation on occupational preferences or on-the

jobtraining.

In summary, Sweden and the United States have

labor market settings which are qui te similar and

which would give rise to high unemployment rates

in both countries were it not for the role played

by an active labor market policy in Sweden. If we

pursue the implication ,of our analysis, that -pro

tracted schooling appears to be related to high

unemployment rates, it suggests that recent labor

rnarket polieies for youth in Sweden and the United

States should be given elose scrutiny. In Sweden

there has been a dramatic rise in the share of

youth partieipation in public employment pro

grams 1 , and in the United States some innovative

l See Johannesson, op.ci~. pp.2l-24.
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policies have been instituted which tie youth job

program eligibility to school enrollment. 1 The evi

dence set out in this section also presents a

challenge for search theory because the current

models do not spellout how increased search and

turnover by a given group (here young people) may,

through demand side interaction, influence the

search and turnover of other groups.

4. U.S.-SWEDISH PATTERNS OF EMPLOYMENT

AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Overall, Sweden has experienced greater increases

in labor force participation of married women and

greater decreases in the labor force participation

of married men. In the last 10 years both Sweden

and the United States have experienced a rapid

growth in the labor force participation rates

(LFPR' s) of women wi th the LFPR of women aged 20

64 reaching 69. O percent in Sweden and 58.5 per

cent in the Uni ted States (see Table 5). Particu

larly remarkable is the rise in the LFPR for mar

ried women wi th preschool children (under age 7)

in Sweden, and this may be partly related to the

provision of subsidized childcare. 2

In both countries participation rates of men 20-64

have declined only modestly while declines in

LFPR' s for married men of all ages are 1arger. In

l The Youth Emp10yment and Demonstration Projects
Act. See the Budget for the Fiscal Year 1979, op.
cit., p.173. -

2 See Gustafsson, Siv, "eost Benefit Analysis of
Early Chi1dhood Care and Education", Manuscript,
Industriens Utredningsinstitut, May 1978.
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Table 5. Weekly hours in the laber mark.et and pa-rticipatien

Rates, Sweden and the United States 1965-1975

SWEDEN
SCB Estimates

Normal work
(Hours worked last week) Participation rates

Percent Percent
1965 1975 change 1965 1975 change

Married Men 90.2 83.9 -7.0
Married Women
All 31.0 29.4 -5.2 43.9 59.3 35.1

With children
under 7 26.7 26.6 0.4 34.0 58.8 72.9

Men 20-64 46.0 41.5 -9.8 92.4 90.9 -1.5
Women 20-64 34.2 31.5 -7.9 53.4 69.0 29.2
Men 55-74 44.2 40.5 -8.4 68.6 55.5 -19.1

Source: Arbetskraftsundersökningen, Tables 1 and 19, 1965 and 1975.

UNITED STATES
CPS Estimates

----
Normal work

(Hours worked last week) Participation rates

1965b Percent
1965d Percent

1975c change 1975 change

Married Mena 44.2 42.9 -2.9 95.5 92.2e -3.5
Married Womena 34.5 34.0 -1.4 38.7 e 26.649.0

fMen 20-64 43.9 42.6 -3.0 94.6 92.2 -2.5
Women 20-64 35.7 35.0 -2.0 51.7 58.5 13.2

TIME DIARY ESTIMATES FOR THOSE WORKINGg
-------~-~-----~_._-------

Normal work Travel to work

1965h 1975h Percent
1965h 1975h Percent

change change

Married Men 44.7(448) 41.3(244) -7.6 5.0 4.5 -10.0
Not Married Men 46.0( 73) 35.2( 78) -23.5 3.9 4.4 +12.8
All Men 44.9(521) 39.9(322) -11.1 4.8 4.2 -12.5

Married Women 34.3(190) 26.5(117) -22.7 3.2 2.3 -28.1
Not Married

Women 34.9(152) 35.6(102) +2.0 3.6 3.7 +2.8
All Women 34.6(343) 30.8(219) -11.0 3.4 2.9 -14.7
----- ------
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a Married) spouse present

b November 1965

c November 1975

d November 1965

e May 1976

f April 1976

g Sample size in parenthesis

h Source: 1965-75/76 Time Use Comparison Tape) Survey Research
Center) University of Michigan. Hours of normal work were defined
to include regular work for pay outside the horne or brought horne ,
overtime) waiting, or interruption during worktime (e.g., machine
breakdown), and coffee breaks. Data are weighted using day of the
week as a stratification variable, and are available only for
those reporting at least 10 hours per week in the labor market.
For further information see Stafford, Frank P. and Duncan , Greg
J., "The Use of Time and Technology by Households in the United
States" ,forthcoming in R.G. Ehrenberg (ed.), Research in Labor
Economics, Vol.3.
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both countries the major declines in LFPR I S ·for

men have been for those in age groups traditional

ly considered as "preretirement" ages. 1 In the

United States much of the change has been attribut

ed to the Social Security system. In 1972 the

system began providing an option for benefi ts at

80 percent of normal amounts for those electing

retirement at age 62 rather than age 65 • Since

this provision has been in effect the LFPR of

those at age 62-64 has declined sharply while the

LFPR of those at age 60-61 has not. 2 It can also

be shown that the likely impact of the system on

labor supply is to increase hours prior to retire

ment because retirement benefits are based on pre

retirement earnings. As a consequence the Social

Security system in the United States may have had

much of its effect on labor supply through chang-.

ing the timing of lifetime labor market hours

rather than simply reducing them through earlier

retirement. 3

In Sweden the national retirement income system

was modified in July 1972 to make it easier to

receive a pension beginning at age 60 rather than

the normal retirement age (67 prior to July of

1976 and 65 since that time). The number of per

sons receiving an early pension has risen at an

annua1 rate of 5.9 percent between 1972 and 1976

in comparison to an annual rate of 6.6 percent

l See Table 5. The LFPR of Swedish men age 55-74
has fallen by 19.1 percent between 1965 and 1975.

2 See Economic Report of the President, 1976,
Table 34, p.114.

3 Burkhauser, Richard and Turner, John, ilA Time
Series Analysis of Social Security and Its Effect
on the Market Wage of Men at Younger Ages ", Jour
nal of Political Economy, August 1978.
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between 1966 and 1972. 1 If there has been a sub

stantiaI impact of changes in ear1y retirement on

labor force participation rates of older workers

in Sweden, it does not appear to re1ate directly

to the changed early retirement provisions as it

does in the U.S. While LFPR's of older Swedish men

have dec1ined in recent years, it would appear

that the decline is a continuation of a trend

present in the late 1960's.2 Hence, the policy

changes in both countries may simply be collective

responses to preferences for ear1ier retirement

induced by rising family income and other social

changes.

Average hours at work of those working exhibi t

larger dec1ines in Sweden than in the United

States. Partly offsetting the rapid growth in

labor market participation by Swedish women is a

decline in the average workweek of 8 percent from

34.2 hours to 31.5 hours between 1965 and 1975 as

reported in the official statistics • If the U. S.

experience is any guide the official statistics

are likely to understate the decline in houJ;s in

the job market in Sweden. 3

By using time diaries (Table 5, last panel) one

can obtain a chronology of activi ties of respond-

1 Björklund, Anders, "The Measurement of Unemploy
ment in Sweden", International Institute of Manage
ment, Berlin 1979.

2 Labour Market Policy in Transition, 32. cit.,
p.20.

3 For Japan the official statistics show virtually
no change in hours of market work for those parti
cipating but time diaries show declines of 16 and
27 percent for adult men and adult women, respec
tively. See Stafford and Duncan, op.cit., Table 5.
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ents over a 24 hour period beginning at midnight

and add up time spent in market work. This is an

alternative to directly questioning the respondent

for an estimate of hours of work per week which is

subject to bias. With direct questioning respond

ents overstate time spent in socially acceptable

activities and fail to conform to the simple

budget constraint of 24 hours per day. In con

trast, time diaries are non-directed and provide

an expensive but methodologically superior ap

proach to measuring time use. 1 If part of the

increased leisure in both Sweden and the U.S. has

come in the form of "partial absenteeism" (late

arrival and early departure from work and long

lunch breaks) and if respondent reports of hours

represent hours per week for which a person can be

obligated, then the "official" statistics of both

countries may be understating the decline in hours

actually on-the-job.

For both married men and married women the time

diary estimates show larger declines than the CPS

estimates, and the discrepancy is the greatest for

married women. The large declines in labor market

hours of those in the job market in the U. S • are

also consistent with changes in other time uses of

the employed population which indicate a 47 per-

l In previous methodological work time-diary esti
mates wer~ compared to estimates from recorded
time use at randorn intervals indicated by a signal
from abeeper carried by the respondent. The mean
beeper and diary estimates matched quite well
except for time uses away from horne. Presumably
respondents were reluctant to make public explana
tions of the beeper signal. See Robinson, John P.,
"Methodological Studies", draft, Survey Research
Center, University of Michigan, 1976.
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cent rise in time spent watching TV. l Perhaps new

TV programming " which has succeeded in attracting

the more educated viewers in the U. S., accounts

for more of the declining rate of productivity

growth than does the pat tern of capi tal accumula

tion and obsolescencel

The labor force participation rates of U. S. teen

agers have been rising over the last 15 years with

cyclical plateaus or declines occurring during the

recessions of 1971-72 and 1975-76. 2 Because of

sharp rises in teenage unemployment rates during

recessions combined with discouraged worker ef

fects on participation rates, the employment/po

pulation rates for teenagers is strongly procycli

cal in the United States.

In Sweden the LFPR of teenagers declined between

1965 and 1970, largely because of the expansion of

the school system, and this can be seen in Table

7. Subsequent to the leveling off in school enroll

ment rates in 1975, there has been a decline in

labor force participation of teenagers during the

1977-78 recession. This is .despite the fact that

those in temporary jobs are considered to be in

the labor force and the share of young people in

relief work programs has risen dramatically3 as

l Stafford and Duncan , op. cit., Table 8. The em
ployed adul ts in the U. S. spend an average of 14
hours a week in TV viewing as a primary activity.
Data for Japan also show TV viewing as the major
growth sector in adult time use.

2 See Employment and Earnings, November 1978,
Chart 3, p.8.

3 Johannesson, op.cit., p.22.
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Table 6. Labor force participation rates of

16-19 year olds, U.S. and Sweden,

selected years

u.S.
Sweden

1965

45

60

1970

50

52

1975

54

58

1978

58

55

Source: (U.S.) Employrnent and Earnings.

(Sweden) Arbetskraftsundersökningen.

Table 7. Percent of given age groups enrolled in

school in Sweden 1966, 1969 and 1975

Age 1966 1969 1975

16 59.8 70.5 74.6

17 45.1 55.2 62.6

18 35.4 42.3 40.0

19 21.6 21.4 20.7

20 12.0 12.9 15.6

21 7.6 9.3 13.9

22 5.9 7.2 11.5

23 4.3 5.3 9.6

24 3.1 3.8 8.4

Source: Arbetsmarknadspolitik i förändring,
Ministry of Labor, Stockholm, 1978, p.139
(SOU 1975:60).
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has unemployment. 1 An interpretation consistent

with the finding in Section 3 of a strong associa

tion between school attendance of teenagers and

higher unemployment rates is that schooling of

older youth leads to intermittant labor force at

tachment and greater resulting transition unemploy

ment. This may be further exacerbated by rapid

increases in participation by married women, since

many of them are competing in the· same labor mar

kets. Changes in the labor market activity of

teenagers may exhibit mutual spillovers with chang

es in labor market activity of married women,

particularly those seeking part time employment. 2

In the U. S. teenagers and, to alesser extent,

women have LFPR1s which vary directly with the

cycle. As the job market deteriorates teenagers

have become discouraged workers and their withdra

wal from the labor market has kept unemployment

rates from rising still further in the 1971-72 and

1975-76 recessions. As the economy begins its re

covery teenagers, perceiving the improved job pro

spects, reenter the labor market. Because reen

trance to the job market often involves a spell of

unemployment these encouraged workers prolong the

high rates of unemployment even when the economic

recovery has been underway for same time.

l Labour Market in Transition, p.22, 16-19 year
old males had unemployrnent rates as fol1ows: 1965,
2.0: 1970, 3.1; 1974, 5.0; and 16-19 year old fe
males had unemployent rates as follows: 1965, 3.9:
1970, 5.3; 1974, 7.3.

2 In the U.S. total voluntary part time employment
has grown from about 5 million in 1960 to about 13
million in 1979. See Employment and Earnings.
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Patterns of labor force activity of Swedish teen

agers during the recent recession parallel those

in the U. S. The LFPR of teenagers fell from 58 in

1975 and 1976 to 57 in 1977 and 55 in 1978. As of

January 1979 the rate was 50.7 in comparison to

52.6 in January of 1978. 1 The question which

arises is whether as the economy recovers the

teenage LFPR will rise and slow the rate of de

cline In overall unemployment because of transi

tional speIls of job search. Also, those in relief

work programs may switch to the regular job market

as part of the economic recovery and this too

would slow the decline in official unernployment

rates. If this pattern of reentering into the

regular labor market is observed in Sweden as weIl

as in the U.S. it would provide some market level

interpretation of the strong association between

school retention rates for teenagers and levels of

unemployment in the different countries.

In the U. S. the group with the highest unemploy

ment rate is black teenagers. The incidence is

high but duration of spells is short for· all teen

agers and the major reason for unernployment is

ei ther entrance or,,' reentrance to the labor rnarket

(about two-thirds of unemployed 16-19 year olds

were new entrants or reentrants in early 1973).

Very young blacks have had very high unemployment

rates even prior to the 1975-76 recession when

they reached the 40 percent level.

In early 1973 the rates were about 32 percent for

teenage black females and about 28 percent for

teenage black males. Al though data on duration by

l Arbetskraftsundersökningen, selected issues.
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race for 16-19 year aIds are not available for

1973 Employment and Earnings, my guess is that the

length of spelis for young blacks are not very

different from the length of spelis for young

whites. 1

Young persons are characterized by relatively high

quit rates which one would expect to observe as

they try alternative employment to learn where

they have the most talent and interest. Because

the category of "quit" is rather broad it is diffi

cult to tell whether the quit was in some sense

anticipated and part of a career plan or was moti

vated by unanticipated dissatisfaction with a

given job and what job characteristic or character

istics were the source of the dissatisfaction

(wage, learning opportunities, location of job,

work hours or schedule).

The rate of unemployment for black teenagers has

been in the 35-40 percent range during 1977 and

1978. For all blacks the rate of unemployment is

about twice that for whites during non-recessiona

ry times. For example, in the month of April 1978

rate was 5 .2 percent for whi tes

for blacks. For black teenagers

the

and

the

sons

unemployment

11.8 percent

unemployment rate

for the large

was 35 •3 percent • The

black-white differences

rea-

are

numerous and the major reasans include direct dis-

l See Barrett, Nancy and Morgenstern, Richard,
"vVhy do Blacks and Women have High Unemployment
Rates?", Journal of Human Resources, Fall, 1974,
p.457. White males 16-19 have duratians of 7.8
weeks and black males 16-19 have duratians of 8. 7
weeks. In contrast, spelis of unemployment as esti
rnated by Ilturnover ll are 54 for white males 16-19
and 95 for black males ages 16-19.
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crimination, poorer schooling and geographic· seg

regation. Schooling attainment of blacks has in

creased, and there has been a federal policy sup

porting equal job opportunity since the 1960's. If

these policies have been even modestly effective

(and there is an extensive literature arguing this

point) the importance of geographic segregation

for the rising unemployment rates for young blacks

may be greater.

The overall data show that jobs have been moving

to suburban locations at a much faster rate than

people 1 and there are severa1 important reasons

why such apattern would have a substantial impact

on job market prospects of central city blacks. If

workers are defined by skill and location, then a

standard economic model of production will usually

imply lowered wages for a group which is an in

creased proportion of the labor force. In prin

ciple, a location-specific oversupply can be

offset by reduced commuting costs (both time and

money). It does imply that if blacks face housing

discrimination outside the central city, and have

poor transportation and are disproportionately in

certain age and education categories there will be

low wages. These low wages relative to incorne

support programs or living at home will act to

increase unemployment ånd non-participation.

The high black unemployment rates raise the over

all average unemployment rate in the Uni ted

l See Harrison, Bennett, Urban Economic Develop
ment, Urban Institute, 1974. His analysis \based
on -work by Charlotte Freeman) shows that while
there has been growth in employment in a number of
SMSA' s, there has been a decline in jobs held by
central city residents. See p.48-49.
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States quite substantially. In October 1978 the

unemp10yment rate for whi tes 16 years of age or

older was 4.7 percent but was 10.6 percent for

blacks, resul ting in an overall rate of unemploy

ment of 5.4 percent, not seasonally adjusted.

Policy and structural changes which would lower

the black unemployment. rate in the Uni ted States

would be important in lowering the overall unem

ployment rate, but even if black unemployment

rates were reduced to those for whites the U.S.

would still have far higher official rates of

unemployment than Sweden.

One interesting aspect of the labor market for

youth in Sweden and the U. S. relates to the si ze

of the youth cohorts. As in the U.S. unemployment

rates of teenagers have risen in Sweden, despite a

declining relative cohort in contrast to the

U. S. where the teenage cohort has been r i sing, a t

least until recently for whi tes and continues to

rise for blacks. This leads to the inference that

relative cohort size may not be as important an

explanation of the high teenage unemployment rates

in the U. S • In the context of, a search Inodel l one

can interpret a spell of search unemployment

(which is more likely to apply to teenagers than

to older workers) as increased in probability and

duration by the expected market wage relative to

some value of non-market activity either the

value of leisure or income support or the value

(in terms of future income or current consumption)

of time in school. If this is so and if labor

hours of women, particularly of younger women and

l See, for example McCall, John J. I "Economics of
Information and Job Search lt

, Quarterly Journal of
Economics, February 1970, pp.113-126~---~---
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those working part time, are viewed as relatively

good substi tutes for teenage labor hours we may

conclude that part of the rise in unemployment

among teenagers in both U.S. and Sweden is attri

butable to increased labor force participation of

women. This supply increase may depress the wage

rates of teenagers relative to the value of non

market activities, including continued schooling.

A major difference between unemployment in Sweden

and the United States lies in the duration versus

incidence of speil. The extensive literature on

the subject supports the conclusion that Sweden

has moderately longer duration spelis of unemploy

ment whereas the U. S. has a far higher incidence

or flow of individuals into unemplornent. 1 Both

countries have experienced a rise in average dura

tion as measured by the household surveys. In the

U.S. average, non-recessionary duration has risen

from about 8 weeks in 1969 to 10 weeks in 1974 and

about 11 wee1<s in 1978. 2 In Sweden average, non

recessionary duration has risen for all age groups

rather than being a simple compositional shift in

the labor force toward older workers, who are

characterized by longer durations of unernployment.

l Flanagan, Robert, "The U.S. Phillips Curve and
International Unemployment Rate Differentials" ,
American Econornic Review, March 1973, pp.114-31;
Barrett, Nancy, "The U~S. Phillips Curve and Inter
national Unemployrnent Rate Differentials; Com
ment", American Economic Review,March 1975, pp.2l3
21; Axelsson, Roger, Holmlund, Bertil and Löfgren,
Karl-Gustaf, "On the Length of Spelis of Unemploy
ment in Sweden: Comment", American Economic
Review, March 1977, pp.2l8-2l; and Björklund and
Holmlund, "The Structure and Dynamics of Unemploy
ment - Sweden and the United States", this volume.
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with higher duration spelis for workers of a given

age, the rise in duration wou1d thus not appear to

be primarily the consequence of reducing the

growth of short duration spe11s through the growth

of youth enrollment in public employment programs.

Are there same other policy or 1abor market varia

bles, which could provide a sensible expIanation

for rising duration in both countries? It has been

hypothesized that more generous unemployment bene

fits can increase the duration of unemployment 1 as

weIl as the incidence of unempIoyment. 2 Even if

the effects of unemp10yment insurance (UI) are

substantial and growing in both countries,3 the

effect on unemployment duration is therefore am

biguous because it would depend on whether dura

tion or incidence was more strongly affected.

The source of the incentive effects of Ulan unem

ployment rates is in the imperfect experience

rating of claims against firms and in the tax

status of benefi ts. In Sweden UI benefi ts are not

experience rated at the firm level but since 1974

are taxed as personal income 4 , while in the U.S.

benefits are not taxed as personal income, but the

firms pay taxes which are, for the most part,

l Ehrenberg, Ronald, and Oaxaca, Ronald II , Unemp10y
ment Insurance, Duration of Unemployment and Subse
quent Wage Gain", American Economic Review, Decem
ber 1976, pp.754-79.

2 Feldstein, Martin S, "The Effect of Unemployment
Insurance on Temporary Layoff Unemployment", Amer
ican Economic Review, December 1978, pp.834-46.-----

3 Table l indicates a growth in Swedish unemploy
ment insurance outlays.

4 Persson-Tanimura, Inga, "On the Costs of Unem
ployment in Sweden", manuscript, Stockholm, Decem
ber 1978, p.l6.
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There are some clear proposi

impact of replacement rates for

the tax rates for firms which

could be tested by a comparative analysis of the

two unemployment compensation systerns.

One might think the greater rise in unemployment

duration in Sweden than in the U.S. to be ex

plained by the policy of layoff notification that

began in 1974. The data in Table 8 indicate a

sharp decline in the layoff rate with recessionary

layoff rates fal1ing from .36 per month in 1971 to

.15 in 1977. Ernployers can respond to higher effec

tive layoff costs by putting greater re1iance on

statistical discrimination 1 (attempts to predict

productivity from formal characteristics in the

work history of applicants). Trial hiring will be

more costly and a decline in trial hiring implies

fewer short duration spelis of emp10yment and unem

p1oyment. If so one offset to the benefits of

fewer spells of unemployment for the advance

layoff notification policy could be longer dura

tion spells. 2

On the positive side the advance layoff warning

policy has reduced turnover into unemployrnent

through reduced 1ayoffs and does not appear to

have induced a sharp upward rise in average dura

tion of speils. The rise in duration of spel1 set

l Aigner, Dennis l. and Cain, Glen, "Statistical
Theories of Discrimination in Labor Markets, .. ln
dustriai and Labor Relations Review, January 1977,
pp :-175-87 .

2 Note, however, that the tests presented in Holm
lundls paper (this volume) lend no support to this
hypothesis.
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in weIl in advance of 1974 and has continued

steadily upwards - apart from recessionary periods

which result in duration increases as recorded by

the survey measure. How can this be when all the

obvious components in Table 8 would seem to imply

a sharp rise in duration from 1974 on? That is,

layoff, quit, and new hire declines would suggest

that spelis of unemployment wou1d be associated

with on1y major dislocations likely to invo1ve

longer duration spelis of unempIoyment. One inter

pretation is that on-the- job search of those wi th

Table 8. Monthly 1ayoff, quit and new hire rates per 10~

workers. Swedish mining and manu~acturing, 1969-1977

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Layoff .24 .24 .36 .30 .22 .16 .15 .12 .15

Quit 2.94 2.92 2.09 1.86 1.94 2.20 1.95 1.80 1.51

New Hire 3.78 3.47 2.29 2.46 2.67 2.97 2.19 1.87 1.30

Recession
year(1-0) O O l l O O O l l

Persons
affecteda

by advance
1ayoff

1560bnotice 2974 4268 8350

Source: Layoff, quit, and new hire rates are from SCB,
unpub1ished data.

a Source: Swedish Emp10yment Policy 1977-1978, National Labor
Marker-Board; p. 53. Quarterly average of workers and salaried
staff notified because of planned c10sures or planned reduc
tians in operations.

b Third and fourth quarters on1y.
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advance notification but prior to layoff has in

creased. This means that total search duration may

have increased substantially I but search duration

while unemployed may not have increased much at

all. On net , the advance layoff notification

policy may have reduced the Swedish unemployment

rate. l

5 • CONCLUS lON

Both Sweden and the Uni ted States would have high

unemployment rates were it not for differences in

labor market policy. We have seen that the coun

tries are very similar in terms of long term var

iables that appear to relate to intercountry dif

ferences in unemployment rates: a high proportion

of the labor force in wage and salary employment ,

a large proportion of youth in school at age IS I

high rates of growth of female labor force parti

cipation and similar rates of growth of industrial

production. The countries even have fairly similar

decade rates of inflation in the 1970' s, though

long run inflation rates were not found to be

important in explaining intercountry differences

in unemployment rates.

Structural differences between Sweden and the

United States fnclude a higher LFPR for women and

a smaller cohort of younger workers in Sweden.

Despite this smaller cohort of younger workers

there has been a rise in teenage unemployment

l Average of other impacts of the legislation was
projected via simulations in Eliasson, Gunnar,
IICompeti tian and Market Processes in a Simulation
Model of the Swedish Economyll, American Economic
Rev!..ew, February 1977, pp.277-S1. ---.-----.----.--
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rates, and this suggests that a simple "cohort

size-crowding" explanation offered for high teen

age unemployment rates in the U.S. may not be

valid but that increased postponement of labor

market entry because of greater formal schooling

may explain much of the rise in teenage unemploy

.ment in both countries. Both countries have had a

rise in duration of unemployment, but the rise in

non-recessionary periods is greater in Sweden.

This suggests that added research is needed to

explain this because it does not appear to be the

direct consequence of the policy of advance notifi

cation of layoffs that started in 1974.

Labor force hours of men have declined in both

countries, and time use data for the U.S. indicate

a decline in hours of married women who are in the

job market. In fact, this decline is large enough

to more than offset the increased LFPR of married

women so that average market hours of all married

women, both in and out of the labor market, have

declined by 2 percent in the U.S. between 1965 and

1975. In the U.S. the decline in labor market

hours is associated wi th a large rise in TV view

ing with TV viewing growing most rapidly among

the more educated.
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On the Composition

of Swedish Labor Market Policy

Jan Johannesson

l. INTRODUCTION

The main objective of this paper is to study the

changes that have taken place in the total vo1ume

and composition of Swedish labor market policy

during the 1960's and 1970'5. Furthermore, a brief

examination on same effects on unemployment will

be given. l

Years with high capacity uti1ization will be used

as the basis for a discussion about the volume and

composi tion of 1abor market policy at the peak of

the business cycle. In the same way years with low

capacity uti1ization will be the basis for a dis

cussion about 1abor market policy during reces

sions. The objectives of labor market policy

during peak years are among other things to raise

the leve1 of employment, to reduce frictional-,

seasona1- and structural unemployment and to coun

teract inflationary tendencies in the economy.

During recessions labor market policy will have

addi tional tasks of a stabi1ization character to

l This paper is mainly built on materials from two
reports from the Swedish expert group for 1abor
market research (EFA); Björklund-Johannesson-Pers
son, "Labour market policy and labour market devel
opment in Sweden during the 1960'5 and 1970's",
11M, Berlin, 1979, and "Arbetsmarknadspolitik i
förändring", SOU 1978:60, Stockholm 1978.
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performi how 1arge will depend on the size of· the

changes in the business cyc1e and on the extent to

which other economic policy measures are undertak

en. The deve10pment of the vo1ume and composi tion

of the 1abor market policy shou1d ref1ect these

under1ying objectives.

The operationa1 definition of 1abor market policy

used in the paper is measures financed out of the

budget of the Labor Market Board (AMS). l However,

there are measures to improve emp10yment (e.g.,

industria1 policy) that are financed outside AMS.

Hence the operationa1 defini tion is in some re

spects rather arbitrary.

2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF SWEDISH LABOR MARKET------ ...- ..._-------
POLICY

2.1 Changes in Volume: Total Expenditure and

Number of Persons in Labor Market Policy

Measures

Total expenditure on 1abor market policy

The expansion of Swedish 1abor market policy

during the last few decades is illustrated in

Figure l which shows the growth of total expendi

ture on 1abor market policy at current and fixed

rrices, as a share of total government expenditure

and as a share of Gross National Product.

l The Appendix shows the size of these measures.
Information about expenditure and 1abor market
status have been co11ected from AMS I annua1 re
ports and from the labor force surveys (AKU).
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Figure l. Total expenditure of .the National Labor Market

Board (inel. of the expenditure for labor market

training of the National Board of Education)

Expenditure in
current prices

78

Expenditure in
" 1968 prices
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9

Unemp10yment rate
3.0

2.0

1.0

1948 51 53 55 57 59 61 63 65 67 69 71 73 75

Unemp10yment rate
according to the

. Labor Force Survey

Unemp10yment rate
among members of un-

employment insuranc
78 funds

a From 1967 the figures refer to the budget year, e.g., 1967=1966/67.
1968=1967/68, etc.
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Expenditure has grown in almost a stepwise fåsh

ion: with marked increases during the recessions

and with nearly no decreases during booms.

During the recession of 1957-1959 when there was a

marked expansion of labor market policy, total

expenditure amounted to just over 500 million Skr.

During the recession year 1977/78 total expendi

ture was instead approximately 11,000 million Skr

(at current prices). In the former case labor

market policy's share of total government expendi

ture was approximately 4 percent (l percent of

GNP), in the latter it had risen to about 9 per

cent (3 percent of GNP).

The expansion of labor market policy from 1948

onwards can be divided into three separate phases.

Until about 1960 total expenditure on labor market

policy followed a fairly distinct cyclical pat

tern, increasing its share of government expendi

ture and GNP during periods of recession and then

declining again during periods of more rapid eco

nomic activity.

The second phase covers the period until 1969.

During this period labor market policy' s share of

government expenditure rose continuously al though

the rate of increase was more rapid during reces

sionary periods. The 1970's represent a third

phase where expenditure once again appeared to

display a cyclical pattern; e.g., the improvement

in economic activity during 1974/75 brought about

a fall in expenditure. The most important factors

behind this new cyclical pattern during the 1970's

have been the variations in tradi tional manpower
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training and the introduction of new counter-reces

sionary measures such as financial assistance for

stockpiling and in-plant manpower training to

avoid temporary and permanent lay-offs.

Number of persons in labor market policy measures
.I. /

The same pJ.cture of the development of the total

volume of labor market policyemerges from an

examination of the changes in the average number

of persons taking part in different labor market

policy measures. Table l shows that AMS has devel

oped a considerable capacity for counteracting the

effects of recessions and 10ca1 structural disturb

ances on employment. The average number of per

sons in labor market policy measures was 0.9 per

cent of the labor force in the peak year 1965. In

the peak years 1970 and 1974 it had risen to 1.8

and 2.5 percent, respectively. The average number

of persons in different measures grew almost conti

nuously during the whole period up to the 1970·s.

During the 1970·s on the other hand there has been

a marked cyclical pattern. After a decrease in

1974 and 1975 the number of persons inv01ved has

again approached and surpassed the previous peak

level. (For more information about the average

number of persons in different measures see Appen

dix B, Table Bl).

2 • 2 Changes in the Composi tion of Labor Market

Po~ic~

The development of total expenditure on labor

market policy conceals underlying changes in the

"mix" of different policy measures. Some idea of



Table 1. The average number of persons participating in different labor market policy
measures (thousands), 1963-1978

Measures

Temporary jobs
(relief works)

Measures to create
employment forahard
to-place labor

Rehabilitation and
other measures on
behalf of h~rd-to

place labor

Training (excl. of
in-plant training)

In-plant training
(incl. of in-plant
training to
avoid lay-offs)c

Sum

In percent of LF

Unemployment rate

1963

10.5

4.7

1.2

11.3

1.2

28.9

0.8

1.7

1965

9.8

784

1.4

12.5

3.0

14.1

0.9

1.2

1968

20.3

13.0

1.8

25.8

3.8

64.7

1.7

2.2

1970

14.6

20.4

2.1

28.8

4.9

70.8

1.8

1.5

1972

32.4

25.0

2.6

36.2

6.4

102.6

2.6

2.7

1973

33.3

30.2

3.0

34.9

10.4

111.8

2.8

2.5

1974

23.4

35.3

3.2

30.6

9.6

102.1

2.5

2.0

1975

16.6

38.6

3.3

26.9

8.0

93.4

2.3

1.6

1976

26.3

41.1

3.1

28.2

8.0

106.7

2.6

1.6

1977

29.1

42.7

3.4

41.7

21.5

138.4

3.3

1.7

1978

45.7

44.2

3.5

46.9

13.3

153.6

3.6

2.2

-...J
l'V

a Sheitered employment, work at horne, semi-sheltered employment, archive work and assistance to musicia~s
(see Appendix A).

b Courses for adjustment and training (in-plant training for the handicapped and elderly is included under
the heading of in-plant training).

c The average number of persons receiving in-plant training to avoid lay-offs during 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977
and 1978 has been estimated to 100, 200, 1,600, 16,000 and 11,500 respectively (see Appendix B).
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these changes can be gained from an examination of

the trend of expenditure for separate policy pro

grams as defined by the Labor Market Board (see

below and Appendix A, Table Al).

Th~_Co~~~_~"t:..~_o.J_'p_i!_ferent_~ab9E_~~E~~~~~~CJ.ra~~

at the National Labor Market Board

Program

l) Labor Harket
Information

2) Vocational and
Geographic Mobility

3) Measures for Creating
Employment

4) Regional Development
Assistance

Labou market training
Geographic mObility
grants
Purchase of owner
accupied houses

rre;npora ry jobs
(Relief work)
Orders to industry
Detail planning grants
Investment funds
administration

Stockpiling support
Wage subsidies to
~ifferent industries
Regional deveIopment
grants

Training subsidies
Employment premiums
Municipal empIoyment
measures
Localization Ioans

5) Rehabilitation
and Other
Measures on behalf of
Hard-to-place Labor

Assessment of capacity
and work training
Training of hard-to
place labor

Occupational aids for
the handicapped

6) Measures to Create Industrial assistance
Employment for Hard- -Archive work
to-place Labor Semi-sheltered

employment
Sheltered employment

7) IMeasures for Refugees l..-..4Transfer of refugees
liCare of refugees



8) Cash Assistance to
Unemployed Persons

9) Total Defence
Activities

10) Acquisition and
Administration of
Equipment

- 74 -

Grants to unemployment
insurance funds
Adjustment grants
Cash labor market
assistance

Defence and prepared
ness planning
t~on combatant
conscripts

! l Accomodation facilities
r--1 Machinery, vehicles

In terms of both fixed and current prices, there

has been a substantial expansion of almost all

types of policy measures between comparable pe

riods of economic activity during the period under

analysis (1957-1978). However the rate of expan

sion has differed between different programs and

between different time periods.

An attempt has been made to categorize the various

measures of labor market policy according to how

they affect and modify the functioning of the

labor market in order to reach the economic-politi

cal goals of stabilization, alloeation, growth and

income distribution. The labor market policy meas

ures are oriented to affect the la~~~.~upply, the

la~~~_._C!-e_mand or the _~~~~~~~g between supply and

demand. The supply-oriented measures (programs)

influencing geographic and occupational mobility

as weIl as providing rehabilitation for hard-to

place labor can increase the possibilities of

becoming employed. These measures will decrease

structural unemployment by supporting the develop

ment generated in the market. The demand-oriented

measures (programs) for temporary jobs, regional

policy measures, employment creation for the handi-
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capped, in-plant manpower training and wage sub

sidies will affect cyclical-, seasonal- and struc

tural unemployment by maintaining or increasing

labor demand and thus modify the development gener

ated in the market. The measures intended to

improve the matching process between supply and

demand (the program for labor market information)

will above all affect frictional unemployment.

By categorizing different measures in this wayl it

can be seen that a number of shi fts have occurred

in the general orientation of labor market policy.

Table 2 shows' that from the late 1950's up to

1970/71 there was' a continuous increase in the

share of expenditure going to supply-affecting

measures at the expense of demand-affecting meas-

ures.

During the recession of 1971-1973 the share of

supply-affecting measures decreased and was kept

at an almost constant level until the boom in

1974/75. The recession that started in the autumn

of 1975 resulted in a strong increase in the share

of supply-affecting measures, and during the reces

sion they reached almost the same level as in the

beginning of the 1970'5.

The demand-affecting measures show, except cycli

cal fluctuations, a downward trend during the

1960' s. This trend seems to have been broken in

the 1970's. In the latest recession their share of

total expendi ture has been almost the same as in

the recession of 1967/68.

l Every such categorization has to be rather ar
bitrary but in this case the tendencies in the
development are (as will be shown) so clear that
the arbitrariness is of minor importance.
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Table 2. Total_~xpe~dit~.E_~_on_Jab.9.Emar~~t policy

di~~~~~ into different kinds of measures,

1957=!.~77/78. Percentage and in milli.on Skr.

27.8

64.5

242.4

39.0
-t""

8.3 7.7

26.3

65.4

172.1

28.0

100.0 100.0

1.461.7 1.778.12

--......-
1967/68 1968/69l

--_.~------..-

8.9

76.0

26.6

70.6

20.5

100.0

891.4

1965

58.1

12.8

21.7

68.8

1963

6.6

74.3

15.5

85.3

1960

5.0

87.4

16.2

86.4

1959

3.0

55.5

27.6

70.8

26.2 8.2a 8.1 9.5
.------------- ----.:r

100.0b 100.0 100.0 100.0

113.4 400.4 463.3 663.9

1957

Others

Measures

Sum

in million Skr

Cash
assistance

To affect the
supply of labor

To affect the
demand of labor

1'0 improve
matching

-----_._--------

504.0 553.1 734.8 994.0 1.661.8 2.059.52
Total in
million Skr

In % of total
government
expenditure

196.5

1.6 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.7 5.0 5.9

a The first major expansion on labor market policy measures (relief
work and labor market training) occurred in 1958 and 1959. While the
expenditure for labor market training rose from 0.5 millon to 10 million
Skr and expenditure for relief work from 75 million to 332 million be
tween 1957-1959 expenditure for labor market information was kept almost
constant at about 30 million Skr.
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170/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78
--------------------_._------

31.6 24.6 24.0 25.5 25.8 28.0 28.2 29.6

59.6 68.8 69.6 66.7 64.8 62.2 64.5 63.6

8.7 6.6 6.4 7.8 9.4 9.8 7.3 6.8

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

112.9 3.382.3 3.802.3 3.845.7 3.831.1 4.736.3 7.316.7 9.824.1

257.9 462.6 435.2 507.0 449.5 347.4 462.8 794.1

58.1 52.9 45.1 44.7 63.6 72.6 148.0 128.6
_.-_._------_._--~_._------------

428.9 3.897.7 4.282.6 4.397.4 4.344.2 5.156.3 7.927.5 10.746.8

5.8 7.7 7.9 6.9 5.9 5.9 7.7 9.0
._---------_._------- -_ ...- ._------_..-

b This sum comprises total expenditure for measures usually
referred to as active labor market policy, i.e.imeasures to
create employment and training possibilities and to facil
itate the matching process. This corresponds to the first six
labor market programs according to the list on page 73.
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Expenditures

the matching

on policy measures that

process have increased

operate on

during the

the vacancies at all Employment

country have been introduced.

the demand and supply of labor.

1970's have been a period when

Service has been rapidly expanded

For example, ADB-produced vacancy

1960's and 1970's

rate than policy

al though genera1ly at a slower

measures intended to influence

However, the

the Emp10yment

and modernized.

lists covering

offices in the

The increase of the labor market policy has given

the Employment Service a more central role in the

who1e economy since all 1abor market policy. meas

ures are administrated via the Employment Service

offices. In addition the introduction of compulso

ry notification of vacancies has strengthened this

tendency.

During the period from the late 1950's to the

early 1970'5 supply-oriented measures were the

most rapid1y expanding of the three above mention

ed policy categories. During this period demand

oriented measures (which have always taken the

largest share of total expenditure on labor market

policy) were thus supplemented by measures that

sought to remove obstacles to geographic and occu

pational mObi1ity. Hence the 1960's can be viewed

as a period when emphasis was given to both geo

graphic and occupationa1 mobilitYi the period was,

e.g., a deve10pmenta1 phase for manpower training.

During the 1970's, the level of expenditure on

manpower training has varied with the level of
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economic activity. It was expanded during the re

cession of 1971-1973 and in 1976-1978 while during

the intervening period it remained at the level

reached during the 1960 I s. The number of persons

receiving geographic mobility grants was expanding

during the ~960'S, from approximately 8,000 in

1961 to 24,000 in 1970. However, during the

1970 I s, this figure has fallen to around 20, 000.

The decrease has been due to a reduction in the

number of migrants from the forest counties in

northern Sweden.

Demand-oriented measures

During the 1970 I s there has been a marked change

in the composition of the demand-oriented measures

due to the increased emphasis on firm-oriented 1

measures rather than on measures directed towards

particu1ar individuals. 2 (See Table 3.) These

changes ar.e reflected in the expansion of policy

measures such as stock-pi1ing support, orders to

industry, in-plant training to avoid lay-offs, tem

porary employrnent assistance for older ernployees

in textile and clothing industries and employees

of companies that are of vi tal importance to a

loca1 labor market (the "75-% wage subsidy").

These measures have primarily been directed to

wards the avoidance of temporary and permanent

lay-offs. The tendency to use wage subsidies in

the form of training subsidies has been especially

strong in the latest recession. However, some

l Measures intended to maintain or increase employ
ment at company level without any instructions
from the labor market authorities as to which
particular individua1s are to receive ~ssistance.

2 Measures where the labor market authorities have
specified the individua1s that are to take part in
the measures.
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Table 3. EXP~~~~!.~.E.~~'2..-<!.~~.9-orientedmeasures,.

1967/68-1977/78
._----------_._--_._-_._---
Measures

Directed to
firms, %

Directed to
individ
uals, %

Sum, %

1967/
68

17

83

100

1970/
71

25

75

100

1972/
73

17

83

100

1974/
75

27

72

100

1975/
76

29

71

100

1976/
77

37

63

100

1977/
78

34

66

100

Million Skr 957.1 1,260.1 2,645.2 2,479.0 2,946.2 4,725.3 6,249.6

changes in the composition of this policy could be

found during the second half of 1978. The use of

the subsidy for in-plant training to prevent lay

offs has been reduced markedly.

In addi tian a new type of hiring subsidy has been

introduced in 1978. This subsidy can be said to be

directed towards expanding rather than stagnating

firms. S ince the third quarter of 1978 there is a

supsidy to companies if they make new recruitments

during the second half of 1978 or the first half

of 1979; at most the companies can get 12,000 Skr

per person permanently added to the workforce.

There has also been a change in the type of meas

ures directed to individuals during the 1970·s. In

1972 55 percent of the persons engaged in tempo

rary jobs l in the public sector were employed in

building and construction work or in forestry work

while in 1977 the corresponding figure was 30

percent. What has happened is that temporary jobs

l The development of persons in temporary jobs is
shown in Appendix B, Table B2
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have become increasingly common in the public serv

ice sector and within private industry (private

sector temporary jobs). Wage subsidies are avai1

able for private companies and public authori ties

which arrange temporary jobs for persons younger

than 20 years who are reg istered as unernployed.

One of the reasons for this change has been the

altered composition of the unemp1oyed. The propor

tion of women and young persons involved in tem

porary jobs has thus increased.

Temporary job projects during the 1970·s have also

become more oriented towards labor intensive pro

jects, i.e., projects where the wages for those

direct1y invo1ved represent the principal cost. In

addi tion new types of in-plant training directed

to particular individuals have been introduced.

During 1972-1974 there were training subsidies to

firms which, in addition to normal recruitment,

employed and trained young peop1e and women. Since

1974 there are wage subsidies to firms which

employ women in traditional1y ma1e professions and

vice versa.

Among the demand-oriented measures there has also,

during the entire period, been a rapid expansion

of employment-creating measures for the handicap

ped. This increase applies to sheltered and semi

sheltered emp10yment as well as to archive work.

The average number of persons covered by emp1oy

rnent-creating measures for the hard-to-place has

thus increased from approximately 4,000 in the

early 1960·s to about 40,000 or about l percent of

the labor force in 1978.

Thus it seems as if major changes have occurred in

the orientation of the dernand-oriented measures
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during the 1970's. They have to a higher degr~e

than before become fir~-oriented to make it possi

ble to proteet employment.

3 • A SUMMING UP OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LABOR

MARKET POLICY AND ITS OUTCOME

The composi tion of labor market policy has shown

continuous change and adaptation. During the

1960 •s there was a development phase for supply

oriented measures such as labor market training

and geographic mobility grants. Special emphasis

was put on the capability of labor market policy

to ensure employment by increasing mobility in the

labor market. During the 1970' s there was an ad

justment in the composition of labor market policy

towards an expansion and change of the demand

oriented measures. These measures have since the

middle of the 1970's to a higher degree than

before become firm-oriented and oriented towards

preventing unemployment by avoiding lay-offs in

the private sector.

The period after 1974 is interesting in several

respects. In spite of the recession open unemploy

ment was kept at roughly the level normally asso

ciated wi th boom periods in the Swedish economy

(see Table l). This was achieved by a combination

of general demand policies, labor market policies,

industrial policies l and job security provisions.

l The labor market policy has since 1976 to a
great extent been complemented with selective meas
ures in form of industrial policy for the mainte
nance of employment which are not financed via the
budget of AMS. There has been extensive assistance
to above all steel-, shipbuilding-, textile- and
forest industries. The extent of these measures in
terms of the number of people directly affected is
not easy to fix.
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But one of the most notable changes was that the

increase in labor market policies during these

years consisted to a large part of measures aimed

at preserving already existing jobs. The low unem

ployment rate can be mainly explained by the fact

that the number of unemployed due to lay-offs and

close-downs have been ke1?t down during 1975-1978;

during this recession they amounted to an average

of about 15,000 as compared to the recession 1971

1973 when they amounted to about 33,000. It has

not been possible to protect new entrants and re

entrants into the labor market to the same extent.

The number of unemployed entrants and re-entrants

into the labor market shows only a minor decrease

during 1975-1978 (when they amounted to an average

of about 26,000) as compared to 1971-1973 (when

they amounted to 30,000).

The decrease in the total number of unemployed

persons (from an average of 103,000 during 1971

1973 to about 75,000 during 1975-1978) means that

the share of entrants and re-entrants (mainly

younger age groups ) in the total number of unem

played has risen. Thus the labor market policy

measures have been insufficient to prevent a

marked increase in youth (16-24 years) unemploy

ment during 1975-1978, although labor market

policy measures have to agreater extent been

directed toward young people. But the expanding

share of young people in different labor market

policy measures may to a certain degree explain

the shorter average duration of unemployment for

the young compared with other groups.

One motive for labor market policy is to reduce

output losses associated with cyclical unemploy

ment. Figure 2 displays estimated' GNP-gap. We can
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notice that there have -been four recessions during

the 1960's and 1970's, the one with the 1argest

GNP-gap being the one after 1974. During the other

three recessions the GNP-gap has been fair1y

small.

Figure 2. The GNP-gap, the rate of unemployment

and the expenditure on labor market

~icy for the Swedish economy durin~

the period 1961-1978

GNP-gap(%)
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l
O ......- ......--L-..a...-....a.._"'-....a.._.L----'----JL-..--'----J~~.......J~~__I._~_'
1961 62

Note: The figure shows the GNP-gap as a percentage
of potential GNP, estimated by a peak-to-peak
rnethod.

Source: Persson-Tanirnura, Inga, On the east of Un
ernp1oyrnent, Berlin 1979.
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Furthermore, the cyclical pattern of Swedish unem

ployment seems to have changed. From the early

1960 I S until 1975 there was a close relationship

between changes in capaci ty utilization (as meas

ured by the GNP-gap) and changes in the leve1 of

open unemployrnent. The GNP-gaps during 1966-1969

and 1971-1973 were, for example, reflected in

marked increases in the unemployment rate and the

number of unemployed. This, however, was not the

case during 1975-1977 when open unemployment

remained at low levels despite large GNP-gaps. The

estimated loss (GNP-gap) for 1978 in current

prices was about 30,000 million Skr, almost 4,000

Skr per capita or about 7.5 percent of GNP.
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ON VARIOUS LABOR MARKET POLICY

MEASURES AND THE EXPENDITURE FOR

VARIOUS LABOR MARKET PROGRAMS

AT THE NATIONAL LABOR MARKET BOARD

Labor market training is to be specially designed

for those who are, or run the risk of becoming,

unemployed or whose position in the labor market

is weak in other respects. A large part of labor

market training is arranged by the National Board

of Education at the request of the National Labor

Market Board. This training is undertaken in spe

cia11y designed courses I in about fifty training

centers. Labor market training at firms is arrang

ed in certain cases for unemployed persons who are

referred to employment/training by the Public

Employment Service and in other cases to persons

who are already employed at the firm arranging the

training.

On several occasions during the 1970's one has

used temporary subsidies to firms arranging train

ing in connection wi th new recrui tment of person

nel. In 1972-1974 subsidies were granted firms

which in addition to their normal recrui tment em

ployed and trained women and young people. Since

1974 there is a training subsidy to encourage the

employment of women in occupations traditiona11y

held by men or the employment of men in "female"

occupations. Training subsidies for existing per

sonnel have been available since 1976 on condition

that those in training will be replaced by new

recruitments.

The most important change in the systern of labor

market training has been the use of various kinds
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of in-plant training in order to avoid temporary

or permanent lay-offs during recessions. During

the first six months of 1972 a training subsidy to

avoid temporary lay-offs was available for firms

which could not use stockpiling support. During

the oil crisis in 1973 there was a special train

ing subsidyand since 1974 there has been a sub

sidy to in-plant training to avoid lay-offs.

Relief work (temporary jobs) provides unemployed

persons wi th temporary employment during seasonai

and cyclical recessions. Special relief work is

arranged in order to provide employment for per

sons who are elderly, have local ties or a handi

cap. Relief work can take the form of national,

Ioeal government or private projects.

Wage subsidies to different industries

In the spring 1977 temporary employrnent subsidies

were given to firms with long-run supernumerary

staff if they postponed lay-offs. Thus temporary

employment subsidies are given for older employees

in the clothing and textile .industries and for

employees in companies of vital importance to a

local labor market (Ilthe 75-% wage subsidyll).

These measures have primarily been directed to

wards the prevention of unemployment and the avoid

ance of l?y-offs. Since the third quarter of 1978

there is a subsidy to companies if they make new

recruitments during the second half of 1978 or the

first half of 1979.

She!.!:.ered __~mploy~~nt, i.e., employment in shel

tered workshops can be arranged for persons wi th

occupational handicap who cannot obtain a job in

the open market.



Table Al. Expenditure on labor market policy programs (total expenditure of the National Labor
Market Board, AMS, inclusive of the expenditure for labor market training of the National
Board of Education, söl divided into different programs 1965-1977/78.
Million Skr (current prices)

Programs 1965 1966 1966/ 1967/ 1968/ 1969/ 1970/ 1971/ 1972/ 1973/ 1974/ 1975/ 1976/ 1977/
67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78

(l)Labor market
information 80.0 95.6 103.9 120.7 136.6 205.4 184.2 221.8 244.7 298.2 359.3 465.8 531.2 670.8

(2)Occupationa1
and geographic
mobility 173.4 197.9 269.7 372.0 469.4 559.0 625.3 783.4 871.8 948.7 921.0 1237.5 2029.7 3252.7

thereof
Geographic
mobility grants 27.3 22.1 22.4 32.0 56.0 63.0 55.2 56.2 55.0 65.1 60.3 64.7 72.6 104.5

In-plant
training to

0.5aavoid lay-offs - 0.9 1.1 19.0 90.4 482.8
CD

Other in-plant CD

training 7.8b 27.8 13.5 1.8 5.8 9.7

(3)Employment
creation
measures 548.0 484.6 558.3 693.0 833.5 706.4 657.7 1568.1 1929.0 1560.9 1108.7 1486.9 2955.1 3839.4

thereof
Temporary jobs 538.9 469.8 542.2 670.0 792.1 689.3 624.0 1482.5 1740.7 1488.6 1067.0 1193.4 1796.9 3141.9
(relief work)
Orders to
industry 5.5 1.2 3.2 4.1 1.3 2.0 5.2 42.7 49.4 1.9 0.5 43.9 174.3 299.3

Stock-piling
support 113.0 30.2 1.1 236.6 954.5 295.3

(4)Regional
development
assistance 22.5 113.6 129.8 162.3 165.6 250.1 337.9 436.4 339.7 527.2 732.6 615.3 624.1 682.5

thereof
Training
subsidies 32.5 41.0 58.5 88.1 74.3 52.6 42.3 28.9

Employment
16.3 29.3 31.3 28.0 18.0subsidies 4.8 10.3 "13.7



Programs 1965 1966 1966/ 1967/ 1968/ 1969/ 1970/ 1971/ 1972/ 1973/ 1974/ 1975/ 1976/ 1977/
67 68 69 70 71 72 73- 74 75 76 77 78

-
(S)Rehabilitation

and other meas-
ures on behalf
of hard-to-
place labor 9.0 10.7 9.6 13.1 25.8 35.0 43.3 49.7 48.2 60.8 87.4 108.4 141.9 157.4
thereof
In-plant train-
ing for hard-

1.0dto-place labor 1.7 2.2 2.0
Training for

13.0esheitered work 11.9
(6)Measures to

create employ-
ment for hard-
to-place labor 58.5 68.5 80.1 100.6 147.2 184.0 264.5 322.8 368.9 449.9 622.1 822.4 1034.7 1221.3 00

\.Cl
(7)Measures for

refugees 6.0 8.4 6.3 7.1 17.9 34.0 19.3 16.8 15.2 23.6 31.8 42.5 102.0 79.8

(8)Cash assistance
to the un-
employed 76.0 99.1 108.9 172.1 242.4 238.5 257.9 462.6 435.2 507.0 449.5 347.4 462.8 794.1

(9)Others (defence
activities and
acquisition and
administration
of equipment) 20.6 18.6 18.5 21.0 21.1 29.9 38.8 36.1 29.9 21.1 31.8 30.1 46.0 48.8

----~-~-_._.-

Total expenditure 994.0 1096.0 1285.0 1661.8 2059.5 2242.3 2428.9 3897.7 4282.6 4397.4 4344.2 5156.3 7927.5 10746.8

In % of Government
Expenditure 3.7 3.7 4.2 5.0 5.9 5.7 5.8 7.7 7.9 6.9 5~9 5.9 7.7 9.0
In % of GNP 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 2.4 2.4 2.1 1.8 1.9 2.7 3.0
-------------~-----_.- -
a Cannot be separated until 1971/72. c Cannot be separated until 1970/71. e Cannot be separated until 1976/77.
b dCannot be separated until 1972/73. Cannot be separated until 1974/75.
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Ax-chive .__\!.ork is arranged for unemployed persons

who cannot obtain work in the open market and

whose age, state of health or other special perso

nal circumstances make thern unsuitable for the

different forms of relief work or sheltered employ

ment. The work places can be arranged as state,

local government or private archive work.

Se~i-shelte~~~_emE.!~ymen.! can be provided for

handicapped and elderly who cannot obtain work in

the open market under ordinary conditions. Such

activities carry a state grant to firrns and to

local government authorities or institutions as

weIl as to national public enterprises.
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NUMBER OF PERSONS IN VARIOUS

MEASURES

Table l (p. 72) contains estimated figures of the

number of persons receiving in-plant training to

avoid lay-offs. For this kind of training the

firms can get a· training subsidy to maintain em

ployment (wi thout any instructions from the labor

market authorities as to which employed individ

uals are to receive assistance). This training

subsidy was introduced in July l, 1974 and has

been reformed several times. During 1978 the tråin

ing subsidy consisted of 25 Skr/hour for up to 480

hours' occupational training or for up to 160

hours' general education. For training thereabove

the firms could get 15 Skr per person and hour.

The National Labor Market Board (AMS) publishes

figures about this form of labor market training

in the midd1e of the month. Because this training

is usually undertaken on a part-time basis it is

difficult to interpret the number of persons in

this kind of measure. The average number of per

sons in in-plant training according to AMS' statis

tics during the period February l-December 31,

1977 was about 44,700. During this period the

authorities had granted training of this kind for

30.4 million hours, that is full-time (40 hours

per week) training for 190,000 persons during one

month.

For the period February-December this would be

equivalent to 17,300 persons in full-time in-plant

training to avoid lay-offs. This figure corre

sponds to about 40 percent of the figure in the

official AMS-statistics. If the official figure
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for this kind of training in January 1977 is trans

formed in the same way the average number of per

sons 1977 in fulltime in-plant training to avoid

lay-offs should be 16,000. This figure can be said

to correspond to the other figures in Table l.

This means that on average 3.3 percent of the

number of persons in the labor force took part in

labor market policy measures in 1977. The same

estimation method applied to the years 1974, 1975,

1976 and 1978 gives 100, 200, 1,600 and 11,500

persons in full-time in-plant training to avoid

lay-offs.



Table Bl. Number of persons in different labor market policy programs, 1959-1978

Annual averages, thousands.

Programs 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

In-plant training 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.8 3.0 3.4 3.2 3.8
thereof in-plant
training to avoid
lay-offs

Other labor
market training 4.2 6.2 7.5 9.3 11.3 11.9 12.5 15.4 20.3 25.8
% of women - - - - 30 34 36 35 33 34

Sum of labor
market training 4.6 6.6 8.2 10.1 12.5 13.7 15.9 18.8 23.5 29.E

-
Temporary jobs
(relief work) 6.1 3.6 5.7 10.5 9.6 9.8 9.2 13.7 20.3

Sheitered work
and homework 1.8 1.9 2.2 2.6 3.6 4.7 5.7 6.8 7.8

Semi-sheltered work 0.3 \O
VJ

Archive work 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.1 3.7 4.9
Assessment of
capacity and
work training - - - - 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8

-----
Sum of measures on
behalf of hard-
to-place labor 1.3 3.3 3.5 4.0 5.9 7.3 8.8 10.3 12.2 14.8

Total 5.9 16.0 15.3 19.8 28.9 30.6 34.5 38.3 49.4 64.7
in % of LF 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.3 1.6

In labor force 3~699 3.746 3.720 3.718. 3.742 3.792 3.775 3.822
Unemployed 55 58 65 60 45 61. 82 86
Rate of unemployment 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.2 1.6 2.2 2.3
Employed 3.644 3.688 3.655 3.658 3.697 3.731 3.693 3.736
--______0______-------_.

Cont.



Programs ~969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

In-plant training 4'.0 4.9 5.8 6.4 10.5 9.6 8.0 8.0 21.5 13.3
thereof in-plant
training to avoid
lay-offs - - - - - 0.1 0.2 1.6 16.0 11.5
Other labor
market training 26.6 28.8 33.2 36.2 34.9 30.5 26.9 28.2 41.7 46.9
% of women 48 48 46 44 47 51 54 52 51 52

Sum of labor
market training 30.6 33.7 39.0 42.6 45.4 40.1 34.9 36.2 63.2 60.2

--
Temporary jobs
(relief work) 15.6 14.6 19.0 32.4 33.3 23.4 16.6 26.3 29.1 45.7

Sheitered work
and home work 9.3 10.8 11.9 12.8 13.8 15.1 16.0 16.4 16.8 17.2

Semi-sheltered \O

work 0.7 1.3 1.7 2.1 4.0 6.3 8.3 9.8 10.8 11.7 ~

Archive work 6.3 8.3 9.6 10.1 12.4 13.9 14.3 15.0 15.1 15.3

Assessment of
capacity and
work training 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.2 3.3 3.1 3.4 3.5

Sum of measures on
behalf of hard-
to-place labor 18.1 22.5 25.6 27.6 33.2 38.5 41.9 44.3 46.1 47.7

Total 64.3 70.8 83.6 102.6 111.9 102.0 93.4 106.8 138.4 153.6
in % of LF 1.6 1.8 2.1 2.5 2.8 2.5 2.2 2.5 3.3 3.6

In labor force 3.841 3.913 3.961 3.970 3.977 4.042 4.129 4.155 4.174 4.209
Unemployed 74 59 101 107 98 77 67 66 75 94
Rate of unemployment 1.9 1.5 2.5 2.7 2.5 1.9 1.6 1.6 1.8 2.2
Employed 3.767 3.854 3.860 3.863 3.879 3.965 4.062 4.089 4.099 4.115



Table B2. Number of persons in temporary jobs (relief work) 1965-197.8. Thousands.

Total number of persons in
temporary jobs (inel. of
craftsmen and foremen)

Year

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

Number of
persons
in temp~ra

ry jobs

8.2

7.6

11.2

16.0

12.6

9.6

14.0

23.1

25.2

17.8

12.9

21.5

24.9

41.7

Percentage
women

4

5

9

16

19

18

31

35

39

Percentage
of the women
that are under
25 years old

2

14

30

43

42

39

73

80

84

Percentage of
the total number
(men and women)
that are under
25 years old

4

8

16

22

20

18

47

57

66

thousands

9.8

9.2

13.7

20.3

15.6

14.6

19.0

32.4

33.3

23.4

16.6

26.3

29.1

41.7

% of LF

0.3

0.2

0.4

o.s
0.4

0.4

o.s
0.• 8

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.7

1.1

\O
U'1

a The number of persons put into relief works by AMS, due to employment problems. This, figure does not
contain those craftsmen and foremen who have no labour market problems hut are employed hy the
authorities to hold key positions in the relief work.
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Determinants and Characteristics

of Unemployment in Sweden:
The Role of Labor Market Policy

Bertil HolmIund

l. INTRODUCTIONl

The rate of unemployment has in the late seventies

displayed a substantia1 increase in a number of

western countries, Sweden being one striking excep

tion. Despite a pronounced fall in aggregate

demand Swedish unemployment stayed at lower levels

1976-1978 than it did during the more normal reces

sion 1971-72. The rate of unemployment reached a

decade high in 1972 - 2. 7 percent - but was on

average only 2.2 percent in 1978.

This paper is focusing on the relationships be

tween 1abor market policy and labor market behav

ior in Swed~n. The policies taken account of

include traditional programs such as relief

works and manpower training - as weIl as recent

policy innovations such as (i) the employment se

curity legis1ation, (ii) the inventory subsidy

scheme and (iii) the wage subsidy program.

The plan of the paper is as follows: First, in

Section 2, a brief description of the institution

al setting and the policies undertaken are given.

Section 3 contains a rough attempt to establish

l I have
structive
paper.

benefited from Anders Björklund's
comrnents on an earlier version of

con
this
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certain microeconomic effects of two important

labor market programs. The basic question is how

enrollment in relief works or retraining affects

the individual' s future unemployment probability.

Are trainees rewarded by lower unemployment risks

compared to non-participants? This analysis, which

applies standard econometric methodology, as a by

product gives microinformation on the determinants

and characteristics of unemployment.

Section 4, in turn, approaches the policy issues

from a different perspective: How is the probabil

ity of leaving unemployment affected by the availa

bility of relief works and training programs? This

analysis, therefore, investigates how the contra

cyclical objectives of these programs are translat

ed into practice. The section includes, moreover ,

analyses of possible unemplo"yment effects of the

employment security legislation. Have the rising

firing costs implicit in this legislation

increased the duration of unemployment via more

careful screening practices on part of the firms?

In Section 5 of the paper, finally, we embed a

structural unemployment relationship in a macro

simulation model of the labor market. l This model

- consisting of ten stochastic equations estimated

on monthly data - describes the manufacturing sec

tor's decisions on production, vacancies, recruit

ments, layoffs and hours per worker. The behavior

of the household sector is taken account of in

quit and unemployment equations. The model is

l The model is described in some detail in Ho1m
lund (1980).
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driven as a selfcontained system by exogenous

output demand and provides a suitable framework

for dealing with the indirect effects and interac

tions that occur throughout the labor market if

one part of it is directly changed. In particular,

we present a policy-simulation where the actual

development during the seventies is compared to an

alternative case, produced by a "passive" labor

market policy. Implications for employment, unern

ployment, labor turnover and labor productivity

are revealed by this simulation.

2. THE INSTITUTIONAL SETTING

Swedish post-war labor market policy has to a

large extent been fostering mobility and structur

al change in the laber market. The well-known

Rehn-Meidner policy-proposals for selective policy

measures had given priority to jeb security in the

entire labor rnarket rather than job security in a

particular firrn. 1

A change of the labor market policy appears to

have taken place during the seventies. The poli

cies have now to agreater extent ernphasized ern

ployrnent protection rather than employrnent crea

tion. 2 Various layoff-discouraging measures have

been undertaken in order to reduce the flow into

unemployment whereas less priority has been given

efforts aimed at influencing the duration of unern-

l For an overview of the Swedish discussions on
stabilization issues during the 40's and the 50's,
see Lindbeck (1974).

2 See Johannesson, this volume, for more details
about the Swedish labor market policy.
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ployment. These changes are reflected in the expan

sion of various policy measures, including eco

nomic tlcarrots" as weIl as legal "sticks". Three

of the most important policies are the in~~ntory

subsidy schemes 1972 and 1975-77), the employment

sec~rity legislatian (in operation from July 1974)

and the employment subsidY---Erogram (most actively

undertaken during the recession 1977-78).

The inventory subsidies are - roughly speaking 

paid to firms conditionai upon unchanged volume of

employment; the firms under consideration are

those where employment reductions are likely in

the absence of the policy. The employment subsi

dies, in turn, are intended to affect temporary

and permanent layoffsi firms with high expected

layoff probabilities are subsidized, given that

they provide their excess labor with a certain

degree of training during a specified period of

time. The employment security legislation (LAS),l

finally, is intended to protect employment for

tenured workers. The employers' free right to dis

miss is replaced by legislation which demand objec

tive cause for dismissal. "Shortage of work" is

considered to be one such objective cause. Firms

have, furthermore, to give employed workers up to

six months advance notice before anyone can be

laid off.

The two subsidy programs are temporary contra

cyclical measures whereas the LAS-scheme repre

sents a permanent institutional change. The employ

ment subsidy scheme will mainly affect unemploy

ment via longer durations of existing jobs. The

employment security legislation has employrnent pre-

l LAS = Lagen om anställningsskydd.
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serving aims and strong layoff-discouraging rules

and is therefore likely to reduce the flow into

unemployment. But the recruitment behavior of

firms will, presumably, also be infIuenced, since

the laws make it difficuIt to revise past hiring

decisions based on erroneous information. The

resul t is likely to be longer vacancy durations

(falling recruitment probabilities) as weIl as in

creasing duration of unemployment. The inventory

subsidy 'program, finally, is at least for the

period 1975-77 focusing upon net changes in

employment as a requirement for subsidies ~ hence

we expect that hiring decisions as weIl as layoffs

will be affected.

Along with these new policies, a continuous expan

sion of more traditional measures has taken place.

Of special importance here are reli~f works and

la~or~r~~.!-!:Eainin.9. programs. Relief works are

intended to counteract seasonal and cyclical unem

ployrnent as weIl as unemployment due to personal

characteristics (e. g., among elderly or handicap

ped workers) or adverse characteristics of certain

regionallabor markets. Relief works can take the

form of national, local government or private pro

jects. Labor market training, in turn, is arranged

for persons who either are or run the risk of

becoming unemployed or who are di fficul t to place

in the labor market. Relief works and labor market

training engaged each on average about 50,000 per

sons in 1978 (slightly above one percent of the

labor force for each type of program).
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3. UNE~PLOY~~~T, PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

AND POLICY EXPERIENCES

The human capi tal model views the pecuniary remu

neration of labor services as the basic indicator

of returns to accumulated investments in knowl

edge. In empirical human capi tal studies, there

fore, the typical dependent variables are wage

rates or earnings.

It is fairly straightforward to pursue the human

capital approach beyond these confinements. Acqui

red skills will not only affect the rewards per

hour worked but may also affect the individual t s

incentives and capacity to find and keep jObs.

Consider a simple job search model of the type

p e • [1-F (w*) J (l)

where

P the probabili ty of 1eaving unemployment (the
transition probability)

e = the probability of finding a job offer

[l-F(W*)] = the probability of accepting a job
offer (w* is the reservation wage and
F( .) is the distribution of wage
offers) .

The probability of receiving job offers will, for

obvious reasons, be related to the seeker's produc

tivity, as perceived by the employers. Information

on the seeker I s characteristics in terms of age,

education, previous labor market experience, etc.

will be useful guides for employers I hiring deci

sions. This holds true irrespective of whether

education is regarded as a productivity augmenting

activity or merely as a signalling device.
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The job-seeker's stock of human capital will, of

course, also affect the reservation wage, in gener

al making the net effect on the transi tion proba

bility indeterminate ~ ~iori.

The probability of job s'eparations will also be

affected by the individual' s human endowments. In

particular, we expect that acquired firm speci fic

knowledge will reduce the likelihood of unemploy

ment inflow via lower qui t and layoff probabil

i ties. It is also reasonable to hypothesize that

workers with more years of schooling will face

lower layoff risks at given length of tenure.

There are well-known difficulties associated with

efforts to evaluate labor market programs, such as

manpower training. A basic problem is related to

the choice of an adequate comparison group. l The

standard procedure applies multiple regression

analysis in order to control for pre-training dif

ferences between program-participants and non-par

ticipants. There is, however, likely that the.

standardizing variables are imperfect controls and

that left-out variables, affecting botl:!. the out

come measures and the program-enrollment probabil

ity, will produce biased estimates of the program

coefficients. An approach which may reduce such

risks uti1izes the longitudinal properties of some

data sets. If we, e.g., have information on pas~

••••• "the programs are not usually offered to
conform the standards of experimental design;
there is not a randomly chosen controi and experi
mental group and more usually those who enroll do
so on the basis of same only partially known self
section criteria". (Stafford, 1979, p.IO). The
ideal design is, however, seldom available in prac
tice, requiring the use of non-random comparison
groups.
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unemployment experiences (or past wage rates), tpe

effects of leaving out variables affecting current

unemployment (current wage levels) will be less

serious. l This kind of approach will be adhered to

in this paper.

Our empirical analysis will focus on one outcome

measure, the une~ployment probability. In particu

lar, we propose to explain the probability of

being unemployed at least once during 1973, condi

tional upon labor force participation. The micro

economic data source is based on the Level of

Living Survey (Levnadsnivåundersökningen), conduct

ed by the Institute for Social Research, Stock

holm, in 1968 and 1974. 2 The major fraction of the

respondents in 1968 were also interviewed in 1974.

Our analysis will focus on individuals that were

participating in the labor force in 1967 and in

1973. The criteria for being a participant in 1973

(1967) were tha t the respondent was unemployed or

employed at least once during 1973 (1967).

The functional form adopted is the logistic:

Pr(U73) l/(l+e-x~) (2 )

where Pr(U73) is the probability of being unemplo

yed and X is a vector of explanatory variables.

The latter includes the. fo1lowing background fac

tars:

l For studies along
Ashenfelter, Kiefer
Bloch (1979).

these lines, see papers
and Goodfellow, included

by
in

2 See Vuksanovic (1979).
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years of previous labor market experience

years of schooling

dummy for marital status (MAR=l if the

respondent was married, zero elsewhere)

dummy for female respondents

dummy for previous unemp10yment experiences

(U67=1 for respondents with at least one

spe11 of unemp10yment during 1967)

dummy for respondents with experiences of

emp1ayment exchange contacts during 1968-72.

The unemp10yment equation is a straightforward ap

plication of a standard human capital earnings

function. The individualls unemployment experi

ences are related to past, labor market experience

(reflecting on-the-job training) as weIl as formal

education. In addition, controls are included for

marita1 status, sex and past unemployment and job

search. l

Uncertainty is associated wi th the proper speci

fication of the policy variables. We have repre

sented them as fo1lows: 2

(i) DRT

(ii) DRT·U67

dummy for retraining at 1east once
during 1968-72

interaction between retraining and
previous unemployment

l Regressions were alsa run with age and age squar
ed included. The results were basically the same;
the age-coefficients were insignificant, probab1y
due to strong multicol1inearity between age and
experience.

2 The retraining variable also includes those en
gaged in vocationai rehabilitation programs.
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( iii) DR\v dummy for enrollment in a relief
work program at least once during
1968-72

(iv) DRW·U67 interaction between relief work en
rollment and previous unemployment.

A description of sample characteristics is set out

in Table l. We observe, among other things, that

25 percent of the individuals with unemployment

experiences in 1973 also were unemployed some time

during 1967; the corresponding 1967-figure for all

labor force participants in 1973 is 5 percent.

The results of alternative maximum likelihood esti

mates are set out in Table 2. The basic human

capital approach appears to be consistent with the

findings. The variables representing education and

labor market experience have the expected signs.

The education coefficient implies that one addi

tional year of schooling reduces the unemployment

rate for representative individuals by about 0.5

percentage points. l The highly autoregressive

nature of unemployment is noteworthy; individuals

wi th past unemployment experiences are also facing

much higher current unemployment risks. The esti

mates imply, furthermore, a standardized unemploy

ment rate differential between married and non-mar

ried persons of about 3-4 percentage points.

Turning next to the policy variables, the resul ts

show that the effects of program enrollment depend

the mean ofat-O.ll-P(l-P) is calculated
p where P=Pr(U73).

The derivative
oP
58

Note that the unemployment concept used above dif
fers from the conventional measure S1nce one year

rather than one week is the observation
period.
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Table l. Su~ar~ of _s_~~l.-e_.~~.!.?~.!=-~-Ej...?..!ics

(Means)

Variable All individuals ' Individuals unemp10yed
at least once 1973

U73 0.051 1.00

EXP 22.0 16.8

S 9.6 9.3

MAR 0.776 0.608

WOM 0.381 0.358

EXCH 0.202 0.642

U67 0.052 0.258

DRT6872 0.027 0.083

DRW6872 0.013 0.058

Sample size 2399 123

on whether the individuals had experienced previ

ous unemployment or not (i.e., unemployment in

1967 in these data). Put differently, we may say

that the adverse effects of past unemployment on

future unemployment tend to be mi tigated by parti

cipation in labor market programs.

The quantitative effects are displayed in Table 3~

showing predicted unemployment probabilities for

individuals with different experiences of previous

unemployment and labor market training. If persons

without previous unemployment and training enroll

ment are taken as a reference group (row (i)), we

observe that previous unemployment is increasing

the current unemployment probability by almost

0.10 (row (ii)). However, if those wi th previous

unemp10yment experiences are affected by labor

market training their unemployment probabilities

are substantially reduced (row (iv)); in fact, the

adverse effects of previous unemp10yment appear to

be comp1etely offset by participation in training

programs.
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Table 2. Une~E!.~l~~~!:._:e.~~~~bi~!..i:.~~~_a_~J...?E.9-.E__~E~et

~~~ra~~. Logit estimates (t-ratios in

parentheses).

(l ) ( 2 ) (3 ) (4 )

INTCPT

s

EXP

EXPSQ

MAR

WOM

EXCH

U67

DRT

DRT-U67

DRW

DRW-U67

DRTDR\v

(DRTDRW) -U67

0.905 -1.000 -0.991 -1.003
(-1.457) (-1.597) (-1.587) (-1.602)

-0.119 -0.112 -0.115 -0.113
(-2.988) (-2.800) (-2.879) (-2.840)

-0.084 -0.081 -0.082 -0.082
(-2.672) (-2.578) (-2.602) (-2.6l8)

0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
(1.669) (1.590) (1.561) (1.625)

-0.778 -0.818 -0.765 -0.790
(-3.851) (-3.919) (-3.667) (-3.790)

-0.151 -0.143 -0.122 -0.141
(-0.712) (-0.669) (-0.568) (-0.661)

1.603 1.529 1.552 1.488
(7.438) (6.895) (7.112) (6.637)

1.381 1.608 1.457 1.637
(5.188) (5.793) (5.280) (5.705)

0.824
(l.988)

-2.565
(-2.214)

1.261
(2.130)

-1.407
(-1.505)

0.934
(2.589)

-1.649
(-2.320)

Log like1ihood -397.8 -394.1 -395.8 -394.0

Nate: EXPSQ=EXP2.
DRTDRW=l imp1ies participation in retraining
programs, relief work programs orboth.
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Table 3. Predicted u~~~loyment~~E~2il~t_~~

fro~._~Cl~l~

._--_._-~---_._-------_._-------_._._-----

Background
characteristics

Predicted
value

( i) U67=0,DRT=0 0.027

(ii) U67=1,DRT=0 0.122
(iii) U67=0,DRT=1 0.060

(iv) U67=1,DRT=1 0.024
Mean 0.051

Nate: All variables, except U67 and
DRT; are set to their mean values.

The results spelled out for retraining programs

are not equally weIl established as far as relief

works are concerned: the coefficient for the inter

action term is not significant at conventionai

leveis. However, when the two program categories

are lumped tagether , the basic conclusions remain

intact (cf. Eq. (4»).

These exercises should, needless to say, be taken

with same care. There are few persons with policy

experiences in the sample and it is also likely

that the standardizing variables are imperfect con

trols for differences between those enrolled in

the programs and the non-participants. The estimat

es are, however, significant in most cases and

fairly robust with respect to changes in the speci

fications. 1

l The Swedish labor market training programs have
been evaluated by Dahlberg (1972) and Dahlström
(1974). The studies show income increases for the
trainees but no significant effects on wage rates.
The favorable employment effects revealed by our
estimations are consistent with those earlier find
ings.
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To what extent is previous enro1lment in labor

market programs associated with adverse signalling

effects? The positive coefficients for DRT and DRW

are at least consistent with a signalling inter

pretation. The coefficients for these program-dum

mies are, however, smaller in magni tude than the

estimated coefficients for U67, i.e., previous un

employment. l (Cf. row (ii) and row (iii) in Table

3 ). We are inclined to interpret these observa

tions, tagether with the negative coefficients for

the interaction dummies, as indicating that the

labor market programs are able to improve the

participants' future labor market performance. 2

4. UNEMPLOYMENT FLOWS AND UNEMPLOYMENT POLICIES

The theoretic framework already introduced is a

useful point of departure for analyses of the

duration of unemployment. The worker I s probabili ty

of leaving unemployment and finding employment

equals the product o.f two terms, the acceptance

probability and the job-offer probability. The

job-offer probability, first, depends on (i) the

likelihood of encountering a job opening and (ii)

the probabili ty of obtaining a wage offer from a

located vacancy. The first of these probabilities

is related to the number of vacancies available

and to the workeris search intensity. An unem-

Unfortunately,
information on
1968-72.

the data include no satisfactory
unemployment experiences during

2 Of course, such a conclusion does not necessari
ly imply that the programs will pass a cost-bene
fit test.
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ployed job searcher has, however, some opportunity

to choose between .. regular vacancies", and "va

cancies" created by the labor market board, i. e.,

relief works and labor market training. Although

no direct measures of these kinds of vacancies are

available, some proxies will be tried. The ques

tion of interest here is: How have two important

elements of the Swedish labor market policy

relief works and retraining - affected the dura

tion of unernployment?

It should be noted that these labor market pro

grams may affect unemployment duration via the

job-offer probability as weIl as the labor force

exit probability. An unemployed worker leaving un

employment for training is by defini tion leaving

the labor force. Another circumstance to be kept

in mind is that individual unemployment in most

cases is a precondition for participation in

relief works or retraining. The possibility of

induced voluntary unemployment inflow should be

recognizedj the training programs may be attrac

tive educational alternatives for individuals who

not initially are unemployed.

The likelihood of receiving offers from locaten

vacancies will presumably be affected by the

searchers' productivities, as perceived by the em

ployers, and by actual firing costs. If past

hiring decisions based on erroneous information

are costly to revise, this will most likely induce

careful screening procedures on part of the firms.

The Swedish employment security legislation may be

interpreted along these lines; the hypothesis,

therefore, is that the introduction of LAS has

decreased, cet~ris paribus, the probability of
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leaving unemployment and increased the duration -of

unemployment.

The variables used for explaining unemployment out

flow are:

(i) VAC t = the total number of vacancies (unfil-

led vacancies in the beginning of the month

plus the flow of new vacancies during the

month) . l

(ii) DLAS = dummy

legislation

otherwi se) .

for the employment security

(DLAS=l from July 1974, zero

(iii) IIvacancies" associated with relief works

and retraining. A.s ~roxy-variables we use,

first, the number of persons engaged in

relief works or training (LMBt ) and,

second, the change in this number. 2 Of rele

vance for an unemployed job searcher is, of

course, not the number of relief works or

training positions per se

availability of unf~lled

training opportuni ties. It

but rather the

employment or

is assumed that

the latter are closely related to the two

variables mentioned above.

Data and Results

The transition probabilities used are calculated
by applying a rnethod suggested by Barron (1975).

TAdj~;t;d to changes associated with compulsory
registering in the late seventies according to
investigations undertaken by the National Labor
Market Board.

2 LMB = Labor Market Board.
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This method assumes that the transition probabil

ity is constant during the whole spell of unemploy

ment. The idea is to compare the number of people

in one week who have been unemployed less than,

say, five weeks with the number of people four

weeks later who have been unemployed five to eight

weeks (or five to twe1ve weeks). The difference

consists in principle of people who have left the

pool of unemployed. 1 The transition rates obtained

include the job-finding probability as well as the

labor force exi t probabil i ty. The expectation is

that more training opportunities will increase the

exit probability.

Estimatian results for three different model speci

fications are set out in Table 2. The specifica

tions adopted are (i) a linear equation, (ii) a

log-linear equation and (iii) a logit-equationi

the latter 'restricts the predicted transi tion prob

ability to values in the interval between zero

and one.

(5 )

Two noteworthy results are displayed in the table.

First, the coefficient for DLAS is insignificant

l For details, se Barron (1975) or Axelsson and
Löfgren (1977) . Transition probabilities in this
paper have been calculated by using the intervals
1-4 weeks and 5-12 weeks according to the monthly
Swedish labor force surveys (AKU).
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and has, moreover, an unexpected sign. Thus ,no

adverse effects on unemployrnent duration are re

vealed, which is contrary to the basic hypothesis.

Second, only transitory effects of relief works

and training are found; the' coefficient for ~LMB

is significant whereas the stock variable LMB ap

pears to playa negligible role.

The results obtained should be taken with some

care. The analysis here is, e.g., focusing on the

short-term unemployed, whose behavior may differ

from groups wi th longer speiis of unemployment. l

It may be the case that relief works and labor

market training are of special importance for the

long-term unemployed, whose reservation wages are

likely to be lower. A somewhat speculative story

about job-search during unemployrnent may read as

follows: The worker initially contemplates only

"regular jobs" and refuses less desirable opportu

nities such as relief works and retraining. During

a period of unsuccesful search, the relative at

tractiveness of the latter alternatives will in-

crease; the worker's reservation wage - or reserva

tion utility will fall with the duration of

unemployrnent according to well-known resul ts from

search theory.2

There is another interpretation to be recognized.

The availability of relief works may decrease the

probability of transitions from unemployment to

the not-in-the-labor force state. It has been

shown that these exit rates vary procyclically, at

ef. Björklund and Holmiund, this volume.

2 See, e.g., Gronau (1971).
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Table 4. Unemployment outflow and labor market

policy. Monthly data 1970.2-1979.5

INTCPT -10.03
(-7.887)

0.706
(6.255)

DLAS

-10.32
(-7.928)

0.730
(6.338)

0.042
(1.038)

-11.01
(-8.373)

0.785
(6.785)

0.043
(1.096)

-11.40
(-6.211)

0.816
(5.274)

0.042
(1.042)

0.46E-06
(0.302)

-0.002
(-0.073)

0.14E-05
(6.390)

0.8sE-03
(0.141)

O.8sE-07
(0.390)

-2.856
(-10.89)

0.10E-(
(5.882)

0.038
(0.827)

0.35E-(
(0.209)

L\LMB
t

DW 1.23

0.58

1.25

0.58

0.73E-05
(2.198)

1.30

0.60

0.7sE-05
(2.206)

1.31

0.60

O.99E-06
(1.970)

1.44

0.59

0.68E-(
(1.781)

1.40

0.62

Note: LMBt = LMBt +1 - LMB t _1 • Al! regressions include eleven
seasonal dummies.

least in the U.S.l Relief works may, however,

affect exit behavior in a way different from regu

lar vacancies. The reason for this possibility is

that workers contemplating relief work employment

have to be registered at the employment exchange

offices, clearly an indicator of active job search

according to the labor force surveys.

The absence of significant LAS-effects on unemploy

ment duration may be the result of aggregation

phenomena • The groups most likely to be hurt by

higher recrui tment standards on part of the firms

l See Björklund and HolmIund, this volume, for
results and a discussion of these findings.
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are workers with weak or unstable previous employ

ment experiences or other "undesirable" signalling

characteristics. Adverse effects on these groups

are perhaps not easily detected by using aggregate

data. l

Another interesting possibility should, however,

also be observed. The advance warning rules includ

ed in LAS clearly contribute to on-the- job search

among workers threatened by layoffs. This effect

implies that the expected number of search periods

in unemployment may decrease, even if the total

number of search periods increase.

4.2 The Rate of Change of Unemployrnent

The preceding sections have exclusively been fo

cusing on unemployment outflow whereas the inflow

component has been completely disregarded. In this

section the relationship for the flow into the

unemployment pool will be combined with an outflow

equation. The aim is~/; to derive an explicit unem

ployment equation. The point of departure is the

approximation

(6)

where lUt is unemployment inflow and Pt the transi

tion probability, i.e., the probability of leaving

the pool of unemployed. 2 Rearranging (6) gives

l Disaggregation by age, however, does not change
the basic results. See Holmlund (1978).

2 (6) is an approximation since those who are
entering as weIl as leaving unemployment within
the same month are disregarded.
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(7 )

where UCHR = (Ut-Ut-l)/Ut-l is the relative rate

of change in unemployment.

The next step is to specify explicit relationships

for the inflow and for the transition probability,

thereafter substituting these functions into (7)

in order to obtain an equation suitable for estima

tion purposes. Consider first the inflow relation.

As a pure identity, the fIow into unempIoyrnent

consists of quits (O), layoffs (y) and labor force

entries (E):

(8)

where l-li (i=l,2,3) is "unemployment propensities"

associated with the three flows. EmpiricaI evi-

dence at Ieast for the U.S. labor market

indicates that ~l is substantialIy below unitYi

most job changes take place without intervening

unemployment spelis. We postulate the following

relationship for the unemployment inflow:

(9)

The inflow consists of an autonomous component,

'tO' unaffected by the state of the labor market.

Its magnitude is also affected by the number of

layoffs. The contributions by firms - via layoffs

to unemployment is, however, assurned to have

been decreased by the introduction of LAS. The

advance warning ruIes, giving workers up to six

months' notice before layoff, will most likely

reduce the "unernployment propensity" associated
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with layoffs. The specification takes account. of

that effect by the slope dummy DLAS • Y.

The unemployment

qui ts and labor

inflow is, finally, affected by

force entries via the number of

vacancies. The hypothesis is that quits into unem

ployrnent as well as labor force entries will in

crease with a tighter labor market. 1

Consider,

The basic

next, the transition probability, P t ·

search theoretic framework is retained ,

explaining Pt by variables associated with the

likelihood of finding vacancies, receiving wage

offers and accepting offers. Recalling the argu

ments already given and approximating the theoreti

cally preferable multiplicative model with a

linear function, the transi tion probabili ty equa

tion is written as

(ID)

Substituting (9) and (lO) into (7) yields

(Il)

as estimating equation.

l There is theoretical arguments - as weIl as U.S.
empirical evidence indicating that quits into
unemployment will rise wi th the number of vacan
cies. See Barron and McCafferty (1977).
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The regression equation set out in (11) has been

estimated on monthly data with results as fol

lows: 1

(12)

O.686(DLAS • Y/Ut-l) - O.037(VACt /U t _ l ) + SD
(-2.027) (-2.843)

Period: 1969.2-1979.5

R2=0.62 DW=1.93

The reported equation is satisfactory in terms of

statistical performance and reasonable estimates •

The Itautonomous" component of the unemployment

inflow equals about 3000 workers each month, or

about 0.5 % of the number of employed workers. The

cyclical part of the inflow is captured by the

three remaining terms. The LAS-reform seems to

have contributed to a marked decrease in lay-off

associated unemployment inflow via the advance

warning rulesi the slope dummy coefficient is nega

tive and significant. The final term, VACt/Ut _ l ,

has an estimated coefficient with negative sign,

suggesting that the unemployment reducing effect

(via the transition probability) outweighs the

unemployment creating effect (via quits and new

entrances into unemployment).

The estimated constant term, averaged over all

months, is -0.13. Recalling equations (10) and

(11) above, we have the transition probability as

(13)

l Data refer in this case to the industrial sector
(bluecollar workers). The unemployment rate for
workers in manufacturing occupations has been ap
plied to the number of employed workers in indu
stry (according to the establishment statistics ) .
SO is short for eleven seasonai dummies.
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By setting 't 3 = O, thereby completely disregard.ing

voluntary search unemp10yment due to demand f1uc

tuations, a minimum estimate of the transition

probabi1ity is obtained for different values of

VAC t /U t _1 • If the mean value of the latter ratio

is inserted, we obtain Pt (min) = 0.2, which is

approximately equiva1ent to a maximum estimate of

the average duration of unemployment of about five

months. Available extraneous information suggests

that the average duration has been about 14

weeks. 1 The difference between five months (21

weeks) and 14 weeks is due to the cyclical sensi

tivity of voluntary unemployment inflow.

The estimated unemployment equation may be rewrit

ten as a first order difference equation

where the coefficient 0.87 comes from the deseason

alized intercept (0.87=1-0.13). A "quasi-reduced"

form of this equation is obtained by fixing OLAS

and Yt and focusing on the unemp10yment-vacancy

relationship. It is easily seen that cyclica1 va

riations in VAC will produ.ce clockwise loops in

the (U, VAC)-space, thus being consistent with one

element in Edmund Phe1p I s theory of the Phi1lips

curve. 2 We wou1d accordingly, at certain phases of

the business eyele, expect to observe simultaneous

increases in vacancies and unemp1oyment.

l Björklund (1978).

2 Phelps (1971).
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5. LABOR MARKET POLICY IN A SIMULATION MODEL

OF THE LABOR MARKET

The previous analyses have been completely par

tial, ignoring all possible fe ed-backs among,

e.g., unemployment, vacancies, hirings and lay

offs. Clearly, such fe ed-backs are present in the

real world. A high level of unernployment is likely

to speed up hirings and reduce the stock of unfil

led vacancies via shorter vacancy durations. The

layoff-behavior among firms may also be affected

by the level of unemployment; firms will presum

ably be more careful in firing workers if they

feel that an eventual unexpected sudden upturn

will entail recruitment difficulties due to low

unemployment.

In order to deal with some of these interactions,

a simulation model of the labor market for indus

trial workers has been developed and estimated.

The system includes the unemployment equation esti

mated in Section 4 as one relationship. The theore

tical framework underlying the model has been de

scribed in some detail elsewhere 1 and will not be

fully presented here. The model is basically

demand-oriented, although both employment and unem

ployment are partially affected by job search and

job acceptance decisions taken by the household

sector. 2 The quit and unemployment specifications

Holmlund (1980).

2 The driving exogenous variables are sales and
unfilled orders. Potential productivity is " ex
plained" by time and estimated on a small number
of peak observations.
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are focusing on job availability effects rather

than inflationary surprises, an approach which has

ernpirical underpinning. 1

As workers are searching for jobs, employers are

searching for employees to fill job vacan·cies.

Employers atternpte~ recruitments are distinguished

from their actual hirings, the latter being affect

ed by the state of the labor market.

Changes of employment via hirings or layoffs are

likely to be affected by significant adjustment

costs. An optimal policy would therefore most

likely imply employment smoothing wi th respect to

demand fluctuations. The principal short-run mean

of adjusting labor input will be variations in

hours per worker. We describe the firms' decisions

on men and manhours as being recursive in nature;

the basic determinant of hours per worker is the

difference between the actual and the desired

number of workers on hand.

A condensed description of the model is given in

an appendix. We will here give a brief account of

how the various policies are taken account of.

Inventory subsidies, in the first place, are af

fecting the systeln via their effects on firms'

production decisions. These, in turn, are dictated

by expected demand, represented by sales and unfil

led orders. The inventory subsidies are introduced

as dummies for the subsidy periods. When planned

output increases, so will the size of the desired

workforce, thereby indirectly affecting vacancies,

hirings, layoffs, which in turn influence

quits and unemployment, etc.

l Parsans (1973 ) , Barron (1975 ) , Axelsson and
Löfgren (1977), Björklund and Holmiund (1981).
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The empl~ymen~ subsi~~rarn is directly affect

ing layoffs, and indirectly therefore unemploy

ment, employment, etc. Technically, the policy is

represented by a variable NSUB, the fraction of

non-subsidized excess labor.

The third policy taken account of, the employment

security legislation (LAS), is transmitted via the

equations for hirings, layoffs arid unemployment

changes. As expected, we find that the higher

firing costs - implicit in LAS - have had signifi

cant layoff-discouraging effects. Another finding

is that these layoff difficulties appear to have

produced more care ful screening procedures among

firms; vacancy durations are significantly higher,

ceteris paribus, after the introduction of LAS. A

ten percent higher level of unemployment will,

furthermore, increase hirings by one percent.

Possible LAS-effects on unemployment duration have

already been investigated in Section 4 above.

Given the observed effects on layoffs and ,vacancy

durations, it is surprising to note the'absence of

significant adverse effects on unernployment dura

tion. Possible interpretations of this result have

already been discussed in Section 4.

5.2

5.2.1

In order to investigate the tracking ability of

the model some historical simulations have been

performed . The model takes initial values of ex

ogenous and endogenous variables for the months
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preceding 1970.7 and is a110wed to run on its C?wn

from there and 102 months ahead, ending in Decem

ber 1978. The exogenous variables are sales, unfil

led orders, the policy parameters, season and

time. The historical simulations reveal that the

model stays roughly on track over time. Actual and

simulated values for employrnent and unemployrnent

are displayed in Figures l and 2 (yearly aver

ages). The model ends the l02-months simulation

wi th the simulated unemployment rate equal to the

actual rate for the second halfyear of 1978.

The predictive accuracy of the model is summarized

in Table 5, where the mean absolute percentage

errors between actual and simulated values are set

out. One simulation was run with output as exoge

nous driving variable. A comparison between the

two columns in the table reveals that errors in

the production equation are of minor importance

for the predictive performance of the model as a

whole. l

The prediction errors are smallest for the stock

of employed workers (0.9 percent). This result is

unsurprising since the monthly flows are small

relative to the stock. The errors are considerably

higher (about 23 percent) for the stock of unfil

led vacancies, where the monthly flows are of the

same magni tude as the size of the stock. Layoffs

turn out to be the most difficult variable to

predict wi th precision, a resul t which partly may

be due to relatively large measurement errors in

the variable itself.

l The performance of the model turns out to be
slightly better wi th output endogenous , which may
be due to large measurement errors in the output
data itself.
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Figure l. Ernployed workers, actua1 and sirnulated numbers
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Table 5. Historical simulations - mean absolute

errors

Exogenous sales
and orders

Exogenous
output

Output 2.2

New vacancies 13.6 15.8

Unfilled vacancies 22.8 24.8

Hirings 14.7 15.2

Layoffs 34.5 35.1

Quits 15.6 15.5

Hours per worker 4.2 4.1

Total hours 4.2 4.1

Employment 0.9 1.0

Unemployment 15.2 15.5

5.2.2

The level of Swedish industrial production fell

with about 10 percent between 1974 and 1978.

Despi te this fair1y dramatic fall employment

stayed at lower levels than it did during the rnore

normal recession 1971-72. The model deve10ped is a

suitable mean for analyzing this development. We

will compare the II actual II development, as predict

ed by a full historical simulation of the model

(the ref~~.~~~~_c:..~se), with an alternative case,

simulated without employment and in~tory subsi

dies and wi thout the emp10yment securi ty legisla

tion. The al ternative case' depicts a developrnent

produced by a lIpassivelI policy, in contrast to the

lIactive ll policy adhered to in practice. Table 6

shows the resul ts as average halfyear differences



Table 6. Swede~.~s active 1abo~ market policy - resu1 ts of a policy simulation

NA/NR UA/UR RUA-RU R HA/HR
----"---------------_.._._------

1974.11 0.998 1.169 0.40 1.053

1975.1 0.992 1.529 1.27 0.942

1975.11 0.986 1.934 1.66 0.873

1976.1 0.981 2.012 2.38 0.975

1976.11 0.981 1.991 2.00 0.980

1977.1 0.974 1.984 2.68 1.104

1977.11 0.965 2.012 2.62 1.343

1978.1 0.954 1.976 3.38 1.775

1978.11 0.957 1.782 2.34 1.857
-----

QA/QR YA/YR HRSA/HRS R OHRSA/OHRS R

1.020 2.254 0.999 1.001

0.898 2.305 0.991 0.998

0.812 3.165 0.987 1.002

0.819 2.794 0.983 1.006

0.862 2.778 0.983 1.006

0.941 3.052 0.977 1.012

1.029 2.806 0.972 1.028

1.331 2.621 0.964 1.037

1.489 2.567 0.967 1.034

.....
t\)

-....J

The
N
U
RU
H
Q
y

HRS
OHRS

Note: variables are as fo11ows:
The number of emp10yed workers
The number of unemp10yed workers
the rate of unemp10yment (%)
new hires
quits
layoffs

paid-for hours worked
= output per paid manhour
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for a set of variables. The effects are presented

in ratio terms, giving variable values under the

alternative development (subscript A) divided by

values under the reference case (subscript R). The

absolute difference for the unemployment rate (RU)

is also set out.

The simulation reveals that the policies under

taken have had important effects on employment,

unemployment, labor turnover and labor productiv

ity. The results indicate that employment would

have been about five percent lower 1978 witp a

passive policy, corresponding to nearly 30,000

workers. The level of unemployment would have been

approximately twice as high, implying a rise in

the unemployment rate of about 2-3 percentage

points. The Itprice tl paid by this employment pre

serving policy is lower productivity - more labor

hoarding - as displayed by the last column.

The policy effects on labor turnover are somewhat

ambiguous. The most significant change concerns

layoff behavior: a passive policy would have more

than doubled the number of layoffs and the yearly

layoff-rate (in relation to employment) would have

been approximately 7 per cent in 1977. The number

of qui ts, on the other hand, have been - due to

the policy adhered to - hig~er in the beginning of

the recession, responding to the lower unemploy

ment, the higher vacancy stocks (due to larger

vacancy durations) and the higher vacancy flow

associated with inventory subsidies. A passive

policy, on the other hand, would have induced more

quits during the upturn of the business cycle.

This, in turn, depends on the larger number of new

vacancies and new hires that a less employment

preserving policy would have required during the

recovery.
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6 • CONCLUDING REMARKS

The aim of this paper has been to investigate

certain unemployment effects of labor market

policy programs undertaken in Sweden. This object

ive has been addressed via different econometric

models, intended to elucidate (i) future unemploy

ment experiences for those enrolled in relief

works or training programs and ( ii) macroeconomic

effects of recent policies, in particular the con

sequences for the rate and duration of unemploy

ment.

The microeconomic results obtained indicate, inter

alia, a marked autocorrelation in individual unem

ployment probabilities~ workers with unemployment

experiences in 1967 are facing substantially

higher unemployment risks in 1973 even after con

trolling for various personal characteristics. How

ever, these adverse effects of previous unemploy

ment appear to be mitigated by participation in

labor market programs. The probability of being

unemployed in the future shows a marked decline

for unemployed workers in training programs.

Ambigui ty is revealed to some extent when we ex

plore the contra-cyclical role played by relief

works and retraining programs. We are thus only

able to establish transitory unernployment duration

e ffects of these programs i changes in the (aggre

gate) magnitude of relief works and retraining are

associated with changes in unernployment duration,

but no effects from the magnitude per se are dis

cernible. The results clearly underline the need

for further and more elaborate evaluations of

these programs.
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Sweden' s experiences during the deep recession. of

the late 70's are fairly remarkable. Despite a

dramatic fall in aggregate demand it was possible

to avoid rapid increases in unemployment. The po

licies have caused a marked reduction in layoffs.

The employment security legislation may also have

reduced turnover into unernployment via a signifi

cant "on-the- job-search effect II i the estimated un

ernployment equation indicates that a given number

of layoffs have smaller unemployment effects

during the late seventies than during earlier pe

riads. It is notable that the higher firing costs

implicit in the legislative changes so far

appear to have caused no or neglible effects on

the duration of unemployment.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

'Variables explained by stochastic equations

filled and canceled vacancies (employment
exchange statistics)

new hires (establishment data)

HRSN
t

°t
/'-....
OHRS

t

SHRSN
t

UCHRtt

paid-for hours per worker

the flow of new vacancies

index of industrial production in real
terms

potential productivity

quits

standard paid-for hours per worker

the relative rate of change of
unemployment

1ayoffs

Exogenous variables

B

DINV1

DINV2

DLAS

index of backlog of orders in real terms

dummy for the inventory subsidy scheme
1972

dummy for the inventory subsidy scheme
1975-77

dummy for the employment security
1egislation (DLAS = 1 from 1974.7 on,
zero otherwise)

D2, D3 .•• D12 = seasonai dummies

NSUB

S

T

the fraction of non-subsidized excess
labor

index of sales in real terms

time
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Definitions that close the model

HRSt HRSNt • Nt - 1

~ ~

HRSt °t/OHRSt

~ ~

N~_l HRSt/SHRSNt

Vt - l + IVt

(the total number of paid
for hours during month t)

(the total number of produc
tive hours during month t)

(desired employment at the
beginning of month t, de
sired excess labor excluded)

(actual employment at the
end of month t)

(the number of unemployed at
the end of month t)

(the unemployment rate at
the end of month t)

(the total number of vacan
cies during month t)

(the stock of unfilled vacan
cies at the end 'of month t)

PFCV
t

(filled and canceled vacan
cies as a fraction of the
total number of vacancies)



Table Al. Estimation results (t-ratios in parentheses)a

Po~en~~~~_productivity

1noHRst = 0.0656 + [0.502E-02] • T

(5.182)

Standard hoursb

1nHRSNt = -1.846 - [0.171E-02] • T + SO

(-11.289)

Industrial production

InOt = 4.861 + 0.122 lnBt _ 1 + 0.0180INV1 + O.011DINV2 +

(4.966) (1.528) (1.336)

Periods: 1969.1-1969.3,1970.4-1970.6,

1974.4-1974.6

R2 = 0.79 OW = 3.58

Period: 1969.1-1978.6

R 2 = 0.95 DW = 2.74

Period: 1970.8-1978.12

5
+ 1.325 E w.1nSt . + SD

i=O ]. -].
(10.64)

New vacancies

R 2 0.98 DW 1.36
.....
UJ
UJ

lnIVt = 6.008 + 0.453 1nQt + 2.206 ln(N~ • N~+l • N~+2/3Nt_1) +Period: 1969.2-1977.10

(4.868) (3.152) R2 = 0.95 OW = 2.07

+ 5.492

(5.741)

6
i:

i=1
w.ln(Nt* ./Nt .) + SO

]. -].-].
p = 0.60

a Seasonals are not presented but indicated by SD if they appear in an equation. The intercept
refers to January.

b Note that predicted va1ues from this equation are interpreted as (log) standard hours.



Table Al (cont.)

Hirings

inHt = 1.380 + 0.706.lnVACt + 0.103 1nU
t

_ 1- 0.077DLAS +

(19.25) (2.080) (-2.273)

: 1.755 ~n(Nt • Nt+1 • Nt+2 /3Nt _1 ) + so
(4.236)

Layoffs

inYt = 4.273 + 0.261 ~nUt_1- 0.452DLAS + 1.205 inNSUBt -

(2.252) (-2.683) (2.637)

6
-1.859 ln(Nt · Nt+1 • Nt +2 /3Nt _ 1 )- 6.216 .~ wiin(Nt_i/Nt_i)

(-2.506) (5.097) 1=1

Hours per worker

ln(HRSN
t

/HRSNt _
1

) = 0.032 + 1.058 ln(SHRSN
t

/HRSN
t

_ 1 ) +

(54.97)
~ ~ ~ ~

+0.352 1n(Nt _ 1 /Nt _ 1 ) + 0.043 1n(HRSt +1 • HRS t + 2 • HRS t +3 /3HRS
t

}

(3.920) (1.647)

Period: 1969.2-1978.12

R2 = 0.97 DW = 1.43

Period: 1969.2-1978.12

R2 = 0.55 DW = 1.66

Period: 1969.2-1978.12

R2 0.98 DW = 2.55

~

UJ
~



Period: 1969.2-1977.10

Period: 1969.2-1979.5

Table Al. (cont.)

Qu~~~

8
inQt= 2.683 + 0.291 inVACt _ 1 - 0.093 inUt _ 2+ 0.486 .r wiinHt _ i + SD

(2.369) (-1.a66) (3.682) 1=0

Un~~Eloyment

UCHRt = -0.020 + 3043.63(1/Ut _ l ) + 0.743(Yt/Ut_l) - 0.686(DLAS • Yt/Ut-l)

(3.279) (2.505) (-2.027)

- 0.037(VAC
t

/U
t

_ 1 ) + SD

(-2.843)

Fi11ed and canceled vacancies

R 2 = 0.94

R 2 = 0.62

DW = 1.42

DW = 1.93 .....
w
01

1-PFCV
tin( PFCV--) = -6.479 + 0.774 InVACt - 0.195 inUt _1 + 0.178DLAS +

t (14.16) (-3.146) (2.924)

+ [0.466E-02] • T + SD

(4.521)

Period: 1969.2-1978.12

R2 = 0.86 DW = 1.85,
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Relief Work and Grant Displacement
in Sweden

Edward M. GramIich and Bengt-Christer Ysander

INTRODUCTION*

Public relief work has been a main-stay of the

very active Swedish labor market policy. As early

as 1965, when expenditures on labor market policy

were still less than one percent of GNP, la thou

sand workers were employed under the relief work

program. By 1979, when labor market policy expendi

tures had risen to more than three percent of GNP,

48 thousand workers were employed. Under the very

strong assumption that allor most of these work

ers would have been unemployed wi thout the pro

gram, the relief work program could have single

handedly reduced the overall unemployment rate for

Sweden by one and a half percentage points.

The program could have had an even stronger impact

on unemployment rates for certain subgroups of the

labor force. In 1979, 30 thousand youths were

employed by the program - implying that the pro-

* We have benefited from discussions wi th Richard
Murray, from the help in finding and interpreting
data of Charles Öberg and Stefan Goes of the
Labor Board. Erik Mellander has provided first
class research assistance both in data collection
and computation. Our FIML-estimations were made
possible by the generous collaboration of Leif
Jansson, the originator of the program used.
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gram could have lowered youth unemployment rates

by as much as three percentage points. Regionally,

19 thousand jobs were located in the seven forest

countries, lowering the unemployment rate by as

much as two and a half percentage points in those

regions. l

These calculations assume that the relief workers

would have been unemployed without the relief work

jobs. There are several reasons why such an assump

tion could overstate, perhaps dramatically, the

unemployment impact of the program:

a) relief workers may be performing jobs "normal

ly" done by regular state or local government

employees, hence reducing normal public sector em

ployment demands. This is the possibility commonly

known as the grant displacement effect.

b) relief workers may be performing jobs that

would "normally" have been done by regular govern

ment employees at some later time, say as part 9f

an effort to induce a counter-cyclical timing of

government expenditure and employment. We could

call this special kind of grant displacement II in

tertemporal" displacement • 2 It rnight be offset by

l Handicapped workers also used to be heavily over
represented in relief work. In recent years, how
ever, the relative irnportance of relief work for
this group has dirninished, partly due to the set
ting up more permanent workshops, specially adjust
ed to their needs.

2 To effect this kind of displacement has indeed
been the explicit aim of Swedish labor market
policy in the post-war period. Expansion of public
capacities in times of recession should be matched
by moderation during the up-swing, relieving some
of inflationary pressure in the private labor
market.
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the fact that the presenee of relief workers in a

recession creates pressure to make the posi tions

permanent later on.

c} the relief work program could push up lower

wage rates in the private market, forcing private

employers to lay off some low wage workers.

d) the relief work program could, by pushing up

low wage rates and/or providing employment guar

antees, expand the supply of labor and not gen

erate a one-for-one reduction in unemployment.

The latter two possibilities might be termed wage

displacement effects.

Should any of these displacement effects occur,

one does· not necessarily become less enamored of

relief work as alabor market policy option. The

supposed benefits of the program as a way to

reduce overall unemployment are a good deal less

than might be imagined, however, and the evalua

tion of the program becomes a good deal more com

plex.

The same displacement questions al though often

perhaps more conveniently couched in terms of ex

penditure - arise also with other kinds of grants.

Measuring displacement is one way of indicating

the allocative effectiveness of a grant policy.

The effectiveness of grants to local governments 

the receiving group we have here chosen to study 

is indeed a question of strategic importance for

Swedish economic development today. Real expendi

tures by local governments have during the last

two decades increased twice as fast as GNP, rais

ing their share to a quarter. During the same
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period the part financed by state grants has in

creased from about a fifth to a fourth with a

growing emphasis on categorical grants. In the

perspective of an expected slow growth of the

total economy in the eighties' much interest is

focused on the possibilities of contro11ing the

vo1ume and pattern of local government expendi

tures by grant policy.

In this paper we try to examine the displacement

effects for the Swedish relief work (beredskapsar

beten) program and to compare i ts impact on local

government expenditure and employment with that of

ordinary state grants. We begin with a simple

theoretical demonstration of how the displacement

processes might work and ways in which their pres

ence or absence can be identified. We then pro

ceed to outline a model by which the strength of

the grant displacement process can be estimated, a

model which draws on both of our own previous

work. (Gramlich and Ga1per, 1973: Ysander, 1981).

We go on to describe how the Swedish program fi ts

the model, and try to estimate the mode1 using

Swedish data for the period 1964-77. Although such

empirica1 examinations have been conducted a few

times in the United States (Johnson and Tom01a,

1977: Borus and Hamermesh, 1978) to our know1edge

nobody has yet done any econometric estimations of

grant displacement for Sweden.

WAGE nISPLACEMENT

Taking up first the wage displacement phenomenon ,

the process can be depicted by the e1ementary

demand and supply diagram shown in Figure 1. The



Figure l.

w
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Public ~mployment and wage displacement

SI
L

L l L 3

L

curves DL and SL represent the normally-sloped

private demand and supply curves for low wage

labor. For any of a number of well-known and much

discussed reasons (turn-over unemployment, minimum

wages, etc), we assume that this labor market does

not clear initially, leaving a wage of Wo and

initial unemployment of the amount LOL1 . Pol icy

makers respond by passing a public employment pro-

gram which offers, say, a higher wage of wl to all

who are willing to work. Private employers must

also pay wl or risk losing all of their work

force: when they do so, private employment falls

by LOL2 . The higher wage brings LI L3 workers into

public employment. In addition some t1discouraged

workers tl will be induced to supply labor by the

job guarantee this shi fts the supply curve to

the right and adds to public employment by L3L4 .



The total public

then composed of

unemployed (LILO)'

privately (L2L
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of the labor force
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employment work force of L
4

L
2

is

some workers who were formerly

same who were formerly employed

and some who were formerly out

(L1L4 )·

It should be pointed out immediately that even

though onlyashare of the public employment job

gains actually reduce unemployment, such an out

come is not necessarily socially undesirable. For

one thing, all low wage workers gain wage income,

and if wages are at least somewhat correlated with

family income, a public employment program operat

ing in this manner will redistribute income. Sec

ondly, the expansion of supply may consist of

workers who really should have been counted as

unemployed already they just were not in the

labor force because of perceived difficulties in

finding a job - and so the social gain represented

by the increased wage income may be almost as

great as that for unemployed workers.

In the United States, where public employment wage

levels are set as part of the program and are

normally slightly above prevailing minimum wages,

the wage displacement issue is a very important

one - many more likely entrants to a public employ

ment program come from existing low wage private

employment or supply expansion than from existing

unemployrnent. (See Betson, Greenberg and Kasten,

1980j or Gramlich and Wolkoff, 1979.) For Sweden,

generalizations are risky but the phenomenon does

not appear to be so important. One indication that

it may not be so important lies in the newly-emerg

ing studies of the Swedish labor marketi supply

wage elasticities appear, e. g. , to be very small
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Sweden. l If these resul ts hold at low wages, wage

displacement for the relief work program should be

much more modest. Moreover, the Swedish program

appears to be much more confined to workers likely

to be unemp10yed ini tially - youth, handicapped,

and workers in unemployment pockets in the forest

counties - than the U.S. program.

But even though wage displacement may not be as

large as in the U.S. program, it may not be entire

ly absent either. The relief work program is sup

posed to pay "going wages" for a particular task,

but these wages are probably above what relief

workers could have cornmanded from the private

sector (hence a quali ty-corrected wl would exceed

wO). It has also been asserted that inexperienced

youths prefer relief work to ordinary employment

at the same wage, and indeed will shun private

sector vacancies to take the relief work jobs. If

true, this phenomenon could ei ther have the same

implications as the outward shift in supply de

scribed by Figure l or exert a certain upward

pressure on private wages, hence imp1ying that

there may be some wage displacernent.

GRANT nISPLACEMENT

The other type of displacement is that working

through the grant system. Both in the U.S. and

Sweden, public employment programs are actually

carried out through grants to recipient agencies

l See the paper by Axelsson, Jacobsson, and Löf
gren in this volume for the supply results. A pre
cise interpretation is that the amount represented
by L1L 3 is negative.
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to hire eligible workers. In the U.S. these gra~ts

go from the Labor Department to loeal governments

and a few quasi-governmental bodies called Commun

ity Based Organizations. In Sweden they go from

the Labor Board to some state agencies, 10cal

governments, and a small number of private em

ployers. While it may be necessary to conduct

public employment through grants to agencies that

are producing normal government services, this

does lead to the possibility of grant displace

ment . Estimates of the phenomenon are very large

for the U.S. To suspect that the possibility is

relevant for Sweden, one need go no further than

the law itself. For public investment activities

it is required that relief workers be used to

build projects already in the long term plans of

state and local governments. 1

In studying the employment effect of

Iocal governrnents, the first thing one

is to differentiate between types of

Three types can be distinguished:

grants to

has to do

grants. 2

l) CIose-ended noncategorical grants, which shi f t

upwards the budget-line of the receiver, acting

like a straight income subsidy.

2) Open-ended categorical grants, which reduce the

relative prices facing the receiver at the margin.

l The details of both the relief work system and
other Swedish categorized grants are summarized in
three recent Royal Commission reports (SOU
1973:45, SOU 1975:39, SOU 1977:78). These reports
contain a good deal of discussion on grant dis
placement in general but no attempts at measure
ment.

2 For a more thorough discussion of the various
types of grants see Gramiich (1977).
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3) Close-ended categorical grants, which reduce

prices but only up to a point determined by cen

tral government restrictions on the size of the

overall grant.

In the first two cases we know directly how the

receiver's budget constraint will be affected.

From estimated price and income elasticities we

can then predict the grant effect on expenditure

and employment for a utility-maximizing receiver.

In Sweden, however, most grants are not of either

of these types. Most are categorical and all have

a limit on the total amount, making thern type 3

grants in the above classification. For these

hybrid grants, the proper treatment becornes more

involved.

The various possibilities can be represented by

the indifference curve diagram shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Displacement of close-ended grants 

the general case
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,-;-::::- - path, ....., .....
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As applied to governmental decision making, .the

indifference diagram is supposed to reflect the

behavior of some vague amalgam called "the reci

pient government decision-making body". In certain

carefully specified but probably not very realis-

tic models of governmental behavior, that body is

the famous median-voter ~ in less precise but per

haps more realistic models it is not entirely

clear who is behaving - some weighted average of

voters and bureaucrat-politicians, where the

1atter have a higher per capita weight.

In the diagram the government is choosing between

expenditures on public services, Q, and private

goods and other income uses, which we call after

tax income (Y-T). To simplify the exposition, we

assume that initial prices are equal, so that the

slope of the ini tia1 budget line Bl is -l. The

initial allocation is then at point I.

Taking first type I grants (close-ended noncatego

rical), these would shift the budget line to B2 ,

para11el to Bl' and move the communityalong the

income-consumption path. Not all of the grant

would go into public expenditures in this case

uniess the income elasticity of demand for private

goods were zero, or the income-consumption path

horizontal.

Type 2 grants would be treated as a straight-for

ward reduction in the price of public services and

move the community along the price-consumption

path (drawn horizontally to correspond to the case

where the price e1asticity of demand is uni ty) •

Type 3 grants then kink the budget line at point

II and move the recipient unit to this kink point.
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As the funds 1irnit gets tighter and tighter, or

the kink point moves leftward, the impact of these

grants approaches that of type I grants i as the

limit becomes less stringent, the impact approach

es that of type 2 grants.

There are two ways of dealing wi th type 3 grants

in ernpirical work. One approach, used by Grarnlich

and Galper (1973 ), is to find point II directly.

This is done by assurning the government receives

the entire amount of the grant, G, spends its

legally-mandated matching arnount, M, and then re

duces spending on other public goods that are

substi tutable wi th the grant-supported goods. The

latter reduction is ca11ed the grant disp1acement

irnpact, and it obviously can imply that the over

all spending effects of grants are a good deal

less than those mandated by law.

A second approach was first used by McGuire

(1978). It converts a type 3 grant into an income

term (like type I grants) and a price term (like

type 2 grants), and finds the appropriate shares.

Diagrammatically, this amounts to finding the

budget line that passes through point II tangent

to the indifference curve, so that yG of the grant

works like a price subsidyand (l-y)G like an

incorne subsidy. Such a budget line is described by

B
3

on Figure 2. Were the kink point to the right

of the intersection of budget line B
4

and the

price-consumption path, the limit is ineffective,

the grant is entirely of type 2, the tangent to

the indifference curve is also line B4 , and y = l.

Were the kink point to the left of the intersec

tion of B4 and the income-consumption path, the

tangent to the indifference curve is parailei to

B2 , the grant is entirely of type 1, and y = o.
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Of more interest than y is a parameter k, by w~ich

we denote the impact of the grant on public spend

ing. This parameter can be shown to be related to

y by the identities

oQ
oG k (l )

where e and e denote price and income elastici-
'Tt y

ties of demand respectively. In the diagram kG,

the increased public spending due to the grant, is

the horizontal distance between points I and II i

and (l-k)G, the increased private spending, is the

vertical distance. Returning to our original

issue, (l-k)G is also called the displacement

amount because it shows how much of the grant

"trickles down" to private spending.

In our empirical work we have chosen to use both

approaches. For non-relief work categorical grants

the central government share of total expenditures

g = G/(M+G) is relatively small and there is a

good deal of negotiating its exact size and other

grant conditions between the granting authority

and recipient governments. Given this bargaining,

and the large number of such grants, we have found

it more convenient to deal with these grants using

the McGuire approach and simply estimate y from

the data.

For relief work grants the situation is much dif

ferent. The central government share, g, is very

high and indeed very close to one. It is constant

across communities, relief work grants, and employ

ment, is a small share of normal employment in the

projects the relief workers participate in. In
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view of this, it makes sense to constrain y=O,

assuming that relief work grants have no marginal

impact on relative prices, and estimate the dis

placement coefficient (l-k) directly.

As with wage displacement, it should be pointed

out that a strong degree of grant displacement

does not necessarily imply that the relief work

program is failing as a device to raise the demand

for certain types of labor. Indeed, if the condi

tions of the grant are enforced adequately, the

relief work program will stimulate demand for unem

ployed or otherwise disadvantaged workers. In this

regard, data supplied by the Labor Board do indi

cate that the overwhelming majority of workers

have been referred from the labor exchanges, and

hence were not employed before entering the pro

gram. The fact of grant displacement then, could

merely imply less demand for higher wage regular

public sector workers , perhaps not an unfavorable

result if these regular workers can get other

jobs. Hence, if grant displacement is of this

employment-switching type, the program is altering

the composi tian of overall labor demand in favor

of disadvantaged workers or workers in regional

pockets of unemployment and simultaneously al

lowing the work of the public sector to be per

formed at lower wage rates - no mean feat.

AN EMPIRICAL MODEL OF GRANT DISPLACEMENT

An empirical model of grant displacement can be

developed from orthodox utility maximization prin

ciples. The procedure, as applied in the following

to loeal government, involves assuming that our
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governmental decision-making body is motivated . by

a utility function consisting of argument in:

a) currently produced governmental goods and serv

ices,

b} private consumption,

c) government capital stock,

d} the change in the net va1ue of assets, reflect

ing fiscal independence and flexibility of the

community.

Mathernatical1y, the utility function - assumed to

be quadratic - can be expressed as:

u u(o, Y-T, K, F), (2 )

where a stands for public services, Y-T is income

(y) less local taxes and charges (T), a measure of

private consumption, K is the measure of capital

stock and F is the change of net value of assets,

with all variables being defined in real terms. l

All arguments are assumed to have posi tive first

and negative second derivatives. This utility func

tion involves directly flows of current income and

expenditure, A, Y-T and F, and one stock, K.

This yields a stock adjustment behavior in the

government's response to income or price changes 

a rise, say I in income will raise public consump

tion and private consumption directly, and also

l One cou1d argue for inc1uding either the level
or the change in F in the utili ty function. In
some sense the community is better off the higher
is the leve1 of F, regardless of how much this
leve1 has grown recent ly . In another sense, how
ever, 10cal governments face a legal constraint on
F - it cannot go be10w a certain leve1 (penaliz
ing governments more the closer is F to this legal
constraint).
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generate a desire for increased capacity or stocks

of capi tal. Once construction and internai saving

have increased these stocks to the proper level,

no further accumulation is necessary and public

and private consumption can rise yet again. 1

The Q variable needs however to be further speci.-

fied, due to the interpretation we have chosen to

give relief work grants. We are assuming that

there is a constant value, p, attached to relief

work output compared to that of regular employ-

ment. The utility function can therefore be writ-

ten as:

u R
U(Q'+p g-' Y-T, K, F)

r
(3 )

where R is the real value of relief work grants,

gr denotes the grant share of total relief work

costs, R/g is the total real cost of relief work,r
and QI stands for the regularly produced services.

The utility function is then maximized subject to

the governmentis budget constraint. This yields

public goods demand functions of the form:

(4)

where e is some socio-economic shift variable re-

presenting service needs I

of regular services, ygn

n is the relative price

is the effective reduc-

l The precise details of all this are worked out
in Ysander (1981) • The Gramlich-Ga1per model
(1973) deviates slightly in using stocks of finan
cial assets directly in the utility function.
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tion in this relative price due to regular cat~go

rical grants, with central government matching

share g and with the y value estimated from the

data. The terms represented by the parameter a 2
together give the effective marginal price for

public services, while the a 3 coefficient shows

the marginal public spending propensity as cornmun-

ity income changes. The parameter a 4 measures

relief work displacement; if a4 is close to zero,

there is little displacement; if it is close to

minus one, a great deal. l

Tt is also possible to estimate (5) for public

employment by making use of the following approx

imations:

QI -+ E = regular employment

R/gr -+ ER = relief work employment

n -+ w = real wage (gross of subsidies but net of

the eost pereentage paid by user charges) •

Expression (5) then becomes:

The model was meant to be used for the study of

grants to local governments. There are several

reasons for not trying to use . the same explanatory

l Note that a 4 = -p from the utility function (3).
When a4 = O, the lack of displacement results from
the fact that R and QI are not substi tutes in the
utility function.
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framework for state agencies, the other main reci

pient of relie.f work grants from the Labor Board.

For one thing, state agencies do not usually think

of themselves as allocating resources between pri

vate and public users the way local governments

do. Also in Sweden projects suitable for relief

work are usually earmarked years in advance within

the agencies' revolving five-year plans. Total dis

placement is then virtually guaranteed. Defense

is, however, a notable exemption, since up ti 11

recently, relief work grants - although used for

purposes laid out in long-term plans - were not

included in the financial four-year (usually) ex-

pendi ture limits set out by parliament. In this

case we would therefore expect little displacement

in terms of production, although there could still

be a considerable employment displacement because

of the changing product mix wi thin the financial

limits.

THE DATA

Wi thin local governments in Sweden relief work is

very unevenly distributed between different cate

gories of service. The distribution has also chang

ed dramatically in the seventies, with the tradi

tional construction work being more and more super

seded by jobs within health and welfare. Relief

work grants to local governments have tended to

increase in relative importance over the last two

decades and at the end of the seventies paid for

around one percent of all service expendi ture. It

is hard to estimate reliable relief work displace

ment coefficients for health and welfare, however,

because the program only got started in the early
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seventies and its expansion eoineided with the

expansion (for other reasons ) of overall hea1 th

and welfare spending.

For our empirieal study of grant impaet we have

ehosen two eategories, health and welfare, and

road work. The official relief work statisties are

sueh that a further separation within the eategory

health and welfare eannot be made with any eonfi

denee. We have picked road work, although it by no

means dominates the traditional relief construc

tion work, because the elassifieation of relief

work statistics and other financial statistics

here agrees better than with other construction

works. In defining road work, we have lumpen to

gether maintenance and new construction to avoid

being misled by the possible shifting of regular

employees into new construction occasioned by an

inereased relief work on maintenance.

Wi thin the local government sector one could fi t

the model described here either to time series or

cross section data. Cross section data for loeal

governments are in general very good in Sweden,

with numerous observations and a reasonable amount

of varianee in most independent variables (Murray,

1977, 1981). These general advantages may, how

ever, not hold unreservedly when dealing with

relief work grants. Since provisions of the grants

are essentia1ly eonstant aeross eounties, there is

very little variation in these eritieal independ

ent variables. In any case, for this paper we

have not had a ehance to use cross-seetion data,

but have confined our attention to the more limit

ed time-series data. Henee we study annual time

series data on employment and expenditures for the

period 1964-77.
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Figure 3 shows the percentage of total work within

the categories that has been done as relief work

in the period studied. As noted above, the share

of total expenditures comprised by relief work is

very small, one or two percent . This is why we

constrain y = O in our estimation. The figure also

high-lights the fact that the recession in the

early seventies was the last time road work was

used as a major form of relief work, while later

relief work endeavors have tended to be more and

more directed towards the health and welfare area.

Figure 3. The share of rel ie f work in total

expenditure, (R/9
r

)/(Q'+R/g r l

Percent Percent
2.0

Health and
we1fare

1 •O

Road
work

1964 70 75 77
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ESTIMAT IaN RESULTS

In fitting the equations (5) and (6) above we were

trying to estimate the price-subsidy effect of

ordinary grants and the displacement of relief

work respectively. From these estimates we can

derive and compare the net impact on expenditures

of these two kinds of grants.

The main econometric difficulty involves the para

meter y I determining the price and income compo

nents of non-relief work categorical grants. There

is no reason why (5) could not be estimated direct

ly wi th aLS I y being then determined by compar ing

a 2 and -a2y I the coefficients of n and ng respec

tively. However this approach would not give a

standard error for y, and to fill that gap we have

therefore estimated the model with a FIML program.

On a more practical level, as a shift or needs

variable for heal th and wel fare we have used a

population index, where the various age groups are

weighted by their earlier relative per capita

share of total expendi ture in this area. The cor

responding shift variable for road work is an

index of the number of heavy trucks in traffic,

meant to reflect the changing demands made by

heavy road transport.

HEALTH AND WELFARE

The results for the health and welfare category

are shown in Table l. All equations explain normal

expendi tures, QI, because the resul ts for employ

ment were not reliable. In the first equation the



Table l. Equations explaini~~~cal government regular expenditures

for Health and Welfare,Q', 1964-77

Estimated in index form; 1975=100
Absolute T value below coefficients

Equa- Dep. a
O al a

2 Yr a
3

a
4

R 2 DW
tion variable

(l ) O' -374.4 5.68 -1.23 a 0.22b Oc O.015d 0.98 1.39
(6.2) (2.6) (1.4) (1.3)

(2 ) QI -383.8 5.87 -1.06 a 1.Ob OC 0.017d 0.98 1.35
~

(6.6) (2.4) (1.3) U1
\.O

(3 ) O' -383.1 5.60 -1.13 a l.ab O.33 c 0.017d 0.98 1.68
(6.4) (3.0) (l .3) (1.4)

a Irnplies price elasticities of -1.36, -1.17, and -1.25 respectively.

b In equation (l) the Yl value estimated in index form implies a value of Y in
absolute terms of 1.32. In equations (2) and (3) Yr is constrained to equal 1.0.

c In equations (l) and (2) a 3 is constrained to equal zero. In equation (3) the implied
income elasticity is 0.41.

dImplies relatively large negative values of p in text equation (3), or that relief
work services and regular services are complements.
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income term is omitted because of its collinea~ity

with relative prices, and y is estimated to be

1.32, outside of its theoretical band. Hence in

equations (2) and (3) Yl is just set at one

implying that categorical grants are treated like

open-ended price subsidies - and the equation re

estimated wi th and wi thout the income term. The

price elasticity is computed to be slightly in

excess of one in all equations, and the income

elasticity is 0.41 in the one equation ,where it

could be estimated. In comparison with other stud

ies, these estimated price elasticities are on the

high side, but the estimated income elasticity is

standard.

Regarding displacement, all equations showed

relief work to have a positive effect on normal

employment. Relief work employment is not a substi

tute but a complement to normal employment in the

health and welfare area. The coefficients are not

statistically significant, but are nevertheless

fairly large. The only explanation for the resul t

we can see is that relief work employment necessi

tates more regular ,employees in supervisory posi

tions. We are inclined to view our precise estimat

es skeptically, but we should stress that there is

no evidence of displacement as far as heal th and

welfare spending go. Indeed, if anything grant

displacement is negative.

ROAD WORK

Table 2 shows the results for road work, this time

estimated both for normal expenditures, Q', and

regular employment, E. As hefore the initial esti

mate of Y in (l) was high and we constrained y=l



Table 2. Equations explaining local government regular expenditures

for Road work, a' and E, 1964-77

Estimated in index form; 1975=100
Absolute T value below coefficients

Equa- Dep. a
O al a

2 Yl a
3

a
4 R2 DW

tion variable

(l ) QI -97.9 1.27 -0.41a 0.41b 0.98c -0.0098d 0.95 1.86
(9.1) (2.1) (1.5) (4.0) (0.9)

(2) Q' -71.6 1.18 -0.41a 1.0b O.98c -0.0078d 0.95 2.09
(7.4) (2.1) (4.0) (4.0) .....

0\.....
(3 ) E -11.3 0.56a I.Ob O.56 c -O.048d 0.89 1.87 I

{3.2) (1.4) (2.1 )

a Irnplies price elasticities of -0.37, -0.37 and -0.51 respective1y.

b The index estirnate irnplies for (l) a value of Y in absolute terms of 2.20.
In equations (2) and (3) Y is constrained to 1.0.

c lrnplies income elasticities of 0.88, 0.88, and 0.50 respectively.

d lrnplies values of p around l in equations (l) and (2) and around 5 in equation (3).
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in (2) and (3), again indicating that grants

appear to be treated mainly as price subsidies •

This time both the price and income elasticities

are less than one in absolute value, as is usually

found for public expendi ture functions. But this

time the estimates indicate relatively complete

displacement for the two normal expenditures equa

tions, and more than complete displacement in the

employrnent variant. Whether we should believe the

precise estimates is again questionable, but the

evidence s9ggests pretty strongly that there is a

great deal of displacement in this area.

Although the estimate is statistically insignifi

cant an inspection of the time series shows that

the high figure is no mere trick played by multi

collinearity, etc. When, e.g., the relief work

multiplied during the recession in the early se

venties , the stagnation of regular road expendi

ture turned into an outright fall, which was even

more accentuated in terms of emp1oyment. The aggre

gate figures seem to suggest that total loca1 road

work during the period has tended to move with the

business cycles. The effort to comply at the same

time with the requirement of concentrating road

investment to periods of high unemployment has

resul ted in a downturn in the labor intensity of

regular road work during these periods.

While complying wi th all formal requirements the

local governments thus seemed to have managed to

make a negative total contribution to the labor

market efforts. This is probably what shows up in

the large displacement coefficients estimated for

relief work. Whether the percentage-wise rather

small number of relief workers affect this situa

tion significant1y is, however, difficult to know

and impossible to ascertain from the aggregated

series available.
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In many ways these estimates 1eave a lot to be

desired, but at least within functional categories

the results are reasonably consistent on the dis

placement issue - there is not much for hea1th and

welfare, and there is a great deal for road work.

To go beyond these conclusions one would appear to

need a more detailed analysis perhaps utility

functions elaborated to allow complements as well

as substi tutes, certainly longer time series, and

perhaps more use of cross section data.

There is a further statistical distinction that

would be interesting to pursue. Above all it

would be interesting to see whether the omission

of handicapped workers would al ter the estimated

grant effects. The share of positions for handicap

ped workers defined as positions that are

tailor-made for the needs of people wi th physical

or psychic handicaps or locally-tied elderly work

ers - has fluctuated from about one-third in the

early days to two-thirds in the early seventies

and back to one- fourth recently. One might expect

displacement to be less for these workers.

CONCLUSIONS

The estimation results unfortunately do not permit

any far-going or general conclusions to be drawn.

As for ordinary grants, the resul ts would seem to

indicate that grant policy within the categories

studied is a rather effective way of controlling

local governrnent expenditure. The estimations sug

gest the existence of considerable price effects

and do not make it possible to reject the hypoth

eses that all categorical grants, which cannot
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~ priori be viewed as bloc grants, work as if,they

were open-ended.

Displacement of relief work could only be identi

fied in one of the categories - road work. There,

the aggregate data do undoubtedly indicate a very

considerable displacement effect the regular

work-force becoming reduced by more than the

number of relief workers. But the evidence is just

as strong that there is no displacement in the

other category - health and welfare. The explana

tion appears to be related to the fact that in

Sweden health and welfare relief workers are com

plementary with normal workers , and hence the em

ployment-inducing impact of grants in this area is

very strong.
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A Useful Restriction

on the Offer Distribution

in lob Search Models

Kenneth Burdett*

l. INTRODUCTION

In recent years a large amount of work has been

accomplished on the empirical implementation of

job search theory (see, for examp1e, Barron, 1975,

and Kiefer and Neumann, 1979). Much of this work,

however, has been hindered by the relatively weIl

known fact that there are, in general, indetermi

nant consequences on the outcome of the job search

process when there is a change in labor demand

conditions. 1 The purpose of this short study is to

specify a reasonably general restriction which

implies that specific predictions can be made

about the consequences of changes in the demand

for labor conditions. Further, the restriction

used, which is placed on the distribution of wage

offers faced by the unemployed worker, adds some

new insight into the nature of job search models.

l See Barron(1975} for details.

*Thanks are due to A.S. Goldberger for helpful
discussions. This work was supported in part by
National Science Foundation grant. Further work on
material in this paper is currently underway with
Jan Ondrich.
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A shi f t in the demand for labor condi tions faced

by an unemployed worker will involve at least one

of the following types of changes.

Type l: A change in the probabi Iity

the worker finds a vacancy,

ticular search intensity.

(per per iod)

given a par-

Type 2: A change in the wage offer distribution.

The objective of the study is to investigate the

consequences of both types of changes on (a) the

expected duration of a completed spell of unemploy

ment, D, and (b) the expected post-unemployment

wage of a worker, W. For the majority of the study

it will be assumed that an unemployed worker fully

prediets the changes in labor market conditions.

Nevertheless, the case where the worker is unaware

of such changes will also be investigated. Tt has

been noted that a type l change in labor market

conditions mayinerease or decrease D. Further, it

can be shown that ,a type 2 change may increase or

decrease W. Later in this study it will be demon

strated that if a particular restriction is ,placed

on the cumulative distribution function (edf) de

scribing the wage offers, then a' fully predicted

change of ei ther type will lead to a reduction in

D and an' increase in W.

Recently, several authors have studied the conse

quences of a type l change in labor market condi

tions (Barron, 1975, Feinberg, 1977, Axelsson and

Löfgren, 1977, and Björklund and Holmlund, 1981).

Within the context of a job search model, Barron

has shown that a type limprovement (when fully

predicted) will increase an unemployed workeris
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reservation wage. Thus, a type 1 improvement im

plies the worker is more likely to receive offers

(Barron I s "Effect 1"), but less likely to accept

an offer (Barron's "Effect 2"). Barron concludes

that the net effect is, in general, indeterminate.

Re conjectures, however, that it would depend on

such things as the cost of search and the unemploy

ment compensation received by the worker. Feinberg

subs,equently demonstrated that if the cdf of wage

offer is Uniform, D will always decline when there

is a fully predicted type 1 improvement. 1 One

objective of the present study is to generalize

Feinberg's result.

To illustrate the restriction used to obtain our

results let

V(z,G) E{wlw ) z and w is distributed

according to cdf G}. ( 1 )

V(·, G) is terrned the truncated mean function

(tmf) of G. It is straightforward to show that the

tmf of any particular cdf is a unique transforma

tion of it. It will be shown that if the tmf has a

slope less than 1, then D will always decline with

a fully predicted type l improvement in labor

market condi tions. It should be noted that many

well known types of distribution functions have a

tmf which satisfy this restriction. Nevertheless,

there are some exceptions. 2 When the restriction

l Feinberg (1977) conjectures, and goes far in
establishing, that if the cdf of wage offers is
Normal, then a type limprovement lowers the ex
pected duration of unemployment.

2 Goldberger (1980) speci fies the tmf of several
weIl known types cdfs. Re also shows which have a
slope less than 1.
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does not hold, it will be shown that a fully

predicted type l improvement will increase D if

the discount factor is low enough. The expected

post-unemployment wage, W, will always increase

with a predicted type limprovement.

Both the Barron study and the Björklund and Holm

lund study consider a type 2 change in the demand

for labor conditions. However, both these studies

assume that such a change in demand for labor is

not fully predicted by unemployed workers (Bar

ron I s "Effect 3 "). Suppose for the moment that

such a change is fully predicted. Within the con

text of a job search model, a type 2 change may be

interpreted as a change in the cdf of wage offers.

There are many ways in which a cdf of wage offers

can be said to improve. For example, suppose the

wage offer distribution is a Normal cdf. In this

case a type 2 improvement may take the form of an

increase in the mean and the variance of this

distribution. In the present study such improve

ments will be ruled out by assumption. Specifical

ly, it will be assumed that any change in the cdf

of wage offers takes the form of a translation of

location (in the case of a Normal cdf this would

imply that the mean can change but not the var

iance) . l In this case a fully predicted type 2

change in labor market conditions has an indetermi

nate effect on W. Nevertheless, it will be shown

that a predicted type 2 improvement will always

increase W if the tmf generated from the wage

offer distribution has a slope less than l. If

this restriction is not satisfied, and if the

l There is little evidence about actual distribu
tion of wages in labor markets and how they change
-::hrough time.
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discount factor is large enough, a type 2 improve

ment will lower W. The expected duration of unem

ploym.ent always decreases wi th a type 2 improve

ment when the discount factor is strictly posi

tive.

Suppose now that a change in the demand for labor

conditions is not predicted by the worker. In

this case the worker will not alter his or her

reservation wage when a change occurs. This im

plies a type l improvement will reduce the expect

ed duration of unemployment and leave the expect

ed post-unemployment wage unchanged. A type 2

improvement that is not predicted will reduce the

expected duration of unemployment, but has, in

general, an indeterminate effect on the expected

post-unemployment wage. However, if the tmf of the

distribution of wage offers has a slope less than

l, then such an improvement will increase W. These

results have important implications for the deriva

tion of the short-run Phillips curve.

The restriction that the tmf of the wage offer

distribution has a slope less than l has important

implications for empirical work on job search as

weIl as for the derivation of a short-run Phillips

curve. Only if this restriction is satisfied will

changes in the demand for labor conditians have

predictable consequences on the outcome of a work

eras job search process. Further, if this re

striction is satisfied it is straightforward to

construct downward sloping short-run Phillips

curves, whereas the short-run Phillips curve may

be upward sloping if the wage offer distribution

does not satisfy this restriction. Before describ

ing the model used some properties of truncated

mean functions will be presented.'
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2. TRUNCATED MEAN FUNCTIONS OF A CLASS

OF DISTRIBUTIONS

Let {F ll (.)} R 1 denote a c1ass of cdfs identical
llE

up to a translation of location, i.e., for given

z, Fll(z) = Fll'(Z-(ll-ll'») for any II and ll' in R1 •

For notationa1 convenienee let H(z) = Fll(z) for

any z when II = O. In this case for any particular

z we have

( 2)

for any llE:R 1 • For given llER1, let V(·, ll) denote

the tmf when the cdf if Fll(.). From (1) and (2) it

fol1ows that

V( z, ll)
(1 - Fll(z»)

(3 )

C1early, V(·,ll) is a unique transformation of

F ll ( .) for any given llER1 • This fact and· (3) imply

that the restrictions placed on H(·) alone will

determine on the properties of V(·,ll) for all

llE:R 1 . To simplify the exposition it will be assu

med that· H(·) is strictly increasing and differen

tiable on the real line. Taking the partial deriv

ative of (3) with respect to z yields

h(Z-ll)
(l-H(z-ll»)

(4)

where h(Z-ll) = H'(Z-ll). Since H(·) is strictly in

creasing, V(Z-ll,O) > Z-ll, and thus V1(z,~) for any

z and llE:R 1 , i.e., and increase in the truncation-
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point, z, increases the conditional expectation.

Further, from (2), (3), and (4) we obtain

(5 )

where V2 (-,Il) = OV(Z,Il)/OIl. Thus, a small shift to

the right in the location of the cdf will increase

the condi tional expectation if and only if

V
l

(z,ll) < l. If H(-) is assumed to be a particular

type of cdf, then it is relatively easy to check

if the slope of its tmf is less than l everywhere.

For example, if H(·) is assumed to be a Normal cdf

or a Logistic cdf, then the implied VI (x, O) < 1

for all x. However, if H(-) is assumed to be a

Student cdf, then VI (x,O) > 1 for some x.

Recently, Goldberger (1980) has demonstrated the

following claim.

Claim 1: If h(-) is strictly logconcave, i.e.,

~og H'(-) is strictly concave, then the

implied V1(x,O) < l for all x€Rl.

The above result provides a simple-to-check suffi

cient condition for the restriction used. If the

probabili ty density function of a particular cdf

is not logconcave, the slope of the tmf has to be

calculated to determine if it is less than l every

where. The economic model will now be presented.

3. THE MODEL

In the first part of this section a simple infi

nite life job search model is briefly outlined.

Consider an unemployed worker looking for a job in
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alabor market. Each period the worker visits a

finn and enquires if there is a job. Let A denote

the probability any firm contacted has a vacancy.

If the worker obtains a job offer, assume the wage

rate offered is arandom draw from cdf F(·) for

some fixed ~E:Rl. Hence, A(l-F~(Z») indicates the

probability the worker obtains an offer with a

wage rate at least as great as z in a period. The

worker's expected discounted lifetime income given

an offer with wage rate w' is accepted is assumed

to be

-iw' ~ (l+r)
i=l

w' fr,

where r denotes the discount factor.

Let ~(Z,A,~) denote the unemployed worker's expect

ed discounted lifetime income (net of job search

costs) when the worker accepts the first job offer

with a wage rate at least as great as z, i.e., if

z is used as the reservation wage. It follows that

~(z,A.,~) (l~r) [u-cHI: (w/r)dpll(w) +

{l-A(l-pll(z»)}~(Z'A'Il)J,

(6)

where u-c indicates the unemploynent compensation

per period minus the cost of visiting a firrn.

Given the worker desires to maximize expected dis

counted incorne i t is well known that reservation

wage R will be used where ~(R,A,~) = R/r (see

Lippman and McCall, 1976). This fact, (2) and (6)

imp1y
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(7 )

R will be terrned the optimal reservation wage

conditional on the parameters ~ and ~.

Wi thin the context of the model developed, a type

1 change in the demand for labor conditions will

be reflected in a change in A, whereas a type 2

change will be reflected by a change in ~. Using

(4) and (7) we have

dR
dA

and

dR
d~

1

[ (1 { »)J
J (w+~-R)dH(w)

r+A -H R-~ R-~

(l - H(R-~»)2 V (R-~ O) > O
h(R-~)[r+A(I-H(R-~»)] 1 '

A(l - H(r-~»)

[r+A(I-H(R-~»)J > O.

(8)

(9 )

Thus, an improvement in the demand condi tions of

either type will increase the worker's optimal

reservation wage when it is fully predicted • Note

that (9) implies that dR/d~ < l, if the discount

rate is strictly positive. This fact, in turn,

implies that if all wage offers in the market are

increased by 1, then the worker's optimal reserva

tion wage will increase by less than l when r > O.

Al though the above resul ts are of theoretical in

terest they are not of much use in themselves for

empirical work as workers I reservation wages are

usually not directly observable. Nevertheless, re

searchers can often ascertain how long a worker

was unemployed and what was the worker I s post-un

employment wage. Consequently, the effect of a

change in labor market conditions on D and W will

be analyzed.
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To simplify the exposition the escape from unem

ployment probability, E, will be considered in

stead of the expected duration of unemployment, D.

This is possible as D = l/E, and hence

dD/dX ~ O as dE/dX ~ O (10)

for any variable X. The probability of finding an

acceptable wage offer in a period can be written

as

E = A(l - H(R-~») (11)

where R satisfies (7). From (3) and (7) it fo11ows

that the expected post-unemployment wage can be

written as

w= ~ + V(R-~,O), (12)

where R satisfies (7). Using (11) and (12) yields

dE
dI

dW
di

{

(l-H(R-~») - Ah(R-~)dR/dA,

Ah{R-~) [l-dR/d~J I if i ~.

if i

(13)

(14)

I f there is an unpredicted change in the demand

for labor condi tions the worker will not change

his or her reservation wage. This fact, (10),

(13), and (14) allow us to make the following

claim.
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An unpredicted type limprovement

in labor market conditions implies

(a) the expected duration of unem

ployment will decrease, and (b) the

expected post-unemployment wage

will remain unchanged.

An unpredicted type 2 improvement

in labor market condi tions implies

(a) the expected duration of unem

ployment will decrease, and (b) the

expected post-unemployment wage

will increase (decrease) if

Vl(R-~,O)<l (if Vl(R-~,O) > l).

As the above claims follow imrnediately from inspec

tion of (lO), (13), and (14) no proof will be

presented.

In this final part of the study it will be assumed

that any change in labor market conditions is

fully predicted by unemployed workers. First, sup

pose there is a change in A when all other parame

ters are held constant. From (8), (9), (13), and

(14) we havel

dE
dA

and

._A(1-H(R-~»)2 [ r . + (1-V1(R-~,o))l
[r+A(l-H(R-~»)J A(l-H(R-~») J

(15)

A(l-H(R-~»)
V1(R-~,0) •

[r+A(l-H(R-~})]
(16)

l In Barron's model the discount factor is assumed
to be zero. Thus (15) reduces to dE/dA =
(l-H(R-~») (VI (R-~,O)-l) when r=O. In this special
case dD/dA < O, if and only if V (R-~,O) < l.

l·
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(15) , and (16) allows

claims without any

us to

formal

Claim 3: (a) dW/dA > O

(c) dO/dA> O for some r > O,
if VI (R-~,O) < l

Claim 3 implies that the consequences of a type l

improvement can be predicted fully only if the

distribution of wage offers is such that the tmf

has a slope less than l. In this case a type l

improvement which is fully predicted, will reduce

the expected duration of unemployment and increase

the expected post-unemployment wage. I f the dis

tribution of wage offers is such that the tmf has

a slope greater than l in places, then a type l

improvement will always increase the expected

post-unemp1oyment wage, but may increase the ex

pected duration of unemp10yment if the discount

factor is small enough.

Finally, suppose there is a shift in the cdf of

wage offers that is ful1y anticipated by the unem

ployedworkers, i. e., a predicted type 2 change in

labor market conditions. From (9), (13), and (14)

it fol1ows that

dE

d~

and

r
Ah(R-~)

[r+A(l-H(R-~»)J
(17)

r

[r+A(l-H(R-~»)]·
(18)
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Using (10), (17), and (18) the following claims

can be stated without formal proof.

Claim 4: (a) dD/d~ < O.

(c) dW/d~ < O, for large enough r, if
Vl (R- ~, O) > l

Claim 4 establishes that if the tmf of the dis

tribution of wage offers has a slope less than one

everywhere, then a type 2 improvement will reduce

the expected duration of unemployment and increase

the expected post-unemployment wage. Al though the

expected duration of unemployment will always fall

with a fully anticipated type 2 improvement, the

expected post-unemployment wage cannot be guaran

teed to increase with such an improvement if

Vl(R-~,O) < l. If VI (R-~/O) > l, then a type 2

improvement can reduce the expected post-unemploy

ment wage if the discount factor r is large

enough.

From the above analysis it can be concluded that

if the distribution of wage offers is such that

i ts tmf has a slope less than l everywhere I then

there are predictable consequences to a type l or

type 2 change in labor market conditions independ

ent of the discount factor used by the unemployed

workers • When the distribution of wage offers is

such that i ts tmf has a slope greater than l in

places sign predictions cannot be made without

knowledge of the discount rate.
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The Structure and Dynamics

of Unemployment:
Sweden and the United States

Anders Björklund and Bertil HolmIund

l. INTRODUCTION*

A characteristic feature of modern theories of

labor market behavior is their focus on the dyna

mic nature of unemployment. Various studies have

documented the importance of high turnover between

labor force states and emphasized the need to

explain these transi tions in order to understand

unemployment patterns.

The characteristics and determinants of unemploy

ment inflow and outflow have received special at

tention in this context. One interesting hypo

thesis - suggested by job-search theory - claims

that unemployment fluctuations are explainable by

inflationary surprises. Unemployment then is

viewed as a productive investment in job search,

chosen by employees to enhance their lifetime earn

ings. An increase in aggregate demand will imply a

temporary fall in unemployment due to short-run

deviations between actual and expected wages; work

ers are fooled into accepting more employment.

* This paper includes as a sub-set an abbreviated
version of another paper of ours, Björklund and
Holmlund (1981). We are indebted to Ned Gramlich
and Mats Persson for helpful comrnents on earlier
versions.
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This information-lag interpretation of changes in

unemployment might be compared to an al ternative

view, where the quantity-rationing ru1es of the

labOr market are emphasized. An increasing f10w of

labor from unemp10yment to employment is, accord

ing to this theory, caused by the relaxation of

job-rationing constraints rather than unantici

pated inflation.

In this paper we adopt the search-turnover frame

work as a vehicle for exp10ring unemployment pat

terns in Sweden and the U. S. The study has two

basic objectives. The first, essentia1ly descrip

tive, is to characterize the structure of unemploy

ment in Sweden and the U. S • Section 2, there fore,

involves a decomposi tion of the unemp10yment rate

into components such as (i) the average duration

of unemployrnent spelis, (ii) the relative number

of individuals experiencing unemployment spelis

and (iii) the average nurnber of spe11s per unem

ployed worker. We also investigate possib1e

sources of cyclical unemp10yrnent fluctuations in

the two countries. Are these primarily associated

with variations in the duration component or with

f1uctuations in the number of spe11s? The ca1cu1a

tions included in Section 2 reveal certain signifi

cant U.S.-Swedish differences with respect to

structural characteristics as well as sources of

unemp10yment cyc1es.

In Sections 3 and 4 we present econometric tests

of the two cornpetitive exp1 anations of unemploy

ment duration fluctuations, i.e., the detection

lag hypothesis and the job-rationing view. The two

stories are, of course, not mutua11y exclusive; we

try, via a fairly simple specification, to capture
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both views in one equation. The principal contribu

tion of the analysis lies in its ability to pro

vide information about the relative importance of

unexpected inflation and job opportuni ties as ex

planations of the duration of unemployment. We

apply the same model to both Swedish and U.S.

data, thereby revealing important differences be

tween the labor markets in the two countries. We

find, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, that the U.S.

unemployrnent duration is more or less unaffected

by unexpected inflation, whereas the resul ts for

Sweden give some support for the information-lag

hypothesis. Another finding is that the simple

information-lag story is more valid for the short

term unemployed.

The analysis of U.S. transition probabilities is

to some extent performed on data disaggregated by

demographic groups and including information on

hiring probabilities (transitions from unemploy

ment to employment) as weIl as labor force exi t

rates (mobility between unemployment and the not

in-the-labor force state). A noteworthy result is

that the exit probabilities display strikingly

pro~cyclical behavior.

2. THE STRUCTURE AND CYCLICAL FLUCTUATIONS

OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN SWEDEN AND THE U.S.

A decomposition of the unemployrnent rate according

to the familiar formula

u = f • D ( l )

is a natural starting point to discuss the cycli

cal fluctuations in unemployment ~ This relation -
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where u is the unemp10yrnent rate, f the rate of

inflow to unemployment and D the average duration

of completed spelis of unemployrnent - holds exact

ly only in a stationary state with constant inflow

and "survival rates" of the unemployed. The bias

will, however, be of minor importance when yearly

data are considered. 1

It is likely that the two components represent

different economic mechanisms. If the cyclical

f1uctuations can be attributed to the inf10w compo

nent, a theory of qui ts, layoffs and labor force

entrances would be called for. Such a theory may

be quite different from a theory of cyclical fluc

tuations of the duration of unemployment.

The basic patterns for Sweden and the U.S. are

presented in Figures 1 and 2. 2 It appears that

l For Swedish data this is documented in Björklund
(1979) Appendix l.

2 The Swedish data (ages 16-74 years) have been
obtained from a measure of the weekly inflow to
unemp10yment (Björklund (1979), Appendix 2). The
u.s. data (ages above 16)' are calculated from
measurements of month1y probabilities of leaving
unemployment, obtained from unpublished CPS-data.
We are grateful to Ralph Smith and Jean Vanski at
the Urban Institute for making avai1able these
series. The duration has been computed from the
relation D = l/P, where P is the probability of
leaving unemployment. This D has been multipied by
4.3 to convert the measure frommonths to weeks.
According to Clark and Summers (1978), footnote 5,
this measure gives results which are consistent
wi th measures based on inflow data. The probabil
i ty of an upward bias should be recognized since
those who leave unemployment are doing this some
times during the month and not at the end of the
month. A natural approximation would be to assume
that the average person leave unemployrnent at the
middle of the month and consequently subtract 2.15
from the measure. Relying on Clark and Summer' s
observations this change has not been undertaken.
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Figure l. The unemplo~ent rate (left axis) and
the unemployrnent inflow rate (ri.9_~.!:

axis); Swede~ and the U.S. Percent.
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most of the cyclical fluctuations of Swedish unem

ployment can be attributed to the duration-compo

nent. For the U. S. , on the other hand, unemploy

ment inflow as weIl as unemployment duration dis

plays a marked cyclical pattern.

The figures also show same other interesting dif

ferences between the two countries. Al though the

unemployment rate is almost three times higher in

the U.S. than in Sweden, the average duration of a

completed spell of unemployment is lower in the

u.s. The U.S. inflow rate is consequently much

higher. Furthermore, a trend towards lower inflow

rate can be found in Sweden whereas the U.S.

inflow has increased over time. In both countries

duration has increased according to trend.

As is weIl known, the duration of unemployment

equals the inverse of the probabili ty of leaving

unemployment. This transition probability, in

turn, equals the surn of (i) the job-finding prob

ability (Pue) and (ii) the labor force exit prob

ability (Pun). Data are available for the U.S. to

make such a decomposition possible. These are pre

sented in Figure 3. 1

The figure reveals that the probability of leaving

the labor force conditionai upon being unem

ployed - is only slightly lower than the probabil

ity of entering employment, which no doubt indicat

es that a comprehensive explanation of the dura

tion of unemployment should take account of parti

cipation behavior. The development of the two

curves is, however, strikingly similar. This is

l Unpublished
above.

CPS data mentioned in footnote
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Figure 3. Components of U.S. unemployment outflow.

Yearly averages of monthly transition

rates.
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somewhat surprising since it could

that the probability of leaving the

would be high when the probability

employment is low.

be expected

labor force

of entering

The decomposi tion of the unemployment rate into an

inflow and a duration component is, of course, not

the only one which is possible. It might be argued

that a more welfare-relevant decomposition should

take account of the number of individuals who are

hit by unemployment and the total length of unem

pl0l~~~i:._..p~.E_~ne~oyed individual. Such a decom

position is possible by using information from the

retrospective labor force surveys about the number

of individuals who have been unemployed any time

during a year. l

The following relationship holds:

52 - U

where

N - W (2 )

U the average stock of unemployed during a year,

N the number of people who have been unemployed

any time during a year,

W the average number of unemployment weeks per

unemployed·individual and year.

What expression (2) says is that 52-U weeks of

unemployment during a year are distributed arnong N

persons who are unemployed W weeks each on average.

l These retrospective surveys are performed in the
beginning of each year in both countries. Swedish
data are published by the National Labor Market
Board and the U. S. figures are from various issues
of Monthly Labor Review.
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The latter component, in turn, can be decomposed

further, since the W weeks of unemployment is the

result of a certain number of unemp10yment spelis

(S) and the average duration of the spe11s (D).

Making this decomposition and dividing U and N by

the labor force, L, we obtain:

52 - u
N _ W
L

N _ S - D
L

(3 )

These components are presented in Figures 4 and S,

respectively. l In the Swedish case it now appears

that most of the cyclical fluctuations of unemploy-

ment can be attributed to the number of persons

who are hit by un'employment (N/L) • The fluctua-

tions of the total length of unemployment (W) are

much smaller since S and D counteract each other.

In the U.S. case, the data reveal that both compo

nents (N/L and W) have a marked cyclical pattern.

Summarizing this empirical analysis the character

istic country-differences should be observed. The

basic message includes the following points.

l Here we combine two types of unemployment data,
namely the retrospective data and the regular month
ly survey data. These might be inconsistent. How
ever, the inconsistency is almost negligible in the
Swedish case (Björklund (1979), p.19). A crude test
by Morgenstern and Barrett (1974) indicates that
the inconsistency might be more important for the
U.S. However, as long as the inconsistency over
time is constant only the levels of the components
are affected whereas the development is unaffected.
The relation between (l) and (3) is clear by noting
that S equals (52-F/N) where F is the weekly inflow
of spelis of unemployment. Actually, S can be lower
than one since 52 -F is the number of spells which
have been started during the year whereas some of
the N persons might have become unemployed during
the preceding year (see Björklund, 1979, Appendix
3, for a more detailed analysis).
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Figure 4. The 'percentage of workers with unemplQ~=

ment experiences during a year (N/L) and

rates of unemployment (U)i Sweden and

the U.S.
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Figure SA. The average number of yearly unemploy

ment weeks per worker with unemployrnent

experiences during a year (W)i 8weden

and the U.S.
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(i) The much higher U. s. unemp10yment rate

cannot be attributed to longer duration of

unemp10yment spe11s. In fact, .we find that

U.S.-Swedish duration-differentials are

fair1y small (less than 2 weeks on average

for the period 1968-76).1

(ii) Taking account of the frequency of unemploy

ment spelis (for unemp10yed workers ) we ob

serve, furthermore, alarger number of

(year1y) unemp10yment weeks for an average

U. S. unemp10yed. The U. S. "unemp10yment

burdentl, so defined, has amounted to 15-.16

weeks for the period 1966-77 whereas the

corresponding Swedish figures have been 12

13 weeks.

(iii) The higher U. S. unemp10yment rate is to an

important degree associated with higher U.S.

probabi1ities of being hi t by unemp10yment.

The relative number of persons with unemploy

ment experiences is approximate1y twice as

high in the U.S.

l The we11-informed reader may wonder how our re
Bults are re1ated to an ear1ier controversy on
these issues. (See the discussion in AER by F1anag
an, 1973, Barrett, . 1975 and 1977, and Axelsson,
Holmlund and Löfgren, 1977). Abasic difference
between our computations and those presented in
the AER-papers mentioned is that we use the best
data sources available, data which, moreover, are
comparab1e (see footnote 2, p.186). Our analysis
is also more detailed w.r.t. decompositions of the
unemp10yment rate. The resul ts presented here are
qualitative1y consistent with Barrett's observa
tion concerning duration differentials, although
they basically confirm the point made by Flanagan
and AHL: these differences are fairly neg1igible.
This conclusion is given additional strength by an
analysis presented in Björklund (1979, Appendix
2), indicating that Swedish unemp10yment durations
in 1972 and 1973 rnight be 10wer than the figures
obtained from the method used here.
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An additional interesting observation, finally,

regards the sources of cyclical unemployment fluc

tuations. We have seen that Swedish unernployment

duration can account for most of these variations;

the unemployment inflow rate displays a signifi

cant negative trend but only irregular cyclical

patterns. The U.S. inflow, on the other hand, is

closely related to fluctuations in the unemp1oy

ment rate: variations in the latter are reinforced

by similar developments of inflow and unernployment

duration.

It is far beyond the scope of this paper to assess

the welfare implications of the inter-country dif

ferentials w.r.t. the structure and fluctuations

of unemployment. The high U.S. inflow rate is,

probably, to an important degree attributable to

the frequency of layoffs. This will also briefly

be touched upon in the concluding section of the

paper. Next, however, we turn to possible explana

tions of the cyclical fluctuations of unemploy

ment. This analysis will focus on the duration of

spelis of unemployment and a simple job search

model will be used as our theoretical framework •

We are of course aware of the fact that other

characteristics of unemployment, such as fluctua

tians in unemployment inflow and the number of

spelis per unernployed, are not easily expla~ned by

avai1able versions of job search theory.
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3. DETERMINANTS OF UNEMPLOYMENT DURATION

FLUCTUATIONS: THE SEARCH-THEORETIC VIEW

Consider the behavior of an unemployed worker ac

cording to the standard search model. His problem

is to choose an acceptance wage which assures him

an income greater than what he might have received

by continued search. The decision is affected by

the perceived location of the wage offer distribu

tion. If a monetary contraction produees a left

ward shift of the wage offer distribution - or a

lower rate of wage inflation this change in

general market conditions is assumed to be imper

feetly detected by job seekers, who mistakenly

blame loeal cireumstances rather than changes in

aggregate demand. Unemployed workers will search

for a longer time eausing the 1ength of spe1ls of

unemployment to rise.

A common assumption in standard search models is

that the number of job offers received per period

equals one. The probabili ty of leaving unemploy

ment - the transition probability - is then solely

determined by the job seeker's offer-acceptance

probability. The simplifying job offer assumption

is, however, not inherent in search theory per se;

by a modest generalization the case wi th arandorn

nurnber of job offers is easily incorporated into

the basic search theoretic framework. Consider the

inwhich

equals the

the transi tion

the job offer

probabilityl we

Decomposing

job-seeker's transition probability,

the absence of labor force exits

hiring probability.

probability into two components,

probability and the acceptance

have

l Note that the job offer probability is the prod
uct of the probabi1ity of finding a vacancy and
the probability of being offered a job, condi
tionai upon having found one.
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o ( 0 ( l (4 )

where w* is the reservation wage and F(-) the

distribution function of wage offers. If the

transi tion probabili ty is constant during search,

the expected duration of unemployment (D) is

D l/P = l/e[l-F(w*)] ( 5 )

Which are then the characteristics of an optimal

search policy? In the simple case of infinite time

horizon and discount rate r, the optimal policy

implies a certain time invariant reservation wage

obtained as the solution to

c + w* o j (w-w.)f(w)dw
r w*

(6)

where c is the (constant) marginal search cost and

f (-) the known densi ty function of wage offers.

Eq. (6) implies that the reservation wage declines

as the job offer probability decreases. Likewise,

a known leftward shift of the wage offer distribu

tion will also reduce the reservation wage.

We have so far briefly outlined the basic search

story, strictly valid only in a stationary world.

Now consider the possibility of fluctuations in

aggregate demand, influencing the job-seeker's

transition probability via the job offer probabil

ity (more vacancies) and/or via imperfect reserva

tion wage adjustments. Three different effects may

be identified:

( i) The pure availabili ty effect: An increasing

number of vacancies means a higher job offer
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probability, thereby redueing the duration

of unemployrnent.

(ii) The supply effeet: A permanent inerease of

the job offer probability will inerease the

expeeted returns from seareh, thus inereas

ing the worker I s reservation wage. It fol

lows that the unemployment effeet of a

rising number of vacancies is ambiguous ~

priori.

(iii) The detection-lag effect: Changes in aggre

gate demand will affeet the location of the

wage offer distribution. Assuming a lag in

the diseernment of a rising rate of infla

tion, reservation wages will be unaffected

in the short run, implying a rising flow of

new hires from the pool of unemployed.

Summarizing these three effects we have:

p 8(V)A(V,W/we )
+ +

(7 )

where V is the number of vacancies, A the accept

anee probabili ty, w the aetual average wage and

we the expected average wage.

We would argue that Eq. (7) represents the kernel

of the search theory of ey<?lical unemployment. The

standard search mode1 outlined does re1y on same

very restrietive assurnptions, e.g., a stationary

wage offer distribution, fixed 1eisure time and a

eonstant job offer probability. More comp1ex

search models, e.g., those of Siven (1979) and

Seater (1977, 1978, 1979) are, however, fair1y con-
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sistent with the simple search model in their

emphasis on unexpected inflation and vacancy con

tacts. We are suppressing other plausible determi

nants of unemployment duration, e.g. I variations

in unemployment compensation and the discount

·rate.

4. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

4.1 The Basic Model

A straightforward method of investigating the va

liditY of the detection-lag hypothesis is to spec

ifY -explicit transition probåbility equations with

:vacancies and unexpected wage increases as expla

natory variables,l i.e., represent Eq.(7) above by

a sui table functional form. 2 The basic specifica

tion used will be: 3

(8)

The obtained a
2
-estimate reflects the net result

of the positive availability effect and the nega

tive supply effecti intuition and some theoretical

predictions suggest that a
2

(the net availability

effect) will have a positive sign. 4

l We have also excluded price changes
deration. For a discussion of this
Björklund and Holmlund (1981).

from consi
issue see

2 For a different approach, see Barron (1975), and
Axelsson and Löfgren (1977).

3 Logit models have also been tried with qualita
tively similar results.

4 Feinberg (1977).
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The main problem wi th the approach chosen is, ·of

course, that it requires an analysis of perceived

as weIl as actual wages. Since no direct data

about expected wages or wage-changes are available

same model of the formation of expectations must

be used. Our approach has been to try three differ

ent models in order to investigate how robust the

information-lag hypothesis is wi th respect to the

different specifications~ Two of the applied fore

casting functions are consistent with the idea

that workers learn from past errors, reestimating

the parameters of their forecasting equations when

~ore information is obtained.

The first model postulates adaptive expectations

and assumes that expectations are formed according

to a finite distributed lag of past wage changes,

i.e., with quarter1y data (which is used for

Sweden) :

e
4wt
1: 1.

wt - i (9a)
wt - 4 i=l 1. wt - 4 - i

·where

4 1
1: 1. 1: (S-i) 1 (9b)

i=1 1. 10 i=l

and with month1y data (which is used for the U.S.)

where

(lOa)

12
E

i=l
1.

1.

l 12
78 E (13-i) :: l

i=1
(lOb)
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Models like these - where the sum of the weights

has been constrained to one - are often used in

empirical work even though it has been pointed out

that the theoretical basis is quite weak (see,

e.g., Persson (1979), where it is shown that the

sum should equal one only in very special cases if

the forecast is to be optimal).

Even though the simplicity of the adaptive model

is appealing it could be argued that individuals

have some knowledge about historical regularities

of wage changes, and that they use this informa

tion when forming their expectations. One possible

way to represent these regulari ties is to apply a

time-series approach. The assumption is that

people have in their mind an auto-regressive mov

~ average-process (ARMA) which is generating

forecasts from period to period. Both the speci

fication and the parameters of this process are,

however, likely to be revised when people receive

more information about wage-changes. The process

was therefore reestimated each period and reidenti

fied each fourth period (with quarterly data) and

each twelfth period (with monthly data).l

Finally, it could be argued that workers are still

more rationai than using information only from an

ARMA process of wage changes. They might even have

in mind an empirical model incorporating different

economic variables. An unemployed worker forming

his expectations may, e.g., use a wage-equation of

the Phillips curve type. We have therefore also

estimated such wage-equations, reestimating thern

each fourth period and with data from the last

l More detailed information on these excercises
are given in Björklund and Holmlund (1981).
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five years. On the whole the estimated equations

performed reasonably weIl for Sweden according to

standard statistical criteria, but were less suc

cessful for U.S.

In the following sections we report resul ts only

for adaptive expectations (Sweden) and ARMA ex

pectations (U.S). More detailed results are given

in Björklund and Holmiund (1981).

4.2 The Data

Swedish ·transition probabilities have been esti

mated as follows. The rotating system of the Swed

ish Labor 'Force Surveys is constructed· so that

almost 90% of those who are interviewed in one

survey are interviewed again

whereas different individuals

three months later,

are interviewed in

two subsequent months. This property of the sur

veys can be used to compute quarterly transi tion

probabilities.

Denoting the number of unemployed for at least a

weeks but less than b weeks at time t by G~,b and

the weekly inflow into unemployment by f we . can

describe the estimates as follows.

G14 ,27
t+13

G27 ,39
t+13

12 .
f L: (l-Pl)l.

i=O

G14,27(1_P )13
t 3

(11)

(12)

(13)
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Three transi tion probabili ties are obtained - P l '

P2 and P3 - which can be regarded as conditional

upon the length of the spell of unemployment. By

using avai1able data on f and G we obtain PI from

(l-P )13 -l
lu-p )-1l .

whereas P2 and P
3

are calculated as

(

14,27) 1/13
l _ Gt+l~_

G1 ,14
t

(

27,39) 1/13
l _ Gt +13

G14 ,27
t

(14)

(15)

(16)

The Swedish vacancy statistics are from labor

market statistics, published by the National Labor

Market Board. Quarterly wage data are obtained

from the labor market issues of Statistical Re

ports, published by the Swedish Bureau of Statis

tics • All data used refer to manufacturing indus

try.

The U.S transition probabilities are of two kinds.

In the first place, we used the method proposed by

Barron (1975). The essential idea is the same as

above, namely to compare the number of people in

one week who have been unemployed less than five

weeks wi th the number of people four weeks later

who have been unemployed five to eight weeks. The

difference consists of people who have left the

pool of unemployed. The duration data reported in
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Employment and Earnings are grouped in the clas.ses

1-4 weeks, 5-14 weeks, etc., which requires a

slight modification of the method outlined above;

for details, see Barron (1975). The other type of

data used is described below (Section 4.5).

The U. S wage da ta are average hourly earnings in

rnanufacturing industry, reported in Employment and

Earnings. As vacancy data for the period 1965-75

we used the Help-wanted advertising index (IfWA)

published in Main Econornic Indicators (OECD). For

the period 1969.4-1973.10 rnanufacturing ·vacancies

(Vm) according to establishment data were also

tried (Ernployment and Earnings)~ the latter series

are available only for (approximate1y) this

period.

4.3 Ernpirica1 Results - Sweden

The results from the estimations on Swedis'h data

are presented in Table 1 below. The estimation

method is weighted-least-squares. l We observe, in

the first place, that the detection-lag variable

is signi ficant both for the short-term unemployed

(1-13 weeks) and for the medium-term unemployed

(14-26 weeks). These results hold for all models

of expectations. For the long-term unemployed, on

the other hand, no significant detection-lag

effect is revealedi the coefficient even has the

wrong sign.

The job availabi1ity variable (V) is significant1y

positive in ·all regressions, even for the 10ng-

l Derivations of the weights are avai1ab1e on re
quest.
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Table l. Transition probability equations

for Sweden---_._--
Quarter1y data 1968.1-1977.3

---------
Adaptive V w/we R2 DW
expectations

Short-term
unemp10yed (PI)

(1 ) 0.81 10.30 0.60 1.75
(4.29) (4.10)

(2 ) 1.11 0.42 1.57
(5.36)

(3 ) 14.51 0.41 1.05
.' (5.18)

Medium-term
unemployed (P2)

(4) 0.34 1.97 0.33 2.27
(3.24) (1.69)

(5 ) 0.41 0.30 2.29
(4.11)

(6 ) 3.42 0.16 1.84
(2.83)

Long-term
unemployed (P3)

(7 ) 0.39 -3.35 0.09 2.16
(2.19) (-1.57)

(8) 0.31 0.05 2.28
(1.78)

(9 ) -1.99 0.004 2.03
(-0.93)__________a_
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term unemployed. Dropping this variable produces

in most cases a marked deerease in the DW val ue,

indicating the presenee of specification errors.

What are the economic interpretations of the dif

ferent results for the three groups of unemployed?

No straightforward answer is available, partly be

cause the "hypothesis-testing includes a joint

test of the underlying model and the expectations

generating mechanism." 1 The absence of any signifi

cant detection-lag effect for the long-term unem

ployed may have at least two explanations: the

expeetations model might be inappropriate and/or

the variable reservation wage hypothesis could be

erroneous. There are arguments in favor of both

these interpretations. In the first place, it

makes sense to hypothesize that the long-term unem

ployed (more than six months in our data) are

better informed about the actual wage offer dis

tribution, simply beeause they have experienced a

longer period of "learning" through full time job

search. This argument implies that the parameters

of the foreeasting funetion might differ aeross

workers with different unemployment histories.

The seeond interpretation stated above (the possi

ble unrealism of the variable reservation wage

hypothesis) may be elucidated by recalling some

familiar resul ts from search theory. The reserva

tion wage of a job-seeker wi th a fini te search

horizon will, under some stationary conditions,

fall with the duration of unemp1oyment, a theoreti-

eal prediction which has been given empirieal sup

port. 2 Eventually the reservation wage will coin-

Santomero and Seater (1978), p.525.

2 See Gronau (1971), Kasper (1967), and Kiefer and
Neumann (1979).
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cide with the minimum value of the wage offer

distribution, implying an acceptance probability

equal to one. In that extreme case all job offers

are accepted and there is no detection-lag effect.

Both of the hypotheses outlined are consistent

with the results obtained. Intuition would suggest

that both of the mechanisms are in operation to

some extent, reinforcing each other and thereby

producing the observed results.

Since both the (net) availability effect and the

detection-lag effect are significant, it is impor

tant to discover the relative importance of these

variables as determinants of the cyclical varia

tions of the duration of unemployment. To find out

this we must take the size of the parameters as

weIl as the variation of the independent variables

into account. The question might be illuminated by

comparing the predicted transition probabilities

using estimates from regressions in the table

(17)

with the transition probabilities obtained when

inflation is perfectly foreseen (wt = w:)

a •l
(18)

Using the results from the adaptive model, Figure

7 below demonstrates the relative unimportance of

the detection-lag effect for the medium-term unem

played. Inflationary surprises produce, on the
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Figure 6. The effects of unexpected inflation 
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The effects of unexpected inflation 

medium-term unemployed in Sweden
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other hand, qui te important unemployment effects

for the short-term unemployed during the peak

years 1969-70 and 1974-75 (Figure 6). The main

part of the variation is, however, attributable to

the vacancy variable.

4.4 Ernpirical Results - United States

Turning now to the U.S. regressions (Table 2), the

dominant availability effect is even more pro

nounced than in the Swedish case. The vacancy

variables used are highly significant in all re

gressions whereas the detection-lag coefficient is

fairly sensitive with respect to the choice of

expectations model and estimation period. A signi

ficant detection-lag effect is obtained only by

app1ying an ARMA-expectations-generating mecha

nism for the period 1969.4- 1973.10. These resu1ts
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Table 2. Transition probabi1ity equations for the U.S.

Monthly data 1969.4-1973.10 and 1965.2-1975.12,
respectively.

ARMA HWA Vm w/we TIME R 2 DW p
expecta-
tions

1969.4-
1973.10

l 0.23 2.57 -0.0007 0.74 1.15
(11.27) (2.07) (-1.54)

2 0.20 1.96 -0.0002 n.a. 2.03 0.30
(8.63) (1.98) (-0.40)

3 0.24 2.48 0.73 1.10
(11.92) (1.98)

4 0.20 1.93 n.a. 2.04 0.31
(8.81) (1.98)

5 0.24 0.71 1.12
(11.64)

6 0.20 n.a. 2.04 0.30
(8.68)

7 3.03 -0.0021 0.10 0.36
(1.31) (-2.49)

8 0.49 2.48 -0.0030 0.73 1.17
(11.23) (2.00) (-6.44)

9 0.44 1.81 -0.0022 n.a. 1.99 0.30
(8.36) (1.80) (-3.96)

10 0.44 2.23 0.53 0.65
(7.71) (1.34)

1965.2-
1975.12

11 0.52 -0.37 -0.0026 0.83 1.33
(16.7). (-0.50) (-19.19)

12 0.53 -0.07 -0.0025 n.a. 2.04 0.35
(11.37) (-0.10) (-13.01)

13 0.49 3.45 0.35 0.41
(8.03) (2.48)

14 -0.09 -0.0025 0.46 0.44
(-0.07) (-10.31)._0_.____________________.__________

Note: p is the first-order autocorrelation coefficient
obtained by using the Cochrane-Orcutt's method.
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are independent of the choice of vacancy variable.

Exclusion of the latter also gives rise to a

strong decline in the DW statistic, indicating

specification errors. When the estimation period

is extended' (1965.2-1975.12), the significance of

unexpected inflation disappears. 1 It should also

be noted that a negative and significant trend

coefficient is obtained .when HWA is used as vacan

cy variable.

The main conclu~ion from these excercises on U.S.

data is that the job availability variables are

the dominant determinants of the cyclica1 fluctua

tions of unemployrnent duration. We cannot, how

ever, rule out the possibility of some detection

lag effects in operation, at least during certain

time periods and .~specially - if expectations

are formed according to an ARMA process rather

than adaptively.

4.5 Hiring Probabilities Versus Labor Force Exit

Probabilities

In all estimations pre.sented so far we have used

the probability of leaving unemployment as the

dependent var~ab~e.• Clearly, the detection-lag. hy

pothesis is relevant for the job finding probabil

i ty but has ·11ttle to say about labor force exits.

More decisive tests of the hypothesis should there

fore focus explicitly on transitions from u~employ

ment to ~mploymerit. Fortunately~ such data are

available for the U.S. The monthly. current, popula-

l The coefficient for w/we is significant in Eq.
(13) but the DW-value indicates that the t-ratio
shou1d not be taken seriously.
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tion survey (CPS) uses a rotation system, imp1ying

that the major part of the sample is common from

one month to the next. Hence, i t is possible to

compare labor force status month t wi th that in

month t-l and calculate various transition rates

of interest. 1 Pue, e.g., would then represent the

proportion of unemployed workers last month who

were employed this month. Estimation resul ts for

the group 16-59 years are set out in Table 3: 2

ARMA expectations have been postulated and the

functional form is log-linear.

Consider first the hiring probability, Pue. The

basic finding is that vacancies and time explain

most of the variation, whereas unexpected infla

tion plays a negligible role. These resul ts are,

obviously, perfectly consistent wi th our earlier

findings for ·the U.S. Consider, next, the exit

probability, Pun. A remarkable result is the

strong positive vacancy elasticity obtained i the

pro-cyclical behavior of exit probabilities is

even more pronounced than the corresponding pat

tern for hiring probabilities1 3 The negative

trend-coefficients in the equations for Pue and

Pun, respectively, indicate that the duration of

unemployment have been increasing over the sample

period.

l The idea is the same as the one presented in
Section 4.2 but these transition probabilities
have been camputed from data on identical individ
uals.

2 Estimates of the intercept and Il seasonals are
not presented.

3 Exit-behavior of this type is alsa observed by
Ralph Smith (1977).
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The striking pro~cyc~ical exit rates are also ob

served for demographic groups , as revea1ed by es

timation results in Appendix 1 and the summary in

Table 4. Two interesting age-patterns can be ob

served: First" 'hiring probabilities for the prime

age group (25-59) display weaker cyclical sensitiv

i ty than hiring probabili ties for young workers •

Vacancy ela9ticities for exit probabilities, on

the other hand, are increasing with age, being

especially large for prime-age males.

Can the pro-cycl~.cal exit pattern be given intel

ligible explanatio'ns? Two alternative interpreta

tions might be ~ormulated in terms of (i) aggrega

tion effects and., (ii) expected utili ty-maximizing

job search behavior. The aggregation hypothesis,

suggested by Ralph Smith (1977), assumes systema

tic eyelical. patterns of the composi tion of the

unemployed, even within the demographic groups.

The idea is that those unemployed in a tight labor

market are more likely to be workers wi th some

particula~ly adverse characteristics, possibly as

sociated with higher propensity to drop out.

Hence, the group exit probability may display a

pro-cyclical pattern even if there is no such

individual behavior.

The other hypothesis suggested requires a slight

modification of the basic job search model - or

the basic theory of labor supply. Consider a non

employed worker who is contempiating job search

and who attempts to maximize expected utility,

where utility depends ,positively on consumption

and leisure. Assume, furthermore, that the worker

can affect his job offer probability via his

search intensi ty, e. g. I the fraction of available
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Table 3. Determinants of the probability of transitions

to ernployment and not-in-the-labor force,
respectively. Monthly data 1967.7-1975.12.

HWA w/we
TIME R 2 DW

Dependent
variable

Pue 0.389 0.64 0.84
(6.272)

Pue 0.384 1.832 0.65 0.88
(6.180) (1.079)

Pue 0.284 0.562 -0.003 0.88 2.34
(7.574) (0.557) (-12.82)

Pun 0.775 0.54 0.28
(9.109)

Pun 0.772 1.264 0.54 0.29
(9.007) (0.540)

Pun 0.617 . -0.004 0.92 1 • 51
(16.76) (-20.'28)

Pun 0.618 -0.702 -0.004 0.92 1 • 51
(16.73) (-0.707) (-20.19)

Pue+Pun 0.438 -0.057 -0.003 0.93 2.04
(16.73) (-0.081) (-22.97)

._---~-_.__._---_._---...- .._----- ---

Table 4. Transition probability elasticities w.r.t. job
vacancies - results for demogr~phic_SEouP~

White males White females Non-white males Non-white
females

Pue Pun Pue Pun Pue Pun Pue Pun

-19 0.48 0.30 0.18 0.21 0.86 -0.09 -0.37 -0.22
(7.44) 3.96) (1.85) (2.85) (4.75) (-0.60) (-1.58) (-1.70)

-24 0.73 0.35 0.91 0.36 0.52 0.21 0.54 0.48
(8.23) (2.65) (9.63) (3.80) (2.06) (0.69) (2.23) (3.29)

-59 0.18 1.57 -0.002 0.67 0.05 1.22 -0.02 0.45
(3.01) (13.41) (-0.03) (11.95) (0.39) (4.68) (-0.10) (4.19)
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time devoted to job search. A worker in thi s set

ting will face an important .. investment problem",

since by" sacri ficing current leisure (and perhaps

paying monetary search costs) he can enhance his

future utility.

How will changed labor market conditions then

affect the worker' s behavior? An increase in the

number of vacancies may be interpreted in terms of

a shift of the worker's job-offer production func

tiön, simultaneously raising marginal and average

productivity. More vqcancies, therefore, will in

crease the marginal return to job search and in

crease the job otfer probability at a given search

intensity.

Will the worker increase his search in response to

the more favorable labor market condi tions? Not

necessarily, since there is an II income effect II in

operation..; t"he worker is better off and will most

likely increase his demand for leisure, assuming

the latter to be a normal good. This effect may

decrease (planned) hours worked ,and/or job search.

Stated differently, the worker can decrease job

search but expect to receive the same wage rate.

This effect may offset the lIown-substitution

effect", associated with the higher return to job

search at the margin. The net effect on, search is

ambiguous a priori.

What relevance has all this for the observed pro

cyclical exi t-behavior? Our point is the follow

ing: I f job search among non- employed workers is

decreasing when the labor market tightens ...:. which

is qui te possible, as outlined above - this will

probably in a number of cases be registered as
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labor force exits. The reason is that CPS requires

people to search actively in order to classifyas

unemployed. The borderlines between unemployment

and not-in-the-labor force are not very sharp and

we may also consider methods of job search not

captured by CPS.

The suggested search-hypothesis is admittedly a

tentative one. There is, however, some interesting

additional evidence available. Given that job

search decreases with a tighter labor market, this

would also imply a lower probabili ty of unemploy

ment entry from the not-in-the labOr force state;

the transition probability Pnu would display a

contra-cyclical behavior, opposite to the exit

probability Pun. When job openings are more readi

ly available, 'jobless workers registered as

being outside the labor force - may reduce their

search, knowing that they probably will find job

offers anyhow.

In fact, this hypothesis appears to be consistent

with observed. behavior. The probability of unem

ployment entry, conditional on being outside the

labor force last month, displays a contra-cyclica1

pattern in the U.S. The transition probability

equations estimated by Ralph Smith for the Urban

Institute simulation modell reveal (i) that the

probabi1ity of labor force entry is unaffected by

rnarket . tightness whereas (ii) the . probabi1ity of

"successful entry", Pne, is varying pro-cyclical

ly. Clear1y,' these findings imply that "unsuccess

ful entries", Pnu, are displaying contra-cyclical

variations.

l Smith (1977).
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In job search literature there has been a tendency

to overlook the importance of vacancy contacts as

determinants of the duration of unemp10yment I the

emphasis instead being placed on inflationary sur

prises. This (mis)use of the search story does not

necessarily follow from the logic of the theorY7

most search models do recognize the significance

of the stream of job offers. The popularity of the

detection-lag view is, probably, its ability to

provide a reasonable interpretation of the short

run Phillips curve. The transmission mechanism of

aggregate demand policies is explicated in a

fairly simple way: an increase in the money growth

rate will increase inflation thereby fooling the

acceptance decisions of job seekers.

In this paper we have demonstrated that this view

has some empirical validity, at' least for the

short-term unemployed and for alabor market like

Sweden I s. But we have also shown that unexpected

inflation can explain only a small part of the

aritual fluctuations in unemployment duration.

The elementary search model - where variations in

the job offer probability are disregarded is

then clearly inadequate as an explanation of the

short-run Phillips curve. Our results alsa rule

out one of the mechanisms which imply a vertical

long-run Phillips curve7 the natural rate theory

must of course be valid if the detection-lag hypo

thesis is a sufficient explanation of cyclical

changes in unemployment. The results are thus more

in accordance wi th the "mainline" view of infla

tion and unemployment, stressing that aggregate
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demand influences employment and unemployment via

the relaxation of. jeb rationing constraints rather

than via misperceptions of relative wages. It is

possible that unanticipated price inflation may be

of some importance even wi thin the lat ter frame

work - as a determinant of the flow of vacancies

into the labor market. We are, however, unaware of

solid theoretical work on that issue.

Finally, let us offer some comments on the observ

ed differences between the Swedish and the U.S.

labor market. Sweden has a highly unionized labor

market and wage bargaining at the national level

gives rise to relatively uniform and long-term

wage contracts. One would be inclined to expect

that this institutional setting would produce fast

dissemination 'of information about wages in gen

eral, thus reducing the importance of information

lag effects. The less unionized U. S. labor market

is probably more resembling the familiar Phelpsian

IIisland parable ll1 than the Swedish is and the

scope for temporary wage misperceptions would

there fore be greater. In fact, we find the oppo

site. Why? Let us focus on one additional signifi

cant difference between laber market functioning

in Sweden and the U.S. - the importance of tempora

ry layoffs. Temporary layoffs constitute as

Martin Fe1dstein has pointed out 2 - an important

source of U. S. unemployment. The U. S. manufactur

ing iayoff rate has varied between 10 and 20 per

cent (of the number of emp~oyed workers) per year

'whereas the corresponding Swedish figures are 2-4

percent. The major part (60-70 percent) of the

Phelps (1971).

2 See Feldstein (1975).
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U.S. layoffs are temporary, implying that mo~t

workers are ul timately rehired by the same em

ployer. Temporary layo.ffs in Sweden are, on the

other hand, very unusual. Unemployed workers on

temporary layoff accounted for 2-3 percent of Swed

ish unemployment during the period 1975-1978. The

corresponding U.S. figures seem to have fluctuated

between 10 and 20 percent • l Feldstein' s view of

those laid off as "wai ting" rather than II search

ing" has been- questioned on empirical grounds. 2

The Feldstein hypothesis might, however, be consid

ered as modestly corroborated by our resul ts: one

interesting interpretation of our revealed U. S.

Sweden differences would be that the extent and

intensi ty of job search among the unemployed is

lower in the U. S. If unemployed workers on layoff

act as if they will be recalled - and therefore

abstain from search - there is Ii t tIe scope for

detection-lag effects of the traditional type.

A laid off worker "has a job" in some sense i he is

attached to a particular firm and expects to be

recalled by his employer. He is probably also weIl

inforrned about wage changes in his firrn. How would

a n0t:'l-seeking unernployed worker on layoff respond

to unexpected general wage inflation? He wouid,

most likely-,_ be less inclined to search, thereby

reacting similarly to his employed fellows i a fa~

l For Sweden, see the labor force survey (AKU).
Feldstein's (1975) figures irnply that 18 percent
of those unemployed in March 1974 were on tempora
rylayoff. The corresponding figure for March 1978
is Il percent (Employment and Earnings). Note also
that temporary layöffs--[n-generäl-are very short
in duration. Thus their fraction of spelis of
unernployment is even higher.

2 See the paper by Bradshaw and Scholl (1976) and
the following discussion in the Brooking Paper.
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miliar implication of search theory is that quit.s

will decrease - via lower propensity to search 

as a response to unexpected wage increases. Clear

ly, ternporary layoffs represent a middle state

between ernployrnent and unemployrnent. Economic

theories designed to explain individual behavior

in the polar cases are less suitable when applied

to the middle state.

The structural characteristics of the labor rnar

kets of the two countries are also - probably to

an important degree - related to the frequency of

layoffs. We h'ave found that the average duration

of completed spelis of unemployment is somewhat

lower in the U. S., whereas the average number of

yearly unemployment weeks per unemployment-expe

rienced worker is higher in the U.S. The most

important source of observed unemployrnent differen

tials is, however, the different probabili ties of

being hi t by unemployment. The fraction of U. S.

workers with unernployment experiences during a

year has been 2-3 times as high as the correspond

ing Swedish figures. The 'frequent U. S. layoffs may

also to some ex tent account for the pro-cyclical

U.S. unemployment inflow.

The results presented in this paper also underline

the irnportance of participation behavior for unem

ployment duration. Clearly, the marked pro-cycli

cal fluctuations of exit probabilities are rein

forcing cyclical unemployment variations. Further

research on these issues should include an anal

ysis of the dynamics of participation behavior

at the lnicro level. Such investigations may also

be important for understanding the limitations in

herent in current labor force classification

scheInes •
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APPENDIX l

Table A. Trans!..tion I:robabi1~_~uationsfor

demographic gro~. Monthly U.S. data

1967.7-1975.12.

Dependent variable: Probability of transi
tion from unemployment to employment (Pue).

HWA TIME DW

WM 16:l.9

WM 2024

WM 2559

WF 16,19

WF 2024

WF 2559

NM 1619

NM 2024

NM 2559

NF 1619

NF 2024

NF 2559

0.477 -0.729 -0.002 0.82
(7.436) (-0.423) (-4.956)

0.726 1.039 -0.005 0.77
(8.225) (0.438) (-9.758)

0.175 -0.793 -0.003 0.75
(3.009) (-0.507) (-8.185)

0.176 1.700 -0.001 0.59
(1.851) (0.667) (-1.001)

0.914 -0.216 -0.007 0.81
(9.635) ·(-0.085) (-12.20)

-0.002 2.929 -0.001 0.64
(-0.035) (1.615) (-2.314)

0.862 3.904 -0.005 0.60
(4.752) (0.801) (-4.459)

0.519 -11.33 -0.006 0.37
(2.055) (-1.670) (-3.938)

0.048 0.263 -0.004 0.53
(0.385) (0.079) (-5.968)

-0.365 4.480 0.000 0.40
(-1.578) (0.720) (0.105)

0.542 2.412 -0.009 0.49
(2.226) (0.369) (-6.813)

-0.015 2.081 -0.005 0.46
(-0.097) (0.488) (-5.550)

1.97

l. 70

2.22

2.09

2.02

2.07

1.94

1.94

1.83

2.30

2.59

2.06

--------- ---
Note: WM 1619 = white males, age 16-19. WF = white fe
males, NM = non-white males, NF = non-white females.
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Table B. Transition probabi1ity equations for

de~og~~phic~roups. Month1y U~~Eata

1967.7-1975.12.

Dependent variable: Probability of
transition from unemployment to
not-in-the-labor force (Pun).

WM 1619

WM 2024

WM 2559

WF 1619

WF 2024

WF 2559

NM 1619

NM 2024

NM 2559

NF 1619

NF 2024

NF 2559

HWA

0.300
(3.960)

0.349
(2.645)

1.566
(13.41)

0.206
(2.851)

0.362
(3.799)

0.671
(11.95)

-0.088
(-0.597)

0.215
(0.691)

1.216
(4.684)

-0.224
(-1.700)

0.480
(2.290)

0.453
(4.194)

TIME

-0.005
(-11.22)

-0.003
(-3.563)

-0.005
(-7.146)

-0.003
(-8.180)

-0.004
(-7.650)

-0.006
(-18.07)

0.000
(0.100)

-0.002
(0.968)

-0.004
(-2.752)

0.003
(3.434)

-0.003
(-4.084)

-0.002
(-3.327)

0.80

0.30

0.79

0.68

0.58

0.88

0.34

0.10

0.39

0.30

0.38

0.35

DW

1.53

1.95

1.74

1.79

1.89

1.47

1.63

2.25

2.11

1.79

2.38

1.75
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BASIC DATA------

Sweden U.S.

u f D N/L W u f D N/L W

1965 1.2 0.22 5.4 4.5 16.2 14.4

1966 1.6 0.30 5.3 10.0 8.3 3.8 15.0 13.2

1967 2.1 0.26 8.0 9.1 12.0 3.8 15.0 13.2

1968 2.2 0.24 9.0 8.9 12.8 3.6 0.48 7.5 14.4 13.0

1969 1.9 0.27 7.1 7.8 12.6 3.5 0.47 7.5 14.5 12.6

1970 1.5 0.22 6.9 7.4 10.5 4.9 0.55 9.0 17.6 14.5

1971 2.5 0.22 11.6 10.2 12.7 5.9 0.61 9.6 18.8 16.3

1972 2.7 0.17 15.5 10.0 14.1 5.6 0.60 9.4 17.7 16.5

1973 2.5 0.17 14.6 10.0 12.9 4.9 0.56 8.8 16.3 15.6

1974 ·2.0 0.19 10.3 8.3 12.5 5.6 0.59 9.4 20.4 14.3

1975 1.6 0.15 10.7 6.1 13.7 8.5 0.75 11.3 22.8 19.3

1976 1.6 0.13 12.3 6.0 13.8 7.7 0.69 11.1 21.6 18.5

1977 1.8 0.14 12.7 6.5 14.3 7.0 19.9 18.3

1978 2.2 0.19 11.8 7.7 14.9 6.0
--_._----_._-----_._----------------

u the unernp10yrnent rate (% )

f the unemployment inflow rate (% )

D the average duration .of unernployrnent spelis (weeks)

N/L the fraction of the labor force with unemployment

experiences during the year (% )

W the number of yearly unemployment weeks per unemploy-

ment-experienced individual.
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The Structure and Dynamics of Unemployment:
Sweden and the United States

Comment

Edward M. Gramiich

This paper was extremely interesting , a nice combination of

some ski11fu1 use of modern techniques for ana1yzing unem

ployment and very provocative resu1ts.

Björklund and Holmlund (B&H) focus on the duration of unem

p10yment, or its inverse the exit probabi1ity, for the

United States and Sweden. They first show that:

a) Duration levels are about the same in both countries,

even though unemp10yment rates are higher in the United

States.

b) Duration provides all the cyc1ica1 variation for unem-

p10yment rates in Sweden and on1y some of it in the

United States, with the f10w into unemployment a1so

varying cyc1ica11y.

Then they get down to business and ana1yze the duration

figures more carefully. Using a genera1ized search model,

they can derive equations of the form

-~n D ~n P

where D is unemp10yment duration

p is the exit (from unemp1oyment) probabi1ity

V is job vacancies

W/We is the ratio of actua1 to expected wages, with

the latter defined as an autoregressive distributed

lag of various types.
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Basically, what happens is th~t a
3

comes out to be close to

zero in most cases (excepting only short term unemployment

in Sweden, where a is not zero but still explains relatively

little of the variation in P).

B&H don't give the full implication of this finding for Phil

lipn Curve research, so I will try to. Most economists agree

that Phillips Curves (relating money wage growth to unemploy

ment) are downward sloping in the short run and vertical in

the long rune The traditional explanation, Keynesian modi

fied to include adaptive inf1ationary expectations (MK),

runs something like the following. Rates of unemployment

serve as a proxy for excess aggregate labor demand, and show

how varying levels of excess demand cause varying rates of

wage change, along a downward sloping curve. Expected rates

of wage and price inflation are he1d constant along this

short run curve, but as they adjust to actua1 rates given

endogenous1y by he short run curve, the long run curve be

comes vertica1 if the coefficient of adaptive expectations

is unity. The key feature here is that unemployment is the

causal variable.

This view of Phillips Curves has been attacked vigorously by

the rationai expectations (RE) school, which has built on

earlier micro foundations and search theory work to exp1ain

the same facts. They view movements in unemployment around

the natural rate as being on1y transitory, caused by misper

ceptions of true real wages. When W/We > 1, workers will

think they have been moved along their labor supply curve,

they will supply more labor, and unemployment will be tempo

rarily low, with the situation continuing until they get

wise. As before, the unemp10yment cycle lasts until wage

observations and expectations coincide, but now the causal

variable is wage perceptions, not unemp1oyment.

The two theories can have different policy implications and

are certainly radically different ways of modelling labor
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market behavior. Hence it is surprising there has been so

little testing of their differing imp1ications. One can im

agine many such tests:

a) Within a Phillips Curve framework, one might use new tech

niques of identifying lagging and leading variables to find

the true causa1 force. I 'm not aware that this has been

done, though the RE devotees are now engaged in a systematic

attempt to do this for all equations in the macro system, so

perhaps it soon will be. I would like to see the tests a1so

made by people who are neutral in the dispute, however (if

there is anybody left who is still neutral).

b) Also within a Phillips Curve framework, one might disag

gregate the wage lag process. The wage lag term in a Phil

lips Curve exists in the RE model only because of mispercep

tions: prices and wages are supposed to clear quickly once

information lags have been exhaus'ted. But in the MI< model

there is also the possibili ty that wages will be slow to

adjust because of institutionai rigidities - long term wage

contracts and so forth. It does not seem impossi,ble to try

to distinguish these lags and make a diseriminating test.

c) Within a RE framework, one might test independently to

see if wage misperceptions do indeed raise cyclical unemp10y

ment. This is the unique contribution of B&H, and it seems

to me they pretty decisively reject the RE hypothesis. Wage

misperceptions might still affect flows into unemployment 

qui ts and layoffs - but apart from the short term Swedish

unemployment - they consistently do not affect duration in

either country. On the other hand, the job vacancy variable,

which can be fit into a search theory, RE type model but is

more characteristic of an MI< explanation for unemployment,

works extremely weIl. I would have to give round one to the

MI< 'fighter.

Let me first make one technical comment regarding this impor

tant result. B&H do actually present one U.S. equation, for
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the 1969-1973 period, where wage mispereeptions have a very

slight, though insignifieant, positive effeet. I would tend

to disregard this period beeause, for most of i t, the U. S.

had in effeet devices for legally-eontrolling wage move

ments. It is extremely tricky to model expeetations in such

a period, but also extreme1y clear that the usua1 ARMA tech

niques are inadequate. Henee, if I were they, I would omit

these observations, not run regressions for on1y those ob

servations. This comment, by the way, shows why we ean only

award round one to the MK fighter: if it were easy to model

expectations, economists wouldn't be so divided and confused

about their effects.

I would like also to comment on an important subsidiary

result found by B&H. They use the identity

p = p + p
ue un

(2)

to disaggregate unemployment exit probabilities into one

term explaining exit into employment (P ) and another exue
p1aining exit from the labor force (P ). They then use U.S.

un
data to run mode1 (1) with both P and P as dependentue un
variables. As we might now antieipate, the wage growth terms

are still either insignifieant or negative, again providing

evidenee against the RE Phillips Curve hypothesis. Also the

vaeaney terms again work weIl, but now too weIl. As they

should be, they are strong explainers of Pue • But as they

shouldn't they also explain P • Subsidiary tests in the
un

Appendix show that this result comes through aeross the

board for all whi te age and sex groups , and only doesn' t

work for non-whi te teenagers. Tha t 1t doesn' t work for non

white teenagers is reassuring - non-whites should enter, not

leave, the labor force when there are. more jobs. The puzzle

is why the effect does work for all other groups. Why does a

growth in vacancies cause unemployed workers to drop out of

the labor force?
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I should point out first that this finding by B&H is not

necessari1y inconsistent wi th the discouraged worker hypo

thesis - that the labor force rises when V rises - if move

ments from employment to not in the labor force exceed those

from unemp10yment to not in the labor force.

But even though the disco'uraged worker hypothesis may stil!

be alive and weIl, the result is nevertheless very surpris

inge B&H advance two tentative explanations for it, both of

which I find totally uneonvineing. The first is an aggrega

tion bias explanation - that P
un

rises with vacancies be

cause the on1y unemployed left are those who are exogenously

inclin~d to drop out. The reason this is unconvincing is

that B&H have estimated their equation with data from high

and low vacancy periods. Their argument might exp1ain why

the impaet of V on Pun eould be elose to zero when V is

high, but it wouid' certainly not explain a positive coeffi-

cient when V is low. They could test this explanation either

by splitting the sample into high and low V periods, or by

us~ng a longitudinal data bank to see if Pun varies with V

for the same individuals. Such tests ought to be made, and I

presume they would reject the explanation. If not, that is

if the impact on Pun is an aggregation phenomenon, then the

whole technique of running these sorts of regressions is

open to question, for one can generate almost any kind of

counter-intuitive explanation and justify it by aggregation

bias.

The second explanation is similarly unconvincing, focusing

on the income effect in a search model. If there is an

income effect, high levels of V make unemployed workers

better off, and they will use this gain in welfare to buy

more leisure time» or stop searching. While some of these

workers might search slightly fewer hours per worker, jus t

enough to be dropped from the labor force by the CPS, for

the most part this income effect makes no sense when talking
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about transition probabilities. What "rationa1 search" mode~

would have workers stop searching altogether , and drop out

of the 1abor force, as B&H find? To use a home1y ana10gy, I

know fishermen who will come in sooner when the fish are

bi ting, because they ca tch their 1imit. I don' t know any

fishermen who will not go fishing when the fish are biting,

because in their hearts they know they are better off.

Of course the harder job is to be constructive. As a discus

sant, it is easy to tear down somebody e1se's tentative

exp1anation: what is my own for the finding? The on1y one I

can come up with uses the recent Clark-Summers (1979) find

ing that some funny things happen when we try to analyze the

unemp1oyment-not in the 1abor force re1ationship too careful

ly. One of their main points is that unemp10yed workers

f10at into and out of the 1abor force for little apparent

reason, and it may simp1y be that even though the CPS clas

sifies these workers as Pun workers, they are rea1ly nothing

more than workers who have not yet exited the unemp10yment

status. Or: maybe they were truly not in the labor force all

along, and now are afraid to make even minimal attempts to

look for a job for fear they might find one. Whatever the

case, my own bet wou1d be that the key to the puzz1e lies in

a more thorough understanding of the CPS and its questioning

procedures, not in a more complete development of search

models to include income effects.

I should elose by saying that even though I did not appre

ciate the B&H tentative explanations for some bizarre find

ings, I still congratulate the authors for an important con

tribution in testing different explanations for the short

run Phillips Curve.
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Male-Female Lifetime Earnings Differentials
and Labor Force History

Siv Gustafsson

l. INTRODUCTION

Sweden has an international reputation for rela

tively high standards of equity between the sexes.

This reputation is justified formally by our

family legisiation. But is it justified as weIl by

achieved smaller earnings differentials? This

paper analyzes tlie effects of work experience and

other human capi tal variables on earnings for men

and women. Using these results, sex earnings dif

ferentials are calculated. Comparisons are then

made between the results for Sweden and resu1ts

fro~ earlier studies for the- U.S.

The human capital approach to income determination

has been implemented by means of an earnings func

tian which was deve10ped by Jacob Mincer (1974).

Studies on sex differentials in earnings using

this approach are~ e.g., Oaxaca (1973), and Mal

kiel and Malkiel (1973) and for Swedish data Gus

tafsson (1976). The earnings function was develo

ped for the case of an interrupted career in

Mincer and Polachek (1974) and has already been

applied to different sets of data with information

on work histories. (See Sandell and Shapiro,

1978; Mincer and Polachek, 1978; Corcoran

and Duncan, 1979; and Mincer and Ofek, 1980.)
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2. EFFECTS OF LABOR FORCE INTERRUPTIONS-----------------
ON FUTURE EARNINGS

Schooling and on the job training may be seen as

productive investments in human capital that in

crease the earnings capacity of the individual.

The general form of the lifetime earnings profile

for a continuous work history may be approximated

by the well known log-linear earnings function

developed by Mincer (1974):

where the logarithm of earnings (y) is

on schooling (s), experience (e) and

experience term (e 2 ).

(l)

regressed

a squared

Not all individuals work continuously in the labor

market but some drop out for various reasons,

.e.g., unemployment, health or child care.

There are three reasons why we may expect lower

earnings if the individual experiences labor force

interruptions. First, the opportunity to make post

school investments in earnings capacity by on-the

job-training is sacrificed. Second, there may be

depreciation of human capital due to nonuse be

cause a person may forget what was once learned or

because the accumulated ~uman capital becomes obso

lete. Third, expectations of lower labor force

participation imply fewer periods in which to col

lect returns. This may lead to low investment in

the preinterruption period.
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The work history of the individual is segmented

into periods of market activity e. and periods of
J

non-market activity hi:

K
L h. +

i=l 1.

1
1: e.

j=l J
(2 )

if there are K periods of horne time and 1 periods

of labor force experience.

A major determinant of the size of investment in

any particular period is the potential number of

years of working life in the future. If individ

uals who work continuously and individuals who

made labor force interr~ptions have an equal

number of years of potential remaining working

life until retirement there is a reason to believe

that the earnings profiles in the last continuous

period of work experience before retirement should

be parallel. l . As will be shown empirically later

this may be achieved by' letting the slope of the

earnings function depend on age and combining ( l )

and (2):

ln(y) ( 3 )

l In Mincer and Ofek (1980) one hypothesis which
may lead to more rapidly increasing earnings for
returning individuals is that the human capital
that was depreciated or became obsolete can be
fairly easily repaired to restore its previous
value.
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3. DATA AND VARIABLE DEFINITIONS

The data consist of a one in ten random sample of

white-co11ar workers in the private sector of Swed

en. The sample includes 32,287 individua1s of whorn

23,366 are men and 8,921 women.

The set of data was arranged by matching salary

statistics of 1974 on an individua1 basis with a

one in ten random sample of pension funds data for

the Swedish population. The pension funds data

make a time series of pension points "ATP II for

every year from 1960-74 (see Eriksen, 1973). The

salary statistics are collected jointly by the

Swedish Employers' Confederation (SAF) and the em

ployee organizations in the private' sector. Most

white-collar workers in the Swedish private

sector, industry, retail trade and services are

covered by this set of data.

For each individual there is the time series of

pension points IlATP" and cross sectional data for

1974 of monthly salary, education, hours of work

per week, occupation, industry branch,. size of the

company and geographical location1 •

l Occupation is recorded according to the IIposi
tion Classification System for Sa1aried Employ
ees", worked out in cooperation by the Emp10yer
and Emp10yee organizations. The c1assification
systern is a 4-digit system where the first 3
digits give an occupation. The first 3 digits thus
give the horizontal dimension distinguishing about
60 occupations. By' the first digit occupations are
grouped together in ten occupational fields. The
4th digit contains a vertical classification of
jobs into job levels of 7 different degrees of
difficulty.

Education is given by a 3-digit code, the Swedish
Educational Nornenclature (SUN). Although the SAF

cont.
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Work histories have been calculated from the time

series of ATP scores. l In the pension funds data

ATP points are calculated from annual earnings of

the individual and the "base amount" according to

the formula:

ATP

where y

b

annual earned income

"base amount".

(4)

An individual is defined to be a labor force parti

cipant if:

ATP > O

cont.

types of education shorter than Il years the code
comprises 200 different values in this set of
data. Education has been coded 000 in most cases
where employees have compulsory schooling because
SAF has not bothered to collect educational in
formation according to the SUN code on these
people.

l ATP means Allmänna ~illäggspensioneringen. The
scores of ATP-points are given by three digits in
the data. The ATP are real incomes because they
are deflated by the base amount (b) which is alter
ed discretionarily by Swedish authorities to take
account of price increases. The base amount is
used not only for calcul'ating the basis on which
old age pensions are paid but also for the current
income taxation and in the determination of mini
mum standards for wel fare. The ATP are truncated
from above at 6. 50 since incomes higher than 7. 5
times the base amount do not increase pensions
further above this leve!. It is also clear by the
defini tion of an ATP-point that i t is truncated
from below. The base amount, one b, in August 1974
was 8 500 Skr.
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This defini tion of labor force participation is
dependent on earnings, which means that alabor

force interruption must be a whole year in order

to be observed. One advantage of these data is

that they are recorded rather than calculated re

trospectively.

Years in which the individual is a labor force

participant according to definition (5) are de

fined as years of experience (e). Years in which

the individual is not a labor force participant

can be either years of school ing ( s) or years of

home time (h).

Years of schooling are separated from years of

experience by making use of two identities and

information on type of education completed and

age. l

The following identities are valid:

g + e + h - a

and

s :: g - 7,

(5 )

l The third digit in the Swedish Educational Nomen
clature (SUN) gives number of years of schooling
required to complete the education. This is· given
in seven steps which have been aggregated to' com
pulsory schooling (1-2), secondary schooling (3-4)
and university graduates (5-7). The quality of the
educational coding in the salary statistics does
not really admit distinguishing all the different
steps. This is particularly true of the shorter
educations. A majority of those not having a
longer education are coded O instead of l or 2.
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where g age at graduation from school, e

number of years of experience, h years of

schooling.

We have assumed that: 1 :

g 16 for compulsory schooling

g ( 19 for secondary schooling

g ( 25 for university schooling

(6)

If a person is young enough to have finished

school not more than 15 years ago there is full

knowledge of the labor force experience and nonex

perience per year since the. end of schooling. For

older women we focus on the effects of the last 15

years of actual experience on earnings.

The time series of ATP makes possible the calcula

tion not only of years of home time (h), but also

of the individual movements into and out of the

labor force during the 15 year period. A year (i)

of labor force entrance occurs if:

ATP i-l o and ATP . > O
J.

(7 )

and a year (j) of labor force exit occurs if:

l The weak inequalities have been chosen in order
to avoid counting as a year of schooling if it is
actually known by the data that a person has been
working. This may be observed for young persons
who finished school not more than 15 years ago.

An earlier attempt to put g = 24 for young female
university graduates resulted in a number of nega
tive observations on h. Allowing g to vary result
ed in a variation of s from a minimum of 9 years
to a maximum of 18 years and a mean of 15.3 years
for the young female university graduates.
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O (~ )

By computing the years of entrance by (7) and the

years of exi ts from the labor force by (8) i t is

possible to calculate the number of years spent in

and out of the labor force in different segments. l

The first segment of horne time (hl) is calculated

in the fo1lowing way:

hl = il - b - g (9 )

where il the year of the first entrance into
the labor market

b the year of birth of the individual

g age of graduation.

If the person is old enough to have graduated more

than 15 years aga hl is a truncated variable and

is calculated:

hl = il - 1960 + l (10)

where il = the calendar year (i) of the first

labor force entrance in the observed period.

Because individuals in the sample are labor force

participants in 1974 the last continuous period of

labor force participation e
i

is calculated:

where il is the

trance. For the

(11)

calendar year of the last in

individuals who made no labor

force interruption:

(12)

l Since there are 15 years, the maximum number of
entrances and exits if the person works every
second year are seven of each. Most of the indivi
duals have much smaller mobility into and out of
the labor force. Only 2 individuals had left the
labor market for a fourth time and only one had
left the labor market for a fifth time and entered
again.
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4. WORK HISTORIES OF SWEDISH WOMEN

Out of the 6,745 fulltime working women in the

sample more than one fourth were in the labor

force in 1960 and stayed in all the following 15

years without any labor force interruption. If all

women are distributed according to the number of

labor force interruptions they made during the 15

years period we find that 5,278 made no interrup

tions, I, 221 made one labor force interruption of

varying length, 221 women made 2 labor force inter

ruptions and 22 women made 3 labor force interrup

tions. Twenty-two .per cent of the women made one

or more labor force interruptions and the average

number of years out of the labor market was 2.34.

Hal f of those who made a labor force interruption

were out only one year and only one fifth were out

more than three years.

In Table 1 work histories are given. The largest

proportions of total experience of the Swedish

women occurs in the last period of uninterrupted

labor force experience. The women spent 9.5 years

in the labo~ market and 8.9 of these were spent in

the last period. Years out of the labor market

were most common in the form of delaye'd entrances

rather than labor force interruptions.

Comparisons with work histories for American women

are difficult because American studies do not

cover the same period, have different definitions

of labor force interruptions and are not restric

ted to private sector white collar workers. But

some crude comparisons are possible.

There are two sources of American data to compare

with. The Michigan panel data used by Corcoran and
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Table l. Work history 1960-74. Full time female workers in

private sector of Sweden in 1974. Means of variables.

Ase 16-64

All educa
tions

Compulsory
education

Secondary
education

University
education

~

16-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

60-

n

6745

5110

1432

203

321

1393

1422

854

548

600

555

546

354

116

1.83

1.94

1.55

1.06

1.56

2.04.

2.17

2.45

1.58

1.99

1.48

1.05

0.60

0.75

0.55

0.57

0.47

0.61

0.00

0.14

0.60

1.24

0.91

0.58

0.55

0.38

0.29

0.43

0.44

0.44

0.41

0.57

0.00

0.10

0.51

0.94

0.99

0.57

0.26

0.25

0.19

0.16

0.07

0.07

0.07

0.05

0.00

0.01

0.07

0.19

0.19

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.01

0.02.

0.07

0.07

0.06

0.04

0.00

0.01

0.06

0.18

0.17

0.10

0.05

0.06

0.00

0.03

e1.

8.89

9.22

8.11

6.12

1.69

4.20

7.48

10.19

11.18

11.68

12.59

13.22

13.87

13.61

h

2.34

2.45

2.02

1.67

1.56

2.15

2.74

3.57

2.74

2.66

1.79

1.36

0.79

0.94

e

9.51

9.86

8.65

6.78

1.69

4.35

8.15

11.62

12.28

12.34

13.20

13.64

14.17

14.06

Definitions of variables:

n number of observations,

hl years of delayed entrance to the labor market af ter schooling,

el years of first labor force experience,

h2 years of hometime in the first labor force interruption,

e2+ = years of labor force experience between labor force interruptions,

h
3
+ = years of labor force interruption (hometime) for the second or

subsequent time,

r years of labor force experience in the last continuous period
up to et 1974.
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Duncan (1979) show that whi te American women who

were working in 1975 had spent 5.8' years out of

the labor force since finishing school and 10.4

years in the labor force, or 36% of the total

period in non-rnarket activities. Swedish women ac

cording to Table l spent 20% out of the labor

force but then the labor force histories of older

women are truncated.

Mincer and Polachek (1974), provide work histories

from the NLS of women 30-44 years old broken down

by three educational groups and by five years age

intervals. By this comparison American women of

the ·same age and approximately the same length of

education seem to have spent more years out of the

labor force than the Swedish women. American women

wi th less than 12 years of education have spent

more than half of the available number of years

since leaving school out of the labor market. The

proportion of years spent out· of the labor force

decreases with length of education but is still .4

for university graduates. Note that this is higher

than .2 reported for Swedish women 30-34 years of

age.

Differences in defini tian may be one reason for

the small arnount of time spent out of the labor

force by Swedish women. Maternity leave with sick

security payrnent for most of the covered period is

six months.

Hal f a year of market earnings is enough to earn

a positive ATP and to be considered a labor force

participant for the year. However, the impression

that Swedish women spend less time out of the

labor force than American wornen is consistent with
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the fact that female labor force participation .in

Sweden is higher than in the U.S. (Gustafs

son, 1980) •

The general impression of this comparison is that

Swedish women work a larger proportion of the

available number of years and are less inclined to

make labor force interruptions and stay out for

any extended period of time.

5. IS THERE DEPRECIATION FROM LABOR FORCE

INTERRUPTIONS?

Mincer and Polachek (1974 ) found that for every

additional year out of the labor force, wages

diminished by 1.5 percent at return, i.e., a depre

ciation rate of -.015. Sandell and Shapiro argued

.that the rate of depreciation was overstated by

Mincer and Polachek and that a more correct figure

is -.005. Mincer and Polachek {1978} in their rep1y

to Sandell and Shapiro claimed that the estimates

of the two studies are not significantly different

by standard statistical tests. Corcoran and Duncan

(1979) report a depreciation rate for whi te women

of -.005 which is statistically significant. None

of the American studies have shown positive coeffi

cients on horne time.

In Table 2 estimates of earnings functions for

Swedish wornen are reported. The most striking

resul t is that the coefficient of horne time is

negative and significant only for the earnings

function where wornen 30-44 years of age were subse

lected. In all other regressions the coefficient

of horne time is positive and significant implying
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Table 2. Earnings functions for Swedish full time work

ing women with different specifications of ex

perienee and for different age groups.

Dependent variable: logarithm of monthly

salaries.

Young, Aged 16-64
labor with no
force labor force
history interrup-

All aged fully tion
All aged 16-44 30-44 known

e = exp h = O
(l) (2 ) (3 ) (4 ) (5 )

Inter- 6.9191 7.0155 7.5412 6.7780 6.9566
cept (0.0152) (0.0150) (0.0578) (0.0215)

s 0.0598 0.0583 0.0476 0.0673 0.0632
(0.0013) (0.0014) (0.0026) (0.0014) (0.0018)

h 0.0210 0.0101 -0.0106 0.0315
(0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0020) (0.0012)

e 0.0598 0.0813
(0.0021) (0.0029)

e2 -0.0011 -0.0025
(0.0001) (0.0002)

exp 0.0398 0.0081 0.0443
(0.0007) (0.0041) (0.0009)

(exp)2 -0.0006 -0.0001 -0.0007
(0.0000) (0.0001) (0.0000)

R2 0.5786 0.5221 0.2519 0.6471 0.5644

n 6745 6745 2038 3656 3197

Note: The regressions are numbered so that reference can be made
t;)~hem in the text. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
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that reentering women have higher salaries than

women with the same number of years of exper ience

with continuous careers. In regression (l) only

the last 15 years of experience are allowed to

influence the results. In regression (2) women who

finished school more than 15 years ago are assumed

to have had an equal proportion of years out of

the labor force in the unknown period as in the

known period:

exp h
(l - -}(a-g-l)e+h (13)

Assumption (13) is also made for the subsample of

women 30-44 in equation (3). For the young women

whose labor force history is fully known the home

time coefficient is likewise positive and signifi

cant.

The marginal effect of an additional year of

schooling is about 5-6%. The estimates have t

values of close to 50 for schooling and expe

rience. The schooling and experience variables ex

plain a great deal of the variation in earnings,

R2 : s are above 50% for the full sample, which is

high for micro data:

The resul ts may be explored further by segmenting

the earnings function. Results for men and women

according to the segmented earnings function con

trolling for age are given in Table 3. We consider

the effects of only the last 15 years but it

matters how old the individual is when the labor

force interruption takes place. It also means that

investment is affected by the remaining horizon

since the slope of the earnings function is deter

mined by age.
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Table 3. Segmented labor force history.

Estimates for all men and all women.

Women Men

Regression Mean of Regression Mean of
estimate variable estimate variable

(6 ) (7 )

ln(y) 7.98 8.38

Intercept 6.6351* 6.5250*
(0.0301) (0.0558)

s 0.0534* . 9.74 0.0657* 10.88
(0.0014) (0.0010)

hl 0.0129* 1.83 0.0179* 0.76
(0.0012) (0.0022)

el 0.0189* 0.54 0.0229* 0.52
(0.0019) (0.0029)

h2 0.0107* 0.44 0.0107 0.33
(0.0021) (0.0038)

e2 0.0080 0.07 0.0195* 0.05
(0.0054) (0.0084)

h3 0.0178* 0.06 0.0107 0.04
(0.0059) (0.0119)

e3 0.0211 0.01 -0.0341 0.00
(0.0331) (0.0725)

h4+ -0.0074 0.00 0.0571 0.00
(0.0300) (0.0757)

el 0.0299* 8.90 0.0376* 12.1
(0.0013) (0.0018)

a 0.0274* 34.2 0.0300* 41.2
(0.0023) (0.0035)

a 2 -0.0003 1170 -0.0003 1697
(0.0000) (0.0000)

R2 0.S853 O.SOlO

n 6745 7048-_..-----
* Significant at the 5% leve!.
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Not all the coefficients of this function are

statistically significant' probably because there

are few observations of individuals who make sev

eral labor force interruptions. One of the results

of Mincer and Polachek (1974) is that the coeffi

cient of preinterruption experience periods is

smaller than the coefficient of postinterruption

experience periods. The interpretation is that in

dividuals invest more in on-the-job-training

d~ring a period in which they expect their labor

force participation to be continuous than is the

case during a period which they expect to be termi

nated soon. The first experience, pe.riod is about

half a year on the average for men and women

alike. The regression coefficient for this period

(el) is significant. The regression coefficients

for the last continuous period of work experience

are highly significant for both men and women and

show higher increases in earnings' capacity during

tne last period than during the first experience

period (e.t is 8.9 years on the average for women

and 12.1 years on the average for men). This

result conforms to the Mincer and Polachek resu1t.

Years of schooling would be more 1ikely to be

included in hl than in h 2-h4 • Table 3 shows, how

ever, that the coe fficients of all the horne time

segments are positive ruling out the possibility

that fulltime investment activities explain the

positive coefficients of hometime in Table 2.

Corcoran and Duncan (1979) ran segmented earnings

functions for men and women and concluded that by

segmenting the work history they get more similar

regression coefficients across sex and race groups

than are obtained when years of experience are
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measured as a single variable. In Table 3 the

experience variables have very similar effects on

earnings between the sexes.

In Table 4 earnings functions for separate educa

tional groups are given. The segmented earnings

function does not work for subsamples broken down

by education because there are too few' observa

tions of people who had several entries and exi ts

into the labor force. Instead traditional earnings

funetions are given. The eoeffieients of the exper

ience variables are more similar between the

sexes than is the ease aeross the educational

groups.

One result of Mineer and Polaehek is that the

deprecia tion of human eapi tal increases wi th

sehooling. The coeffieients of horne time in Table

4 are positive but they showadeereasing pattern

wi th length of sehooling. Also the experienee va

riables increase with length of education implying

that there is a higher penal ty to horne time the

higher education an individual has.

In all regressions the marginal effect of a year

of experience is larger than the marginal effect

of a year of horne time. In regressions on Swedish

earnings data the net effect on future earnings of

a year of home time is positive rather than nega

tive. This implies that investrnent during horne

time has taken place to sueh an extent as to

exceed negative depreeiation. Another explanation

is that wages and salaries are to such a large

extent determined by central negotiations that in-

vestments in skills do not entirely determine

wages. (Gustafsson, 1976).
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Table 4. Earnings functions for ~~an~~omen of different

educational groups

Compulsory Secondary University

Women Men Women Men Women Men

(8) (9) (10) (11 ) (12) (13)

Inter-
cept 7.5372 7.6947* 6.9596* 7.2358* 7.2237* 7.1510*

s 0.0600* 0.0434* 0.0386* 0.0514*

h 0.0129* 0.0219* 0.0028 0.0259* -0.0185* 0.0150*

exp 0.0382* 0.0391* 0.0505* 0.0552* 0.0693* 0.0767*

(exp)2 -0.0006* -0.0006* -0.0009* -0.0009* -0.0017* -0.0016*

R2 0.4947 0.1554 0.5591 0.4137 0.4191 0.5324

n 5 100 2 620 1 428 2 124 203 2 322

Means of variables:

ln(y) 7.9500 8.2600 8.0537 8.4422 8.2175 8.6363

a 34 43 32 40 32 37

s 9 9 11.5 11.8 15.7 16.5

h 1.88 0.72 1.26 0.72 0.51 0.30

exp 17.3 27.3 13.1 21.3 9.3 13.7

* Significant at the 5% level.

h
exp = (1 - e+h)(a-g-1)

where h = years of hometime

e = years of experience

a = age

g = age at graduation
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6. PREDICTED LIFETIME EARNINGS FOR INDIVIDUALS

WITH DIFFERENT LABOR FORCE HISTORIES-----

The fact that home time does not result in a net

depreciation of human capita.l does not mean that

it is costless to the individual to make labor

force interruptions. There are costs of lost in

vestment opportunities. In Table 5 predicted earn

ings at age 35 for women wi th secondary education

are given, according to different specifications

of the earnings function. All specifications show

lower earnings after labor force interruptions

than for continuous careers as predicted by

theory.

In panel l predicted earnings for women wi th con

tinuous careers are given. At age 35 earnings

range between the logarithm of 8.21 and 8.37. When

only the past 15 years of experience have an in

fluence the estimated earnings are higher than

when the older women are assumed to have worked in

the market in the same proportion in the unknown

period as in the known period.

'In panel 2 earnings of women who made one labor

force interruption of differing length 2, 5 or 10

years, are compared.

Only by the segmented earnings function of Table 3

it is possible to make the distinction between

one or two spel l s of the same length. Five years

of hometime in one spell reduces earnings less

than five years in two speIls (2+3 years), which

is seen by comparing the third column of panels 2

and 3.
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Table 5. Predict~~of salEL at age 35 for a wornan

wit1}.~econd~~<?_hoo~~nSJ (s=12)

Predicted from Tables 2-4.
Equation No.

1. Continuous career---_._...._----

2. Inter~ted career
one spell

Left at age 25 for:
a) 2 years
b) 5 years
c) 10 years

3. In~errupte~ career
two ~~!.ls

left at age 25 and 30
(2+3 years)

4. Marginal differential
between a ~ear of
~erience__and a year
~_nonexeerience

(1)

8.3354

8.3284
8.3009
8.2114

8.3009

(2)

8.2183

8.1973
8.1568
8.0653

8.1568

(6)

8.3757

8.2713
8.2137
8.1177

8.1693

(10)

8.2730

8.2352
8.1650
8.0120

8.1650

a) o!n(y)/oe - oln(y)/oh2at age 25

b) oln(y)/oe - oln(y)/oh2at age 35

5. Tota! differential----------

0.0256

0.0224

0.0319

0.0194

0.0192a 0.0397

0.0192a 0.0199

between a continuous
career and a career with
10 years of horne time

a) total differential
b) percent

0.1240
11.7

0.1530
14.2

0.2580
22.8

0.2610
23.0
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The marginal differential between a year of expe

rience and a year of nonexperience is calculated.

In panel 4 the differential is constant according

to equation (6) but varies over the life cycle

according to the other equations because of the

second order term of experience. From equation (6)

foregone opportunity of investment in human cap~

tal results in an opportunity loss of about 2%

per year (0.Ol92) for an individual chosing a year

of hometime. In equation (lO) the opportunity loss

is almost 4% at age 25 hut only 2% at age 35.

In the bottom panel the total earnings differen

tial between the continuous career and a career

with ten years of home time is calculated. The

estimate varies between 11.7% and 23.0% lower

earnings at age 35 if 10 years of potential work-

ing life has been sp~nt out of the labor force.

In Figure l predicted earnings from regressions 6

and 7 of Table 3 are dra~n. As seen in panel 4 of

Table 5 the only specification of the earnings

function that gives parallel logarithmic earnings

functions betwe"en continuous and interrupted ca

reers is the one where the slope of the earnings

function depends on age rather than on experience.

The other specifications give interrupted careers

that approach the continuous career. The paralIeI

ity of the continuous with the interrupted careers

for women is seen in Figure lA. In Figure lB the

same age earnings curves are transformed into Skr.

The earnings curves are not paraliei when measured

in absolute rather than relative terms.
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Figure lA. Predicted logarithmic earnings

from regression estimates (6) and (7)
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Figure lB. Predicted earnings in Skr from

regress~ons.estimates (6) and (7)
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7. MALE-FEMALE EARNINGS DIFFERENTIALS

One of the purposes of this paper is to determine

whether earnings differentials between the sexes

are smaller in Sweden than in the Uni ted States •

In comparing the earnings differentials we want to

assess what part of it is due to different coeffi

cients of the earnings function and what part is

due to different work histories.

A comparison of equations (6) and (7) of Table 3

shows that there is a great deal of similarity in

the earnings functions for men and women. However,

earnings of men rise at a steeper rate than earn

ings of women. The difference in steep is:

0.0103 (14)

i • e • , male earnings of the continuous career in

crease by 1% per year faster than female earnings

of the continuous career. At age 60 women follow-.

ing a continuous career earn 59% of what men earn

according to these estimates. If they made ene

laber force interruption of 10 years they earn 46%
of what men following a continuous ca~eer earn at

age 60. These estimates are in'accordance with the

generalobserved pattern of age-earnings curves

(see Gustafsson, 1976). The difference in the in

crease in earnings power by a marginal year of

experience between American white men and white

women reported by Corcoran and Duncan (1979) is

smaller than the differential between Swedish men

and women reported here. Mincer and Polachek (1974

and 1978) and Sandell and Shapiro (1978) do not

report male earnings functions.
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The mean earnings differential may be decompo~ed

according to:

-M -Fln(y )- 1n(y ) (CM_CF) + (XM_XF)bM + XF{bM_bF )

(15)

where the proportion explained by different charac

teristics is:

The C:s are estimated intercepts, the b:s are

vectors of estimated regression coefficients for

men and women respectively, the X:s are vectors of

mean characteristics of men and women respective

ly. The decomposition may also be done by compar

ing earnings standardized at the means of male

work history data and using the female regression

equation in the standardizing procedure:
I

-M -Fln(y ) - ln(y ) (CM_C F ) + (XM_XF)bF + XM(bM_bF )

(16)

Earnings differentials between the sexes in Sweden

and the U. S. can now be compared using the above

formulas for the estimates of Table 3 equations

(6) and (7) and for the data reported in Corcoran

and Duncan.

The results are given in Table 6. Total earnings

differentials between men and women are only

slightly smaller in Sweden than in the U.S.

The regression estimates of Table 3 are less simi

lar between the sexes than is the case for the

American data. This results in different standard

ized earnings differentials when the standardiza-
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Table 6. Earnings differentials betw.een men and women

in Sweden and the U.S.

Sweden 1974 U.S. 1975
Regression esti- Corcoran and Duncan
mates (6) and (7) (1979)

Total differential

M F 0.400 0.400 0.438 0.438ln(y )-ln(y )

Explained differential

Schooling: a

bF(SM_SF) 0.0587 0.009

bM(SM_SF) 0.0749 0.007

Work history:

bF(XM_XF) 0.0803 0.155

bM(XM_XF) 0.1027 0.157

Age:

bF(AF_AM) 0.0337

bM(AF_AM) 0.0519

Residual standard-
ized differential

XM(bM_bF)+cM_CF 0.2273 0.274

XF(bM_bF)+eM_CF 0.1725 0.2744

Female earnings in per-
cent of male earnings

a) total differential 67 67 65 65

b) standardized by
schooling 71 72 65 65

c) standardized by
schooling and
work history 77 80 (76) (76)

d) standardized by
schooling, work
history and age 80 84 76 76

a S and A are components of the vector of X:es in (15)
S = the average number of years of schooling
A = the average age.
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tion is done at the means of male characteristics

than from a standardization at the mean of female

charasteristics. Differentials in schooling in

Sweden reduces the earnings differentials whereas

it has almost no effect for the U.S. The effect of

age is sizable in the Swedish data. The female

employees are considerably younger than the male

employees.

The American data includes full work histories

which means that a comparison with age included in

the Swedish standardization is relevant. l

In the lower panel of Table 6 the results of

standardization are given in percent. Swedish

women earn 67% of what Swedish men earn and the

corresponding proportion for the U.S. is 65%.2 For

the same age and work history female earnings as a

percent of male earnings is 80-84% for Sweden and

76% for the U.S. The Swedish standardized earnings

differential is rather an overestirnate than an

underestimate because individuals may have had

hometime during the unobserved period that if

taken account of would have decreased the standard-

ized differential still more. Furthermore we are

dealing exclusively with private sector white

collar workers and the government sector shows

smaller sex differentials in earnings (Gustafsson,

1976) •

l Since ~h + ~e + s + 7 = a for individuals for
whom we know the full work history.

2
-0.4

e 0.67, -0.438
e 0.645.
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8. HOW MUCH DOES LABOR FORCE HISTORY EXPLAIN?

The smaller accumulation of human capi tal on the

part of women explains between 43 and 57% of the

total male-female earnings differentials and labor

force history variables make up the larger part of

this. (See Table 6).1

In estimating the effect of labor force interrup

tions there is a simultanei ty problem. Are lower

earnings the resul t of labor force interruptions

or do people that have low earnings drop out of

the labor force more frequently? It is certainly

less costly to drop out of the labor force if the

al ternative earnings foregone are smaller than if

they are larger. One can thus read the earnings

function with causation running the opposi te way

as a lifetime labor supply function.

One way of coping with the simultaneity problem is

to employ two stage least squares (TSLS). The

simultaneity problem and its implications are dis

cussed and TSLS estimates are given in Mincer and

Polachek (1974, 1978), and in Sandell and Shapiro

(i978). The idea in TSLS is to find instrument

variables that are uncorrelated wi th the stochas

tic terms. Mincer and Polachek use health, geograph

ical area of residence, number of children, own

education and husband's education as exogenous in

strumental variables. They also remark that the

occupational choice may be simultaneous. All of

their TSLS estimates come out with more deprecia-

l (0.0587 + 0.0803 + 0.0337)/0.4 = 0.1727/0.4 =
0.43175 = 43% or alternatively: (0.0749 + 0.1027 +
0.0519)/0.4 = 0.2295/0.4 = 0.5737 = 57%.
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tion than OLS estimates do and consequently with a

larger part of the male-female earnings differen

tials explained by the modeis.

In Table 7 instrumental equations for hornetime and

experience time are given with the second stage

estimates of the earnings function. Most coeffi

cients of the instrumental equations are signifi

cant and have expected signs. Schooling also reduc

es experience, a resul t probably due to the trun

cated work history data. The occupations do not

have the expected effects. Being a general office

worker significantly reduces hometime contrary to

expectation. Total previous (MEANATP) earnings has

the expected effects. Being a general office

worker significantly reduces hornetime and increas

es experience time. Age increases hornetime which

is consistent with the observation that older co

horts participate less in the labor force (Gustafs

son, 1980) hut it also increases experience probab

ly because of the truncation of the work history

data.

Living in a big city does not have any effect.

Estimates not reported here have shown that the

effect of CITY differs between the first hornetime

period of delayed entrance to the labor market

(hl) for which it is insignificant and for periods

of withdrawal from the labor market after periods

of experience (h
2

, h
3

, etc.), for which it is posi

tively significant.

The structural earnings equation of the TSLS esti

mates differs sharply from earlier OLS results in

that the coefficient of home time is negative,

large in absolute value and strongly significant.
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Table 7. TSLS-estimates of earnings functions for

full-time working women

Structural
equation

Instrumental equatioDS

Depend
ent
variable ln(y)

Depend
ent
variable h e ln(y)

Inter- 7.1125* Inter- -4.3760* -12.148* 6.6502
cept (0.0288) cept (0.3761) (0.3991) (0.0166)

s 0.0522* s -0.0647* -0.4738* 0.0104*
(0.0025) (0.0207) (0.0230) (0.0009)

h -0.0685* OFFICE -0.1869* 0.0900 -0.0280*
(0.0052) (0.0731) (0.0776) (0,0032)

e 0.0470* SECR -0.0046 0.0326 0.0175*
(0.0017) (0.0890) (0.0945) (0.0004)

e2 0.0003* MEAN- -0.0067* 0.0074* 0.0017*
(0.0000) ATP (0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0000)

R2 0.5919 AGE 0.4551* 1.1927* 0.0457*
(0.0187) (0.0199) (0.0008)

n 6 745 AGESQ -0.0056* -0.0123* -0.0005*
(0.0002) (0.0003) (0-.0000)

CITY 0.1135 -0.0880 0.0270*
(0.0632) (0.0670) (0.0028)

R2 0.0977 0.6877 0.8079

n 6 745 6 745 6 745

*Significant at the 5% level.

MEANATP • (~ ATPi )/15, i - 1960, 1961, ••• ,1974 for all
years including zeroes.

OFFICE • dummy variable • 1 if the woman is coded
"general office worker·· •

SECR • dummy variable - 1 if the woman is coded
"seere tary·· •

CITY • dummy variable • l if the woman lives in
Stockholm) Gothenburg or Malmö with suburbs.
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9. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Sweden has a very modern family legislation wi th

separate taxation of husband's and wife's earnings

and the right for fathers as weIl as mothers to

take paid parental leaves for child care as irnpor

tant and internationally advanced features.' This

study has shown that when i t comes to earnings

differentials between men and women Sweden is only

slightly more equal than the U.S. Average earnings

of women are 65% of average earnings of men in the

U•S. and the corresponding figure for Sweden i s

67%.

If women can by their own choices affect their

earnings this is less serious than if they can

not. A reason for their lower earnings can be that

they have chosen a smaller lifecycle labor force

participation and correspondingly smaller invest

ments in human capital. It turns out that in

Sweden women earn 80-84% of what men earn if

schooling and labor force history are held con

stant. American women earn 76% of what American

men earn when schooling and labor. force history

are held constant.

Swedish women seem to have worked a larger propor

tion of the available time than American women.
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THE TIME SERIES OF ATP SCORES

USED _TO ~ALCULATE ~~~NIBGS

In this paper ATP-scores have been used only to

build variables on the work history. We have not

used the information on earnings contained in this

variable. Panel data on earnings helps in findi~g

a better solution to the simultaneity problem: "If

wage setbacks due to interruptions were attribut

able solely to the loss of work experience (fore

gone on the job investments) wages of returnees

would be lower than wages of stayers but not lower

than their own wages at exit." (Mincer and Ofek,

1980) •

ATP is a truncated function of annual earnings but

we do not know how many hours the individual has

worked. The range of the ATP is O through 650

because earnings higher than 6.5 times the base

amount are not included.

In Table A.I the average ATP at the start of

different work history intervals has been calcula

ted in order to assess i ts relevance as an earn

ings variable. At the start of the first expe

rience period the average ATP-score for women aged

16-64 is 99.9. At the end of the first work expe

rience period, however, ATP is lower than at the

start. If the earnings potential increased during

the first work experience period, earnings per

hour would be higher at the end of the first work

experience period than is the case at the end of

this period. However, it is very likely that the

person who enters a period of home time finished

working in the market sometime in the middle of

the last year for which we observe earnings.
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Earnings at the start of the second work history

period are in most cases higher than earnings at

the start of the first experience period. The

conclusion of this exercise is that the time

series earnings information in the ATP scores is

useless as long as hours of work are not known.

Table A.1 Me~~._._~_c:.r21_i..-~.5Ls__~~~~E~.~~~_._t_C?__~~E~_ hi~_~0.EL fOE

fu.1 ~~!~~_~~~~~~. wo-!_~~r-!..j!1_th.~--E!:.!~~!:~_~!::~~~!:

~~~~~~~~!:.I].Cl~.~~__tE~_.~.!~.!'~_ of._

n el h 2 e 2 h 2 e 3-------------_.---_ .._----_._--------------_._~----

Age_~~:..?4

All wornen 6 745 99.9 84.3 118.6 85.5 135.1

Compulsory
education 5 110 96.4 81.6 112.0 82.0 124.3

Secondary
education l 432 106.0 92.5 135.8 99.3 168.4

University
education 203 145.0 96.0 159.1 73.0 186.8

Ag~

30-34 854 66.4 100.2 117.7 105.7 123.2

35-39 584 108.0 80.0 117.7 105.7 123.1

40-44 600 126.8 114.7 104.9 47.5 65.0
-_._---_._-_._~-------_..-__._--_._--_._----_._--_.._--_.-------
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On the Determinants of Labor Supply

in Sweden

Roger Axelsson, Roger Jacobsson
Karl-Gustaf Löfgren

l. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to analyze how rela

tive prices (wage rates), nonemployment income,

and the tax structure affect the quantity of labor

supplied in the Swedish labor market. The paper

contains to our know1edge the first empirica1 an

alysis of the neoclassical labor supply function

on Swedish household data. l This is a non-attrac

tive orginality, which has its roats in, until

recently, a lack of suitable empirical data.

l For a survey in Swedish, compare Axelsson, Ja
cobsson and Löfgren (1979). Estimations of labor
supply functions on individual data have been made
by Blomqvist (1979).

* The project uThe Determinants of Labor Supp1y in
Sweden lt is financed by EFA (The Expert Group for
Labor Market Research at the Swedish Ministry of
Labor). This paper is a revised version of apaper
presented at the IUI conference on ItLabor Market
Issues in Sweden u• We would like to thank profes
sor Frank P. Stafford, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, and professors Irwin Garfinkel and Glen
Cain, University of Wisconsin, Madison, for valua
ble comments on earlier versions of this paper.

The final version of this paper was completed
while one of the authors - Löfgren - was visiting
the University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA. This
stay was made possib1e by research grants 'from the
Insti tute for Research on Poverty and the Berna
dotte Fund of the American Scandinavian Founda
tion.
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The .structure of the paper is the following:. In

Section 2 we give a short summary of the history

of the supply of labor in economic theory. Section

3 contains a summary of how the supply of labor is

treated in contemporary economic analysis and how

certain theoretically and empirically interesting

problems are handled. In Section 4 we describe the

contents of our data source and how the theoreti

cal determinants of labor supply have been opera

tionalized in our modeis. The empirical results

are presented in Sections 5 and 6. The content of

Section 6 is especially interesting as we are able

to take explicit account of how an increased tax

progression affects the labor supply. The paper

ends wi th a few comments on how the analysis can

be further developed.

2. BACKGROUND

The theoretical foundations of the supply of labor

are of approximately the same age· as the marginal

ariälysis and utility theory. They ca~ be found in

almost contemporary shape in the w9t;k of Stanley

Jevons (1879). Before that date the supply of

labor was mostly referred to in terms of the

number of workers as is the case in the works of

Mal thus (l 793) and Ricardo (1821). Ricardo I s .. iron

law of wage..s" is, e.g., based on the assumption

that the number of workers is determined from

Malthus principle of population.

The marginalists before

their treatment of the

the case' in Longfield

Jevons are very brief in

supply of labor. This is

(1834), Lloyd (1883) and
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Jennings (1855). Jenkin (1870) introduced the

labor supply function wi thout at tempting to base

it on any fundamental economic assumptions.

In The _.J.E~-9-E.l__~~~9l-.!!j.~al __~~~nC?.~ (1870) Jevons

investigates the labor supply of an individual in

utili ty-theoretical terms. He derives no explici t

supply function, but the supply function is 6~

course implicit in the marginal conditions (first

order conditions) for equilibrium.

Marshall introduces in his Pr~~~~~es of_~coE9~~~~

(1890), a more explicit derivation of the labor

supply function 1 and gives rather elaborate dis

cussions of the determinants of the supply of

labor. In his formal derivation he uses rather

restrictive assumptions on the properties of the

"utility function" and these enable him to derive

alabor supply function that is a non-decreasing

function of the wage rate. 2

The possibilities of both a backward bending and ~

forward bending supply function is for the first

time brought up by Lionel Robbins (1930). 3 In his

paper Rabbins shows that a backward bending supply

function is a theoretical possibili ty, hut not a

l For a more comprehensive discussion of Mar
shall 's contribution to the supply of labor com
pare Walker (1975). In this connection it should
be mentioned that Walras (1874) contains a discus
sion of the supply of 1abor, but this discussion
is far from as thorough as the discussion in Mar
shall (1890).

2 Marshall maximizes some sort of quasi-rent that
equals income from work minus the disutility of
work.

3 The problem is also treated in Barone (1899).
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fact as Frank Knight (1921) and Arthur c. P~gou

{1920} seemed to believe • In his book Ri~~!-._~~cer

tai~'t:.:l_.~E9_ol:!:C?.~i_i:. Knight introduces arguments for

why it wou1d be rationa1 for the individual to

reduce the supp1y of labor when the wage rate

increases, arid in The ~.E.9E?~2-E~_~~_!l~lfare Pigou

indicates that higher {proportional} taxes imply

an increased supp1y of labor.

As is we11-known today, the problem can be trans

ferred to the so-called Slutsky-decomposition of

the effects of a price change. If the so-cal1ed

income effect dominates the substitution effect

the supply curve will be backward bending , while

the opposite is the case if the substitution

effect dominates the income effect. Robbins was

the first to introduce this analysis into alabor

market context, but the results are of course

implicit a1ready in the ana1ysis of Slutsky (19l5) •

The theory that we have been concerned with up

till now, tries to explain the supply decision of

a single individual. In other words, one assumes

implicitly that each family membe~ has a utility

function of his own, which is independent of the

consumption and supply decisions of other family

members.

Inspired of works by Lewis (1956), Mincer (1962)

and Becker ( 1965 ), Maorvin Kosters (1966) makes a

Uneighboring U deve10pment of the theory. He re

gards the family as a unit that possesses one

utility function, which is maximized subject to a

budget constraint that contains family income as

revenue and family consumption as outlay. Varia

tions on this theme have dominated theory since
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then, and our main approach is ba~ed on Kosters I

original model. l

3. THE THEORY OF LABOR SUPPLY

The household is assumed to possess the utility

function

u = U(xl' x 2' x 3' • • • , x n) ( 1 )

which is assumed to be quasi-concave and twice

continuous1y differentiable. We will use the con

.vention that

Xl T - 1
1

the leisure of the husband in hours

x2 T - 1 2 the leisure of the wife in hours

where T the total available number of hours

1
1

labor supplied by the husband in hours

1 2 labor supplied by the wife in hours

x. the consumption of other goods than
lo

lei$u:re: (i = 3, ••• , n)

The utility function (1) is assumed to be maxi

mized subject to the constraint

L:PiXi c (2 )

where C = PIT + p 2T + n

n income of the family from nonemployment
sources

Pi the prices of con'sumer goods

(i=1, •.• , n)

l Compare, e.g., Ashenfelter and Heckman (1974),
Wales and Woodland (1976, 1977, 1979), and Rosen
(1976a, 1976b).
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As we are not interested in the demand for COt;nmO

dities other than leisure we will reduce the

number of such commodi ties from n-2 to one. Maxi

mization of (l) subject to the constraint (2)

results in the familiar first-order conditions

u. - ÄPi O; i 1,2,3 (3 )
1.

3
C - ~ Pixi O

i=l

An interior solution of these equations will, due

to the assumed quasiconcavity of the utility func

tion, be optimal. The conditions (3) can be inter

preted as follows: The marginal utility of the

last dollar spent is independent of the commodi ty

on which it is spent, and equals the Lagrange

mul tipl ier A • Thi s mul tipl ier can be shown to be

the marginal utili ty of addi tional nonemployment

income.

The solution of (3) will give us demand functions

of the form:

X.
1.

x. (p, n)
1.

i 1,2,3 (4)

The supply of labor for husband and wife can there

fore be written

t.
1.

i 1,2 ( 5 )

Hence the supply of labor for both members, of the

household will depend on all prices and nonemploy

ment income. It is also easily seen that the
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supply functions (demand for leisure) are homogene

ous of degree zero in prices and nonemployment

income, i.e. I if these parameters are multiplied

by a common constant this does not change the

behavior of the househo1d. The constant can be

extracted from the budget constraint and the feasi

ble choice set therefore remains unchanged. It

follows that:

k > a
x. (p, 1t)

1.
x. (kp I k1t)

1.
i 1,2,3 (6 )

If (6) is differentiable we can derive the fol1ow

ing lIaggregationll conditionI

3 aX i ax.
a l: p. + 1. i 1,2,3 (7 )ap. 1t fi-

j=1 J J

If each term in (7) is divided by x. we obtain
1.

after change of notation

3
l:

j=1
11·· + 1).

1.J 1.1t
(8 )

which can be interpreted in the fo11owing way: The

sum of the own price elasticity, the cross price

e1asticities and the income elasticity of a commod

ity is zero. 2

l Differentiate both members with respect to k,
when k=1.

2 For commodities i=1,2 equation (7) is formulated
in leisure terms, but it should be obvious that
similar conditions hold in supply terms.
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For more details on the properties of the demand

and supp1y functions we differentiate (3) tota11y

to obtain

2

° - PI - P2 - P 3 dA ~ (x.-T)dp'+X3dp3-dn
i=l]. l.

-PIUll U
12 U

13 dX
1 AdPl

(9 )

-P2U21 U
22

U
23

dX
2 AdP 2

-P3U31
U

32
U

33 dX
3 AdP 3

If A denotes the matrix of the system we obtain

when solving (9) for dp j dn = dP3 = O, j=l,2. 1

ex.
].

ap:-
].

i 1,2 (10)

or more genera11y

ex .
J

ap.
].

i,j 1,2,3 (11)

If we investigate the solution for dPi=O, i=l, 2, 3

we obtain:

ax.
_J
on j 1,2,.3 (12 )

This derivative expresses how the demand for lei

sure or the commodi ty is changed when nonemp1oy

ment income increases (cet~~is pa~:i:-~us). Leisure

l We assume that det A*O. This does not fo11ow
from the assumptions made, det A=O can be the case
in a non dense subset of R3 • A.. denotes the co-
factor that is obtained by det~ting from A the
i:th row and the j:th column.
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is said to be a normal good if the incorne effect

is positive. This is usually considered to be the

case and it rneans, e.g., that a transfer of nonem

ployment income to a household (ceteris par!.bus)

decreases the supply of labor of both mernbers of

the household.

It is easily shown that the effect on the demand

for a commodi ty of a change of a commodi ty pr ice,

provided that the household receives income com

pensation that enables it to stay on the initial

utility level, is expressed by the derivative

i,j 1,2,3 (13)

This effect is usual1y cal1ed the substitution

effect or the compensated price effect. The total

effect of a change of the price of leisure can

hence be decomposed into a substitution effect and

an income effect. We can write

ax.
)

ap.
1.

i,j 1,2,3 (14)

From the fact that the household is assumed to

maximize utiiity it fol1ows that l

l 'A necessary condition for maximum is that the
quadratic form

3 3
l: l:

i=1 j=l
U.. dx. dx. ~ O

1.) 1. J
(negative semi-definite)

given that dx., dx. are chosen arbitrarily, but in
such away fhat Ehe budget constraint is satis
fied. A sufficient condi tion for this is that the
pr incipal minors of det A al ter signs and. (15)
follows. In the strict sense, both det A and Ajj
can be zero on a non dense subset of R3 , i.e., 1n
single points.
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ax .
(_J)
ap j u=k

A ..
--l_J- < o
det A j 1,2,3 (15)

which means that the own substi tution effect of a

price increase always is negative. Expressed in

supply terms this means that the substitution

effect of a wage increase increases the supply of

labor (decreases the demand for leisure). If lei

sure is a normal good it follows by definition

that a wage increase decreases the supply of labor

via the ineome effect. To sum up: The theory pro

vides no ~ Eri~ri information whether a wage in

crease increases or decreases the supply of labor.

In other words the supply eurve can be either

negatively or positively sloped.

Up till now we have not explicitly considered

taxes, but it is easily seen that Pl and P2 can be

interpreted as net wages if the tax is proportio

nal. It then immediately follows, that a tax in

crease decreases the supply of labor via the sub

stitution effeet, and increases the supply of

labor via the ineome effect. l That is, a tax in

crease tends to increase the supply of labor if

the supply eurve is negatively sloped, and tends

to deerease the supply of labor if the supply

eurve is positively sloped. 2 It can also be shown

l It might, however, be argued that there will be
no ineome effect if the tax rate change is per
ceived as transitory.

2 Note that if the tax rate is changed this af
feets both net wage rates and we have to take
aecount of two substi tution effects (the own sub
stitution effeet and the cross substitution
effeet) and two income effeets. Therefore the word
"tends" in the statement above.
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that a similar result holds under a progressive

tax system. l

There are, however, more direct methods to analyze

the effects on labor supply of changes in tax

progression. If we describe the tax system by a

parameterization e we will obtain labor supply

functions that can be written

1.
1.

i 1,2 (16)

and on a sui table empirical material it rnight be

possible to estimate empirical specifications of

these functions. The problem is usually that the

households face the same tax system in a cross

section material, and, hence, the same parameters

0. In our data, however, the municipal tax differs

between the households and it is theoretically

possible to get a direct estirnate of how changes

in tax progression affect the supply of labor.

We have thus derived practical ly all ernpirically

meaningful theorems embedded in conventional neo

classical theory. There remains, however, one

contra-intuitive conclusion. It holds that an in

crease of the husbandls wage rate affects the

compensated supply. of the wife in exactly the same

way as a change of the wife I s wage rate affects

the compensated supply of the husband. This result

follows from the symrnetry of A. Formally

or

i,j 1,2,3 (17)

3 See, e. g.,
(1979) •

Axelsson, Jacobsson and Löfgren
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(17a)

The sign of (17) is ~ priori ambiguous, but it is

customary to classify comrnodi ties as substi tutes,

neutral or complementary according to the sign of

the cross substi tution effect. According to this

classification scheme we say. that the husbandls

and the wife's leisure are substitutes if

complementary if

neutral if

(18)

We are now ready to suggest an empirica1 specifica

tion of the supply function. As has been shown all

prices (wages) and nonemployment income are the

theoretica1 determinants of both the husbandls and

the wife's supply of labor. Disregarding commodity

prices we obtain:

(19)

where 1. is an error term. Assuming the functions
].
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(19) to be linear l and wi th the tax system expli

cit we obtain the following supply functions:

(19a)

where t = the municipal tax tate.

The theory provides no ~ p~~~~~ hypothesis concern

ing the signs of the coefficients. According to

equation (14) it should, however, hold that

a,Q,1
I

1
a

3(--) a - > O
aP1 u=k l

(20)
a1

2
I2~3(a--) ~ - > O

P2 u=k 2

where i. is an estimate of the mean in the popula
1

tion under consideration .2 If leisure is a normal

'good it should in addition hold that:

(21)

If the husband's and the wife's leisure are comple

mentary goods it holds that:

at l 1
2

a
3(1)- ) ~ a - > O

P 2 u=k 2

(22)
012

Il~3(--) ~

~l - > O
aPl u=k

-l-Th;'-~h~ice of a linear model is somewhat arbi tra
ry. See, e.g., Dickinson (l975a) for a discussion
of its implications for the underlying preference
structure.

2 ef Dickinson (1975b) on problems in using I. in
the estimation of the substitution effect. 1
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and

(23)

Equali ty (23) will hold only in the case of a

single household utility function.

In the empirical estimations presented below we

have used variations of equations (19). In addi

tion to the variables indicated certain control

variables are used to take account of differences

in "tastes" and commodity prices. 1

4. THE DATA

In this section

the data source

the sample, and

variables used.

we make a short presentation of

used, the cri teria for se1ecting

fina11y we briefly describe the

The estimations presented in this paper are based

on data from the annua1 Income Distribution Survey

conducted by the Swedish Central Bureau of Statis

tics.

The survey from 1976, which we have used, covers a

sample of roughly 10,000 households (or 28,000

individuals ). The main part of this data source

consists of income and other money variables co1

lected from various government records. This in

formation is supplemented with supp1y variables

l "Taste" is, e.g., contro11ed by age dummies and
comrnodity prices by region dummies.
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(e.g., weeks in employment and average hours

worked per week) and information on profession and

place of work. These labor market variables are

collected by means of a questionnaire.

The Income Distribution Survey provides informa

tion about all members of the household. Another

advantage lies in the very detailed specification

of income and transfer variables. Furthermore, the

fact that these figures have been collected from

government records ensures a high degree of accura

cy (al though the problem of tax evasion of course

still remains). The main drawback of the data

~ou~ce us~9 G9~IJce_rn~_ the _aual.i tv of th~ ~l1nl;)l y

include errors. However, a great deal of effort

has been made in checking the consistency of these

data and some obvious errors (due to misunderstand

ing of the questionnaire) have been corrected.

The regression equations are estimated on house

helds with two adults. All households receiving

any entrepreneurial income (from farming, business

or apartment houses) have been excluded.

Quali ty aspects on the supply and wage variables

have necessi tated the exclusion of households i f

the model has included the supply or wage varia

ble of a household member who had an employment

income less than 5,000 Skr per year, received

parent or labor market assistance, educational

grants or pensions. For sirnilar reasons teachers ,

clergymen and horne day care personnel have been

excluded. This means that the models with both

husbandls and wifels wages are estimated on a

smaller number of observations than models includ-
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ing, for example, only husband 's wage. The equa

tions are estimated on persons aged 20-64.

The dependent variable has been computed as the

product of the number of weeks the individual

received employment income in 1976 (including vaca

tion, sick leave and ot1;er payed absence) and the

average number of hours worked per week. This

supply concept thus measures the number of hours

employed per year and not the actual hours worked.

As mentioned above this variable may be erroneous

ly reported. People with varying working hours per

week may have had problems in estimating a correct

average.

The wage variable has been computed as the quo

tient between gross income from employment (in

cluding sickness payments) and the supply varia

ble.

Nonemployment income is measured as the sum of

·income of capital and net income of owner occupied

dwellings. In one model we have omitted the

spouse's wage and instead added his/her employment

income to nonemployment income.

The age dummies have been defined as follows for

husband (m) and wife (k),

M2 , k 2 25 - 34

m3 , k 3 35 - 44

ID
4 , k 4 4S - 54

IDS' k S 55 - 64
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with the ages 55-64 as the reference category.

Regression equations have also been estimated sepa

rately for the five age groups.

Presence of pre-school children has been control

led for with the dummies

c I for households wi th at least one child younger
than three years,

c 2 for households wi th at least one child between
three and six years old, but no child under
three years,

c 3 for all other households.

The last category has been used as reference
group.

The regional dummies are based on the so called
"H-region" concept with the following groupings.

hl for the three largest cities (Stockholm, Göte-
borg and Malmö)

h 2 for other large cities

h 3 for other areas of Southern and Mid-Sweden

h 4 for other areas of Northern Sweden

The fourth category has been used as reference
group.

5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

In this section we report the regression results. 1

We begin with an estirnation of equations (l9a) on

l The data have been weighted inversely to the
sampling frequencies in different strata.
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a sample that contains all households where. both

spouses per form work in the labor market. As con

trol variables we use dummies for children in

different age classes, regional dummies, and age

dummies. Nonemployment income is measured as the

sum of income from capital and net income of owner

occupied dwellings. 1

The estimated versions of equations (19a) are

given below. 2

T
2104 - 0.0172 PI - 0.0042 P2 - 0.0046 n + 25 c l +

(3.191) (0.S86) (5.000) (1.228)

55 hl

(2.914)

+ 42 h 2 + 35 h 3 - 118 mI - 59 m2 - 5 rn4
(2.248) (1.767) (4.169) (4.516) (0.377)

F = 6.184 n = 1414

(24)

l2 1866 - 0.0367 PI - 0.1837 P2 - 0.0070 n
T

+ 455 c l
(2.369) (8.978) (2.509) (7.491)

266 c 2 + 136 hl + 60 h 2
(S.717) (3.697) (1.679)

58 k 3 + 88 k4
(1.106) (1.691)

+ 404 kl + 191 k 2 +

(6.408) (3.362)

R 2 = 0.13 F = 19.598 n = 1407

Ilncome from owner-occupied dwellings has beeen
defined as the schematically computed income used
in tax filing less deductions for interest pay
ments.

2 Numbers in parentheses below coefficients are
absolute values of the t-statistic.
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where

Labor supplied by the husband in hours per
year

Labor supplied by the wife in hours per year

Gross wage rate of the husband in Swedish
kronor/laO per hour

Gross wage rate of the wife in Swedish
kronor/laO per hour

T
'Tt Nonemployment income in Swedish kronor

(capital income and net property income)

mI'··· ,m4 , k l , .•• ,k4= .Dummy variables control
ling for age differences

Dummy variables controlling
for presence of pre-school children.

Dummy variables controlling for
geographic location of the household

The R2-values are low, but all purely economic

variables (Pi' P 2 , n
T ) are significant 1 , except P2

in the first regression. We can see from the first

equation that c 2 (children of age 3-6 years) is

not included, and that c l (children of age 0-2

years) is insignificant. 2 In other words, the pres

ence of children does not affect the labor supply

of the husbands .

From the age dummies i t is obvious tha t young men

(mI and m
2

) work significantly less than the

oldest generation (55-64), which serves as refer

ence group. No other age group among men differs

significantly from the reference group. This

l When we speak of significance we mean signifi
cance at the 5-percent probability level, two
tailed test.

2 The regression program used excludes variables
with an F-statistic under a certain minimum level.
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result is not inconsistent with the results from

recent developments of life-cycle theory.l

The situation is a bit different among wives. The

presence of children decreases the labor supply of

"married" females • Both c-coefficients are nega

tive, and significantly different from zero. This

result is wholly in line with conventional wisdom,

and results from previous studies. 2

A bit surprising, however, is that young fernales

work significantly rnore than the reference group

(55-64).3

If we return to the purely economic variables we

find that both supply curves are backward bending,

i.e., the own price elasticities are negative. The

elasticity for husbands is rather low, -0.025,

which is clearly lower than the wage elasticities

found by Kosters (1966). The wives are a lot more

wage sensitive as can be seen from the value of

the wage elasticity, -0.30. 4

l'
From the theory it follows that the substitution

effects or the compensated wage rate e,ffects are

positive. A check reveals that this is not general

ly the case in our estimates. In Table l we have

summarized the calculations.

l ~ompare B1inder and Weiss (1976), and Ryder,
Stafford and Stephan (1976).

2 Compare, e.g., Gramm (1975).

3 It should be noted that we here do not discuss
participation rates, but on1y working time among
those a1ready in the labor force. We thus do not
take account of a (probab1y) positive participa
tian effect of higher wages.

4 The elasticities
values.

are computed at the mean
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Table l. Resu1ts computed fro~_~3~~tion (24)

Wage
elasticity

Own
substitution
effect

Cross
substitution
effect

Husband

-0.025

Wife

-0.30

Husband

7.85

Wife

-8.15

Husband

6.29

wife

10.90

The compensated wage effect on the wife I s supply

of labor is negative and, hence, seems to refute

the theory. We will, however, hint at a possible

explanation to this anomaly in Section 6 below.

The cross substitution effects are positive, which

indicates that the leisure of both spouses are

complementary goods. According to theory the cross

substitution effects should be equal. A t-test

.assuming 'independence reveals that the seemingly

1arge difference between the cross substitution

effects is not significantly different from zero. 1

Finally, it is clear that leisure is a normal

good~ the nonemployment coefficient is negative

and significant.

To make a comparison between different age cate

gories regarding the sensitiveness of labor supply

to the economic variables possible, we have esti

mated equations (l9a) for each sex and ~ive diff~r

ent age groups wi thin each sex. The resul ts are

summarized in Table 2.

l This indicates that the esttmation could be made
non-biased, and more efficient by using this theo
retica1 relatianship. Campare Ashenfe1ter and Heck
man (1974), and Abbott and Ashenfelter (1976).



Table 2. Regression results for different ag~ groups

Con- T
R2 Substi-

stant PI P2 1t c 1 c2 h3 h h F n tution
effect

Husband
20-24 2202 0.0208 -0.0737 -0.0293 -51 -414 -121 -120 391 0.26 1.159 35 60.39

(0.136) (0.512) (1.076) (0.411) (2.490) (0.447) (0.486) (1.308) (1.07)

25-34 2200 -0.0839 -0.0113 -0.0066 24 18 94 110 51 0.12 5.702 331 5.17
(5.774) (0.633) (3.385) (0.761) (0.646) '(2.047) (2.409) ,(1.059) (1.21)

35-44 2024 -0.0038 -0.0068 -0.0064 15 22 80 85 84 0.04 2.252 422 13.11
(0.313) (0.526) (3.282), (0.292) (0.678) (2.150) (2.360) (2.095) (3.06)

45-54 2122 -0.0054 -0.0050 -0.0012 -28 45 8 -24 -21 0.01 0.665 413 1.96
(0.751) (0.398) (0.769) (0.294) (1.200) (0.275) (0.826) (0.713) (0.59) t\)

\O
o

55-64 2100 0.0058 -0.0103 0.0006 -193 6 -17 0.12 4.504 213 -0.67
(0.924) (1.076) (0.034) (4.191) (0.355) (0.993) (0.18)

Wife
20-24 2109 -0.1902 -0.0247 -709 -287 323 345 -66 0.59 11.588 65 -61.65

(1.720) (1.980) (6~413) (1.940) (1,.793) (1.832) (0.336) (2.55)

25-34 1978 0.0237 -0.2070 -0.0122 -432 -408 105 62 -97 0.24 15.412 405 -3.11
(0.691) (5.948) (2.792) (6.058) (6.744) (1.035) (0.698) (0.904) (0.43)

35-44 1988 -0.0573 -0.1696 0.0017 -403 -75 88 61 -10 0.08 4.880 442 -19.41
(1.939) (4.658) (0.324) (1.716) (0.825) (0.966) (0.713) (0.101) (2.35)

45-54 2224 -0.0669 -0.2384 -0.0107 569 144 -156 0.14 9.890 368 -8.09
(2.637) (5.671) (1.829) (2.939) (2.200) (2.288) (0.84 )

55-64 1855 -0.0331 -0.1193 -0.0214 24 -121 -29 0.06 1.209 127 18.58
(0.716) (1.579) (1.589) (0.117) (0.564) (0.128) (0.90)
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It is worth nating that the purely econornic varia

bles have small coefficients in the regressions

concerning husbands . The coefficient for the

direct wage effect is insignificant in all cases

except one. The cross wage effect is insignificant

in all regressions. The nonemployrnent income coef

ficient is significant in two out of five cases.

Of the dummies for children only c 2 is signifi

cant, and this is the case for the youngest and

the oldest age categories. The substitution effect

has the correct sign in four out of five cases.

(Assuming independence, it is significantly great

er than zero in one case).

The purely economic variables have larger (nega

tive) coefficients in the regressions for wives.

The coefficient for the direct wage effect is

strongly significant in three out of five cases.

The coefficient for the cross wage effect is signi

ficant in two out of five cases, and the same

holds for the nonernployment coefficient. The durn

mies for presence of children work in the expected

age groups - 20-24 and 25-34 - and in the expected

direction. The substitution effect has the expect

ed sign in only one case, and is significantly

negative for two groups.

As can be expected the regressions show larger

coefficients for wornen. The reason is probably

that institutional factors contribute to dampen

the variations in the dependent variable for hus

bands.

Finally, it is worth noting that the supply curves

are most often backward bending and leisure seems

to be a normal good.
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We will now introduce two regression equations

from a somewhat different approach. If one assumes

that each member of the household possesses a

utility function, and that he or she regards (part

of) the incorne of the other members of the house

hold as his nonemployment income, one gets a theo

retical model that can be empirically specified as

follows.

where

i=I,2 (25)

II.
1.

the nonemployment
pIus the income ( s)
the household 'I

income of the household
of the other member ( s) of

p.
1

the wagefor the household member under con
sideration

The data include in this case individuals that are

members of households, where at least one member

participates in the labor market. The resul ts for

males and females are presented in equations (26)

below.

11= 2136 - 0.0247 Pl - 0.0008 III + '18 c1 + 14 c 2 + 58 h l +

(7.286) (3.682) (1.279) (1.030) (3.845)

41 h 2 + 32 h 3 - 165 mI - 35 m2 + 27 m3 + 20m4
(2.756) (2.025) (6.694) (2.366) (1.983) (1.503)

R2 = 0.05 F = 12.920 n = 2823

(26)

1 2= 1778 - 0.1682 P2 - 0.0020 II 2 - 443 c 1 - 310 c 2 + 144 hl +
(9.121) (3.636) (8.189) (7.197) (3.000)

38 h 2 - 8 h 3 + 495 kl + 305 k 2 + 157 k 3 + 181 k 4
(0.796) (0.160) (8.185) (6.670) (3.673) (4.261)

R 2 = 0.14 F = 28.877 n = 1745
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The coefficients of the purely economic variables

are strongly significant in both equations. The

supply curves are negatively sloped and the "nonem

ployment II coefficients have the correct sign. The

age dummies in the equations for males render

support for the life cycle theories, and the cor

responding age dummies for females show that all

age groups work significantly more than the oldest

age category. Moreover , the presence of chi ldren

affect the women's supply of labor in the expected

direction.

6. TAXES AND LABOR SUPPLY

A comparison of our results with the corresponding

results from econometric studies on US material

showa good correspondence with respect to the

effect of the wage variable on the labor supply of

males, i.e., their labor supply is relatively in

sensitive to changes in the wage rate. The picture

is quite different for females. Our estimates show

a significantly negatively sloped supply curve,

while most of the U.S. studies indicate a positive

ly sloped supply curve.

As was pointed out in Section 3 above a negatively

sloped supply curve indicates that an increased

marginal tax rate will increase the supply of

labor. This implication intuitively seems to be a

bit unreasonable due to the high marginal tax

rates in Sweden compared to the U.S., and our

knowledge of the behavior of relatives and neigh

bors. Intuition cannot, however, be used to.refute

scientific hypotheses, but it should force the

researcher to think twice.
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There is one obvious reason why the slopes of the

supply curves could have a negative bias. Our

method of calculating the hourly wage rate means

that every misspecification of the true number of

hours worked contributes to this bias. If an indi

vidual reports a too low working time this irnplies

a too high hourly wage rate and vice versa. l

This possible bias could explain the negative sub

stitution effects obtained in Section 5 above. A

negative bias in the wage coefficient means that

the substitution effect is underestimated and if

this underestimation is sufficiently large, it

will generate a negative substitution effect.

One way to solve this problem would be to use a

(up till now unknown) data source, where the wage

variable is collected directly. There is also the

possibility of using an instrumental wage varia

ble. A more direct way to analyse the effect on

labor supply of changes in tax progression would

be to introduce a variable measuring the tax pro

gression. We have previously given a possible em

pirical specification of the labor supply func

tion, where we use the fact that the municipal tax

rate differs between the different households in

our sample. We will now introduce estimation re

sults of a variation on equations (24). The differ

rences are two: the municipal tax rate has been

introduced and the re'gion dummies have been omit

ted to avoid possible multicollinearity.

l The suspected bias due to negative correlation
between the supply and wage variables may, how
ever, to some extent be offset if part-time jobs
are less payed per hour.
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~1= 2360 - 0.0164 - 0.0046 - 0.0046 T
PI P2 1t + 23 c1 -

(3.037) (0.639) (4.763) (1.140)

121 mI - 58 m2 - 2 m3 4 m4 8.20 t

(4.027) (3.396) (0.123) (0.281) (1.948)

R2 = 0.04 F = 6.294 n = 1414

(27)

12= 2773 - 0.0324 - 0.1859 - 0.0071 T
PI P2 1t + 459 c1 -

(2.118) (9.113) (2.536) (7.612)

268 c 2 + 366 kl + 161 k 2+ 16 k 3 + 58 k 4 - 30.95 t

(5.803) (4.986) (2.747) (0.296) (1.073) (2.560)

R2 = 0.13

where

F 21.435 n = 1407

t = the municipal tax rate.

We observe no ~ajor' differences from the results

in the previous estimations. The new variable (the

tax rate) has negative sign for both men and

women·., however slightly insignificant for men. The

negative tax rate coefficient means that a tax

increase would decrease the supply of 1abor. This

finding is inconsistent with our observations of a

backward bending supply curve (if we can re1y on

our theory). Our presumption concerning bias in

the wage variable is thus strengthened. In the

case that we have a backward bending supply curve

(seemingly inconsistent wi th the sign of the tax

rate coefficient) but a positive substitution

effect (consistent with theory) there remains, how

ever, an additional possibi1ity that the. wage

rate coefficients are unbiased: if the household

perceives that the tax payments are redistributed

to the household we can forget about income ef-
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fects. An increased tax progression will only.have

a (negative) substitution effect. 1

The tax rate elasticities are for men -o .10 and

for women -0.56. Thus, an increase of the tax rate

would not, it seems, as other authors 2 believe, di

minish tax revenues.

We will finally in equations (28) present resul ts

from estimations of a variation on equation (25)

where we have introduced the municipal tax rate

variable in the same way as above.

11= 2364 - 0.0240 PI - 0.0007 Dl + 16 c1 + 14 c 2 -

(7.120) (3.361) (1.147) (1.026)

166 m! - 34 m2 - 26 m3 22 m4 - 7.27 t

(6.713) (2.298) (1.939) (1.609) (2.070)

R2 = 0.04 F = 14.526 n = 2823

(28)

1 2= 2644 - 0.1667P2 - 0.0017 TI 2 - 445c 1 - 313c 2 +
(9.048) (3.111) (8.202) (7.270)

477 kl + 298 k 2 + 137 k 3 + 173 k 4 - 30.97 t

(7.815) (6.400) (3.173) (3.990) (2.812)

R2 = 0.14 F = 30.290 n = 1745

l This possible explanation has been suggested to
us by Ingemar Hansson and Charles Stuart, Universi
ty of Lund, Sweden.

2 See, e.g., Jakobsson and Normann, this volume,
and Stuart (1979). Our conclusion of course needs
further qualification. We investigate a rather spe
cial sample with apartial equilibrium approach.
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The tax rate coefficients have the same sign and

magnitude as in ,equations (27). All other coeffi

cients correspond very weIl with those obtained in

equations (26). We should of course note that we

face the same possibility of bias in equations

(28) as discussed above.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The models estimated in the previous sections are

just a first step in several approaches that have

to be investigated.

The bias problem demands an inquiry into the possi

bilities of using alternative data sources, where

the gross wage variable is obtained independently

of the number of ours worked.

A well-known problem with the gross wage rate

variable lies in the possibility of the wage rate

not being independent of the hours worked (e. g. ,

over time premiums). The wage rate variable being

endogenous implies correlation between the depend

dent variable and the error term.

A similar problem arises in the estimation of

models with a marginal net wage rate variable.

This problem, however, does not dis(}ualify a net

wage approach. Estimation techniques have been de

veloped to cope with such simultaneity problems. l

The data source we use also allows an intertempo

ral approach. The income distribution survey has a

panel, where half the sample is substi tuted every

l See, e.g., Wales and Woodland (1979).
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year. This enables us to

determinants of entrance

labor market.

study, for example., the

into and exits from the

The Swedish tax system with a proportional and

locally differentiated municipal tax rate has en

abled us to study the supply effects of changes in

income tax progression. Another approach cou1d be

to pool samp1es from different years and more

fu11y parameterize the tax system for the years

studied. This cou1d give a more complete picture

of how changes in the tax system affect 1abor

supp1y.
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On the Determinants of Labor Supply in Sweden

Comment

Frank P. Stafford"

As Axelsson, Jacobsson and Löfgren (AJL) note, their paper

has the distinction of being the first econometric labor

supp1y study in Sweden. This is remarkable since Sweden is

the deve10ped economy with the highest adu1t 1abor force

participation rate and is at the same time the most interest

ing from the point of view of the potential impact of the

tax structure on 1abor supply and work effort. Tax rates are

high on average and at the margin and, for couples fi1ing

according to the married co1umn in the tax tables since

1971, the wife and husband both face independent tax sched

ules ; the earnings of one spouse do not affect the marginal

tax rate of the other.

If one is inc1ined to believe that peop1e do respond to

taxes in choosing family labor supply, then, in comparison

to the U.S., married women in Sweden should have greater

incentives to work some, but not long, market hours. This is

because in the U.S. married persons are taxed at their

spouse's marginal tax rate on the first dollar of labor

income 1 in contrast to a zero marginal tax rate in Sweden.

If you like, while the U.S. system is "unfair" to married

couples of equal earning capacity, the Swedish system is

l If they fiIe jointly. If they fiIe separately they face a
different tax schedu1e and this "pays" on1y if both spouses
have high incomes. The Swedish tax system had similar provi
sions over the period 1966-71.

* I would like to thank Ned Gramlich for helpful comments on
these comments.
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"unfair" to married couples of unequa1 earning capacity and

taxes the we11-known division of 1abor within the househo1d.

My guess is that the U.S. system may evo1ve in the direction

of the Swedish system, but for now major structura1 differ

ences exist and invite comparative research.

As a consequence of the two tax systems, the comparative

static mode1 of 1abor supp1y predicts that in Sweden the

high (average and marginal) tax rates on the spouse will

make for smaller income effects from husband's earnings

which in turn say to married women "work in the market" • If

the wife' s earnings are low she will face low marginal tax

rates, hence there are wage (substitution) effects for the

first hours of work l but not for long hours of work because

the progressive tax rates will create a reduced ro1e for

substitution effects so as to discourage long hours. 2 Tax

rates are sufficient1y progressive in Sweden as to likely

offset the we11-known wage premium which most 1abor markets

generate for longer hours.

Assuming 1abor-1eisure preferences to be the same in both

countries, the prediction from a simple 1abor supp1y mode1

is that married Swedish women shou1d have higher 1abor force

participation rates (LFPR' s) and shou1d be more likely to

work short hours. The gross evidence is consistent with

these predictions. In Sweden LFPR's of married women are

higher tha!l in the U. S. (63.2 versus 49.5 percent) but re

ported hours of work per week are less (28.9 versus 34.2

hours). Of course the gross evidence is very limited in

va1ue and simple time trends indicate an on1y moderately

higher rate of growth in LFPR' s of married Swedish women

l Apart from income conditioned transfers and an apparent
discontinuity with tax rates rising from .02 to .30 at 7,000
Skr per year.

2 Marginal tax rates equal 50 percent at annua1 income
levels of 53,000 Skr.
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af ter 1971 than between 1966 and 1971. For married women age

35-44, the LFPR rose by 11.4 percentage points or

(11.4/43.7)/5 = 5.2 percent per year relative to the nonpar

ticipants in 1966-1971. From 1971 to 1975 it rose by 7.7

percentage points or (7.7 /32.3) /4 = 6.0 percent per year re

lative to nonparticipants. This modest acceleration in

LFPR's of married women is despite the fact that the major

change allowing each spouse to face independent marginal tax

rate schedu1es occurred in 1971. Because of the limitations

of such a global overview, studies of the type presented by

AJL are essential for public analysis. Their paper repre

sents early results of alarger project, and my comments

should be regarded as much suggestions for future research

as a comment on their results to date.

Besides the usua1, static labor supp1y model deve10ped in

Section l of their paper, their future work could inc1ude

models designed to illuminate intertemporal aspects of labor

supply. With high marginal tax rates there are incentives

for income averaging by keeping earnings constant from one

year to the next. However, for the lowest wage groups income

conditioned transfer payments can result in incentives for

cycling between market work and non-participation with re

ceipt of maximlUll transfer' benefits in the non-work years. As

a point in theory suppose some groups of individuals receive

transient wage opportunities where wage rates may be high

one year and low the next. In an intertemporal context this

will encourage a larger apparent cross-sectional wage elas

ticity because the income effects of the temporarily higher

wage will be spread out over a longer planning period. l

If the job market for persons in poverty or near poverty is

characterized by highly variable wage rates for the same

l See Metcalf, Charles, "Making Inferences from Controiled
Income Maintenance Experiments", American Economic Review,
June 1973, pp.478-85. ---------,-~~--
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person through time, lower wage workers can appear to ~ave a

more elastic supply of labor when in fact their preferences

may not differ from the non-poor. This theoretical possibil

ity could explain the greater apparent labor supply elasti

cities of women and minorities which are of ten observed in

the United States, and it is also consistent with higher

unemployment rates because in some periods the optimal reduc

tion in labor supply may be a corner solution of zero hours.

Another advantage of intertemporal models is that they can

be adapted to consider endogenous retirement and the impact

of tax and pension policies on lifetime labor supply. The

sharp dec line in LFPR' s of older men in Sweden and the U. S.

suggests this is worth considering. Further, models of this

sort will generally indicate that the net wage from current

labor market activity should be adjusted to include the dis

counted value of added future pension benefits. 1 As a result

people may work long hours despi te a low current marginal.

af ter tax income benefi t. Finally, intertemporal models can

be used to consider the effects of the tax system on human

capi tal accumulation. Some of the theoretical work in this

area indicates that people can have alternative life cycle

paths of equal utility which differ dramatically in terms of

skill accumulation. 2 Sharply progressiv~ income taxes, which

reduce the returns to extensive formal and on-the-job train

ing will certainly encourage a choice toward the 10wer skill

life cycle path.

On the demand side it is pretty well-estab1ished (or at

least agreed upon) by labor economists that there are wage

l Burkhauser) Richard and Turner) John, ilA Time Series An
alysis on Social Security and Its Effect on the Market Wage
of Men at Younger Ages", JO"!.~I!.~!..__<?_~.--!ol_~~icC!..~._~.9~~.z,
August 1978.

2 Ryder, HarI, Stafford, Frank and Stephan,
Leisure and Training Over the Life Cycle",
Ec<?}~~~!.,=-._~~~~~~, October 1976, pp. 651-74.

Paula, "Labor,
International
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premiums for longer hours of work. A person ehoosing between

a part-time job and a full-time job will usually get a

higher hourly wage rate on the latter. The reas()ns for this

are not absolutely clear, but can be partly explained by the

fact that longer hours or at l~ast 8 hours per day makes it

easier to utilize more fully certain kinds of physical capi

tal through the use of work shifts. l From the point of

theory J marginal wage rates which rise with hours of work

make the mode1 less tractable because it imparts a (pretax)

convexity of the opportunity ~et.

Howev~r, there is a Say' s Law of Search. As my co11eague

Paul Courant has pointed out, supply creates its own demand

in that more widely avai1able kinds of units, be they hous

ing or 1abor hours, are easier for searchers to find and

this will lower expected costs. If on1y a few persons want

part-time hours Say' s La~ of Search says that they may have

lower wage rates which is in contrast to a usua1 factor

demand argument which would imp1y higher wage rates to a

scarce factor. In the U. S. many firms now plan for and

active1y recruit part-time workers and this must be the case

in Sweden as weIl, but there is still probably a wage pre

mium for full-time hours.

Combining the rising marginal wage on the demand side and

the fact that progressive marginal tax rates will make for

falling af ter tax wage rates is something of an analytical

mess, but research indicates that, at least for the U.S., it

is probably important in evaluating the effects of taxes on

1abor supply.2

l Deardorff, Alan and Stafford, Frank, "Compensati.on of Co
operating Factors", Econometrica, July 1976, pp. 671-84.

2 Rosen, Harvey, "Taxes in a Labor Supp1y Model with Joint
Wage-Hours Determination", Econometrica, May 1976, pp. 485-
507. -
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The current AJL work does not cope with a number of economet

ric problems. and 'it may be worthwhile to consider the fol

lowing in future work:'

1. Because they obtain wage rate measur"es by dividing

labor income (before tax) by respondent reports of

hours of work per week times weeks paid for per year.

if there is a response error understating hours it will

yield an overstated wage rate and conversely for over

stated hours. These probable measurement errors will

yield aspurious increase in the probabili ty of observ

ing a backward bending supply curve of labor and a

false conclusion that work hours are increased by a tax

rate. One method for coping with this is to reduce the

negative error covariance between wage and hours by

obtaining independent measures of hours or wage rates.

One could use time diary estimates as the dependent

variable or respondent reports of wage rates as the

independent variable. There are still errats-in-varia

bles problems (the wage elasticity will be biased

toward zero). but using independent hours and "wage esti

mates would likely be an improvement over the current

methodology.

2." If panel'data are available one could cope with the

spurious" correlation between non-Iabor income and labor

supply: given observationally identical individuals in

a cross-section the one with a history of more market

work will have built up greater non-Iabor income. If so

the coefficients in equation (23) will understate the

income elasticity of demand for leisure.

3. Panel data or some sort of averaging would a1so permi t

the authors to deal with the econometric problems asso

ciated wi th non-participa tion. In their paper the an

alys1s is restricted to part1c1pants, but 1t would seem
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that one of the major aspects of the Swedish tax system

is to encourage par.ticipation. Panel data wou1d permit

a substantiai reduction in the number of zero hours

cases since hours would be averaged over a number of

years.

4. If an averaging procedure is not used one could develop

a reservation wage model, but the models developed to

date represent the case of a eonstant hourly wage

ratel, a condition unlikely to be met if there are very

progressive taxes or a market wage premium for long

hours.

The future and current work faces difficult measurement

issues. To introduce tax rates requires not on1y examining

the tax schedu1e but also factoring in the effect of income

conditioned benefits such as chiId care and the deductabil

ity of interest payments. The latter may be non-trivial and

leads me to an Archipe1ago theory of labor supply. If your

labor earnings place you in the 82 percent marginal tax

bracket (114,000 Skr per year or more) and if you were

considering cutting back your work effort because of this,

the lure of sailing in the Archipelago could encourage you

to keep working longer hours, at least in the winter. If the

boat .you buy is financed either direct1y or indirectly, by

increasing your home mortgage, the boat could be bought with

af ter tax crowns approaching 20 öre.

Another measurement issue centers on hours of work. Methodo

10gical work on the validity of respondent reports of work

hours is, to my knowledge, non-existent, despi te the use of

l Heckman, James, "Shadow Prices, Market Wages and Labor
Supp1y", Econometrica, July 1974, pp.679-94 or Devaney, Bar
bara "The Labor Supp1y of Married Women: An Ana1ysis of the
A110cation of Time to Market and Non-Market Activities",
unpub1ished Ph D dissertation, Department of Economics, Uni
versity of Michigan, 1977.
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Comparisons of alternative hours at work measures

Time diary reports of mins.,
worked per Week

Reported hours
per week Under 1770- 2370- 2970 No
in an·average 1770 2369 2969 or diary
week more time

Under 30 13 10 2 l 2

30-39 12 12 10 l 2

40-49 45 35 105 36 3

50 or more 6 10 23 27 O

such data in most industrialized economies. The data in

Table 2 demonstrate that time diary estimates of hours at

work during a twelve month period are only weakly correlated

with respondent reports of hours of work per week in an

average week, and respondent reports appear to miss secular

trends toward fewer hours. Further, elapsed hours at work do

not measure work effort nor time spent at work not working,

all of which may, over the long run, be influenced by tax

policy.

So much for preliminary remarks.

What do we know right now about labor supply in Sweden in

light of the AJL work? If we take their resul ts literally

the income and substitution effects te1ls us that men in the

U. S. and Sweden are fairly similar in their preferences in

that neither respond very much to economic variables. How

ever, women in Sweden and the United States are different in

their labor supply .E!...~ferenc~~. I emphasize preferences be

cause according to the methodology used by AJL, with wage

rates independent of hours of work and tlexogenous" non-labor

income, we are pretending to tlidentify" the opportunity set

by !. eriori zero and non-zero restrictions and are using
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. this to estimate parameters describing the peference side.

Women in Sweden have, according to AJL, negative wage elasti

cities (the resultant effect of underlying substitution and

income elasticities) while in the U. S. they have moderate,

positive wage elasticities. 1

An alternative to the interpretation that women' s prefer

ences differ in the two countries is that the negative wage

elasticities repor ted in Table 1 of their paper may reflect

the fact that at higher before tax wage rates and given

participation, the disincentives to longer hours are rela

tively greater in Sweden than in the U. S. In light of the

comments on theoretical, econometric and measurement prob

lems, this is assuredlya tentative inference. For example,

annual work hours are defined to include weeks of compensa

tion rather than weeks at work, and if vacations are longer

for higher wage women this would yield an overestimate of

work hours and should impart an upward algebraic bias to the

wage elasticity estimated by AJL.

Not including progressive tax rates in the model can be

viewed as an erroneous prior restriction to identify prefe

rence parameters. To visualize this, consider a situation

where all persons participate and face pretax wages of

either w1 or w2 and af ter tax marginal wage rates of 01' 02·

In the' case of progressive taxes there is a relatively

larger income effect and this induces shorter work hours 

in fact it is the converse of overtime wage rates (say

double time for hours beyond the "standard" work day) which

act to increase the role for substitution effects relative

to income effects. To AJL what appears to be a wage increase

from w
1

to w
2

is reallyamarginal equilibrium wage rate

increase (wage rates are endogenous) from 01 to 02 and the

l Rees, Albert, "Summary of Results on Negative Income Tax",
Journal of Human Resources, Spring 1974.
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latter "induces" a reduction in labor supply. See Figure 1

where cd represents the price and consumption eurve observed

with progressive taxes and when ab is the price consumption

eurve without taxes or with proportional taxes. As a first

step forward in their current research the authors could

utilize something pretty elose to the current mode!, but use

marginal wage rates.

Figure 1.

Money
Income

Labor supply and progressive taxation

T-h (leisure)
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In conc1usioil it shou1d be noted that the tax systems in

Sweden and the U.S. can a1so have significant impacts on

marriage, fertility and divorce. In a broader ana1ysis

family compos! tion is an endogenous variable and studies of

1abor supp1y by different demographic groups can easily over

look the fact that how many peop1e are in which groups can,

in the long run, be re1ated to 1abor supp1y and therefore be

subject to inf1uences of tax policy. In the U. S. divorce

rates have doub1ed within a decadel and this is not unrelat

ed to greater lifetime career commitments to the 1abor

market by younger women. More generally, tax rates can

affect a who1e array of non-market behavior. To take a speci

fic case, ln the U. S. a variety of market and non-market

work activities have dec1ined substantial1y between 1965 and

1975. However, time spent in househo1d repalrs and projects

appears to have exhibited a substantia1 percentage ln

crease. 2. Time spent in such repairs ls tax exempt, but the

rapid increase ln housing prices whlch motivated greater

actlvity of this sort may a1so be the result of efforts to

respond to personal income taxes.

l Michael, Robert T., "Why Has The U.S. Dlvorce Rate Doubled
Within The Decade?" working paper, National Bureau of Econom
ic Research, Stanford California, September 1977.

2 See Stafford, Frank P. and Duncan, Greg J., "The Use of
Time and Technology by Households in the United States" ,
fortheoming in R.G. Ehrenberg (ed.), Research in Labor Econ
omics.
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Welfare Effects of Changes in Income

Tax Progression in Sweden

Ulf Jakobsson and Göran Normann

l. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we will investigate the implications

of the theory of optimal income taxation for the

graduation of the income tax schedule in Sweden.

The optimal income tax problem deals with the

trade-off between equality and efficiency, when

deciding on the progressiveness of the income tax

schedule. The trade-off problems considered in the

literature are of two kinds:

(i) between equity and efficiency losses due to

distortions of labor-leisure choice. (See,

e.g., Diamond, 1968; Mirrlees, 1971, and

Phelps, 1973.)

(ii) between equity and distortions of the incen

tives to invest in human capital. (See,

e.g., Atkinson, 1973, Phelps, 1973, and

Sheshinski, 1976).

*. The authors wish to express their grati tude to
Ragnar Bentzel, Michael Bruno, Martin Feldstein
and Schlomo Yitzaki for helpful comments and con
versations on an earlier draft of this paper, and
to Mikael Jern for his programming assistance.
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So far there are few works where these trade-offs

have been studied in connection with an actual tax

system. l

We will investigate the first mentioned trade-off

problem in connection wi th the Swedish system of

personal income taxation. Even though we cast the

problem into an optimal taxation mould, we do not

intend to find the optimal tax schedule. Instead

we will look for welfare improving tax reforms.

The instrument used in this analysis is an extend

ed version of the model for simulating the Swed

ish system of personal income taxation first pre

sented in Jakobsson and Normann (1972). The origi

nal simulation model belongs to a elass of models

with explicit public parameters that by now is

quite common. 2 This article might be seen as an

attempt to indicate how these models can be extend

ed to include behavioral relations, which opens

up the possibility of using them for a broader

range of problems than today.

The next section of the article. is a description

of the model used. We start by presenting the

original simulation model by which tax revenues at

the individual and aggregate levels can be comput

ed. The original model provides us with one of

the essential features of the optimal tax problem,

name ly a tax function defined on individual

l The only examples we know of are Bruno and Habib
(1976) and Rosen (1976). None of these works how
ever did primarily investigate the rate structure
of the tax systern.

2 For early examples or models of this type see
Pechman (1970) and Rechtenwald (1972)
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income. This model is then extended to encompass

the other main ingredients of the optimal income

tax problem as posed by Mirrlees (1971). These are

individual utili ty functions defined on consump

tion and leisure, a skill distribution, a social

welfare function defined on individual utili ties,

and a production relation. We give a fairly detail

ed description of how this extension is made in

the last part of Section 2.

To find the optimal tax system, the social welfare

function is maximized subject to two constraints.

The first is that the individual maximizes his

utility subject tq his income constraint. The

second is that the total labor supplied can pro

duce the total quantity of goods demanded. Welfare

improving tax reforms will analogously be tax

changes that improve social welfare subject to

these two constraints. Sections 3 and 4 of the

article are devoted to finding that kind of tax

changes, where the present Swedish tax system is

the initial state. This is done by simulation in

the extended tax model.

We find that under the assumptions usually made in

the literature on optimal income taxation progres

sion in the Swedish income tax should be decreas

ed. The most striking result is that· all statuto-

ry marginal tax rates should be diminished in

braekets above Skr 30,000 (ca $7,500) which was

well below the median income in 1975, the year

covered in the study. l The main explanation for

this turns out to be a "perverse revenue" effect.

Revenues will actually be increased when marginal

tax rates are diminished. The extra revenues could

l Skr 30, 000 in 1975 correspond· to Skr 43, 000 or
$10,000 in 1979 prices.
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be used for introducing a lump sum transfer •. This

combination of parameter changes will obviously

increase the utility for everybody. Therefore the

specification of the social welfare function is

not important for the result mentioned, as long as

we restrict ourselves to Paretian functions.

What is important, however, is the labor supply

response to a change in marginal tax rates, since

this response obviously is crucial for the II per

verse revenue effect. II In Section 5 we investigate

how sensitive this effect is to different assump

tians on the elasticity of substitution (a) be

tween consumption and leisure in the individual

utility function. It is found that this effect

appears in most rate brackets for a ) 0.4.

In the last section we briefly discuss what kind

of conclusions can be drawn from aur results.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The original model consists of two parts namely a

micro part and an aggregative part. The former

part is constructed to compute the tax for a

random individual. The individuals were partition

ed in ten categories such that all individuals in

a category are treated at least approximately

equal by the tax laws. The categories are of the

type single persons (age 17-66) without children,

married men (age l 7-66) and so on. An individual

is characterized in the model not only by the

category he belongs to but also by the level of

his income before tax. Thus the micro model is an

algorithm that for a given set of public parame

ters computes the tax for an individualon the
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Chart of the micro-model
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1.. _

II III

basis of two pieces of information of hiro, namely:

( l ) the individual ' s level of income before tax;

(2) the category the individual belongs to.

As can be seen from Figure l the micro model is

the place where the public parameters are intro

duced. Jakobsson and Normann (1972) give a short

description l of how the tax laws were formalized

and to some extent simplified so that they could

be integrated in the model.

If we consider a specific category a condensed

description of the micro model is given by:

t = F(y; p) (l)

l For a full description, see Jakobsson and Nor
mann (l 974) .
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individual tax payments

individual income before tax 1

set of deduction and tax parameters.

To get from (l) to a macro-relation between income

and taxes an aggregation procedure is introduced.

The one we have used relies on knowledge of the

income distributions in different categories.

Still considering a specific category the total

tax (T), paid by the category is given by

T
Ymax

N • J F (Y: p ) • q, I (y) dy
Ymin

(2 )

where N = number of persons in the category,

q,1(y) = density function of incomes in the

category.

In this simulation model it is possible to distin

guish and compare the effects on, e. g., revenues

and income distribution after tax of different

specified changes in the parameter set. The level

and distribution of income before taxes also

appear explicitly so the built-in-flexibility of

the tax system can be investigated. An important

limitation of the model, however, is that income

before tax is exogenous . By introducing, in the

micro-model, utility maximizing choice between

labor and leisure on part of indviduals, this

assumption is relaxed in the present version of

the model.

l The income before tax concept used here is total
net income (sammanräknad nettoinkomst). Our choice
of this concept that is defined by the tax law has
been dietated by the existing data on income dis
tribution.
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2.1. Individual Behavior

The assumptions on individual behavior made here

are those of standard labor leisure analysis. We

will thus assume that individuals have identical

preferences and try to maximize their utility. It

is also assumed that consumptions of goods (C) and

consumption of leisure (L) enter a utility func

tion U(CiL}. Each individual makes his (C~L)

choice under his budget constrainti

C f(wH;P) - wH - F(WH~P} (3 )

where H = hours worked (H=Q-Li Q=hours available)

w = wage rate

f represents the function from income before

tax to income after tax.

The formulation

two assumptions,

literature:

of the budget constraint implies

both common in the optimal tax

(i) Savings are ignored.

(ii) Other income than wage income is ignored,

i.e., y = wH.

In order to make a quantitative analysis it is

necessary to be more specific on the form of the

individual utility function. We have here chosen

the standard assumption that the utili ty function

is of the Cobb-Douglas type. In a special section

we will discuss how sensitive our basic results

are to this assumption.
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On the assumption that the individual tri~s to

maximize his utili ty, he will face the following

optimum problem:

Max U = Ca(Q_H)l-a subject to C=f(wH:P} (4)

The optimal labor supply of the individual will be

H (5 ) l

where

f l (wH i P ) • wH

e = -lfwH:pj--- residual progression. 2

If we suppose that the wage rate (w) for each

individual is given exogenously then (5) in prin

ciple can be solved for H, provided that f is

completely specified. Furthermore it is clear that

to each specific set of public parameters (p) we

get a related solution for H. So (5) defines a

function from (WiP) to H or

H = gl(WiP) (6)

By (6), the budget-restriction (3), and the util

ity function we get

U = g2(WiP) (7)

lOstands for maximallabor supply. Supposing
that there is a limit at 16 hours per dayevery
day, we get for a full year 0=5,840. To get realis
tic values on labor supply we have chosen a=O. 33.
Experimentation with different values on a indicat
es that our resul ts are not sensitive to changes
in a.

2 For a discussion of this concept see \Jakobsson
(1976).
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Since we are assuming that y = wH, we alsa get by

(6) and (I) individual tax payments

t (8)

2.2 Aggregation over Wage Rates

Abasic difference between the micro-model defined

by (1) and that defined by the preceding equations

is that the wage rate is exogenous in the latter

while income is exogenous in the original model.

From the empirical point of view this represents a

difficulty since the only information we have got

on individuals is the distribution of income. In

order to aggregate the model (6)-(8) it is there

fore necessary to relate individual income in the

initial position to wage rates. This is done by

(5). At the existing tax system we can observe the

income distribution before tax. Formula (5) then

relates each income to a specific value of H.

Since y = wH, we also get a specific wage rate

associated with each income level in the initial

stage. From the observed income distribution we

can then derive a distribution of wage rates that

is exogenously given in the model and constant

throughout the experiments carried out here. For a

specific category of income earners aggregate tax

payments can be obtained as

T

wmax
N • J g 3 (w; p) 4>' (w) dw

w .ml.n

/"

where 4>' {w} is the "derivedII distribution of

wages. We will assume that this distribution is

equivalent to the skill distribution in the opti-
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mal income tax problem. Concerning production we

adopt the assumption that the production of each

worker equals his wage.

2.3 The Social Welfare Function

A central element for the whole concept of an

optimal tax schedule is an interpersonal cornpari

son of utilities. The valuation of utilities for

different persons is made by a social welfare

function. The proper specification of this func

tion is of course a very difficult problem. We

have, however, chosen the form most commonly used

in the literature on optimal taxation, namely addi

tion of individual utilities raised to the power

of 1- E, where E could be interpreted as social

inequality aversion (Atkinson, 1970) (U 1 -
E
/(1-E);

E ) O; E * l). By this function we have social

welfare

W _1_ N •
l-E

w
max

J
w .ml.n

[ g 2 (w; p) J( l - E ) et> • (w) dw (10)

Restricted as this form might seem it still allows

for a wide range of social preference orderings .

Included are the strictly utilitarian approach

(E=O) and the Rawlsian welfare function, max-min,

(E + 00). This illustrates the well-known fact that

the sensitivi ty of the function W to changes in

different parts of the distribution is affected by

the valaue of the parameter E. The higher the

value of E the larger is the weight given to

changes in the lower part of the distribution. A

higher value does also increase the general sensi

tivity for inequality.
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By (10) our extended simulation model is complete

and it will now be used to investigate what ef

fects we get when public parameters are changed.

By simulations with the model we compute partial

derivatives of H, U, t (individual level), W and T

(aggregate level ) with respect to specific public

parameters P j .

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

All simulations are restricted to the category

married men in active ages with wives .having no

income. Important for our analysis is that in this

category a very high fraction of total income is

wage income. Table l gives for this category aver

age pre-tax income in each income class (1975)

and corresponding average and marginal effective

tax rates in the 1975 tax system.

The policy instruments we are going to consider

are the statutory marginal tax rates at national

taxation, the local tax rates and the basic tax

deduction. In addition to these existing parame

ters we consider the effects of the introduction

of a lump-sum transfer equal to all persons in the

distributions.

3.1. Effects on The Individual

On the individual level we can, according to (6)

(8), compute oH/aP.; oU/aP.; at/aP., etc., for
J. J. l.

each specific wage rate. Before we report on the

results of these computations we shall indicate
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Table l. Tax rates and income distribution for·

married men (wife not assessed) in 1975

Income
class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

Relative
frequency
of tax
payers

%

2.2
0.1
2.0
4.1
5.7
8.2

13.6
17.6
14.6
15.1

6.6
5.7
2.1
2.3

Pre-tax
mean
income

Skr

118
2 801
9 076

14 411
20 259
25 598
31 416
36 634
42 373
49 323
61 274
74 882
98 865

161 158

Average
tax
rate

%

o
O
O
9

16
20
24
28
31
35
40
44
51
61

Marginal
tax
rate

%

o
O

31
31
36
41
46
52
52
57
62
72
72
80

Residual
pro
gressiona

1.00
1.00
0.69
0.76
0.76
0.74
0.71
0.66
0.69
0.65
0.63
0.50
'o .57
0.51

a Elasticity of income after tax with respect to income
hefore tax.

the nature of the different parameter changes and

the kind of individual response we might expect

under the assumptions made.

The effect on individuallabor supply from a tax

change can be divided in an income effect and a

substitution effect. The income effect is posi

tive, which in this context means that an isolated

increase in the average tax rate will increase

labor supply. The negative substitution effect

implies that an isolated increase in the marginal

tax rate will lead to a diminished labor supply.

For a given tax schedule a speci fic revenue is

collected from the individual.
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Figure 2. Increase of the statutory marginal tax

rate within a specific braeket

Tax

l 2 3 Taxable
income

The tax schedule in the Swedish tax system qan be

described as an increasing step-wise linear func

tion from income to tax payments. The general

shape of the function is determined by the statuto

ry marginal tax rates at national taxation and the

so called basic tax deduction. Figure 2 illustrat

es an increase of the statutory marginal tax rate

within a specific braeket (braeket 2 in the fig

ure). Obviously, people below this braeket will

not be affected by the change. Everybody in braek

et 2 and above will have their utility levels

diminished. An individual wi thin the braeket gets

his marginal tax rate as well as his average tax

rate increased, so the effect on labor supply is

in principle undetermined and so is the revenue

effect. If the effect on labor supply is positive,

the revenue effect will of course also be posi

tive. A negative supply effect might, however,
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diminish the tax-base enough to offset the effect

on revenue from the upward shift in the tax sched

ule.

As the tax increase in bracket 3 and above is of

the same nature as an additional lump-sum tax

labor supply in these brackets will be greater

than before and so will revenues collected. util

ity leveis, however, will of course be diminished.

If we now go to the local tax it could mainly be

seen as a linear tax with constant marginal tax

rate which is equal to the local tax rate. It is

clear that for the whole range of income an in

crease in this tax rate will give rise to ex

actly the same effects as we met wi thin bracket 2

in the preceding paragraph.

The qualitative effects of changes in the other

two instruments (basic tax deduction, lump-sum

transfer) are obvious since they do not affect

marginal tax rates and therefore only give rise to

income effects.

Results on the micro level for changes in the

statutory marginal tax rates in braekets Skr 0

10,000 and Skr 30,000-40,000, can be seen in Table

2. Each of these parameters has been increased by

one percentage unit. In the table the resul ting

changes in percent of initial values are given for

tax payments, hours worked and individual utili

ties at different income leveis. To pick an ex

ample we can in row 8, column 9, read the value of

(ot/oP.)/(t)·lOO at income level 1=::36,600, where P.
J J

stands for the marginal tax rate in the braeket

Skr 30,000-40,000.



Table 2. Effects of parameter changes on the individual at different income levels

Pre-tax Increase of statutory marginal tax rate in. taxable income bracket

mean in- 0-10,000 Skr 30,000-40,000 Skr

Income come before Marginal Work Utility Tax Marginal Work Utility Tax

class tax change tax rate effort payment tax rate effort payment

(l) (2)a (3)b (4)b (5)b (6)a (7)b (8)b (9)b

l 118 O O O O O O O O

2 2 801 O O O O O O O O

3 9 076 +1 -1.1 -0.1 0.0 O O O O

4 14 411 +1 -0.6 -0.2 4.8 O O O O

5 20 259 O 0.5 -0.2 5.5 O O O O w
(\J

6 25 598 O 0.4 -0.2 2.3 O O O O -....J

7 31 416 å' 0.4 -0.1 2.1 O O O O

8 36 634 O 0.4 -0.1 1.6 +1 -2.1 -0.0 -3.7

9 42 373 O 0.3 -0.1 1.3 +1 -1.8 -0.1 -2.5

10 49 323 O 0.3 -0.1 1.1 O 0.3 -0.1 1.1

11 61 274 O 0.3 -0.1 0.8 O 0.3 -0.1 0.8

12 74 882 O 0.3 -0.1 0.8 O 0.3 -0.1 0.8

13 98 865 O 0.3 -0.1 0.4 O 0.2 -0.1 0.4

14 161 158 O 0.2 -0.1 0.3 O 0.2 -0.1 0.3

a Change given in percentage units.

b
Change given in percent of initial value.
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As could be expected, utili ties are decreased for

all individuals affected by the tax increase. Fur

thermore, those individuals that get their tax

rates increased with unchanged marginal tax rates

will increase their hours worked. The amount of

tax collected from these people will, of course,

also increase. These resul ts do not depend on our

specific choice of utility function for the indi

vidual. The Cobb-Douglas assumption is, however,

important in the brackets where marginal tax rates

are increased. Here we get a decrease in labor

supply. For individuals with taxable income in the

bracket Skr 30,000-40,000 this effect is strong

enough to produce a negative overall effect on

their tax payments.

This negative effect is essential for the resul ts

we will give later on. Some readers might find it

so extreme that it would rule out any form of the

individual utility function producing this effect.

However, as soon as any incentive effects at all

are admi tted, a perverse revenue effect does not

seem to be too far fetched which should be clear

from the following example.

Consider a full time worker supplying 2,000 hours/

year at a wage rate of 22.5 Skr/hour. This gives a

yearly wage of Skr 45, 000 and a taxable income of

approximately Skr 40,000. Tax payments are roughly

Skr 12,000. Now let the marginal tax rate in the

brackets above the taxable income Skr 30,000 be

increased by one percentage unit. At a taxable

income of 40,000 this gives an initial tax in

crease on Skr 100 or 0.8 percent of taxes paid. By

how much must hours worked be diminished in order

to offset this positive revenue effect? Since the

elasticity of tax payments wi th respect to income
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in this bracket is roughly equal to 2, an adjust

ment in hours worked by 0.4%, or 8 hours per year,

would be sufficient to give a zero revenue effect.

Higher adjustments than 8 hours per year will

consequently give negative revenue effects.

From the aggregative part of he model (e.g., (9)-

(10)) we can investigate the effects of specific

parameter changes on tax revenues and the social

welfare function. Table 3 gives computed values of

eT/eP. and eW/eP. for different parameters.
]. ].

The most striking result of the table is that the

perverse revenue effects we could observe at the

micro-level in certain cases give rise to similar

effects at the macro-level. Take, e.g., the brack

et Skr 30-40, 000 • From the table we can see tha t

a rise of the marginal tax-rate in this bracket by

l percentage uni t wi 11 decrease the aggregate tax

revenues by Skr 19 million. From the micro-simula

tions (Table 2) it is clear that this figure is

the net effect of diminished revenues from people

within the bracket. getting their marginal tax rate

increased and revenue increases from people above

the bracket, where the average tax rate is increas

ed while the- marginal tax rate is unchanged.

The interpretation of the perverse revenue effects

for certain brackets is that the tax schedule in

these brackets is not Pareto-optimal under the

assumptions on individual behavior made here. Low

ered marginal tax rates would increase utilities

for the persons affected at the same time as total

revenues would be increased.



Table 3. Aggregate effects of parameter changes on social welfare and tax revenue

Parameters Change of Effeet on

parameter Tax revenue Social welfarea

National ineome tax sehedule mill. Skr
Taxab1e ineome Initial
braeket. statutory aT/aP. oW/OP.
Thousands marginal 1 1

of Skr tax rate, % E;=0.8 E;=3.0 E;=6.0

PI 0-15 7 +1 p.ub 99 -4.21 10-1 -8.9 10-3 3.3 10-5

P2 15-20 12 If 27 -1.41 If -2.7 If :-.8 lO

P3 20-25 17 .. 22 -1.27 .. -2.3 If -.6 lO

p4 25-30 22 .. 10 -1.03 .. -1.7 II -.4 If

P5 30-40 28 If -19 -.89 If -1.3 II -.3 II

P6 4.0-45 33 If -30 -.25 If -.3 If -.1 If

p7 45-65 .38 .. -o -.44 II -.4 II -.0 II UJ

65-100e If
UJ

p8 43 -14 -.46 If -.39" -.0 If o

p9 IDO_d 52 If -33 -.68 II -.49 1f -.0 II

P10 Lump sum transfere +100 Skr -71 1.0 1.0 1.0
PlI Basie tax deduetionf +100 Skr -35 1.73 10-1 3.4 10-3 1.2 10-5

P12 Loeal ineome taxg +1 p.u 33 -6.40 If -12.9 If -4.5 II

a These effeets are normalized so that the effect of the introduction of a lump-sum
transfer by 100 Skr is equal to one.

b Percentage unit.

c Two brackets put together. The statutory marginal tax rate is 48%
in the subbracket 70,000-100,000 Skr.

d Cf. c). The statutory marginal tax rate is 56% in the subbraeket 150,000-.

e This parameter does not exist in the aetua1 tax system.

f Present1y 4,500 Skr a110wed to all income earners subjeet to the restriction
that taxable ineome should not beeome negative.

g Flat rate of approximately 26% applied to taxable income.
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We can also observe that the effect on social

welfare of introducing a lump-sum transfer I wi th

one exception is rnuch .greater than any other wel

fare effect. The exception is the rate of the

regressive local tax. For e:=O. 8 i t would not in

crease social welfare to finance an increased

lump-sum transfer wi th an increase in the local

tax rate.

For higher values of € the welfare effect of other

parameter changes become almost negligible compar

ed to the welfare effect of a change in the lump

sum transfer.

4. WELFARE IMPROVING POLICIES UNDER A FIXED

BUDGET-CONSTRAINT

We are now equipped to answer the question of

which parameter changes to choose in order to

increase social welfare. As we do not consider

other branches of public policy than personal

income taxation it is natural to restrict the

changes in the tax schedule to leave total net

revenues constant. Under the assumptions made here

this restriction is equivalent to the restriction

that changes in consumption shall be equal tö

changes in production (see Stern, 1976). By the

help of Table 3 i t is easy to design policies,

i. e., combinations of parameter changes that im

prove social welfare keeping total revenues con

stant.

In terms of our previous notation our task is to

find combinations of parameter changes dPk ; dPc
such that
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dW OW dPk +
a\v dP > OePk

.
~Pc

.
c

(11 )

dT eT . dPk + aT . dP oePk i"P cc

In Table 4 we give a selection of combined parame

ter changes that fulfills (11). The results are in

accordance with those reached by ~1irrlees (1971)

and Phelps (1973). Both authors present results

inoicating that the optimal marginal tax rates

should be falling at higher income leveis. Here it

is clear that marginal tax rates in brackets above

30,000 should be lowered. In Table 4, II and III

are examples of such policies. It should als'o be

mentioned that these two policies are of special

interest since theyas weIl as policy VI represent

Pareto improvements.

\-le have introduced the possibility of a lump-sum

transfer in the tax system. Our results strongly

indicate that such an element should be included

in the actual tax system. This is of course also

in accordance with the results reached in theoreti

cal literature.

In our analysis this resul t can be explained by

the heavy weight attached to income in the lowest

part of the distribution, already by the utilitari

an sum of uti Ii ties. This tendency is reinforced

by the social welfare function. It should also be

pointed out that the financing of such policies is

comparatively easy in the category married men

since it has few persons in the lower end of the

income spectrum (see Table l).
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Table 4. Com12!..~~!:!:.on_of "'par_~"'-~_te~Ean.ge~_..!!!l.PE9~..!E~

social welfare under a fixed revenue constraint

-_._--------- --_._----
I II III

Parameters PI a . P10b P6a P10b P6a P1a

involved marginal lump-sum marginal lump-sum marginal marginal
tax rate transfer tax rate transfer tax rate tax rate
bracket bracket bracket bracket
0'-15' 40'-45' 40'-45' . 0'-15'
Skr Skr Skr Skr

Parameter +0.71 +1 -2.3 +1 -3.3 -1
changes

Parameters
involved

Parameter
changes

IV

P1 a

marginal
tax rate
bracket
0'-15'
Skr

-1

P3a

marginal
tax rate
hracket
20'25,

+4.5

P12a

local
tax rate

+2.2

V*

Pl0b

lump-sum
transfer

+1

P12a

local

racket

-3

VI

Pl a

marginal
tax rate
bracket
0'-15'
Skr

+1

a Change given in percentage units.

b Change given in hunclreds of Skr.

* For €=O.8 the indicated combination of. changes in local tax rate
(P12) and lump-sum transfer (P10) leads to a decreased value of the
social welfare function.
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Another general conclusion from the results is

that the valuation of different policies do not

change much with the value of €. For the piecemeal

policy analysis done here, it is in most cases

indifferent if E: is equal to zero (the strictly

utilitarian approach) or if we let € tend to infin

ity (the Rawlsian criterion). A related point is

that utility changes in the higher income classes

mostly could be neglected. What is important here

is the revenue effect. Therefore the assumptions

made on disincentives in these classes are impor

tant for the results we will get.

From Table 3 it is seen that an increase in the

local tax rate combines a low revenue effect wi th

a high welfare loss. Policies Vand VI in Table 4

are both encompassing a change in the local tax

rate (P12). When it is used to finance an increas

ed lump-sum transfer we get a welfare increase

only when E: is greater than 0.8. This increase is

much less than the one we get when the local tax

rate is lowered in combination with an increase in

the marginal tax rate in the lowest bracket

{policy VI} •

5. DISINCENTIVES AND THE REVENUE EFFECT

A clear-cut result of our previous analysis is

that, under ~1.:!..~~ssumI?.tions-E1~de, marginal tax

rates should be decreased in all brackets above

Skr 30,000. This resul t depends crucially on the

fact that in these brackets a decreased Inarginai

tax rate leads to an increase in aggregate 'tax

revenues (T).
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It is important to check how sensitive this result

is to changes in the elasticity of substitution

between consumption of goods and consumption of

leisure. We have done this by letting the individ

ual •slabor supply be governed by a utili ty func

tion of the CES-type. l By simulating the re'sponse

of hours worked ahd revenues for different values

of o for a change in the marginal tax rates in

each one of the brackets above 30, 000 Skr we get

an indication of the range of O" where the disincen

tive effect is ~trong enough to create a perverse

revenue effect.

From Table 5 it is seen that in tlle two highest

brackets there is qui te a wide range of values on

o that will give a perverse aggregate revenue

effect. For the lower brackets, however, we get a

picture that is a bit more mixed. Still, the Cobb

Douglas assumption does not seem to be essentiai

for our results. An interesting result in this

connection is provided by Stern (1976) who calcula

ted implied elasticities of substitution from

supply curves estimated by Ashenfel ter and Heck

man. This calculation gives o = .4 which indicates

that the range of o in Table 5 for most brackets

contains realistic values.

l/Il
l U = [aC- Il (l-a)(T-H)-Il] (o = _1_). If U is maxi-

1+1l .
mized subject to the budget constraint the number
of hours worked will be determined implicitly by
the following equation

c
T-H

-(1l+1 )

In lack of data on hourly wage rates
computed values on w from yearly inqomes
assumption that everybody init~~~ly is
2,000 hours/year.

we have
on· the

working
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Table 5. Least value on a in the CES-function

whe!:~._~n incr~ased.!-_~_rate PE~~~

dim.!.~~~l2ed_~Cl.~~Cl~~~_~_~~evenues

P 5 P 6 p 7 p 8 P 9

Braeket
of the tax
schedule
(thousands
of Skr)

Revenues
will be
diminished
for a ~

30-40

0.8

40-45

0.4

45-65

1.0

65-100 100-

0.4 0.3

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A clear-cut conclusion of our analysis is that the

graduation of the Swedish income tax schedule dif

fers greatly from what would be presc~ibed by the

theory of optimum income taxation wi th i ts usual

assumptions. One may then take either the position

that the tax system should be cha~ged or the posi

tion that the assumptions in the theory of optimal

income taxation need re-examination.

Certainly one would like to have more ernpirical

evidence on individual behavior before using our

results for policy prescriptions. The analysis

made has highlighted the crucial importance of the

labor supply response to tax changes. Therefore

one objection against the results reached might be

that the assumptions on disincentives have little

empirical support. Econoln~tric work in this area

indicates that labor force participation and aver-
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age hours of adult men are affected relatively

little by changes in tax rates. As we could see in

Section 5, calculations made by Stern (1976) indi

cate that the elasticity of substitution between

labor and leisure among adult men still is high

enough to produce the "perverse revenue effect" in

a wide range of tax brackets. A more important

fact, however, is that there is a downward bias in

the estimates of these studies since they only are

concerned with one dimension of labor supply,

namely hours of work, while more important dimen

sions are left out, like work effort, choice of

job, demand for education.
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A Procedure for Testing
the Signalling Hypothesis

James W. Albrecht

l. Introduction*

The sisnalling model of the returns to education

as developed by Spence (1974), Arrow (1973) and

Stiglitz (1975) represents an important theoreti

cal contribution to the economics of information,

but whether this contribution is of significant

empirical consequence is an open question. This

paper develops and applies a general method for

addressing this question.

The signalling interpretation of the returns to

education depends upon employers' lack of informa

tion about job applicants. Workers (applicants)

are assumed to have a good idea about their· produc

tivities, but, ~ prio~!, employers are not. If the

less productive cannot be induced to admit to that

fact, then the employer considering job app1icants

will ·be forced to "estimate" applicants' producti

vities.

* This paper has gone through several versions and
two data sets. The earliest version was presented
at the 1974 Econometric Society meetings in San
Francisco. The guidance and encouragement of Roy
Radner on the ear1y versions is gratefully acknowl
edged. This version has also been published in
Journal of Public Economics, February 1981.
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It is suggested that educational background may

serve as an ideal observable trait for the em

ployer to use to infer other, unobservable trai ts

related to productivity. That education can be so

used depends upon the assumption that the cost of

education varies inversely with productivity.

Under this assumption only the inherently more

productive will find extra education worthwhile.

Employers' initial beliefs that the educated are

more productive will be self-fulfilling.

This basic objection to the signalling hypothesis

is that the educational screen is a costly one.

Ought not there exist less expensive alternative

mechanisrns to elicit. information about productiv

i ties from applicants? It is sometimes asserted,

for ex_?\mple, that a~ny signalling component to the

rewards to education would be eroded by the estab

lishment of "testing firms". Alternatively, firms

may be able to structure their promotion policies

in such a way as to deter applicants from misstat

ing their qualifications i that is, applicants may

be induced to self-select into the proper job

slots. These arguments, however, 'lack any empiri

cal basis.

My approach to the signalling hypothesis will be

to exarnine directly the question of whether emplo

yers reward education for purely informational pur

poses in the hiring decision. The role of educa

tion in the hiring decision will be decomposed

into a pure "productivity component" and a pure

"information component". This is most naturally

done wi thin a 2-way analysis of covariance frame

work wi th interactions between education and II in

formation".



signa1ling hypothesis. Finally, in a

section, I summarize the method and

procedure to another approach presented

(1979) .
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In the next section I deve10p the statistica1

procedure for testing the signa11ing hypothesis.

Then, in the third section, I present an applica

tion of this method to a recrui tment by the Swed

ish auto manufacturer Volvo. The results of this

application provide both an illustration of the

procedure and some substantive evidence about the

concluding

relate my

in Riley

2 • A GENERAL PROCEDURE

Suppose an employer is considering app1icants for

a position who can be characterized by their educa

tional background and by their II infqrmation

leveiII , i. e., the amount of ~ priori information

the employer has about them. According to the

signalling hypothesis, employers need to use educa

tion as a source of information about applicant

productivities, i.e., applicants cannot be induced

to properly selfselect by some cheaper means.

Therefore, if the signalling hypothesis is valid,

employers will be forced to rely more heavily on

education when considering those applicants about

whom they have the least information.' The test

procedure presented below is an exploitation of

this simple idea.

Typically II information level" will be a quali ta

tive variable, and often educational attainment

will be as weIl. Let i = 1, •.• ,1 index educational

categories, and let j = 1, ••. ,J index information

al categories. The k th individual in the (i,j)th
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cell has observable characteristics Xijk • Assume

that the (lifetime, discounted, etc.) marginal

product (= Zo ok) of this applicant as perceived by1.J
the prospective employer can be expressed as a

linear combination of these characteristics plus a

N(O,02) error term. That is,

x o 0kTl + Uo ok'1.J 1.J

where U
ijk

is N(O, 0 2 ).

( l )

The employer's decision problem can be modelled as

one of accepting only those applicants whose per

ceived marginal product exceeds a critical value

w. Then, the probability that the k th applicant in

the (i,j)th cell will be accepted can be written

as

Pr(ZO ok > w)1.J Pr(XO 'k" + Uo ok > w)1.J 1.J

Pr (U ° 0k< X ° °k Tl - w)1.J 1.J

(X ° 0k"-W) / o1.J _1/2 _z2/2
f (2~) e dz

~(XO 0k Tl *)'1.J
(2 )

where T)* is the standardized parameter vector and

~(.) is the distribution function of the standard

ized normal random variable.

To pursue the 2-way analysis of covariance ap

proach, assume

x ° 'k Tl *1J ~ + a, + ~, + A •• +1. J 1J
(3 )
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where

~a.. ].
].

~"' ..i ].J
~"' ..
j 1J

o.

The interpretation of the parameters is as fol

lows:

~ mean (standardized, perceived) productivity

a. main effect on productivity of being in
].

educational category i

~j main effect on productivity of being in

informational category j

"'ij interaction effect on productivity of being

jointly. in educational category i and

informational category j

Dh effect of the h th concommitant variable on

productivity.

The main effects of education are the effects of

educational categories averaged across all informa

tional categories, and likewise for the rnain ef

fects of information. The interaction effect in

the (i,j)th cell is the effect of the i th level of

education on the employer' s perception of appli-

d " · f' h .th . fcant pro UCtlvlty specl lC to t e J ln orma-

tional category: that is, it is the effect of the

i th level of education above and beyond the main

effect, a .• 1
].

It is the interaction effects which are of princi

pal interest. To see this it is useful to consider

a simple "2 x2 II example. Imagine an applicant pool

l The concepts of main effects and interaction
effects in 2-way analysis of variance models are
lucidly discussed in Scheffe (1959).
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differentiated according to high versus low educa

tion level and high versus low information' level.

If employers are forced to use education for in

formation, then the interaction effects can be

expected to take on the sign pattern indicated

below:

Information

Low +
Education

High
High Low

+

We expect education to receive a positive overall

weight in the employer' sassessment procedure. If

part of this positive overall weight can be ascrib

ed to an informational component, then the posi

tive effect of education ought to be decreased in

the presenee of al ternative information ~ i. e., we

expect the interaction effect for high education

together with high information to be negative.

Analogous arguments can be made to sign the other

interaction terms, but these are redundant since

there is only one independent interaction parame

ter in this 2x2 case. Alternatively, if the em

ployer is not forced to use education as a source

of information, then the effect of education

should be constant aeross all information levels •

Thus, a test of the hypothesis that the employer

does not use education for informational purposes

may be expressed as

H:f... ..
1.J

Oi i=l, •.• , I j=l, ••• ,J.

It is to be emphasized that the hypothesis of zero

interaction effects is not the hypothesis that
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th,e ,employer is indifferent about the educational

attainment of applicants, nor is it the hypothesis

that the employer is indifferent about the amount

of ~ priori, information available about prospec

tive employees. These hypotheses instead translate

into hypotheses about the main effects.

Nor does the hypothesis of zero interaction ef

fects imply that an employer' s preference for ap

plicants about whom more information is available

need solely reflect a preference for more informa

tion. There may be differences in average produc

tivity across information clas'ses, but these dif

ferences ought to be reflected in the main effects

of information, rather than in differential re

wards to education. However, one must be on guard

for other mechanisms that might introduce an inter

action between education and information, and

such alternative mechanisms are easier to imagine

when information is not "neutral". The point, of

course, is that one must be care ful in specifying

"information classes".

3. AN APPLICATION

The data used in this application come from re-

cords of applicants

posi tions at Volvo' s

for entry-level blue collar

Torslanda auto works for the

month of June 1978. 1 Excluding those applying for

1 These data were kindly made available to me by
Göte Bernhardsson and Anne-Marie Qvarfort of the
Employment Commission in the Swedish Ministry of
Labor (sysselsättningsutredningen). Their report
on Volvo' s recrui tment practices is available in
mimeo as "Personalrekryteringen till Volvo-Tors
landaverken, Juni 1978", Sysselsättningsutredning
en , October 1978. -----'-.-~,------'----------
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part-time work, a total of 515 applicants ·were

considered and of these 291, or 56.5%, were

hired. Data on the educational attainment and on

the recruitment source of each applicant are

available from these records. Educational attain

ment is a dichotomous variable wi th "low educa

tion" identified with attainment of less than the

gymnasium level. The gymnasium is normally attend

ed for 3 years in Sweden between the ages of 16

19 and roughly corresponds to the last years of

senior high school plus parts of junior college in

the U.S. Today the completion rate in the gymnasi

um is quite high, but this is a very recent phenom

menom, and in this sample 42% of the applicants

have not completed the gymnasium.

The information class of the applicant is identi

fied wi th the source of his or her recrui tment.

The first recruitment source and this is the

source to be identified with greater prior informa

tion is recommendation by a current Volvo em

ployee; that is, the applicant has given the name

of a Volvo employee who has informed him of the

job opening and from whom the personnel department

can solicit an evaluation. Of course, such an

evaluation may not be unbiased, but it seems rea

sonable that the company can take the caliber of

the reference into account. The other two recruit

ment sources are identified wi th less prior in

formation. The first of these relatively low in

formation sources is the Swedish Labor Market

Board (AF). This refers to job seekers who have

searched AF's position announcements and have then

come to Volvo with a notification from that Board.

No active placement on AF' s part is implied. Sec

ondly, there are those who have simply applied in
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response to newspaper advertisements (plus a small

group from "miscellaneous" sources). In principle,

those who come via AF and those who come via

advertisement are in an equally low information

category. However, there is the possibility of

more active placement on the part of the AF for

some candidates. This potentially has both the

implication of more information and the implica

tion of a decrease in the probabi l i ty of hire for

those candidates since AF is more likely to make

an active effort on behalf of those who are ltdiffi

cul t to employ". These two low information cate

gories have been combined in the empirical results

presented be1ow. 1

Besides the information about education and re

cruitment source, data are avai1able on the age,

the nationality, the residence and the sex of each

applicant. These data are presented in Table 1.

Ignoring any covariation between these variables

for the moment, Table l indicates a preference for

(l) more highly educated applicants, (2) 'app1i

cants in the high information category, (3) young

er applicants, (4) Swedish and Finnish nationals,

(5) non-Gothenburg residents and (6) males. The

only surprise in the data is the preference given

to those living. out of the greater" Gothenburg

region where the plant .is located. However, the

relatively low number of non-Gothenburg residents

l In fact, Bernhardsson and Qvarfort conjecture
that some applicants recorded as recruited via
advertisement may also have s'earched the AF posi
tion announcements. There are 2 bases for this
suspicion: (i) some applicants may feel that any
identification with AF hurts their chances and
(ii) the fraction of applicants coming from AF
seems " abnormal1y low" ..
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The basic data

Total

Appli
cants

515

Hired

291

Relative
frequency

.565

Education:

Information:

Age:

Nationality:

Residence:

Sex:

Low
High

Rec
AF
Ad

(20
21-27
)28

Swedish
Finnish
Other

Gothenburg
Other

Male
Female

215
300

180
115
220

202
186
127

298
122

95

415
100

455
60

101
190

110
58

123

129
104

58

182
76
33

228
63

270
21

.470

.633

.611

.504

.559

.639

.559

.457

.611

.623

.347

.549

.630

.593

.350

Source: Unpublished data from the Employment Commission
in the Swedish Ministry of Labor.

(and the even lower number of females ) among the

applicants should be noted.

The model that has been estimated inverts equation
-1

(2) to express <Il (p) as a constant plus a sum of

main effects for education, information, age, na

tionality, residence and sex plus an education-in

formation interaction. The parameters have been

estimated using maximum likelihood (probit), and

test statistics for assessing the significance of

the main and interaction effects have been comput

ed as -2 times the logarithm of the appropriate
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likelihood ratio. The test statistics are asymp

totical1y X 2 wi th degrees of freedom equal to the

number of independent restrictions implied by the

nul1 hypothesis. These parameter estimates and

test statistics are presented in Table 2.

The parameter estimates may be interpreted with

the aid of a simple example. An applicant who (l)

has a low level of education, (2) falls in the

high information category, (3) is between the ages

of 21-27, (4) is Swedish, (5) is a Gothenburg resi

dent and (6) is male would be hired wi th an esti

mated probability of <I>(0.30S) = 0.620. An appli

cant wi th a high level of education but otherwise

identical attributes would be hired witl) an esti

matted probability of <I>(0.569) = 0.715 with the

change ascribable to the increase via the main

effect of education (from -0.191 to +0.l91) and to

the decrease via the education-information interac

tion (from +0.059 to -0.059).

The pattern of main effects in Table 2 is in basic

aceord with that suggested by the raw data in

Table l. Completion of the gymnasium, Swedish or

Finnish nationality and being male strongly in

crease the chance of getting hired, and these main

effects are significant at the 1% level. Having a

Volvo employee to use as a reference also increas

es the hire probability, but not as stronglYi and

the factors of age and residence, while retaining

the same pattern as in the raw data, become much

less important. In fact, the anomalous apparent

preference for non-Gothenburg residents essential

ly becomes zero when the covariation between resi

dence and other variables is taken into account.

The significance probabi1ities

feets of information, age and

for the main ef

residence (0.15,
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Table 2

Maximum Test
likelihood statistic

Estimate (X 2 )
._-------

Mean -0.145

Main effects
Educatiöö-- 9.48*

High 0.191
Low -0.191

Information 2.18
High 0.115
Low -0.115

Age 1.98
(20 0.095
21-27 -0.022
)28 -0.073

Interaction effect 0.54------
High Ed.x High Inf. -0.059
High Ed. x Low Inf. 0.059
Low Ed. x High Inf. 0.059
Low Ed. x Low Inf. -0.059

Nationality 14.78*
Swedish 0.185
Finnish 0.240
Other -0.425

Residence 0.34
Gothenburg -0.016
Other 0.016

Sex 10.98*
Male 0.320
Female -0.320

* Significant at l percent level.
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0.35 and 0.65, respectively) are above conven

tionally accepted levels.

The interaction effects take on the sign pattern

suggested by the signalling hypothesis, i.e., the

positive effects of extra education are decreased

in the presence of extra information, hut these

effects are quite small in magnitude. The signifi

cance probability for the education-information

interactions is only slightly less than 0.5. The

hypothesis of zero interaction effects clearly

cannot be rejected; that is, the hypothesis that

there is no purely informational component to the

preference exhibited for the more educated appli

cants cannot be rejected. Volvo' s hiring behavior

gives no support to the signalling hypothesis in

this instance.

Finally, it should be noted that the results are

insensitive to re-parameterization of the basic

model. Alternative models have been estimated with

(1) age as a continuous variable, (2) 3 informa

tion categories instead of 2, (3) interactions be

tween education and nationality and information

and nationality and (4) residence and sex supres

sed as separate variables. In addi tian the model

with residence and sex supressed has been re-esti

mated by the al.ternative technique of "minimum

normi t chi-square", i. e. , weighted least squares

based on the cell relative frequencies, as deve1

oped by Berkson (1955). The basic conc1usions

remain the same.
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4. DISCUSSION

This paper has presented a procedure for testing

the signa11ing hypothesis based on a decomposition

of the role of education in the hiring decision

into a pure "productivityll component and a pure

II information II component. The procedure was appl ied

to a recrui tment of auto workers by Volvo, and in

this instance VOlVOlS hiring behavior indicates no

support for the signalling hypothesis. Volvo pre

fers applicants wi th more education and (weakly)

prefers applicants about whom more information is

available, but in the absence of that extra in

formation no significantly different premium is

attached to extra education. That is to 'say, Volvo

does not appear to rely on education for purely

informational purposes in the hiring process.

Of course, this same procedure could be applied to

different sets of data, and one aim of this paper

is to motivate the collection of richer data sets

for replication. As explained above, and as illus

trated in the Volvo application, the trick is to

define the concept of lIinformation level" in a

suitable way.

The, procedure developed in this paper is very

"microll in the sense that it focuses on the signi

ficance of signalling at the level of the individ

ual job and at the leve1 of the individual em

ployer. More IImacro" approaches are also possible,

and such approaches can be considered complementa

ry to the method advoc'ated here. In my opinion,

the best of these macro approaches is presented in

Riley (1979).1 Rileyls method is based on an idea

l Some other empirical papers on signalling are
Layard and Psacharopoulos (1974), Taubman and
Wales (1973), and Wolpin (1977). Riley gives a
good discussion and critique of these papers.
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similar to that of information levels • However,

instead of differentiating arnong applicants for a

particular job according to the amount of avail

able prior information, he divides occupations

into those for which productivity may be easily

ascertained versus those for which signalling

might conceivably be important. A test of the

signalling hypothesis is then based on a compari~

son of lifetime earnings functions at each level

of education for those in the "screened u sector

versus those in the "unscreened" sector.

this test, Riley concludes that signalling

significant phenomenon.

Using

is a

However, as Riley points out, there is 110 obvious

best method for classifying occupations as scree

ned or unscreened. In fact, he is forced to use ex

post data analysis to perform the classification.

Nor is there any way to ensure the differences in

earning profiles between the screened and unscree

ned sectors for a given education level can be

solely ascribed to the screening function of educa

tion. But these practical problems are analogous

to those which make the application of this

paper' s procedure difficult; namely, suitably de

fining what one means by "information" and ensur

ing that specious interactions between education

and information are controlled.

To summarize, empirical analysis of the signifi

cance of signalling appears to have reached the

point where well-founded techniques are becoming

available. However, the data requirements imposed

by these techniques have proved to be rather strin

gent. One advantage of the procedure and applica

tion presented in this paper is that these data

requirements have been clarified, and one can hope

that further applications will be possible.
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Disequilibrium and Non-Neutral Market

Effects on Age-Earnings Profiles

Anita Jonsson and Anders Klevmarken '*

l. INTRODUCTION

The development of individual earnings over time

reflects current and past individual decisions as

weIl as changes in the economic environment. In

the human capital theory the rate of increase in

earnings is explained by investments in the earn

ings capacity of each individual. However, the

curvature of age-earnings profiles does not only

depend on investments in human capital but also on

the general growth of the economy and the condi

tions on the particular sector of the labor market

to which these individuals belong. This study at

tempts an integration of studies of the income

distribution in the human capital tradition and

studies of wage increases related to the Phil lips

curve.

* The authors acknowledge very constructive criti
cism on an earlier version of this paper from
Bertil Holmlund.

This work was in part supported by a grant from
HSFR.

This paper was also presented at the symposium
"Statics and Dynamics of Income", September 20-21,
1979 at the University of Gothenburg, and it will
appear in a conference volume with the same title
edited by A. Klevmarken and J. Lybeck.
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Previous studies of age-earnings profiles have,

with few exceptions (cf. Hanushek and Quigley,

1978), assumed neutral market and growth effects

on earnings. This irnplies parallel cross-sectional

(log) earnings profiles. Growth and market are

thus assumed to induce parallel shifts of the

cross-sectional profiles but not to influence

their shape. Our study differs from previous stud

ies in the human capital approach in that our

model explicitly includes the effects of short-run

changes in demand and supply of labor on the earn

ings profiles. It also atternpts to estimate an

effect of negotiations net of the market effect.

The model also allows these effects to differ in

magni tude for initial earnings and for the earn

ings of those who already are in the market, i.e.,

non-neutral effects.

Our study also differs from previous studies of

the Phillips curve and related studies of wage

drift, etc., in several aspects. It uses micro

data and not aggregate time-series data and it

analyzes the changes in earnings of salaried em

ployees and not wage changes of IIblue collar ll

workers. The emphasis partly on distributional as

pects explains why our model seeks to explain real

earnings rather than nominal earnings. We also

treat the problem of wage drift versus negotiated

wage increases somewhat differently from the ap

proaches commonly used in Phil lips curve studies.

We do not assume that the total increase in earn

ings is the sum of two components - wage drift and

negotiated wage increases - with two independent

explanations, nor do we assume that the two compo

nents are governed by the same forces, but we take
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the ~ore general approach that the negotiated in

crease contributes to the total increase in earn

ings by a factor which might differ from one or

zero.

In most studies of the Phil lips curve the tight

ness of the market is measured by the unemployment

rate, the nurnber of unfilled vacancies or the

difference between vacancies and unernployment. An

excess demand (supply) variable is used in this

study too but in addi tion there are shift varia

bles for the demand and supply functions. The

rationale for this specification is that total

changes in earnings have an equilibriurn cornponent

as weIl as a disequilibriurn component; the latter

/ is pro'portional to the excess demand (supply) va

riable.

This pap~r continues and extends earlier studies

of the earnings profiles for engineers in Sweden

by' the present ,authors (Klevmarken, 1974, and Jons

son and Klevmarken, 1978). In these studies the

sample covered. the period 1961-1970. Additional

data for 1973-1976 now make possible a more power

ful test of the model. The market for engineers in

Sweden gradually changed during this entire period

from excess demand to excess supply and at the

same time the relative importance of the negotia

tions between the employers and the unions increas

ed. It will be shown below that the model used in

Jonsson and Klevmarken (1978) cannot fu1ly predict

the observed earnings profiles for 1973-1976 which

suggests a respecification of the model.

The model, first suggested in Klevmarken (1974)

and then also used in Jonsson and Klevmarken
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(1978), is reproduced with on1y minor modifica

tions in Section 2 below. Empirica1 resu1 ts from

the sample period 1961-1970 as we11 as predictions

for 1973-1976 based on these resu1ts are given in

Section 3. Section 4 gives the estimates of the

same mode1 for the entire sample period 1961-1976

whi1e the model is respecified and reestimated in

Section 5.

2. A MODEL FOR THE EARNINGS PROFILES OF

ENGINEERS WITH NON-NEUTRAL MARKET EFFECTS

An individua1 earnings profi1e is formally repre

sented by the fo110wing two relations:

where

T

~n Ybbi + ~ Ybti
t=b+1

(la)

(lb)

~ ,
t

is the initial earnings of an individua1 i
who started his career in year b,

is the average initial log-earnings in a
base period O,

is the increme~t in average initial log
earnings from year t-l to year t,

is the individua1 deviation from the
average initial 10g-earnings in year b,

is the earnings in year T of an individual
i who started his career in year b,

is the increment in log-earnings from year
t-l to year t of an individual i who
started his career in year b.
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Different assumptions about the annua1 increments

~t and Y
bti

in this formal representation resu1t

in different models for age-earnings profiles • A

simple mode1 which has been extensively used in

the human capital approach (cf. Mincer, 1974) is

the fo110wing

Model I:

~t = ~O + E~ (2a)

y
bti

y(t-b) + E Y

bti (2b)

The annua1 increments of the average initial earn

ings are assumed constant except for arandom

disturbance. For individuals in the career the

increase in earnings is a result of investments in

human capital accounted for by years of experience

(t-b).

Model I was used as reference model and compared

wi th the following more general model which spe

cifies earnings as a function of years of expe

rience and calendar-time specific factors.

Model II

(3a)

(3b)

In this model increases in earnings do not only

depend on i nvestments in human capi tal but a l so

for example on the general growth in the economy,
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supply and demand conditions in the labor market,

and the outcome of negotiations. The vector xt '

which will be specified in more detail below,

includes these time-specific factors. In order to

complete the specification of equations (3a) and

(3b) we have to analyze the particular sector of

the labor market to which the engineers belong.

The market for new graduates was analyzed in Klev

marken (1974) by a model of market disequilibrium

with five structural relations, namely functions

for demand and supply of new graduates , a defini

tion of an equilibrium salary, a salary reaction

function and a function for negotiated salary in-

creases.

The demand and supply functions were respectively,

(4 )

( 5 )

Wt . is log of earnings rneasured as the stipulated

monthly salary. X
1t

is the log of an index of

industrial production, which was assumed to catch

shifts in demand for engineers. The shift variable

in the supply function X
2t

is the log of the

nurnber of new graduates .1 Edt and Est are random

errors with zero expectation and dO' dl'····' s 1 '

s2 are parameters.

The logarithmic equilibriurn salary W
t

was defined

by,

l A more detailed account for the data is given in
Klevmarken (1974), Appendix A.
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which differs from the observed salaryas long as

the market is not in balance, i. e. , from eqs. (4) ,

(5) and (6)

(7 )

We will now assume that there are constraints on

the adjustment mechanism of the market which pre

vents a balance to be reached in each period •

.Earnings are assumed to adjust according to the

following relation,

(8 )

The relative change in earnings thus depends on

the change in the equilibrium salary, the size of

the disequilibrium and the negotiated rate of in

crease ~At-l. l This model includes as a special

case, if wl =w2 , that the rate of change in earn

ings depends only on the who1e difference between

the equilibrium salaryat t and the observed

salaryat t-l. If, however, it takes time for the

market to transmit information about shifts in the

supply and demand curves .. to employers and employ

ees, they might know the magni tude of last years

l Since W -W l is the log-change in real earnings
t t-

~At-l is the negotiated relative change less the
relative change in the consumers price index.
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disequilibrium salary. The disequilibrium c~mpo

nent might thus have a stronger influence on chang~

es in earnings than the equilibrium component.

The special case w3=1 is equivalent to a model

which explains wage-drift by market changes, while

the negotiated increase is exogenous or explained

independently of the wage-drift. w3=O is the case

of complete market determination of salary increas

es. Since the model is applied to annual data it

is reasonable to allow intermediate cases between

these two extremes. We do not necessarily have to

treat L1At as an exogenous variable. The result of

central negotiations presumably depends on the

tightness of the labor market, the general econom

ic outlook which employers have to face, increas

es in consumer prices, etc., as well as the parti

cular policy of the unions. Fortunately we do not

have to specify these relations in detail.

Substitution of eqs.(6) and (7) inta eq.(8) gives,

(9)

where ut - 1 is a compos i te random error wi th zero

expectation. In order to simpli fy and obtain con

formity with the notation of eq.(3a), eq.(9) is re

written in the following way

~t

where

(IOa)
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i 1,2

Changes in earnings for those who already are in

the market are explained by the same model but

with one modification. The supply of new graduates

is assumed not to influence these changes. The

introduction of non-neutral growth and market ef

fects makes less straightforward the interpreta

tion of years of experience as an indicator of

investments in human capital. Changes in the shape

of profiles and in the life-time earnings of al

ternative careers will certainly influence the in

centives to invest. The supply of labor with vari

ous kinds of training will change and subsequently

influence the earnings profiles. The view taken in

this study is that investment activities only

change gradually and that there is a lInormalII or

long-run return "t:0 on-the-job training, which can

be separated from short-run or medium term fluctua

tions due to market imperfections. The effect of

the years of experience variable is thus assumed

to be sufficiently stable to justify the following

model,

(lOb)

The disequilibrium variable x3t was measured as
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where

number of job openings

technicians advertised

in year t

for engineers and

in Dagens Nyheter

TSt number of engineers employed in Swedish

industry in year t.

The constant 0.285 is an estimate of the ratio of

the number of jObs advertised to the number of

engineers when the market is in balance. It is an

average for the two years 1966 and 1969. The

status of the market was determined from Labor

Market Tendency Surveys.l A discussion of this and

other measures is deferred to later. The observed

series are drawn in Figures 1-4.

During the 1950's and the first half of the 1960's

there was an excess demand for engineers in

Sweden." A large increase in the output of new

graduates and a decreased additional demand result

ed in agradual decrease in the excess demand: by

1966 the market was in balance: in 1967 and 1968

there was a minor excess supply and in 1969 the

market was in balance again. Since then the supply

of new graduates did not show a trendwise change

and except for the years 1973-1974 demand did not

increase much either. The resul t became an excess

supply of engineers.

l Forecasting Information (IPF), Swedish Central
Bureau of Statistics, Stockholm.
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In Klevmarken (1974) it was found - although with

a slightly different model - that the negotiated

increases did not contribute to the explanation of

the rate of increase in initial earnings. For this

reason ~ 14 and y24 was ~ E,!:!.2ri set to zero in

Jonsson and Klevmarken (1978). The model obtained

with this constraint is below labelled Model

II: l. l In other model versions we will use the

more general formulation.

The age-earnings profiles which a~e generated from

the different models are obtained by inserting the

expressions of average increments and in th-e for

mal relations (1 a) and (1 b). Using the expres

sions (2a) and (2b) in Model I and assuming y(t-b)

to be a linear function of (t-b) the earnings

profile becomes

where

(Ila)

~Ti

b

0b' + L:
3. t=l

T
E~ + L: E Y ,.

t t=b+l bT3.
(llb)

The systematic part of equation (Ila), identical

in form to the specification commonly used in the

human capital literature, gives logarithmic earn

ings as aseeond degree polynomial in years of

experience. The individual earnings profile im-

l Model Ila in Jonsson and Klevmarken (1978).
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plied by the specifications (IOa) and (lOb). of

Model II with ~14 and Y24 both set to zero is

T T

Y21 ~ xlt + Y23 ~ x3{t-l) + ubTi (12)
t=b+l t=b+l

where

ubTi is given by (llb)

The corresponding cross-sectional profile for a

given year TO is obtained by holding T=TO constant

in (12) and varying b and i. As discussed and

illustrated in greater detail in Jonsson and Klev

marken (1978), the curvature of this cross-section

al profile will depend on the market condi tions

between the year when the oldest ·employee entered

the market and the year TO. If the effects of

changing market conditions are neutral with re-

spect to years of experience (~ l j =y 2 j for all j )

the curvature of the cross-sectional profile is

the same as that of the profile derived from Model

r. If, however, these effects are non-neutral, the

estimates of for example the returns to invest

ments in human capital based on Model I become

biased.

The parameters in Model I and Model 11:1 were

estimated from pooled cross-sectional earnings
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data .on Swedish graduate engineers specialized in

electrical engineering. The earnings data were ob

tained from the Swedish Association of Graduate

Engineers for the years 1961-1970. These individ

uals were grouped by physical age and active age

(the number of years since graduation) and the

mean logarithmic monthly salary were given for

each combination. Before estimation mean earnings

were discounted to 1961 Swedish kronor. Because

data for our market indicators were not available

before 1954, those who entered the market before

this year were eliminated from the sample. After

this reduction, our data included 987 observations

of mean earnings, grouped by physical and active

age.

Efficient estimation of the parameters in the

models requires realistic assumptions about the

stochastic properties of the residuals in the esti

mated equations. Since mean earnings are given,

information about the properties of the mean l),T.

of the residuals u
bTi

in (Ila) and (12) is needed.

According to (llb) these residuals are built up by

sums of the residuals in the equations (la), (2a)

and (2b). Partly for convenienee we made the as

sumptions that Obi' E~ and E~ti have zero expecta

tion and constant variance o~, o~ and o~ respec

tively for all values of b and t. Furthermore, we

assumed that all covariances are zero, that

0 2=0 2=0 2 and that 0 2 is much smaller than 0 2 •° Y ~
These simple assumptions imply that the variance

of ubT • is a function of b and T according to the

following approximate expression

(13)
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The property that the variance increases with

active age (T-b) agrees with previous experience

from earnings data (cf. Klevmarken, 1972). The

estimation method was weighted least squares wi th

the weights implicitly given by (13).

In order to investigate the properties of our

estimates we have to scrutinize the estimated equa

tion carefully. One condition that must be fulfil

led, if the least squares estimates are to be

consistent, is that all the independent variables

in the equation are uncorrelated wi th the resi

dual. In this study the shift variables in the

demand and supply functions (Xl and x2 ) are exoge

nous non-stochastic variables and thus uncor

related with the residual. The excess demand

(supply) variable (x3 ) is an endogenous stochastic

variable. It is thus possible that the presence of

this variable makes our estimates inconsistent and

biased. For instance, it may be argued that the

deviation from equilibrium on the market in a

certain year to depends on the increase in ear

nings in the previous years. Since the error compo

nents € and € according to eqs'. (lOa) and (lOb)

contribute to the disequilibrium for t<to and

since they also are part of the residual in the

estimated relation, there would be a correlation

between the residual u
bTi

and the disequilibrium

variable EX3 (t_l) in eq.(12). However, this cor

relation is probably small since earnings data

refer to electrical engineers , while the variable

x3 refers to a much larger sector of the labor

market, namely to all en~ineers and technicians in

Swedish industry.
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If x4 ' the negotiated rate of increase, is includ

ed there is also another potential source of

bias. If x
4

is an endogenous stochastic variable,

and if this variable depends on earnings, then

simultaneity makes x4 correlated with the residual

in the estimated relation. However, as the indica

tor variable x
4

refers to negotiated salary in-.

creases for all male employees and the variable x
3

is a measure of disequilibrium on a much smaller

sector of the labor market, namely the marJ<et for

engineers and technicians, the correlation between

these variables will be small and the condi tions

for consistent least-squares estimates will be sa

tisfied in practice.

The efficiency of our estimation method depends on

the agreement between the assumed and the true

error structure. A plausible alternative would be

to assume

equations

that the

(la) and
errors €bi

(2b) include
and €bti in the
arandom indivi-

dual ~omponent. This implies a non-zero correla

tion between the residuals in the individual earn

ings profiles, i.e., between ubti and ubTi for

t~T. Although our data are not longitudinal, many

individuals have been observed for several years

and we would thus expect a minor correlation be

tween the residuals in the estimated equation,

i.e., between ubt • and ubT • for t~T. However,

since we are not able to trace an individual from

one year to another, it is not possible to esti

mate and account for the variance of this individ

ual component in the estimation procedure. A con

sequence of disregarding the non-zero correlation

between the residuals is inefficient estimates,

but this is counter-weighted by a relatively large

sample. Another consequence of not using the true
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error structure is biased estimates of the resid

ual variance (02 ) in expression (13). This will

influence both the significance level of the tests

used in the following sections and the length of

the prediction intervals given in Section 3. These

possible short-comings will most certainly not in

validate the main conclusions drawn in this study.

3. EMPIRICAL RESULTS FROM THE SAMPLE PERIOD

1961-1970 AND PREDICTIONS FOR 1973-1976

Estimates of Model I and two versions of Model II

are presented in Table 1 for the sample period

1961-1970. Model 11:1 does not include the negotia

ted rate of increase while Model 11:2 does. Stand

ard errors of the! estimates are given in paren

thesis. The values of the adjusted coefficients of

determination (R,2)' show that the closest fit is

obtained for Model II. l According to Model I, the

average yearly inc~ease in initial real earnings ,

obtained from the \ estimate of ~ O is l. 1% • For

those already in the market , the predicted in

crease I obtained as the sum of YO ·and y I' is 9%

during the first year of experience. After this

year , the rate of increase is a declining function

of active age.

The specification of Model II: l allows yearly in

creases in earnings to vary over time depending on

labor market conditions. Information about the

market is thus needed in order to obtain predic

tions from this model. The 'predicted increases for

l Nate that the models are fi tted to data on mean
earnings and not to individual data which partly
explains the high R2.
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a certain year during the period 1955-1970 can be

obtained from the relations (lOa) and (lOb) with

the paramete~ estimates in the second column of

Table l and the values of the indicator variables

(xl' x 2 and x3 ) inserted. For instance, the pre

dicted rates of increase in initial earnings range

from -0.6% in 1969 to 3.9% in 1957.

The estimated partial effects of changes in

demand, supply and in the market disequilibrium

all conform to the expected signs. The ~-estimates

show a higher absolute value than the correspond

ing y-estimates and we thus find that the effects

of changing labor market conditions on initial

earnings are larger than the effects on earnings

for those who are already in the market. Contrary

to previous results the variable for negotiated

increases contributes significantly. This variable

also lacks in neutrality. As mentioned in the

previous section, the implication of non-neutral

time specific effects is unstable cross-sectional

profiles . There is thus no simple model of years

of experience only from which the effect of chang

ing experience can be estimated.

A good test of a model is to use it for predic

tions. From Model I it is possible to predict age

earnings profiles over an arbitrary range of

active age. Profiles from Model II which includes

the effects of changes in labor market conditians

can also be obtained over a large range provided

that these conditions are known for a long time

period. Because the market indicators are not

known before 1954 we can not in this study prediet

earnings for engineers wi th more than 22 years of

experience. The test of the models must therefore
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rely on comparisons between observed and predicted

profiles over a rather short period of experience.

The forecasting period is 1973-1976. Also for this

period earnings data are given as average monthly

salaries, grouped by age and the number of years

since graduation. The observed mean of log earn

ings for each group of active age is the weighted

average of the log geometrical means in each physi

cal age group. The observed and predicted cross

sectional profiles for the years 1973 and 1976 are

shown in Figures 5 and 6. Except for differences

in levels, the profiles for 1974, give almost the

same picture as the 1973 profiles, while the 1975

.and the 1976 profiles are similar.

The predicted profiles were adjusted by the con

sumer price index to make them comparable to the

observed profiles in current prices. As the figur

es were drawn in a logarithmic scale this adjust

ment only results in a difference in level but not

in the curvature of the profiles • To investigate

the influence of random variation on the predicted

profiles these have been supplemented with 95%

prediction intervals. l For Model I and Model II: 1

l The half length of the intervals for the mean of
_earnings in an age group is calculated from the
expression

l / 2

t [XI _V(~}_Xo + ~2 T-b~!.l
v,0.975 -O n bT J

where .!O is the prediction vector , Y-. ( ~) is the
covariance matrix of the parameter estimates and
82 is the estimate of the -residual variance based
on v degrees of freedom. The length thus depends
on both the variance of the estimate of the expect
ed mean, active age (T-b) and the number of indi
viduals in the age group (n

bT
).
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the intervals are displayed in Figures 5 and 6 for

selected years of age.

Let us first compare the predicted and the observ

ed profiles for 1973 in Figure 5. While the simple

Model Ioverestimates the observed profile, Model

II:l which includes time specific effects gives

good prediction in all age intervals. Model I

overestimates the earnings profile also for the

following years. For 1975 and 1976 Model II:l also

gives large deviations between observed and pre

dicted profiles. It underestimates initial earn

ings and the earnings for those who only have a

few years of experience. The extent of this under

estimation is augmented for each year while the

difference in the curvature between observed and

predicted profiles increases. As observed mean

earnings for several years of active age lie out

side the corresponding prediction interval, predic

tion errors cannot be the resul t of random varia

tion. The predictions from Model 11:2 are better

than those from Model 11:1, but the prediction

errors show the same systematic pattern. These

results thus show that there is also a need for

modification of Model II. Before we enter into a

respecification of the model it might be useful to

investigate if only a reestimation is sufficient

to bridge the gap between predicted and observed

profiles.

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS FROM THE SAMPLE PERIOD

1961- 1976

By adding earnings data from the years 1973- 1976,

our sample is extended to 14 cross-sections rang

ing from 1961 to 1976. The number of observed
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mean-earnings is increased from 987 to 1393. -Al

though earnings data for the years 1971-1972 are

missing it is possible to estimate the model from

the extended sample. Information about the labor

market is however required also for these two

years. The newestimates of Model 1, Model II: 1

and Model II: 2 are given in Table 2. They were

obtained by weighted least squares in the same way

as previausly. All parameter estimates in Model I

are lower than those estimated for the sample

period 1961-1970 (campare the results in Table 1

and Table 2). For instance, instead of the pre

viausly predicted growth rate of 1.1% in real

initial earnings the model- now predicts a decrease

of 0.4%. This instability is easily explained,

since Model I does not account for the changes in

the market between the two sample periods. These

findings obviously show that the assumption of a

constant rate of increase in initial earnings,

except for arandom error, is not an adequate

description of the growth of earnings.

We now turn to the resul ts for Model 11: 1 in the

second column of Table 1 and Table 2. As this

model includes calendar year specific effects we

expect small differences in the parameter estimat

es • However, also in this model there are diffe

rences between the estimates from the two periods.

Moreover I a few parameter estimates are difficul t

to explain. For instance, the effect of an in

crease in demand would be negative! Model 11:2

gives the same results.

Although these

should include

findings confirm that

time specific effects

the model

they also
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east doubts on the model speeifieation. One possi

ble explanation to these somewhat diseouraging re

sults is that the labor market indieators used do

not measure what they are supposed to measure or

do not do so persistently. These problems will be

analyzed in more detail in the next seetion.

5. ALTERNATIVE MODEL SPECIFICATION

Model II assumes that shifts in the demand curve

is adequately accounted for by an index of indus

trial production. Demand for highly educated man

power like graduate engineers might however be

relatively invariant to short-run changes in

output, at least as compared to "blue collar"

workers ~ We therefore smoothed the time-series of

the rate of changes in industrial production by a

moving average and reestimated the model. The re

sults, however, did not improve and they were

relatively insensitive to the span of the moving

average.

We experienced more success when the aggregate

output measure for the entire industryl was re

placed by the corresponding index for Manufacture

of Electrical Machinery, Apparatus and Supplies 2.

This latter index is probably a better proxy for

shifts in demand for electrical engineers, since

most electrical engineers will be found in this

sub-industry. An even better proxy might have been

an index wi th weights proportional to the number

l Industri 2 and 3 according to Swedish Standard
Industrial Classification of all Economic Activ
ities (SNI).

2 Group 383 according to Swedish Standard Indus
trial Classification of all Economic Activities
(SNI) •
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of electrical engineers in each sub-industry, but

this would involve the compilation of a completely

new index. Figure 1 shows that output from Manufac

ture of Electrical Machinery, Apparatus and Sup

plies increased more than the total industrial

output and in particular so for the years 1974

1975. The index for the whole industry was 131 in

1976 (1968=100) while it was as much as 175 for

Manufacture of Electrical Machinery, etc.

All estimates with these new data have the expect

ed signs and all standard errors are satisfaetory

small (Table 3). The fit has improved a little

.compared to th.e resul ts in Table 2. A comparison

of the two model versions in Table 3 shows that

there is a net effeet of negotiated increases on

total increases and that it is elose to I, i.e., a

negotiated real inerease of one percent will in

erease total real earnings by approximately the

same amount. The net effect on initial earnings is

a ii t tie stronger than the effect on earnings for

those who have a job. Like the estimates of pre

vious model versions these newestimates show also

that the market effects are non-neu~ral. The point

estimate of ~13 is almost twice the estimate of

y 23 and the standard error for the difference is

small.

The excess demand variable is another proxy which

might not have quite the same properties as its

theoretical correspondence. It eould be argued

that the measure of excess demand should reflect

both the flow of new vacancies and the duration of

vacancies. The number of job openings advertised

will first of all depend on the flow of new va

cancies, but if recruitment difficulties result in
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more than one ad per unfilled vacancy it will also

to some extent depend on the duration of vacan

cies. Time- ser ies for the number of new vacancies

and number of unfilled vacancies for technicians

are available in the Labor Market Statistics since

1969. 1 A comparison for the years 1969 1975

shows a v~ry close agreement between the number of

ads (TDN) and these two series. The correlation

wi th the number of new vacancies is 0.93 and wi th

the number of unfilled vacancies 0.97. These com

parisons thus indicate that the number of ads do

reflect both the flow of unfilled vacancies and

their duration, but seven years are admi ttedly a

short period for a comparison and more data would

be needed for a more definitive conclusion. How

ever, on the bases of these results it is not

justified to argue that our disequilibrium varia

ble systematically overestimates the size of the

excess supply for the last five years of the

sample period.

Even if there is no systematic measurement error

in the disequilibrium variable Model II might

still react too stronglyan an excess supply of

engineers.

With the present model specification an excess

supply and an ,excess demand of equal magnitude

would imply a decrease and an increase respective

ly in real earnings of the same size. It is well

known that it is virtually impossible to decrease

nominal salaries which suggests that it would also

be more difficult to decrease real salaries as a

result of an excess supply than to increase them

l Labor Market Statistics, The National Labor
Market Board (AMS), monthly issues 1969-.
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as a resul t of excess demand • To investigate ,this

hypothesis the effect of the disequilibrium varia

ble was made dependent on the sign of the varia

ble.

It might also be argued that the net effect of the

negotiations are not the same in periods of excess

demand as in periods of excess supply. If there is

an excess supply of engineers there would be no

incentives from the market to increase salaries.

The net effect of negotiated increases would then

be l. In periods of excess demand the net effect

would depend on the relative magnitudes of the

negotiated increases and the market induced in

crease. If the negotiated increase would be higher

than the market induced increase, the observed

increase would be determined by the negotiated

increases. If the market would set higher salaries

than negotiated an additional small increase in

the negotiated rate of increase would have no

effect on the observed salaries. The market in

duced increase is however the resul t of competi

tion for labour and a negotiated gene~al increase

might not effectively reduce demand but make some

employers compete at a higher salary level. The

result would be that an increase in the negotiated

rate of increase would have some net effect on the

observed salaries even if the negotiated increase

is relatively low.

These respecifications resul t in a new model ver

sion, Model 11:3,

(14a)
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Ybti=YO+Y1(t-b)+Y21X1t+Y23(1)x3t-l(1)+Y23(2)x3t-l(2)+

Y24(l)X4t(l)+Y24(2)X4t(2)+€~ti (14b)

where

X3t if x3t
( O

O otherwise

x3t if x 3t > O

O otherwise

x4t if x 3t ( O

O otherwise

x4t if x 3t > O

O otherwise

The estimates of Model II: 3 are given in Table 4 i•

These results conform well with the hypothesis

suggested above. The effect of an excess demand is

approximately three times as strong as the effect

of an excess supply. The net effect of negotiated

increases is not significantly different from l in

periods of excess supply and from O in periods of

excess demand. Also this model version shows that

initial earnings are more sensitive to market

changes and the outeorne of negotiations than the

earnings of those who already have a job. The over

all fit of the model is good and the prediction of

the cross-sectional profile is very close to the

observed profile as shown in Figure 7. These fa

vorable prediction results do not however give the

same strong support to the model as predictions

for a period outside the sample period.
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In order to check the results obtained for electri

cal engineers Model 11:2 and Model 11:3 were also

fitted to data for engineers specialized in mechan

ical engineering. We used an index of the output

from "Manufacture of Fabricated Metal Products,

Machinery and Equipment nI as shift variable in the

demand function, which is probably not ideal. All

other variables were the same. The resul ts from

this new data set agree wi th those obtained for

electrical engineers, except that the estimates of

the effect of shifts in the demand function - y 21

in Model 11:2 and ~11 and Y21 in Model 11:3 - have

the wrong sign. In Model II: 3 y21 is significantly

different from zero, which indicates that a better

measure of shifts in demand is desirable.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A simple human capital approach which explains

age-earnings profiles by a function of years of

experience only was extended by time specific ef

fects on the growth of earnings. The consequences

of omitting time specific effects were illustrated

by applying alternative models to earnings data

for engineers. Since we have only analyzed two

homogeneous groups of engineers it was possible to

re late these time specific effects to a certain

market.

Our analysis shows that both market changes and

the outcome of central negotiations are important

to explain age-earnings profiles. The effect of

l Division 38 according to Swedish Standard Indus
trial Classification of all Economic Activities
(SNI) .
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these factors are not the same independently of

years of experience, which implies that cross-sec

tional profiles of log-earnings will not be paral

lel but instead change in shape. One implication

of this result is that the return to investments

in human capi tal cannot be estimated from single

cross-section.

The single most important explanation to changes

in earnings for engineers is the lack of balance

in the market, which shows how important it is

that recruitment to higher education and the

output from colleges and universities balance

changes in demand. Earnings are more sensitive to

an excess demand situation, which willgenerate a

return to human capital above "normal" return,

than to an excess supply situation, which will

only have a minor depressing effect on earnings.

Contrary to many previous studies we· have also

shown that the outcome of negotiations has a net

effect on increases in earnings and this is so in

particular when demand for engineers is low.
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Table l. Estimated earnings profiles for electrical
engineers. Sample period: 1961-1970

Model I Model 11:1 Model 11:2

~O 0.0107 (0.0010) -0.0072 (0.0109) -0.0235 (0.0123)

~11 0.0043 (0.0020) 0.0072 (0.0022)

~12 -0.0016 (0.0006) -0.0023 (0.0007)

~13 0.0338 (0.0080) 0.0379 (0.0046)

~14 0.0107 (0.0035)

Yo 0.0892 (0.0029) 0.0753 (0.0093) 0.0656 (0.0111)

Yl -0.0030 (0.0004) -0.0021 (0.0004) -0.0025 (0.0005)

Y21 0.0017 (0.0016) 0.0025 (0.0017)

Y23 0.0148 (0.0066) 0.0261 (0.0050)

Y24 0.0077 (0.0027)

R2 0.8418 0.8536 0.8572

Table 2. Estimated earnings profiles for electrical
engineers. Sample period: 1961-1976

Model I Model 11:1 Model 11:2

~O -0.0036 (0.0005) 0.0283 (0.0109) 0.0086 (0.0079)

~11 -0.0012 (0.0013) 0.0023 (0.0014)

~12 -0.0020 (0.0003) -0.0029 (0.0004)

~13 0.0289 (0.0024) 0.0269 (0.0025)

~14 0.0141 (0.0021)

Yo 0.0817 (0.0019) .1236 (0.0057) 0.1071 (0.0063)

Yl -0.0036 (0.0002) -0.0033 (0.0002) -0.0032 (0.0002)

Y21 -0.0061 (0.0009) -0.0038 (0.0010)

Y23 0.0202 (0.0019) 0.0166 (0.0020)

Y24 0.0063 (0.0013)

R2 0.8612 0.8917 0.8959
---~_..__.-
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Table 3. Estimated earnings profiles for electrical

engineers and mechanical engineers
Sample period: 1961 - 1976

Electrical engineers

Model 11:1 Model 11:2

Mechanical
engineers

Model 11:2

~O -0.0170 (0.0056) -0.0139 (0.0055) -0.0131 (0.0069)

~11 0.0037 (0.0007) 0.0027 (0.0007) 0.0027 (0.0011)

~12 -0.0009 (0.0003) -0.0011 (0.0003) -0.0013 (0.0027)

~ 13 o. 0469 (O. 0027) 0.0489 (0.0028) 0.0317 (0.0037)

~14 0.0122 (0.0019) 0.0158 (0.0018)

YO 0.0772 (0.0037) 0.0792 (0.0037) 0.0904 (0.0052)

y l -O. 0033 (O. 0002) -0.0033 (0.0002) -0.0033 (0.0002)

Y21 O. 001 7 (0.0005) 0.0078 (0.0050) -0.0013 (0.0008)

Y23 0.0272 (0.0026) 0.0269 (0.0026) 0.0273 (0.0030)

Y24 0.0080 (0.0012) 0.01'24 (0.0011)

R2 0.8945 0.8982 0.9094

Nate: These estimates are obtained with the output measure
for the entire industry replaced by an index for sub-indu
stries (SNI 383 for electrical engineers and SN1 38 for
mechanical engineers).

Table 4. Estimated earnings profiles for electrical

engineers. Sample period: 1961 - 1976

Model 11:3

~O

~11

~12

~ 13 (l')

~13(2)

~14(1)

~14(2)

-0.0192 (0.0065)

O.0014 (0.0011)

-O .0008 (O • 0004)

0.0226 (0.0180)

0.0827 (0.0273)

0.0130 (0.0024)

0.0050 (0.0081)

Y23(1)

Y23 (2)

Y24(1)

Y24(2)

R2

-0.0033 (0.0002)

0.0002 (0.0009)

0.0166 (0.0148)

0.0454 (0.0252)

0.0089 (0.0017)

0.0028 (0.0075)

0.8983

YO 0.0782 (0.0047)
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Figure l. Relative changes in the volume

of industrial production
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Figure 2. Relative changes in the number of

new graduated engineers
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Figure 3. The disequilibrium in the market

for engineers
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Figure 4. Negotiated salary increase in constant
prices for rnale ernployees
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Figure 5. Observed and predicted earnings profiles

for e1ectrical engineers in 1973
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Figure 6. Observed and predicted earnings profi!es

for electrical engineers in 1976
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Figure 7. Observed and predicted earnings profi1es

for electrical engineers in 1976
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The Duration of Vacancies as a Measure

of the State of Demand in the Labor Market.
The Swedish Wage Drift Equation Reconsidered

Nils Henrik Schager

INTRODUCTION*

During the last twenty years a multitude of empir

ical studies has demonstrated the close relation

ship between the state of demand in the labor

market and the rate of money wage increases in

various countries. Following the pattern of A. Wf)

Phillips I celebrated study most researchers have

used the unemployment ratio as the indicator of

* This paper has undergone several revisions until
it reached its present stage. An earlier version
has appeared as a Working Paper (No. l, 1979) from

Universi ty of Uppsala, Department of Economics.
During my continuous work I have received several
valuable comments and suggestions which have
helped me to considerably improve the presentation
and contents of the paper. I am indebted to the
participants of the Advanced Seminar at the Depart
ment of Economics, University of Uppsala, under
the chairmanship of Professor Ragnar Bentzel, to
the participants of the Conference on Labor Econom
ics at the Industrial Institute for Economic and
Social Research, Stockholm, July 10-11 1979, to Mr
Aleksander Markowsky, Sveriges Riksbank and to Mr
Edward E. Palmer, National Institute of Economic
Research, Stockholm. I am especially grateful to
Docent Karl-Olof Faxen and Professor Claes-Henric
Siven, Stockholm, not only for their valuable
advice but also for their constant encouragement.
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the labor market situation. 1 Others have on thepre

tical grounds preferred to work with a combination

of unemployment and vacancy data, where such fig

ures have been available. While the relationship

seemed to be stable up to the second half of the

sixties , the wage equation based on these varia

bles has not performed weIl during the last

decade. The' estimated wage increases have fallen

short of the actual ones in most countries.

Sweden is no exception in this respect. Tradition

ally the Swedish IlPhillips curve ll includes both

unemployment and vacancies (or a eombination of

them) as explanatory variables. Before 1969 the

post-war data behaved in aeeordanee with the origi

nal Phillips hypothesis. There was little evidence

as to the question whether the number of unem

ployed alone, the number of unfilled vaeaneies

alone or the differenee between them eontained the

best explanatory power. However, from 1969 onwards

the stability of the unemployment-based wage in

erease equation disappeared. The same is true for

the vaeaney-based equation as regards negotiated

wage inereases. Unfilled vaeaneie~ eontinued to

show a elose eorrelation with wage drift up to

1973. 2 Since then even this remnant of a "Phillips

relation" vanished.

This paper is an attempt to restore the stability

of the Swedish wage drift equation. My approach

follows the mainstream of eeonomic thinking on

these matters in so far as the state of demand in

l See Phi1lips (1958) and for a survey of the
later research - Trevithick-Mulvey (1975).

2 See Calmfors-Lundberg
(1976) .

(1974) and Holmlund
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the labor market is supposed to exert a dominant

influence on the amount of wage drift. However, I

will argue that the tradi tional ways of measuring

that state of demand suffer from serious shortcom

ings . Instead of the stocks of vacancies and of

unemployed I will put forward the duration of

vacancies as a preferable alternative. Such a dura

tion measure can be constructed by combining figur

es on stocks and flows of vacancies.

Intuitively it should be obvious that for an indi

vidual firm the duration of its vacancies is a

very tangible sign of the si tuatian in the labor

market. I f i t changes, there should be a need for

a change in the firm's recruitment policy, especi

ally in its wage policy. Nevertheless, at least to

my knowledge there has been no study attempting to

explain the variations in wage increases by relat

ing them to the duration of vacancies. In other

words, the li terature seems to look at the unem

ployment and/or vacancy rates as the Iltrue ll indica

tars of the labor market situation, that is rele

vant to the wage formation process. The movements

of the duration measures are regarded more as

selfevident statistical phenomena without any real

independent significance in this respect, although

their covariation with the corresponding stock en

ti ties has been recognized in same contributions

on the Phi1lips curve issue. 1

l See Hol t-Martin (1966 ) and Hansen (1970) for a
theoretica1 discussion on this point and Holmiund
(1976) for an empirical investigation, based on
Swedish data. The clasest para11e1 to my approach
shou1d be those studies, fo11owing the approach
applied in an article by Holt in Phelps (1970),
where the I reservation I wage of an unemp10yed job
applicant is exp1icit1y stated as a dec1ining func
tian of the 1ength of the duration of unemploy
ment.
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The approach of this paper i t the opposi te one. I

will argue that the time which is required for a

firm to fill its vacancies is crucial for its

decision on which wage policy to follow. It will

be demonstrated that the duration of vacancies

reflects the basic characteristics of the search

activity in the labor market, when regarded as a

stochastic process. This analysis strengthens the

theoretical support for my hypothesis, which I

will test by relating an aggregate measure of the

duration of vacancies for the Swedish labor market

as a whole to the amount of wage drift for workers

employed in the private sector.

Before proceeding to the analysis it will be

useful to shortly review earlier studies of wage

drift behavior in Sweden.

EARLlER RESEARCH ON WAGE DRIFT IN SWEDEN

A path-breaking study on wage drift was published

as earlyas in 1956 by Bent Hansen and Gösta

Rehn. 1 They developed in a rigorous fashion a

model for alabor market in disequilibrium wi thin

the framework of Hansen's earlier theoretical

study on inflation. 2 Part1y on the basis of this

model, partly with the help of more\ad-hoc reason

ing, the authors postulaten that the amount of

wage drift was to be expected to depend on the

state of demand in the labor market, on the profit

margins and on the rate of increase in physical

productivity within industty.

Hansen-Rehn (1956).

2 Hansen (1951).
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This hypothesis was tested on time-series data for

eight branches of industry embracing the years

1947-1954. It was clearly established that the

labor market variable - defined as the difference

between vabancies and unemployment was highly

significant in almost all branches of industry. On

the other hand the influence of profits was weak

and that of productivity almost non-existent.

In the OECD-report "The Problem of Rising Prices" I

of which Bent Hansen was co-author I the study of

Hansen and Rehn was followed up. l When wage drift

wi thin the manufacturing and mining sector as a

whole was related to the number of unfilled va

cancies (no data on unemployment were usedl) the

result was very convincing. A simple regression on

data covering the period 1950-1960 yielded a coef

ficient of determination of 0.83.

The Hansen-Rehn study was replicated by Lars Ja

cobsson and Assar Lindbeck more than a decade

later. 2 The approaches of the two studies were

fairly similar, but Jacobsson and Lindbeck also

made an attempt to explain. the amount of centrally

negotiated wage increases. Their wage data refer

red to workers in manufacturing as a whole.

Jacobsson and Lindbeck used the same theoretical

explanatory variables as Hansen and Rehn. The

state of demand in the labor market, profits and

productivity increases were supposed to influence

the amount of wage drift (as weil as negotiated

wage increases). The authors used alternative meas

ures when identi fying the demand si tuation in the

Marris(-Hansen) (1964).

2 Jacobsson-Lindbeck (1969).
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labor market: the unemployment figures according

to the unemployment insurance statistics, the un

filled vacancy figures recorded at the local em

ployment offices and the ratio between them.

The estimation period was 1955-1965, which gave

eleven year1y observations on wage drift. When

ordinary least squares multiple regression was car

ried out on these data, the results were unequivo

cal. The labor market variable (on any definition)

was high1y significant (on 1% level) , while the

remaining independent variables were insignificant

(on 5% level) • When simple regressions were run,

unfilled vacancies gave the best goodness of fit

(R 2 = 0.86).

As was mentioned Jacobsson and Lindbeck also tried

to explain the amount of negotiated wage increas

es. Even in this case only the labor market situa

tion could be found to exert a significant in

fluence on wage development. The authors used the

opportuni ty to study whether any systernatic cova

riation between negotiated wage increases and wage

dri f t could be traced. It is sometimes maintained

that there exists an inverse relationship between

these two forms of wage increases. When negotiated

increases are IItoo low", this would lead to higher

wage drift in subsequent periods. However, Jacobs

son and Lindbeck could not find any pattern in

their estimates sUbstantiating such an hypoth

esis. 1

l Strictly speaking , Jacobsson-Lindbeck I slltesting
procedure" does not exclude the possibility that a
centrally negotiated increase which is so low as
to improve the cornpetitiveness of Swedish industry
would at a later stage lead to stronger labor
demand and hence to higher wage drift.

l.
i·
l
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They gave an interesting theoretical explanation

of this lack of (negative) correlation. Wage

drift, they argued, ref1ects to a high degree

competition for labor between emp10yers and in

that case it is the deviation of levels of earn

ings from the average which is important. Negotiat

ed wage increases affect (mainly) the average but

shou1d leave the competi tive posi tion of an indi

vidual employer unaltered, thus giving him no

incentive to wage drift regardless of the size of

the negotiated increase.

A few years later, Jacobsson and Lindbeck publish

ed another study wi thin the area of wage forma

tion. l From our point of view the most interesting

feature of this seeond study is that the estimates

on wage drift in manufaeturing now inelude data

from the seeond half of the sixties, a period when

the earlier observable elose eorrelation between

movements in vaeaney and unemployment figures

eeased to exist.

The per iod of observation now ranges over 1950

1970. In a simple regression the coeffieient of

the labor market variable, here defined as unfil

led vaeancies minus unemployment, is again highly

significant (on 1% level). Jacobsson and Lindbeck

also ran a multiple regression with both vacancies

and unemployment as explanatory variables. In this

estimate the vacancy variable turned out to con

tain all explanatory power. It performed even

better than the composite measure of vacancies

minus unemployment.

l Jacobsson-Lindbeck (1971).
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As a conclusion we are able to maintain that wage

dri f t for workers in Swedish manufacturing during"

the fifties and sixties was to a high degree in

fluenced by the state of demand in the labor

market. There is also evidence that the rate of

unfilled vacancies for the labor market as a whole

was the most reliable indicator of the labor

market situation in this context. No other factor

has been shown to "have a significant effect on

wage drift.

We will now turn to the wage development during

the seventies, a period of more violent fluctua

tions both in the Swedish and in the world econ

omy. We know from foreign studies that in many

countries the Phil lips relation has dissolved

during this period. The same development seems to

have occurred in Sweden.

/
In their comprehensive book on inflation and unem-

ployment Lars Calmfors and Erik Lundberg noticed

that the pure Phillips relation - in which unem

ployment is the only explanatory variable - lost

its former stability around 1969. 1 During the

period 1969-1973 the amount of wage drift lies on

a considerably higher level compared to that which

the unemployment figures would prediet. When the

measure vacancies minus unemployment is used, the

upward shift is still clearly visible but is post

poned to 1970. However, when unfilled vacancies

alone are used as the explanatory variable there

is no evidence of a shift in the wage drift equa

tion during the whole period" 1956 - 73.

l Calmfors-Lundberg (1974).
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Calmfors and Lundberg made no explici t cornment on

the fact that the number of unfilled vacancies

seems to 'exp1ain' wage drift much better than the

alternative traditional measures of the labor

market si tuation. This point was discussed, how

ev~r, by Bertil Holmiund in his doctorai disserta

tion .. l There he demonstrated the existence of a

shi f t around 1969 in the re1ationship between the

stock of unemployed and the stock of vacancies.

This phenomenon he attributed to an increase in

the .average duration of unemployment, which in

turn he interpreted as a sign of decreasing adapt

ability in the labor market.

Holmlund confirmed that the number of unfilled

vacancies continued to show a high degree of cor

relation with the arnount of wage drift for the

period 1963-1973 (a simple regression yielded an

R2 of 0.87) while the un.ernployment figures failed

to do so. 'From this outcome Holrnlund drew the

conclusion "that changes on the demand side of the

labor market are more inflationary than changes on

the supply side".

Holmlund's interpretation of his wage drift estima

tion resul ts can be questioned and the unfilled

vacancy variable is certainly not able to accom

plish its task in explaining wage drift in the

post-1973 period, as this paper will show. How

ever, according to the approach used in the pres

ent study Holmiund touches upon some very crucial

matters when he analyzes and interprets extensive

ly the relationships between stocks, flows and

durations of vacancies and unemployrnent.

l Holmiund (1976).
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THE LABOR MARKET VARIABLE IN THEORY

On the basis of established economic theory it is

evident that there are good reasons to expect the

state of demand in the labor market to exert a

strong influence on the amount of wage increases.

In theoretical discussions on dynamic wage behav

ior there seems to be a substantiai agreement

that a measure of the difference between vacancies

and unemployment is the most satisfactory indica

tor of the state of demand in the labor market.

However, even within such a purely theoretical

setting the notions of vacancies and unemployment

are not always clear. It has been pointed out that

according to neoclassical theory vacancies and un

employment cannot exist simultaneously in one

market, if jobs and job applicants are considered

as homogeneous • 5uch astatement obviously refers

to vacancies and une~ployment as stock concepts.

Flows of vacant jobs and of job applicants meet in

the market and match immediately (or at least

'Ni thin the "transaction period ") according to the

neoclassical assumptions. As a result there should

remain eitheE unsatisfied labor demand (unfilled

vacancies) or unsatisfied labor suppliers (unem

ployed) whenever the market does not clear. So the

degree of disequilibrium might be described equiva-

lentlyas th~_._<!!.~~~~~~~~__~~t~~~~_~h..E? ~~~!'~ of

vacancies and job applicants or as th~_._~~.9..E~ of

vacancies/unemployed (whichever is relevant).

Either of these two stock entities is to be inter

preted as the outcome of the interaction between

demand and supply in the labor market. Theoretical

ly they contain the same information. Only the

flow entities can be said to reflect just one side

of the market.
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The observed simultaneous existence of stocks of

vacancies and of unemployed causes considerable

difficulties within a neo-classical framework. As

long as the assurnption of one homogeneous market,

in which agents possess complete information, is

upheld such a phenomenon does not make sense. As a

consequence one has to postulate that the total

vacancy and unemployment figures are the result of

an aggregation of several submarkets, in which

excess demand and excess supply prevail al terna

tively. While such a disaggregated approach may

have some merits on its own, it demonstrates pain

fully clear how difficult it is to maintain the

hypothesis of a stable aggregate wage increase

equation. Several restrictive assumptions have to

be made in order to derive, e.g., a stable Phil

lips relation. l

Most empirical research on the relationship be

tween wage increases and the state of demand in

the labor market has been based on notions from

neoclassical theory. This is presumably the reason

why stocks of vacancies and of unemployed have

been regarded as containing sufficient information

on the state of demand and supply. The necessary

assumption of heterogeneities in the labor market

motivates the use of a vacancies-minus-unemploy

ment measure in the context . Recently, however, a

new theory of the labor market has emerged, which

emphasizes that the matching of vacant jobs and

job applicants is a costly and time-consuming pro-

cess.

l See Hansen (1970) for a comprehensive analysis
in the neoclassical tradition.
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In a given period of time a certain amount of. new

vacancies are "thrown into the market" as a sign

of temporarily unsatisfied demand for labor. In

the market these vacancies meet job applicants

(which may or may not be officially unemployed)

and after a search process some of these vacancies

are filled.

If the period is not too long (in comparison wi th

the time required for searching) there will always

remain some unfilled vacancies as well as sorne

"unsatisfied" job applicants at the end of the

period. This resul t holds even if we assume homo-

.geneity in jobs and applicants in the market. Thus

one of the merits of the modern labor market

theory is that it reconciles the analytical im-

plications of an aggregate model with the fact

that unfilled vacancies and unemployment are

indeed observed to exist at the same time.

However, the simple link between flow and stock

concepts in a neoclassical model is not preserved.

We might think of two situations where the flows

of vacant jobs and of job applicants during a

certain period are equal. In one case job-matching

turns out to be very "efficient" and only small

numbers of unfilled vacancies and unsatisfied ap

plicants remain at the end of the period. In the

other case large proportions of the flows remain

as stocks, when the period expires.

Should we measure the degree of disequilibrium in

the labor market as the difference between the two

flows? That al ternative cannot be appropriate, as

it would imply that it does not matter what the

agents experience in the market. Should we use the
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difference between the two stocks? Perhaps, but

the crucial question is whether we should rely on

stock concepts at all, not how the stock figures

should be combined, because search model s do pre

dict that the flows and stocks interact in such a

way as to establish a one-to-one correspondence

between the stock of vacancies and the stock of

unsatisfied applicants. In such a case it does not

matter whether the degree of disequilibrium is

measured by the one stock or the other or by any

combination of them. 1

As is nowadays recognized, there exists no relia

ble way to measure the number of job applicants.

The unemployment figures have ceased to behave as

a good indicator for a number of reasons . 2 Howe

ver, the foregoing discussion has shown that as

long as we have faith in aggregate models at all

search theory models predict that stocks of va

cancies contain the same information on the state
\f-

of the labor market as stocks of job applicants.

So it is not to deviate from established disequi

librium analysis to concentra'te on the behavior of

vacancies only, al though i t is certainly not in

l~~~i~~~~y such a conclusion does not hold if we
apply the model to observations, where the: flows
and stocks of unemployed are substituted for those
of job-applicants, a procedure used both in theore
tical analysis and in empirical applications. Swed
ish and U.K. data contradiet the hypothesis of a
stable relationship over time between the number
of unfilled vacancies and the stock of unemployed.
(See Holmlund, 1976 and Trevithick-Mulvey, 1975).

2 The reasons why the unemployment figures have
lost their capaci ty of reflecting the availabili ty
of labor falloutside the main line of this paper.
For such a discussion, see, e.g., the references
in the preceding footnote as weIl as Taylor
( 1974), where some correction procedures are sug
gested.
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accordance with established practice in empirical

research. l

There is another reason why an analysis of wage

increases based on the behavior of vacancies

should be more adequate. Several years ago neo

classical disequilibrium theory was criticized be

cause it failed to answer the basic question: who

increases prices?2 The modern theories of price

adjustment in an environment of incomplete informa

tion do give an answer to that question. More

specifically, search models of the labor market

postulate that firms act as temporary monopsonists

and set wages so as to regulate the time-paths of

new hires (and of quits) in an optimal way.3 What

l The reliability of existing vacancy statistics
can certainly not be taken for granted either.
This issue will be discussed in the next section.
But the general argument is that the vacancy fig
ures, not being a "policy target .. have run less
risk of being distorted than the unemployment
ones.

2 Arrow (1959).

3 ef. the models presented in Phelps, ed. (1970),
Siven (1979), Pissarides (1976). As should be
clear, like these models we are here concerned
wi th decentralized wage formation in the absence
of union bargaining. It may be argued that the
choice of a vacancy-based variable is accurate if
one regards wage drift only as the outcome . of a
reaction from the employer to his recrui tment si
tuation. However, wage'drift may also contain ele
ments of labor action,' e. g. collective actions at
plant level. As to this question I am basically of
the same opinion as was expressed by Jacobsson and
Lindbeck that to a dominant extent wage drift
reflects the competition for labour between em
ployers. This may not hold' in exceptional circum
stances when the functional distribution of income
is strongly unbalanced and to this qualification I
will return at the end of this paper.
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the .firms observe is the rate at which their va

cancies are filled • This process is certainly in

fluenced by supply conditions in the labor market,

but what happens to job applicants (or the unern

ployed) is not directly relevant to the wage set

ting agents.

Let us, however, return to the analysis of stocks

and flows and their interaction. We can now re

formulate our earlier question as 'does the stock

of vacancies accurately indicate the degree of

disequilibrium in the labor market? ' It will sim

plify the discussion if we write down the follow

ing relationship:

v • T v (I)

where v denotes the flow of vacancies during the

period, T the duration of vacancies and V the

stock of vacancies at the end of the period. Eq.

(I) applies strictly only to a steady state situa

tion, but the general form will soon be presented

and the argument will not be affected .by this

simplification.

Equation (I) epitomizes the firms' recruitment pro

cess. The flow of new vacancies (v) represents the

demand for labor. This flow interacts in a search

process with the flow of job applicants, which

represents the supply side of the labor market.

The outcome of the search is reflected in T, the

value of which shows how efficient the matching o~

vacant jobs and job applicants is. The stock of

unfilled vacancies (V) is then the combined (mul

tiplicative) effect of the volume of labor demand

and the ability of the labor market to satisfy
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that demand. Thus it can be maintained that the

unfilled vacancy figures do reflect not only the

demand for labor but also the availability of

labor to match that demand. This is certainly an

appealing explanation of the apparent success in

using unfilled vacancies alone in the wage drift

equation. 1

However, it is equally obvious that the stock of

unfilled vacancies alone cannot tell the whole

story. When the demand for labor ( i •e., the flow

of new vacancies) changes, the number of unfilled

vacancies changes in the same direction, too, even

·if the labor market is equally apt to respond to

this change, i.e., the average duration period is

unchanged. To the extent that variations in the

unfilled vacancy figures reflect pure demand chang

es they should not, according to my view, be inter

preted as a sign of increased or decreased degree

of disequilibrium in the labor market.

However, ,a case can be made

property to the duration

demand for labor increases

for attributing this

measure T. When the

and new. vacancies are

opened up there will be an increase in new hires

as weIl as in unfilled vacancies. Rational behav

ior on the part of a recrui ting firm requires i t

to work with quantity signals alone (i.e., vacan

cies) as long as this is sufficient for hiring new

labor and to postpone the costly price signals

l So this success is not to be interpreted as if
"demand factors" influence wage increases more
heavily than "supply factors". However, it may be
regarded as a support for the hypothesis that wage
drift is initiated from the demand side of the
labor market.
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(i.e., wage increases) until the quantity signals

fail to take effect.

When do they fail? Is it when the number of unfil

led vacancies increases, just because the number

of new vacancies increases, al though the duration

of vacancies is unaitered and the recruitment pro

cess is going on at the same speed as before? Or

is it when the firm realizes that it has to wait

for a longer time until a qualified applicant

turns up and accepts the job? I would maintain

that firms are more sensitive to the second situa

tion, in which they face a real recrui tment prob

lem and might weIl contemplate speeding up the

hiring process by raising wages. l In other words,

I claim that the duration of vacancies is a more

reliable measure of the degree of disequilibrium

in the labor market.

We will now complete the general argument wi th a

more rigorous analysis of the firms' recrui tment

process. 2 In the first place, this will offer us a

possibility of finding alternative ways to inter

pret the concept of duration of vacancies in the

context of a stochastic search process. Secondly,

in the absence of any published figures on the

length of duration itself we are bound to derive a

l The same conclusion can be found in Pissarides
(1976): II In our model of optimal firm behavior ...
the number of periods the vacancy has been stand
ing idle is an important factor in the determina
tion of the wage offer, in that the •reasonable'
firrn will be increasing its offer over time as
workers search it and walk out again without
taking the job. II (p.202).

2 Those uninterested in formal mathematical anal
ysis may wi thout loss of continuity leave out the
remainder of the present section.
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duration measure from the flow and stock figures.

For that purpose the steady-state assumptions

behind eq.(I) are not satisfactory: we must find a

relation that can apply to short-term changes.

The last problem may be tackled by simply postulat

ing that during a certain period every vacancy has

the same probabi1ity of being filled at each point

of time, i . e. , every vacancy does have the same

constant "deathrisk" . If we denote the "death in

tensity" as 0, it is a weIl known result that the

probabi1ity function of the completed durations of

the variable is

f(t) 0. e- 0t

and that consequently the expected value of the

duration is 1

T J t • e . e-Gtdt
o

l
e (II)

Suppose now that for a certain time interval (to'

t
l

) we are able to observe the stock of unfilled

vacancies at to and t
1

, respectively: we denote

these variables Vo and VI. We also observe the

total fIow of new vacancies during (to' t l ) and

denote it vl(tl-t
O

) (by using this notation we

assume that the flow is uniformly distributed over

(to' t
1

»)· The postulated stochastic process im

plies that every vacancy will have a "survivor

function" EXP(-0
1

• s ), where s denotes the relevant

l The resul ts can be found in
textbook on probabili ty theory.
Blom (1970).

any comprehensive
I have consul ted
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time interva1. We can then formulate the fo11owing

re.lationship:

or

-0 (t -t) v (t -t ) -G (t -t )
V -e 1 1 O + 1 1 O • (1-e 1 1 O)

O G1rf~=t;T

(III)

Eq.(III) can be so1ved for G(t1-tO)' and by

eq. (II) we directly obtain a value of T when the

length of the time interval (tO,t l ) is given. l

It is easi1y seen that when eqs. (III) and (II)

are applied to a steady-state situation, where

VO=V1=V, they reduce to eq. (I) .

By the described procedure we are thus able to

calculate a measure of the duration of vacancies,

which can be interpreted· as the inverse of the

instantaneous probability that a vacancy should be

filled. 2

We may, however, go somewhat further than merely

postulating that the durations of vacancies follow

l An explicit analytical solution to eq. (III) is
not easily found, but a numerica1 one can be ap
proximated with any degree of precision.

2 Given the exponential distribution of durations,
it is not only the expected value T which shows
this type of simple relation to the parameter
G(t1-to). The time it takes to fill any fractile
of the vacancies is in fact T mul tiplied wi th a
constant.
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an exponential distribution. This result can .be

derived from more basic assumptions concerning the

nature of the search process in the labor market.

Consider a firm which announces its need for more

labor by opening up new vacancies. It is searched

by prospective employees, who turn up according to

a stochastic pattern. It has been demonstrated

that this kind of search can weIl be envisaged as

a Poisson process, l i.e., the number of contacts

(j) within a time interval (to,t l ) between a firm

and job-applicants follows a Poisson distribution

p(j)
[h1(t1-tO)]j
---]1---- j=O, 1, 2 •••

where Al (t1-tO) is the parameter of the distribu

tion. 2

If each contact during the interval has a constant

probability P
1

of leading to a hire, the number of

hires will follow a distribution that is a combina

tion of the Poisson and the binomial distribution.

This compounded distribution is its'elf a Poisson

distribution, the parameter of which is PI -Al

(t
1
-t

O
)·3

The recruitment process may thus be envisaged as a

Poisson process. It is wel1-known that the dis

tribution of time intervals unti l the first event

l See Siven (1979) and examp1es given in Blom
(1970) .

2 For an
Poisson
( 1968) •

analysis of
distribution,

the
see

characteristics of the
Blom (1970) and Moran

3 See Moran (1968), p.8S.
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happens is exponential, if the number of events

follows a Poisson distribution. l In this case the

probability function of the duration variable

would be

f(t)

which is nothing but the distribution of the vacan

cy durations.

Dur parameter e can

product of .,.... and p,

thus be interpreted as the

which parameters reflect the

crucial characteristics _of a firm's recruitment

situation: the possibility to attract a qualified

job applicant' s attention and - at aseeond stage

to make the job offer attraetive enough. The

success or fai1ure in this respect is directly

reflected in our duration measure T. The argument

for using it as exp1anatory variable

increase equation is certainly not

this interpretation. 2

in a wage

weakened by

See Blom (1970), p.9/1S.

2 The fact that the exponential distribution of
vacancy durations can be derived from the assump
tion that hiring occurs according to a Poisson
process is of course no proof that the 'real'
durations of vacancies have such a distribution.
However, the exact time-paths of vacancies have,
according to my knowledge, never been -ana1yzed.
Bartholomew (1973) makes an extensive review of
app1ications of stochastic models to labor -market
processes and cites results which indicate that
the assumption of 'time independence' underlying
the Poisson process is often too restrictive. How
ever, it is not evident that the same objections
apply to vacancies. Be it as it may, as long as we
lack data on the time-paths of vacancies, no fur
ther progress can be made on this issue.
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THE LABOR MARKET VARIABLE IN PRACTICE

The vacancy data that we sha11 use are the monthly

figures recorded at the public employment offices.

The wage drift data, to which they are to be

related, cover workers in the private sector and

it would of course be preferable if we could use

vacancy data of the same coverage. It is not quite

impossible to make such adjustments as would ap

proximate this end, making use of an existing

c1assification by occupation system ("Nordisk

yrkesklassificering , NYK") but in this ..study we

will simp1y use vacancy data for the Swedish labor

roarket as a whole.

Our primary interest is to consider the reliabil

i ty of the recorded monthly flows and stocks of

vacancies only to the extent that is relevant for

a judgernent of the transformed measure, the dura

tion of vacancies. Being a "pure number", I it is

clear that the duration of vacancies should not be

influenced by changes in the size of employment,

while the absolute nurnber of vacancies ought to be

affected. However, there are other more important

sources of biases . Our period of estimation ex

tends from 1965/66 to 1978/79 (second quarter),

during which there has been a change in legisla

tion, requiring employers to report their vacan

cies to the emp10yment offices. These new regula

tions have been introduced gradually in different

regions, beginning in November 1976. This change

affects our three last observations, which justi

fies that we run regressions wi th these observa

tions excluded as an alternative.

Beyond doubt the introduction of cornpulsory vacan

cy reporting must have increased the number of
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recorded vacancies, cet:.~ris e.~~~~\.!~, as it is evi

dent that many employers did not earlier use the

service of the employment offices for announcing

vacancies. 1 Whether and to what extent the report

ing of all vacancies affects our duration measure

cannot be established; certainly we are not enti

tled to maintain that i t has remained unchanged.

However, we might guess that it was the more

easily recruited vacant jobs that were not earlier

reported, so that the introduction of compulsory

reporting should lower our duration measure, ce-

te~!.~ E~~~~~~.

On the other hand, the proportion of vacancies

that refer to salaried job positions ought to have

increased which affects the duration measure in

the opposite direction. The total effect is uncer

tain.

Quite apart from the problem caused by the structu

ral shift in recorded vacancies from 1976 and

onwards, we have to consider whether the existence

of underestirnation in relation to the IItrue ll

number of vacancies, i.e., the demand for new

labor, might seriously affect the reliability of

our labor market measure. It cannot be taken for

granted that the number of recorded and IItrue ll

vacancies move pa~~ ~~~~~. For example, there

seems to be a tendency for employers to make use

of the employment offices to alarger extent when

the labor market becomes tighter. This means that

the long durations of vacancies are calculated on

a broader basis than the short ones and that ac

cording to the hypothesis mentioned above vacan

cies situated at the "short" end of the duration

scale are included -in the record, which would give

l See Wadensjö (1977).
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the duration measure a downward bias (al though . i t

has genera1ly become longer).

There is one statistica1 deficiency in the series

on unfilled vacancies, which may also have adverse

effects on our duration measure. It is obvious

that the fi1ling of announced vacancies is not

always adequately followed up by the employment

offices or reported on time by the employers. 1

This means that the amount of unfilled vacancies

will be artificially high. Such a phenomenon is

bound to introduce an upward bias in the duration

measure. This si tuation is most likely to arise

when demand for labor and the number of announced

vacancies are high (compared with the resources of

the labor market offices).

So far we may conclude that there are deficiencies

in our duration measure, when calculated on the

basis of recorded vacancies. The measure is likely

to show an upward bias in periods of strong demand

for labor, because the last-mentioned 'delay'

effect should be expected to dominate over the

first-mentioned 'broader-base' effect. However,

the traditional measure of unfil1ed vacancies is

at least as much affected in the same direction

without any offsetting elements.

However, there is one change in the statistical

series on recorded vacancies during our estimation

period, which can be supposed to influence our

duration measure but leave the number of unfilled

vacancies unaffected. Before 1968 the employment

offices kept a record of new hires and it did

often happen that when a job applicant, registered

at the local office, was hired by a firm this was

l See Wadensjö (1977).
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not on1y recorded as a new hire but a1so as a new

announced vacancy, al though i t had never been re

ported as such by the firma l This practice intro

duces a downward bias in our duration measure

before 1968, because the vacancies, created in

this way are forma11y treated as immediate1y

fi11edl

The ·effect of such a statistica1 artifice cannot

be established wi th any precision. No study has

been made on the number of vacancies created in

the described way. Fortunately, the number of ob

servations that are affected is small and we will

just keep the possibi1ity of a bias in mind, when

ana1yzing the regression results.

THE WAGE DRIFT DATA

As has been indicated this study is limited to the

behavior of wage drift. This concept is defined as

the difference between the calcu1ated effects of

the central wage agreements on average earnings

and the actua1 increase in earnings for a speci

fied period. It is important to note that the

central negotiating parties of the private sector

of the 1abor market in Sweden (the Swedish Em

p10yers • Confederation , SAF, and - for workers 

the Swedish Trade Union Congress, LO) are fully

informed of the deve10pment in earnings within

their area, thanks to an e1aborate system for

co11ecting earnings statistics. On the basis of

the criteria set down in the agreements and subse

quent earnings statistics it is possib1e to see

how earnings deviate from the negotiated wage "kit

ties" not only at national hut also at branch and

l Ibid.
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plant level. Although there are certainly problems

of measurement involved, the wage drift concept in

Sweden has thus an accurate and weIl defined mean

ing, especially when measured at an aggregate

level. l

Traditionally the earnings statistics of SAF and

LO (covering about 800 000 workers ) are gathered

on the most comprehensive basis for the second

quarter each year. This means that the wage drift

figures represent the increase between two.consecu

tive years in average earnings during the second

quarter minus the calculated effects of negotiated

wage increases, usually the ones taking effect in

the beginning of the second year.

Earnings and hence wage drift can be ca1cu1ated on

the basis of different wage form conceptsi time

rates (lItidlön ll
), piece rates ("ackord"), includ

ing or excluding holiday payment and shift work

payment respective1y. Which of these concepts to

use is not self-evident. The problem is re1ated to

that of the effects of structura1 shifts not on1y

in the compos i tion of wage forms but also in the

distribution of sex, occupation, age and employ

ment between firms and industries. Hansen and Rehn

looked into these matters in their study and

argued that structural shifts were not of decisive

importance when measuring the amount of wage drift

on an aggregate level. 2 It should be added that it

l For a discussion on possible errors in measuring
wage drift, see Edgren-Faxen-Qdhner (1973).

2 Edgren-Faxen-Odhner (1973) confirm that the
effect of structural shifts on wage drift for the
whole group of industrial workers amounts to only
a few tenths of one per cent.
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is by no means clear to what extent these II struc

tural" shi fts are exogenous to economic conditions

reflected in the labor market situation, so it

would be wise not to indulge too much in purging

the wage drift data. In this study I have chosen

to work wi th a wage drift concept based on both

time and piece rates but excluding other forms of

payment. These wage forms dominate the wage bill

of private employers and the corresponding wage

drift figures show a high degree of reliability.

Our wage drift data will not be confined to work

ers in manufacturing as has often been the case

in other studies but are based on the whole SAF-LO

area. This means that wage drift for workers in

transportation, trade and other private services

is included in our figures. There seems to be

li t tle reason for excl uding these groups per se

and the widest possible coverage is in itself

desirable because we will relate the wage drift

data to the labor market as a whole.

The fact that we rely on wage data for the whole

SAF-LO area puts a restriction on how long a time

series we can use. In 1965 SAF was joined by the

Comrnercial Employers I Confederation (11Handelns Ar

betsgivareorganisätion" ), by which the SAF-LO area

increased by approximately 10 per cent. Within the

commercial trades wage drift is considerably lower

than within manufacturing industry, so the merger

is to be expected to cause a shift in the level of

wage drift, calculated for the whole SAF-LO area.

As a consequence the estimation period begins with

1965/66 (second quarters).

As we are working wi th yearly data, based on an

average for only one quarter, we are able to spec

ifY the influence of the labor market variable on
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wage drift more precisely than, e.g., Jacobsson

Lindbeck could. These authors had to work with

changes in yearly averages with the consequence

that a weighting system had to be applied to the

labor market variable, comprising data for a two

year period for each observation on wage drift. l

Strictly speaking our corresponding weighting

system should comprise 15 months, where the ob

servations for April, May and June overlap (the

weights would be 1/6-5/6, 1/2-1/2 and 5/6-1/6 for

these months in the first and the second of two

consecutive years, respectively). However, taking

into account the probability of some reaction lag,

we will simply work with an average lag of two

months. This means that we will relate the wage

drift between two consecutive second quarters to

the labor market situation during the period May

April, measured as an average of monthly figures.

PRESENTATION OF THE ESTIMATlON RESULTS

We will first present the estimated wage drift

equations for the observation period.196S/66-7S/76

where the labor market variable is identified as

unfi1led vacancies (UV) and the duration of va

cancies (DV), respectively. The exact definitions

of the variables are found in the preceding text.

More precisely the duration measure is given as

l See Jacobsson-Lindbeck (1969), Appendix II. The
rationale for this procedure has nothing to do
with any supposed time-lag in the influence of the
labor market situation on wage drift. The reason
is the simple statistica1 fact that when changes
are measured in terms of averages, calculated over
a period of time (as opposed to changes in levels
calculated at a point of time), the measured
amount of change depends on when the change occurs
within the period. .
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the va1ue of T according to eqs. (II) and (III) l.

(The values of the variables are reproduced in

Appendix II). Both linear and loglinear specifica

tions are tried.

The estimation method is ordinary least squares.

t-values are given below coefficients. F- and

Durbin-\vatson- (DW-) statistics are also presented

as weIl as the standard error of the regression

(SE) .

The estimated equations turn out to be

(l a) WD = 0.02 + 1.02 - 10-4 UV R2=0.40: F=7 • 73:

(0.01) (2.78) DW=0.78: SE=1.19

(1 b) log WD = -9.47 + 1.02-10g UV R2=0.4l; F=7.96:

(-2.44) (2.82) DW=0.76; SE=0.26

(2 a) WD -0.92 + 8.28-DV R2=0.75; F=31.08

(-0.91) (S.57) DW=2.30; SE=0.77

(2 b) log WD = 2.01 + 1.23-10g DV R2=0.77; F=34.77

(19.11) (5.90) DW=2.l0; SE=0.16

The estimation results are rather striking. The

traditional measure, unfil1ed vacancies, balances

on the edge of significance on 1% level. However,

the significance· of the duration of vacancies is

clearly much higher, i ts t-value being twice as

high as that of unfilled vacancies. The R2 I S and

the F-values tell the same story.

l The numerical value of e(=l/T)in eq.(III) is
determined wi th a degree of exactness correspond
ing to an error in the functiona1 value of less
than /10/.
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The choice of functiona1 specifications does not

seem to influence the resu1 ts very much. Indeed,

the two alternative estimates on unfi1led vacan

cies are consistent as far as they indicate a

linear relationship without an intercept. With

regard to the duration of vacancies there is a

slight indication that the loglinear specification

gives a better fit.

At this point it must furthermore be observed that

the Durbin-Watson test indicates a high degree of

positive first order serial corre1ation in the

residuals of the equations (1). The coefficient of

autocorre1ation shows a value in the neighborhood

of 0.5, when estimated by the Cochrane-Orcutt pro

cedure. On the other hand, no high degree of

serial corre1ation seems to disturb the estimates

when the duration of vacancies is used. As is weIl

known the presenee of seria1 corre1ation may indi

cate the existence of a specification error in the

equation at the same time as it puts the reliabil

ity of the ordinary least square estimators in

doubt; especia1ly the t-statistics may be biased,

a1though the small number of observations makes

any conclusion uncertain. 1 '2

See Maddala (1977).

2 An inspection of the residuals of equations (l)
shows that they exhibit a very spectacular posi
tive time trend. As a matter of fact the introduc
tion of a simple trend variable in eq. (l) does
improve the values of the various test statistics
considerably. However, a trend variable offers no
"explanationlt, if it cannot be shown that it per
forms as a proxy for another variable that is
theoretically relevant (e.g., increases in the
price level) . In Appendix III several al ternative
specifications of the wage drift equation are
tried. The estimations show that such an inter
pretation of the time trend cannot be sustained.
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So far we are able to maintain that our hypothesis

has not been refuted that the duration of vacan

cies is a satisfactory indicator of the state of

demand in the labor market and that it exhibits a

elose relationship to the amount of wage drift in

the private sector. Furthermore, it can be claimed

that the duration of vaeancies per forms better

than the number of unfilled vacancies in this

respeet, which is also in aeeordance with our

hypothesis.

However, I must admit that I am surprised that the

differenee in explanatory power between unfilled

vacaneies and the duration of vacancies should

turn out to be so large. My astonishment concen

trates upon the deterioration in the goodness of

fit of the former measure, compared to the satis

factory results earlier reported on time-series

extending into the seventies. A scrutiny of the

residuals in the equations (l) gives a clue to the

answer: although a positive time trend in the

residuals is visible also for the first part of

our estimation period i t becomes much more pro

nounced when observations from the years 1973/74

1975/76 are added. It seems as if we have been

aided in diseriminating between the two labor

market variables by a structurq,l trend', in which

the time paths of those variables have parted . The

characteristic of that trend is that the duration

of vacancies has increased while

unfilled vacancies has remained

This development strengthens the

the number of

fairly stable. 1

impression that

l These phenomena are arithmetically reconciled by
the fact that the number of announced new vacan
cies shows a downward trend. See the figures repro
duced in Appendix II.
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the labor market has become less apt to respond

to changes in demand during the last decade. Our

findings are consistent with the nation that this

deterioration in flexibility has irnmediate conse

quenees for the propensity to wage drift.

One may legitimately ask whether not the exaggera

tion of announced vacancies and the corresponding

underestirnation of our measure of duration before

1968 has by chance helped us to explain low wage

drift figures. However, only three observations

are affeeted and one of them only partly. Further

more, two of the residuals are positive so the

effeet of a IIcorreetionll is not bound to impair

the goodness of fit of eq.(2).

Let us now extend our estimation period to include

data from 1976/77-78/79. The labor rnarket varia

bles during these three observation periods were

to some extent influeneed by the new legislation

requiring ernployers to report their vacancies to

the loeal employrnent office. The nurnber of recor

ded unfilled vacancies must unequivocally have

been augmented by this, cet~!:.!..~ paE..ibu~, causing

an expeeted overestirnation of wage drift. The

effeet on the measure of duration of vacancies is

less certain, but as was mentioned earlier it is

most likely that the expected result is an underes

timation of wage drift, although the effect is

probably rather weak.

If we first look at the estimated equations for

the period 1965/66-78/79 as a whole, we irnmediate

ly observe an equalization in the goodness of fi t

compared with the results given by (l) and (2).

The equations turn out to be
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(l'a)" WD = -0.31 + 1.06-10-4UV

(-0.21) (3.23)

(l'b) log WO= -9.76 + 1.05-log UV

(-2.83)(3.24)

(2'a) WD = -0.47 + 7.08-DV

(-0.36)(3.73)

(2'b) log WD= 1.85 + 1.04-logDV

(14.16) (3.80)

R2=O.42: F=10.44

DW=1.25: SE=1.10

R2=O.42: F=10.47

DW=1.17: SE=0.25

R2=0.50: F=13.93

DW=1.60: SE=1.03

R2=0.51: F=14.42

DW=1.41: SE=0.23

Obviously there is a marked deterioration in the

goodness of fit when the duration measure is used.

A slight increase in the values of the t- and F

statistics of the unfilled vacancies equations can

be noticed. However, the performance of the dura

tion of vacancies is still the best one. It might

also be observed that the values of the DW-statis

tics are more inconclusive than in our estimations

(l) and (2), but still the unfilled vacancies

estimates seem to be more disturbed by serial

correlation. As regards the importance of the func

tional specifications both (l') and (2') may be

taken to indicate the existence of a linear rela

tionship without an intercept.

The explanation of this relative change in good

ness of fi t and in the test statistics is evident

when we observe that the amount of wage drift was

low during 1976/77-78/79, and produces negative

residuals in all the estimated equations (see Ap

pendix I). The swing in residuals between 1975/76

and 1976/77 is of the same order of magni tude in

the equations (l') and (2'). As the residual of
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1975/76 is very strongly positive in equation (l.')

a result of the earlier established positive

time trend the downward swing produces only

moderate negative residuals for subsequent pe

riods. On the other hand, in equation (2') the

observation for 1975/76 is not very far off the

regression line, so in this case the swing produc

es large negative residuals for the last observa

tions.

The fact that the swing in the residuals is almost

the same when unfil1ed vacancies and the duration

of vacancies are used in the estimations makes it

difficult to ascertain whether the introduction of

compulsory vacancy reporting really has produced

those expected biases in the estimates of wage

drift, which we supposed earlier 1 • For our estima

tian resu l ts they do not seem to be of crucial

importance, at least not if compared wi th other

influences, which we will shortly consider.

As they stand, the estimatian results given by

(1 ') and (2 ' ) clearly weakens the case for the

duration of vacancies as the superior measure of

the degree of disequilibrium in the labor market

when wage drift behavior is considered. However, I

maintain that a more comprehensive residual an

alysis will restare its position and as well indi

cate what kind of explanatory factor is ignored in

the present approach.

l A camparison of the residuals for 1975/76 and
for 1976/77-78/79 may indicate that the introduc
tion of compulsory vacancy reporting has had oppo
site effects on the number of unfi1led vacancies
and on the magni tude of the duration of vacancies
which is at least not contradictory to what we
have supposed.
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The .residual pattern of the unfilled vacancies

equations has already been outlined: a clearly

visible posi tive time-trend throughout the estima

tion period up to 1975/76, abruptly broken by

three concluding negative residuals (see Appendix

I). It is not easy to derive an explanation of

such a pattern from economic reasoning. 1

The residuals of the duration of vacancies equa

tions behave differently. Their pattern is strik

ingly similar to that of the Swedish business

cycle during the period of estimation, not only

wi th regard to timing but also to ampli tude (see

Appendix I) .

It is well-known that the Swedish economy has

experienced far more violent swings during the

seventies than during the earlier part of the

post-war period. I would argue that the large

residuals of the duration equations coincide wi th

periods when 'exceptional circumstances' have pre

vailed, in which wage drift is influenced by other

forces bes ides the degree of disequilibrium in the

labor market. I would guess that some measure of

the functional distribution of income should be

able to capture the effects of the forces operat

ing in such situations.

Clearly, the formulation of a theory, which estab

lishes the influence of such a measure on the wage

dri f t process, requires as careful an investiga

tion as that which has been accomplished with

regard to the labor market influence. This task

l See Appendix III, where some (unsuccessful) at
tempts are made to complement the unfilled vacan
cies variable with other explanatory variables.
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cannot be earried through in this paper. I would

like to point out, however, that there exists a

theoretical basis for this kind of influence in

the literature on bargaining theory in situations

of bilateral monopoly in the labor market, where

the possibility of colleetive labor action on

loeal level as well as employer reaction is taken

inta aceount. 1

A TENTATIVE TEST OF PROFIT INFLUENCE ON WAGE DRIFT

Consequently, we will make an attempt to inelude a

measure of the funetional distribution of income

as a complementary explanatory variable in the

estimated wage drift equation. As should be clear,

this exercise is not to be interpreted as a test

of a new elaborated hypothesis. Its value is chief

ly derived from the fact that it may illustrate

whether we have been successful in correctly iden

tifying the degree of disequilibrium in the labor

market, i.e., whether the 'unexplained' variations

in wage drift depend on an incomplete specifica

tian of the estimated equation rather than on an

incorreetly specified labor market variable.

There are several al ternatives to choose between

if we want to measure the share of income that

goes to capital. I have seleeted the series on the

percentage yie Id on equi ty capi tal in real terms

that is calculatec1. and published by Aktiv Placer

ing A.B. 2 The reason for this choice is twofold.

See de Menil (1971).

2 The figures are published in Skandinaviska En
skilda Banken Quarterly Review, No.3-4 1979, where
the matters of method are also presented.
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First· of all these profi tabili ty figures are calcu

lated in a consistent way both over time and be

tween companies. Secondly the figures include all

business companies quoted at the Stockholm stock

exchange (except banks) which means that, e.g.,

building industry and retail trade are represent

ed • l Thus the correspondence between the profi t

data and the wage drift data are better than if we

restricted ourselves to manufacturing industry. As

a matter of fact to use profitability figures from

manufacturing is otherwise ·the only remaining al

ternative, if we want data that are at all relia

ble.

As was mentioned the yield on equi ty capital is

measured in real terms. This should be an advan

tage as it excludes the possibility that ·the esti

mated coefficient of the profitability variable

partly reflects the impact of price increases on

wage drift. Whether this profitability measure,

calcu lated by external experts qui te a long time

after the relevant profit period, really corre

sponds to the profit situation as it was original

ly perceived by the bargaining parties at local

level is of course questionable. However, this

dilemma is not easily solved if we want the ag

gregation to be carried out on data that are inter

nally consistent.

The postulated time pattern, . according to which

the profitapility is supposed to influence wage

drift, is indeed crude. I simply assume that the

impact is immediate. As the profitability figures

l In the present context, one obvious deficiency
of the Aktiv Placering series is the inclusion of
the performances of foreign subsidiaries.
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are given on a calendar year basis, they are

weighted so as to roughly correspond to the wage

drift period (meaning that 2/3 of the profitabil

ity of the first year and 1/3 of the profitability

of the second year are related to the correspond

ing second quarter wage drift figures).

There remains one relevant piece of information

that ought to be taken into account before we run

our final regressions. It is known that some wage

drift regularly occurs when the centrally negotiat

ed agreement is implemented at local level. For

some years during our estimation period the cen

tral agreements were delayed so the implementa

tions did not manage to affect the second quarter

earnings statistics (1968/69, 1970/71, 1974/75 and

1976/77). As a consequence the subsequent periods

were affected by two implementations. We would

expect this to cause a shift in the timing of wage

drift with regard to our second quarter period,

leading to a tendency towards negative serial cor

relation in the residuals. We will handle this

problem by introducing an II implementationtI varia

ble which takes on the values O, 1 or 2, corre

sponding to the number of central agreement imple

mentations during the period in question. 1

Denoting the profitability variable P and the im

plernentation variable D, we have the following

l According to Edgren-Faxen-Odhner (1973) the sta
tistical calculations might systematically underes
timate the impact of the central agreements on
actual earnings. Thus an alternative interpreta
tion of the coefficient of the implementation va-

. riable is that it reflects an item of wage drift
that is really to be regarded as a centrally nego
tiated wage increase. However, the basis for such
a claim is somewhat arbitrary and it is safer just
to talk of I wage drift in connection with central
agreement implementationsi.
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estimated linear equations for the period 1965/66

1978/79.

(3) WO= -2.12 + 6.86-0V + O.42-P

(-2.25) (5.52) (4.13)

R2=O.79; F=24.80

OW=3.02; SE=O.67

(4) WD= -3.13 + 7.13-DV + O.47-P + 0.53-D

(-3.71) (7.20) (5.67) (2.74)

R2=O.87 ; F=28.79 ; DW=1.65 ; SE=O.53

Both equations perform very satisfactorily. Equa

tion (4) reaches as high a degree of goodness of

fit as one can hope for when working with real

life data and its F-value is remarkably high,

considering four parameters being estimated.

It is especially worth noting that when we include

more explanatory variables as we go from equations

(2') to (3) and (4) the significance of the dura

tion variable does increase markedly. Likewise the

inclusion of the implementation variable increases

the significance of the profitability measure. As

was expected it eliminates the negative serial

correlation present in (3) according to the DW

test. So while the implementation' variable is in

itself barely significant at 1% level, its con

tribution is not to be overlooked.

On the whole the high values of the t-statistics

indicate that the influence of the explanatory

variables are easily separable (i. e., the degree

of multicollinearity is low) and complement each

other very well in contributing to a high total

degree of goodness of fit. l

l Anyone suspecting that several combinations of
labor market, profit and price variables can reach
the same result should consult Appendix III. They
do not!
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

On the basis of the preceding analysis and the

presented estimatian results we are able to main

tain that the degree of disequilibrium in the

labor market, that is relevant for the development

of wage drift, is adequately measured by the

length of duration of vaeaneies. In addition there

seems to exist an independent impact on wage drift

from profits.

If the above hypothesis eonstitutes an accurate

model of reali ty, this offers an addi tional ex

planation why the number of unfilled vacancies has

shown a elose eorrelation wi th wage drift in ear

lier studies. Let us return to equation (I), i.e.,

v • T = V. As was pointed out, the number of unfil

led vaeaneies (V) refleets not only the length of

the duration of vacancies (T) but also the pumber

of new vaeancies (v), i.e., the demand for new

labor.

In a typieal business eyele, the upswing is charae

terized by inereases in utilization of fixed eapac

ity, increased profits and increased labor demand.

However" during this phase the labor market is not

yet strained and T does not change very mueh. As a

consequence changes in the value of V will reflect

changes in vand so V is likely to be highly

eorrelated with profits.

During a later phase of the cycle both profits and

the demand for additional 'employees stagnate and

start to decline, but the high level of total

demand for labor relative to supply will lead to a

I
I
!
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sustained increase in T. So now changes in the

value of V will mainly reflect the development of

T.

Thus the time path of unfilled vacancies will

follow those of both profits and the duration of

vacancies during different phases of the tradition

al business cycle and the unfilled vacancies va

riable is able to perform their roles alternative

ly in an estimated wage drift equation. However,

when structural changes disrupt the stability of

the traditional relationships between the relevant

variables during the eyele, the number of unfilled

vacancies ceases to be a satisfactory proxy.l

l We have already discussed extensively the expect
ed effects of the shifts that have taken place in
the relations between various stocks and flows in
the labor market in the seventies. There is an
other phenomenon, that may also contribute to the
failure of unfilled vacancies to explain the
amount of wage drift during this decade. Profits
wi thin Swedish industry have then been much more
influenced by price changes than during the six
ties and fifties (after the Korean boom). The
number of vacancies is most likely to be highly
correlated' with profits, when these are influenced
mainly by changes in volume of production and in
capacity utilization. On the other hand, the vacan
cy figures are not to be expected to reflect
profit increases that are purely price induced in
si tuation where the utilization of fixed capacity
has reached its upper limit.
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APPENDIX I

RESIDUALS OF ESTIMATED EQUATIONS

age
1965/ 66/ 67/ 68/ 69/ 70/ 71/ 72/ 73/ 74/ 751 76/ 77/ 78/

5
66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79..

O •5 R2=0.42O
• •5 •

• • • • •5 •O •• •5
O
5 -1.28 -1.28 -0.11 -0.25 0.42 ~.70 -0.26 0.72 2.22 0.70 1.75 -1.07 -0.39 -O .46

0.53 -027 0.35 O.X) 1.23 -0.60 -0.62 0.11 1.87 Ols

•
•

•

••
•

0.84 -1.86 -1.14 -0.88

•
• •

••
•

•
5
O

5
O

o
5
O

5

5
R2:l10.87O

5 • •• • •
• •5 •

O •
5

0.04 -0.06 0.48 033 -0.04 -D.47 -1.14 -0.28 0.59 -0.22 0.66 -0.10 0.06 0.15

3.9 2.6 3.0 3.9 6.8 4.6 2.9 3.8 6.2 6.0 6.4 3.5 3.1 3.4

1965/ 66/ 67/ 68/ 69/ 70/ 71/ 72/ 73/ 74/ 75/ 76/ 77/ 78/
66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79



APPENDIX II

PRESENTATION OF BASIC DATA

Table 1. Unfilled vacancies (UV)

May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March April Average
May/April

1965/66 65764 64397 60917 58648 53894 49622 46836 43099 40499 41643 45388 51967 51889

1966/67 56401 55380 51545 45929 40542 35767 33331 30650 27924 28950 31807 36894 39593

1967/68 41459 41561 38569 33762 28471 26194 27317 26663 25954 27190 30823 40269 32352

1968/69 46837 45594 42439 38949 35727 34590 35824 36728 37736 41154 49081 61480 42178

1969/70 70871 69692 65956 63285 59441 57594 58507 57514 55637 58299 65538 76844 63265 ~
w

1970/71 81964 76687 70329 63338 55160 49185 45047 40240 34901 33859 38730 46470 52992
U1

1971/72 48828 44599 38883 33107 27697 25554 26666 25781 24309 26436 31656 39463 32748

1972/73 44366 41528 36584 31912 26866 25018 26302 26259 25537 26825 32483 40741 32035

1973/74 44357 42576 39766 37077 33873 34119 35896 33440 32995 38571 50095 63625 40532

1974/75 68790 61139 53575 52100 44894 45156 44618 42167 42659 47648 55647 78339 53061

1975/76 79259 61467 49648 48808 37247 33865 35921 32875 33363 37282 49052 64004 46899

1976/77 69778 60550 48994 45700 39110 38346 37775 33188 31048 35857 49312 63441 46092

1977/78 59980 49276 37096 31957 23667 23090 27540 24262 23700 29204 42777 58303 35904

1978/79 53986 38700 29774 30547 24968 25423 30994 26939 30091 44979 60344 76482 39436

Source: Swedish Labour Market Board (AMS)



Table 2. Announced vacancies

May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March April

1965/66 119479 118560 82530 98635 91532 85153 88432 81365 80558 86231 100597 96261

1966/67 116453 116248 76803 91594 83835 76434 73716 64611 67147 71198 72042 86278

1967/68 99315 95980 66917 82083 73103 72156 71060 60794 69768 59654 64222 78807

1968/69 91146 85151 65870 76843 71535 71065 66668 56665 73256 65170 77144 90325

1969/70 88950 95671 68379 79367 78303 71564 69457 62491 70722 62523 66976 92803

1970/71 88517 88154 58835 69526 67398 57937 58611 50141 48301 45540 62924 70521

1971/72 73354 68269 48116 56375 53444 48312 54302 50641 43716 46117 56828 68670 ~
LV

1972/73 73041 67142 46552 59903 51548 51335 50644 41513 50776 43341 58923 60990 O'

1973/74 76223 64601 47921 61545 53591 59264 58880 45048 56071 53961 69782 82857

1974/75 86278 67323 47041 60097 57350 61211 56092 41795 54708 54553 57291 84745

1975/76 68562 60396 37825 51999 49501 52503 55674 42182 41593 50328 65953 70664

1976/77 73554 61024 38273 5507.3 50869 50340 58466 42035 45302 50989 68542 70875

1977/78 61866 63781 33859 52526 44487 44028 52842 43966 45368 47567 63683 78482

1978/79 69741 61703 36003 57633 50321 49698 58626 46582 52807 62096 80590 79481

Source: Swedish Labour Market Board (AMS)

__·_·_o- ..·...._~·_ ......."...,_ .. ·_.. __ w....._~.,_ .._..... ...... .....



Table 3. Durations of vacancies (DV) (fractions of months)

May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March April Average
May/April

1965/66 .506 .541 .724 .589 .578 .572 .524 .558 .498 .485 .456 .481 .543

1966/67 .490 .475 .657 .492 .475 .460 .448 .469 .412 .408 .446 .434 .472

1967/68 .422 .433 .567 .406 .384 .361 .442 .436 .371 .458 .488 .533 .442

1968/69 .527 .533 .632 .500 .493 .484 .541 .652 .517 .646 .666 .727 .576

1969/70 .843 .724 .935 .784 .742 .794 .848 .912 .776 .956 1.046 .887 .854

1970/71 .957 .843 1.121 .865 .772 .807 .744 .767 .689 .736 .636 .693 .802
~,

1971/72 .497
w

.675 .637 .553 .566 .502 .521 .509 .549 .583 .577 .601 .564 -.....J

1972/73 .625 .608 .748 .519 .506 .482 .524 .632 .501 .627 .571 .712 .588

1973/74 .593 .651 .806 .592 .617 .577 .617 .724 .587 .752 .782 .839 .678

1974/75 .822 .907 1.012 .856 .739 .739 .792 .976 .784 .920 1.060 1.107 .893

1975/76 1.166 .879 1.101 .930 .682 .629 .655 .753 .807 .770 .818 1.036 .852

1976/77 .994 .916 1.081 .806 .725 .756 .644 .751 .672 .735 .798 1.013 .824

1977/78 .940 .717 .914 .587 .503 .522 .536 .538 .520 .645 .747 .827 .666

1978/79 .778 .574 .741 .532 .481 .512 .547 .560 .584 .826 .829 1.099 .672

Calculated from tables 1 and 2 according to eqs. (II) and (III).



Table 4. Wage drift (%) (WD)

1965/66 66/67 67/68 68/69 69/70 70/71 71/72 72/73 73/74 74/75 75/76 76/77 77/78 78/79

3.9 2.6 3.0 3.9 6.8 4.6 2.9 3.8 6.2 6.0 6.4 3.5 3.1 3.4

Source: Swedish Employers' Confederation (SAF)

Table 5. Profitability (p) ~
w
CD

1965 66

6 4

a Estimated

67

3.5

68

5

69

6

70

5.5

71

4.3

72

4.2

73

6.9

74

7.2

75

4.1

76

2.3

77

0.3

78

1.1

79a

4

Source: Aktiv Placering AB
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APPENDIX III

In this Appendix some alternative specifications

of wage drift equations are estimated for the

period 1965/66-78/79. Besides the variables presen

t-

ed in the main text, the increase in consumer

price index (CPI) and the unemployment ratio (U)

according to the Labor Force Surveys are introduc

ed as explanatory variables.

The unemployment ratio is supposed to influence

the amount of wage drift according to the same

pattern as unfilled vacancies and the duration of

vacancies. The CPI variable is measured as the

increase in percentage terms from December year i

l to December year i when the wage drift period is

second quarter year i to second quarter year i+1.

t-statistics F-sta- R2 DW
tis-

Variables tics

U UV DV CPI P D
-------_.-

-0.88 0.77 -0.02 1.15

-0.80 0.20 0.37 -0.11 1.19

-0.86 0.15 0.47 0.30 -0.19 0.98

-1.23 2.48 3.62 0.29 1.15

-1.57 2.80 1.30 3.13 0.33 0.53

3.10 0.37 4.91 0.38 1.36

3.17 0.32 0.86 3.45 0.36 0.95

2.64 1.74 7.62 0.50 1.32

2.86 2.02 1.37 6.12 0.54 0.67

4.51 -1.91(1) 10.32 0.59 1.82

4.68 -2.05(1) 1.12 7.47 0.60 1.22
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The only result worth cornmenting is the extremely 

weak performance of the CPI variable. When comple

menting the duration of vacancies variable it

shows significance at 5% level but with negative

sign!

Even if a postulated influence of consumer price

increases on wage drift may be specified -in more

sophisticated ways, it does not seem likely that

such a variable should contribute very rnuch to

wards a deeper understanding of the wage drift

process.
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